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Abstract: 
Tourism is one of the important recreational and leisure activities in the world.  Tourism can be 

termed as travel for recreation, leisure or business purpose.  It has a keen interest to the geographers. 
The main inputs for the tourism development are the natural resources.  Natural resources present in 
the region contributes largely in tourism activities. Tourism has great impact on socio-cultural 
environment. Ecotourism is different than just tourism and it is generally defines as, “naturally 
responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and 
appreciate nature that promotes conservation, has low negative visitor impact and provides for 
beneficially active socio-economic involvement of local people.”     

Natural resources of Baglan Tehsil like Physical landscape and wildlife are encouraging tourism 
activities in the study area.  The natural vegetation, wildlife, climate as well as physiography of the study 
area have vast potential for ecotourism development. In the tourism development of the study area other 
factors like History, Social and Cultural aspects are also equally contributing. 

The main objectives of the research are to assess the natural resources contributing 
for ecotourism development in the study area. The second objective is to understand the 
socio-cultural resources of the study area.  And the third objective is to find the tourist 
satisfaction.  

The research methodology is developed to get maximum responses from the stake holders.  At first 
Site selection was done considering the characteristics of the sites and ecotourism. The semi-structured 
interview and field survey techniques were used to collect primary data.  The secondary data were 
collected from various sources.  

The important findings of the research work can be stated that the study area is having potential 
to develop as a ecotourism destination as because of presence of good number of natural resources.  The 
second finding is large number of tourists shown their interest in the local food, craft and culture. In 
suggestion we can state that local community will be benefited by the ecotourism.  The sustainable 
development could takes place in the study area.  

Keywords: Resources, Ecotourism, Satisfaction Index, Sustainable Development 

INTRODUCTION: 
 Tourism is one of the important recreational and leisure activities in the world.  Tourism 

can be termed as travel for recreation, leisure or business purpose.  It has a keen interest to the 
geographers. The main inputs for the tourism development are the natural resources.  Natural resources 
present in the region contributes largely in tourism activities. Tourism has great impact on socio-cultural 
environment. Ecotourism is different than just tourism and it is generally defines as, “naturally 
responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate 
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nature that promotes conservation, has low negative visitor impact and provides for beneficially active 
socio-economic involvement of local people.”     

Natural resources of Baglan Tehsil like Physical landscape and wildlife are encouraging tourism 
activities in the study area.  The natural vegetation, wildlife, climate as well as physiography of the study 
area have vast potential for ecotourism development. In the tourism development of the study area other 
factors like History, Social and Cultural aspects are also equally contributing. 

OBJECTIVES: 
1. To assess the natural resources contributing for ecotourism development in the 

study area. 
2. To understand the socio-cultural resources of the study area  
3. To find out the tourist satisfaction index. 

 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 
1. Site selection was done considering the characteristics of the sites and ecotourism.  
2. The semi-structured interview, field visits and field survey techniques were used to collect the primary 
data. 
3. The secondary data has been collected from various sources like District Socio-Economic Survey, 
District Gazetteer, Gram Panchayat, Department of Forest etc. 
4. Tourist Satisfaction Index is calculated to assess the resources present in the study area.   
5.  Results are prepared depending on the analysis techniques. 
 
SATISFACTION INDEX 
 Satisfaction Index has been drawn to bring out level of satisfaction of tourists factor wise.  It is 
universally accepted statistical tool to assess the level of satisfaction of tourist.  The demands of the 
tourists can be assessed properly with this index.  The strong and weak points of the site can be assessed 
by the rank of Satisfaction Index. For the sustainbale development of the site the index is very essential. 

The following formula has been adopted for Factor wise Satisfaction Index. 

𝑺𝒕𝒊 =
∑𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑖

∑𝑓𝑖
 

Where:𝑺𝒕𝒊= Satisfaction Index for ith factor, fi= Number of respondents deriving the particular level of 
Satisfaction of ith factor, 𝑿𝒊= Numerical values of the particular level of satisfaction of the ith factor 
 A systematic analysis and the calculation of the factors were made by four point scaling as 
Excellent, Good, Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory.  Nine management factors selected for satisfaction 
index.  The responses from the tourists were obtained and the status of the ecotourism potential has been 
studied with the help of these factors.  The calculation and determination of Factor wise Satisfaction Index 
will help us to study the tourism potential of selected sites. 

STUDY AREA: 
 Baglan is one of the important tribal tehsils of Nashik District.  ‘Satana’ is the headquarter of 
Baglan Tehsil.  The tehsil get its name on the famous Bagul Kings in the history. The culture and dialect 
of the tehsil is mostly mix of Maharashtra and Gujarat states as it lies on the borders of these two states.  
The main occupation of the tehsil is agriculture as because of fertile land.  The tehsil lies in the basin of 
Girana River.  The river  Mosam is the important tributary of Girana River.  Mosam River is important 
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for the agricultural fields in the tehsil. Though Baglan Tehsil is well connected by road network but 
Railway communication is absent.  The nearest railway station is Manmad.   
 The study area lies between 200 42’ to 200 53’ North latitude and 730 45’ to 7407’ East longitude.  
The total area of the study area is 1477.83 Sq. Km.  The total population of the study area is 3,74,435 as 
per 2011 census.   

ASSESSMENT OF NATURAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE BAGLAN 
TEHSIL: 

Physiography: 

 The Western Part of Baglan Tehsil lies in the upper part of Sahyadris also known as Western 
Ghats.  The crest line of the hill range is not continuous but dissected by streams.  Several peaks and forts 
like Mangi (1326Mt), Tungi (1323Mt), Salher(1613mt), Hargad(1122mt), Auranggad (1129mt) and 
Mulher (1307 mt) are the parts of ghats.  The important river of the study area is Mosam which originates 
in Salher Hills.  Western Ghats is composed of the rocks in the Deccan Trap Formation.  The exposed 
parts have been suffering from the intense chemical weathering.  The rocks are deeply rotten.  This part 
of western ghat is made up of Trap rocks called as Deccan basalt.  The banks of the rivers are filled with 
disintegrated basalt of various shades from gray to black, washed down by rain.  

The Dholbari range contain several high peaks as Hattimal (1315 Meter), Kutra dangar(1190 
Meter), Kumbaria (982 Meter), Nocholas dangar (1122 Meter), Phopir (1000 Meter), and Adolia (777 
Meter). Here is a still southern arm of this range from Salher, Known as the Bhint dongar, because of its 
wall like appearance. North of Kanjari nala, having two peak i.e. Hargad (1122 Meter) and Aurangabad 
(1129 Meter).  All these peak are located in North, North-West part of Nashik district. There are several 
other ranges similar the Dholbari branching from the Sahyadris in a South-East direction.  

Several waterfalls are also observed in the Baglan Tehsil.  The famous waterfalls are 
Dhamanyadhad (Near Virgaon), Chinal Chond (Near Kelzar Dam) and Dodheshwar, Kapaleshwar (Near 
Satana).   

Climate: The Climate of Baglan Tehsil is pleasant and healthy in most parts of the year.  In winter 
season minimum temperature can be recorded as low as 40C.  In Summer Season maximum temperature 
reaches upto 400C.  The rainfall is moderate with an average of 650 mm.  Most of rains occurs from the 
June to the September months.   
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Location Map of Study Area: 
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3D Map of Baglan Tehsil 

 

 

 

 

Wild Life: This area comes under the Taharabad Range of forest department.  There are 31 species of 
plant species are found in the forest area of Baglan Tehsil and most of the plants are very useful for 
maintaining biodiversity.  The numerous species of wild animal are found in the forests, the tiger, wagh 
(felis tigris) was common in Baglan, the hunting leopard, Chittah (Felis Jubata) the Indian black bear, 
aswal (Ursus labiatus), the hyaena, taras (Hyaena striata), the stag, sambar (Rusa aristotelis), the spotted 
deer, Chital (Axis maculatus), the blue ball, nilgay ( Portex Pictus), wild boar, dukkar (Sur indicus) and 
various other wild animal are found in small number considerable number in dense forest.  Amongst the 
common species of the wild animal which now occur in the forests of the district include panther, bibtya 
(Felis pardus), Wolf, Landga (Cains pallipes), Samber etc.  All of them however, are occasionally found 
in areas of the district below the ghat- monkeys, mangoos, fox and jackals are commonly found. 

History: Baglan was once under the dynasty of the Bagul Kingdom, the Rathore kingdom that existed 
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from 1308 to 1619. The native people in the area were the Bhils and the Konkanas.  Later on during the 
rule of Chatrapati Shivaji Raje Bhosale of the Maratha Empire, Baglan was a territory of major 
importance because of its proximity to the then flourishing and rich mughal market city of Surat. 
Maratha's were aware of this and used it to their advantage by capturing the area from Mughals and later 
on mounting a loot on Surat thrice. 

Festivals: The Many festivals are celebrated in the tehsil.  The important festivals are Holi, Makar 
Sankranti, Pola, Nagpanchami, Shiv Jayanti, Eid, Mahashivratri, Diwali and Dussehara etc.   The Dongrya 
Dev (Kartiki Pournima), Patlyachi Pooja (Chaitra Pournima) these festivals are celebrated by the tribal 
people.  The Dongrya Dev is the most important festival of tribal people which is celebrated for 15 days. 
Along with festivals many fairs are also organized by the people of the tehsil such as “Yashwantrao 
Maharaj Yatra”, “Bhakshi Yatra”, “Antapur Yatra”, “Mulher Yatra”, “Nampur Yatra”, etc.    

Tourist Attractions: 
1. Salher Fort:   

Ruggedness is the important characteristics of Salher fort. The place is far different from today’s 
modern city life.  It is completely natural place.  The fort and surrounding area do have good vegetation 
and wild life. The fort is also decorated with the vast historical background. In the different dynasties the 
name of this fort has changed such as Gavaligarh, Shailagiri, Salgiri and Salher fort.  The site is unique 
in the culture and traditions of the Tribal people of this area. According to mythology Parashuram, one 
of the nine avataras of Lord Vishnu, did his penance on the fort. The fort is also famous for its battles 
during the reign of Shivaji.  While climbing the fort and on the top of it many dilapidated structures of 
temples, walls and doors fort and water cisterns can be observed.  The complete Baglan region and the 
most fabulous scene of the surrounding region can be seen from the top of the fort. The hotels and other 
accommodation facilities are not available on the fort and on the foot of the fort in the village.  One has 
to stay here in the tents and that also not available here.  We can take this thing positively as in the 
development of site ecolodges could be developed, which will be the best suited option for the ecotourism 
site.    Outsiders are not observed here engaged in any activity.  Recently one Information Centre “Nisarga 
Parichay Kendra” is constructed at the foots of Salher Fort by the forest department. This center provides 
much of the information about the Salher Fort and nearby area. 

2. Mulher Fort:   
 The Mulher is the second important fort in the Baglan Tehsil.  The Fort is located near the Mulher 
Village. The village of Mulher (Mayurnagari) is located  near Taharabad town.  It is 9 km away from the 
Taharabad Town by road.  It is located on State Highway 14. The height of Mulher Fort is 4290 Feet from 
mean sea level.  The base of the fort is 5km away from the main village.  This fort is also historically very 
important fort as it is near to Gujarat Border.  There are many tourists spots are found on the fort like 
Ganesh Mandir, Someshwar Mandir and Chandan Bav, Moti Tank,  Rajwada and Ram-Laxman Mandir.  
Many dilapidated sculptures are found on the fort.   

3. Mangi-Tungi Peaks:   
 Mangi- Tungi is very important Jain pilgrimage centre not only in Maharashtra but also in India 
and World.  Mangi-Tungi is a prominent twin-pinnacled peak.  In between these peaks there is a plateau.  
The site is located near Taharabad about 125 km from Nasik, Maharashtra, India. The altitude of Mangi 
peak is  4,343 ft (1,324 m) from mean sea level.  It is the western pinnacle.  The altitude of Tungi peak is 
4,366 ft (1,331 m) from mean sea level.  It is the eastern pinnacle. This site is very popular among 
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Maharashtrian trekkers. Difficulty level of this trek is easy.  It is very scenic spot.  The beauty of the site 
flourished in monsoon season.  There are many spots that attracts the tourists and pilgrimage.  There are 
numerous Jain temples and is considered sacred in Jainism. It enshrines images of Tirthankaras. Around 
3,500 steps lead to the foot of the peak, which is enriched with several monuments of historical and 
religious prominence. Besides, there are numerous caves named after great Tirthankaras such as 
Mahavira, Rishabhanatha, Shantinatha and Parshvanatha. A grand fair is held here annually during Kartik 
(September–October) where people visit in large numbers to witness festival. In February 2016, The 
Statue of Ahimsa, an 108 ft idol of Rishabdev carved in monolithic stone was consecrated here. It is 
recorded in the Guinness Book of World Records as the tallest Jain idol in the world. 

Factor wise Tourist Satisfaction Index for Baglan Tehsil: 
 

Table No. 1:  Factor wise Satisfaction Index with Ranks of Baglan Tehsil: 
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1. Transport 
122.

5 
155 127.

5 
30 4.35 8 

2. Craft 
152.

5 
115 82.5 50 4.00 9 

3. Food Quality 
110 155 157.

5 
40 4.63 6 

4. Behaviour of local 
27.5 130 322.

5 
200 6.80 1 

5. Information of site 45 110 390 80 6.25 2 

6. Opinion of site 
37.5 280 172.

5 
60 5.50 3 

7. Health Facility 72.5 195 225 20 5.13 5 

8. Drinking Water F. 65 190 240 40 5.35 4 

9. Guide Facility 
120 155 112.

5 
60 4.48 7 

Source: Data compiled by researcher 

 The Factor wise Satisfaction Index is as; Behavior of Local People is ranked first with the 
Satisfaction Index of 6.80 while Information of Site is ranked second with Satisfaction Index of 6.25.  
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The respondents have ranked 7th for Guide Facility and 8th for Transport, while Craft as last rank with 
Satisfaction Index 4.48, 4.35 and 4.00 respectively.  The Satisfaction Index for factors Drinking Water 
facility 5.35 with 4th rank, Health facility 5.13 with 5th rank and Food quality 4.63 at 6th rank. 

Results and Findings: 

1.  The Baglan Tehsil is endowed with natural tourism resources. 

2. The Study area have strong historical background. 
3. There are several mountain peaks are observed with greenery, water bodies, waterfalls and 

wildlife also available which attracts the trekkers and nature lovers. 
4. The study area have rich social and cultural aspects.  The tribals of the area follow their rituals 

which attracts the tourists. 
5. The local people are friendly in nature and supports tourism. 
6. Tourists visited the place replied positively towards the tourism sites.  
7. It is observed that the tourists are not satisfied with the accommodation facilities. 
8. Maximum respondents have rated unsatisfactory remarks towards their opinion of food 

quality.   
9. Very few respondents have replied positively regarding the availability of health facility. 
10. It is observed that tourist places have very meager guide facility.  This facility is very 

important to increase the flow of tourists.  
11. Ecolodges should be constructed in the area for the accommodation facility.  
12. The availability of crafts also matters for the ecotourism development.  However, tourists are 

unhappy with the available crafts to them.  If the good crafts are made available to these 
tourists, they will be happy to visit these places again. 

13. Majority of the tourists had complained of road and communication system of the area. 
14. Information of the tourism sites are very meager.   
15. Public transport facilities are inadequate.   
16. Infrastructural facilities are not developed in the region.   
As the weakness of the study area is managed properly and Government and Tourism Department 

taken positive steps towards providing infrastructural and other facilities to the tourism places, it will be 
a good ecotourism site in the future. 
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Abstract: The LIC of India Ltd. is only single public sector Insurance Company in India. 

However, in present scenario, the picture changed after entering private sector insurance 

companies started their life insurance business in India from the year 2000. After that, there is 

cut throught competition arises in insurance sector also. For this, LIC of India Ltd. faces so many 

problems to maintain relationship and retain their consumers. With the investor public becoming 

aware in terms of return on investment, the management 

ofthelifeinsurancecompanieshasdonesomesoulsearchingwithrespecttoconsumersatisfaction.  

In 21st century, globalized world retain consumers by managing relationships and making 

them happy has become essential part in insurance sector. It is said that consumer happiness and 

satisfaction is the only key to success of every business. 

From this point of view in the present research paper researcher, focus on satisfaction 

level of consumer by LIC of India. This research paper based on Pilot study done by researcher 

for her research work. The main objective of present research paper is to find out efforts and 

policies implemented by LIC for retaining their consumers and researcher wants to study about 

trends of Consumer while selecting LIC Policy. The research paper based on Primary as well as 

Secondary data.  

 

Keywords: Consumer Satisfaction, Retention, Insurance, LIC of India  

 

Introduction: 

In present scenario, of modern insurance world, increase day-by-day in consumer 

services has greatest important tool for better progress. Consumer requirements, needs, 

necessities and complaints are part of their life insurance business. It is so more important to LIC 

because it is a service industry. Therefore, that, to maintain consumer relationship 

andadoptingretentionpoliciesaretheirmainobjectives.Theneedforthestudyarisesbecauseinsurance 

sector helps in economic development of the country. The consumer is satisfied first by 

providing better services with the help of computer and other innovated technologies. Hence, 

there is need for consumer survey, identifying their requirements and satisfaction. 

Insurance business is Traditional business in service sector. Because, Insurance business 

provides investment in securities by offering Insurance product to their Consumers. Investments 

in Insurance have no risk and it offers life cover of policy holder. Furthermore, investment in 

Insurance covers not only life risk of person but also after the death or in unfortunate situations 

of policy holder, it provides financial support to his family members. So that, we can say that, 

investment in insurance beneficial to policyholder in his own life as well as after the end of life 

to his family. Consumers are the main pillars of life insurance business. For this, every insurance 

company tries to attract and retain existing consumers to keep their profits high. 

With the growing population in India, there is maximum demand for investment in 

insurance. Insurance sector in India is one of the growing sectors of the economy and presently 
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increasing at the rate of 35-40%annually with a total insurable population of less than forty 

percent. In the year, 1956 LIC of India Ltd. was the first insurance 

companycameintoexistenceandnationalizationbyGovernmentofIndia.Until1999, LIC of India 

Ltd. was monopoly in insurance sector. However, after 1999, the Indian insurance market 

wasopenforprivateplayersandtheInsuranceRegulatoryandDevelopmentAuthority(IRDA)was 

established to regulate insurance market. At present, in addition with LIC in Public Sector, 15 

private companies are operating life insurance business. Thus, to retain, to attract, to satisfy and 

to fulfill financial needs of consumer is the major challenge for every life insurance business. 

In today’s era, LIC of India Ltd. have many competitors in life insurance market and 

consumers getting so many investment options from various life insurance companies. So, there 

is possibility about consumers that, they may be shift to other private life insurance company. 

Therefore, to retain and maintain consumer is very crucial and complex task for LIC Ltd. From 

this point of view, there is a need of retaining consumers by maintaining life long relationship 

and must be provide best services for satisfying consumer needs of LIC Ltd. For that reason, 

researcher’s interest here is to study level of satisfaction towards LIC of India Ltd. 

 

Objectives of Research:  

1. To find out efforts and policies implemented by LIC for satisfying their consumers. 

2. To study trends of policy holders to continue with LIC for new policies. 

 

Research Methodology:  

Primary Data: Primary data are information collected or generated by the researcher for the 

purposes of Pilot Study. For this research study, researcher selects 100 LIC Policyholders 

randomly and data collected through Questionnaire.  

 

Secondary Data: Secondary Data is collected with the help of IRDAI Report, LIC Report, 

Various Journals and reference books.  

 

Sampling Method: Simple Random Sampling 

 

Sample Size: 100 LIC Policyholders in Nashik City  

 

Statistical Tools: Percentage 

 

Review Literature:  
 

Gregory A. Kuhlemeyer and Garth H. Allen (1999)1, in there research on consumer 

satisfaction relevant to the purchase of life insurance products, compare satisfaction in an agent-

assisted transaction with satisfaction when no agent is used. The benchmarks identified for 

consumer satisfaction are the life insurance product, the agent, and the institution. The agent-

assisted and direct placement of individual life insurance are compared and it is found that 

consumers are highly satisfied with their agents, when they believe that their agent is 

trustworthy, knowledgeable, and selling only the appropriate products. Purchasers who use the 

agent alone are more satisfied with their insurance company than purchasers who use both an 

agent and the direct purchase approach. In the same way, the direct sales method is found to 

score the highest level of satisfaction because purchasers trust their life insurance company very 

highly. The study has also found that single premium policies secured the lowest level of 
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consumer satisfaction while term insurance, universal life, and whole life insurance give higher 

levels of consumer satisfaction, in that order.  

 

Tom Moormann (1999)2 has explored how the life insurance industry is addressing the issue of 

measuring customer satisfaction, as satisfied customers are vitally important to life insurance 

companies, where retention plays a large role in determining a company’s revenue stream, and 

ultimately its profitability. The LOMA has conducted a survey of its member companies. A total 

of 129 responses are received from 709 companies and the survey itself is divided under three 

general heads, such as companies measuring overall customer satisfaction, companies measuring 

satisfaction with specific transactions, and evaluation of customer satisfaction information. 

Ninety per cent of individual life products and seventy per cent of disability products of 

respondent companies have been considered to measure the customer satisfaction. 

Companies measure satisfaction with those products which are marketed to individual 

consumers. Roughly, half of the companies’ measure customer satisfaction on an irregular basis, 

and a substantial number of companies do not measure customer satisfaction at all. The general 

types of information collected in customer satisfaction surveys are data on overall satisfaction 

(80 per cent of respondents), satisfaction with product features and benefits (61 per cent), and 

satisfaction with different aspects of the purchase process (58 per cent). It is concluded that 

customer satisfaction, though an important metric for evaluating business performance, has been 

paid only insufficient attention by the companies. 

 

Radha Krishna, G. (2008)3, in his book, “Marketing of Insurance Services in India”, highlights 

that marketing insurance services has great relevance today as various companies are adopting 

different marketing strategies, and there has been a shift from selling orientation to marketing 

orientation – agents becoming advisors, and relative role shift of seller to marketer. This changed 

scenario has made the industry adopt different marketing strategies. Customizing the products, 

pricing, channel strategies as direct selling, E channel, company advisors, company agency 

channels, cross-selling and Bancassurance are becoming contemporary strategic tools for present 

Indian insurance scenario. The combination of channel and the promotion strategies has become 

a dominant strategic tool in the Indian insurance companies. In the competitive market 

environment, the challenge and success for the insurance marketer lie in exploring the market 

with a balancing marketing strategy among consumers, competitors and the IRDA. 

 

Mr. Vijay Vyanketesh Bidnur (2013)4, wrote thesis entitled, “An Analytical Study on new 

Insurance Plans in Life Insurance Corporation of India and ICICI Prudential Life Insurance with 

special reference to Sangli Division, Maharashtra,” for this research study researcher focus on 

some important area which includes existing and new insurance plans introduced by LIC and 

ICICI Prudential Life Insurance. Also researcher needs to study about impact of new insurance 

policies on customers and after collecting information researcher wants to suggest some 

measures for improvement in existing and new insurance plans in LIC and ICICI Prudential in 

Sangli Division only. In this research, researcher sets three hypotheses for analysis, in first 

hypothesis researcher highlights relationship between income of policyholder and insurance 

plans. In second hypothesis researcher focus on satisfaction level of consumer with LIC and 

ICICI Prudential Life Insurance, and in third hypothesis researcher emphasis on correlation 

between insurance plans with economic policies. For achieving these objectives and hypotheses 

researcher adopt methodology of data collection with the help of Primary and secondary data. 

Primary Data collected with the help of questionnaire, interview Schedule and Observation on 
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the other hand Secondary data will be collected from Journals, reference books, LIC Manuals, 

ICICI Manuals and other Published and Unpublished Materials. For this research researcher used 

some statistical tools i.e. 5 Scale Likert Model, Variance analysis, Standard Deviation, 

percentage and for comparing past insurance plans tabulation formulation used. After analyzing 

all parameters for testing hypotheses and observations this research work conclude that, the 

growth of the insurance plans of LIC was much higher than ICICI. This may be related to 

efficiency issues which ultimately contribute to the growth of the insurance industry. This 

conclusion drawn by researcher with the help of finding some important reasons, they are 

namely- Consumer always trust on Public Sector Industries because of government security is 

there, LIC gives better plans and improve confidence of Customer by offering risk free 

investment and also helpful for financial growth and improvement, LIC helps in maximization of 

social benefits of insurance of the entire population. Therefore, researcher suggests two 

important factors in which LIC have to work on it to improve service quality by launching Micro 

Insurance Schemes as well as LIC should improve their business and services in rural areas also, 

these both components definitely helpful for making their insurance business more and more 

successful.   

 The above research work is limited only for Sangli Division that means 

researcher not focused on other areas of entire Maharashtra for that reason research gap arises 

from the point of selecting research area. So, for studying present research work this research is 

important from the point of view of new insurance policies launched by LIC of India but on the 

other hand this research is based on economic perspective.  

 

K. V. Ramanathan (2011)5, wrote thesis on, “A Study on Policyholders Satisfaction with 

reference to Life Insurance Corporation of India, Thanjavur Division.” In this research study 

researcher concentrated on level of satisfaction from LIC to Urban as well as rural consumers. 

For this research study researcher having some objectives to get actual results regarding 

satisfaction level of consumer. Firstly researcher wants to identify demographic level of 

respondents. Secondly, researcher want to identify perceptions and various factors influencing 

customer for LIC. For this study researcher also concentrated on reasons of customers to switch 

over from LIC on the other hand researcher wants to identify satisfaction level between rural and 

urban customers. For accomplishing all these objectives researcher done his research work with 

having some parameters which are based on hypotheses. The present research work based on 

urban as well rural policyholder’s satisfaction level from this point of view researcher state 

hypotheses, they are- factors influencing selection of policy, level of perception, annual income 

of individual and level of satisfactions between urban and rural customer do not differ 

significantly. Descriptive research design drawn for this research and convenience sampling 

method used for this study. Primary data was collected through questionnaire. For analyzing and 

evaluating data and for testing hypotheses researcher used some statistical tools they are namely- 

Standard Deviation, Factor Analysis, Correlation, One Way ANOVA, Perceptual Mapping and 

Henry Garret Ranking Method. From this research study researcher received outcomes, some 

important findings are- maximum consumers from rural as well as urban areas are fully satisfied 

about LIC services. In present times, while selecting insurance policy customer having first 

priority about future of children and tax benefits instead of life risk cover because it having 

secondary factor now-a-days. Most of consumers preferred LIC other than private life insurance 

companies so it is beneficial for consumer retention also. Form this research study researcher 

given suggestions to improve service quality and increasing satisfaction level of customers these 

are- LIC should focus on customer satisfaction because is very important tool for retaining them 
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and it leading to profitability and growth of LIC business. Also researcher suggested that, LIC 

should educate marketing personnel to provide better services as per need and wants of 

customers. Researcher suggested that LIC have option to tie up with banks and NGOs for selling 

their insurance products especially in rural areas which is positively affected and improve 

maximum consumers for purchasing LIC products.  

 The above research study was focused only on satisfaction level of consumer only of 

Thanjavur Division. That means only limited area was studied by researcher and only single 

component was studied i.e. level of satisfaction of consumers. No other area was covered in this 

research study.     

 

Performance of LIC:  

 

The IRDAI data showed that LIC saw its new business premiums at Rs 1.77 lakh crore in 

2019-20 compared to Rs 1.42 lakh crore in the previous fiscal — a growth of 25.17%. 

Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) ended the last fiscal with a growth of over 25% in first year 

premiums compared to private insurance players who saw the premium growth of 11.64%. In the 

just concluded FY20, state-owned LIC has achieved its highest number of policies for the last six 

years. The data from Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDAI) showed that 

LIC has sold over 2.19 crore policies in last fiscal. 

“In these difficult times of business distress caused by Covid-19, LIC, India’s largest life insurer, 

continues to better its performance. In the just concluded financial year 2019-20, LIC has 

achieved its highest number of policies for the last six years,” said LIC in its press release. 

The IRDAI data showed that LIC saw its new business premiums at Rs 1.77 lakh crore in 2019-

20 compared to Rs 1.42 lakh crore in the previous fiscal — a growth of 25.17%. On the other 

hand, private insurers saw their first year premium at Rs 80,919.40 crore in last fiscal — a 

growth of 11.64% against the previous year. 

LIC collected single premium of Rs 21,967 crore and non-single premium of Rs 29,260 crore, 

the ratio being 42.88 for single premium and 57.12 for non-single premium. “While ensuring 

growth in number and premium both, inspite of the truncation of the most productive fortnight of 

the year, LIC has achieved a healthy business mix,” said LIC. 

While LIC Pension and Group Schemes Vertical created a new record by clocking more than Rs 

1 lakh crore premium income during the Financial Year 2019-20. LIC collected Rs 1.26 lakh 

crore as group schemes new business premium income as against Rs 91,179 crores in the 

previous year with a growth rate of 39.01% and a market share of 80.54% as compared to 

77.94% last year. 

LIC’s market share in number of policies and first year premium as at 31st March 2020 was 

75.90% and 68.74% respectively which is an increase of 1.19% in number of policies and 2.50% 

in first year premium. 

LIC even settled 2.03 crore maturity, money back claims and annuities upto March 2020. The 

insurer settled 7.50 lakhs of death claims and annuity payments due in March 2020 and April 

2020 have also been settled on due dates. In the last budget, finance Minister had stated that 

government plans to divest stake in LIC through an IPO. Leading independent valuation firm 

RBSA Advisors have estimated valuation of Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC) in the 

range of 9.90 lakh crore to Rs 11.50 lakh crore 
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Data Collection and Data Analysis Results:  

 

Age Group of Policyholders: 

 

Age Group  Result in Percentage  

21 to 30  38% 

31 to 40 22% 

41 to 50 16% 

51 to 60 14% 

61 and Onwards  10% 

 

 For this research study researcher select different age groups to find out 

satisfaction level of LIC policyholders.  

 

Income Level of Policyholders:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 From the above chart, it seen that, 65% Policyholders having limited income 

groups. Therefore, they face many financial problems regarding investment decisions in 

LIC of India.  

 

Satisfaction Level of Policyholders about LIC of India:  

 

Satisfaction Factors  Satisfied  Dissatisfied  Neutral  

LIC is Public Sector Company  87 10 3 

Financial Safety and Security  94 4 2 

LIC Products  75 15 10 

No Monetary Risk  95 1 4 

Guaranteed Return 96 2 2 

Best Service Quality  66 20 14 

Covering Own and Family Life Risk  80 8 12 

No Hidden Charges apply  98 1 1 
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 From the above table, researcher collect data about satisfaction level of 

policyholder offered by LIC of India from various perspectives. The above table shows that, 

almost more than 90% policyholders are satisfied with LIC of India. However, after collection of 

data from policyholders, it found that, LIC of India should be focus on LIC products as well as 

Service Quality.  

 

Trends of Selection of LIC Products by Policyholders with different age Groups:  

 

LIC Products  Age Groups 

21 to 30 31 to 40  41 to 50  51 to 60 61 and 

More  

Endowment Policy 19 32 22 15 12 

Whole Life Policy  35 28 22 10 5 

Term Insurance Policy  28 34 24 4 10 

Money Back Policy  22 38 28 8 4 

Children Education Policy 18 42 22 12 6 

Pension Plan  28 42 15 12 3 

 

From the above chart researcher wants to study about LIC Products with different age groups. As 

per the future needs and requirements, policyholders are interested to select life insurance 

product for their benefits. From the above chart it seen that age group between 31 to 40 and 41 to 

50 are much more aware while selecting LIC Product also they need to satisfy their financial 

need on future planning. The age group between 21 to 30 are not much aware about selecting 

LIC products it is their initial stage of selecting LIC Product and remaining group i.e. age group 

51 and onwards are least interested in changing trends for selecting LIC Products.  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. From this research, researcher observed that, LIC need to take maximum efforts for 

satisfying the need of Policyholders along with providing additional facilities.  

2. It is suggest that, LIC should be concentrate on improving awareness of policyholders 

about Life Insurance products.  

3. LIC Policyholders are selecting Life Insurance products to save tax but if they got variety 

in selecting LIC products, they will ready to select new product.  

4. LIC should focus more and more on consumer relationship and the need and 

requirements of policyholders to satisfy their need and wants.  

Conclusion:  

Providing best services along with maintain good relations with consumer is a modern 

concept and comprehensive in nature for retaining, building and increasing consumer 

relationships in every business sector, and it becomes an effective tool for Consumer Satisfaction 

and for retaining old consumer. Consumer satisfaction facilitates organization to successfully 

maintain relationship with their consumers, it is a general business strategy. It supports to expect, 

understand, accomplish and personal the requirements of consumer. Today, various business 

organizations such as insurance companies and other service providers understand its 

importance. They also realize the significance of Customer Relationship, which helps them to 

attract new consumers and retain existing ones, which maximize their lifetime value, and it is also 
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used in LIC for satisfaction and retention of consumer. 
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Prant) are jointly organized a two days national seminar on 30th January 2023 and 31 

January 2023 on "Russia - Ukraine Conflict: Its Impact on Global Politics and 

Indian Foreign Policy". The seminar is sponsored by Indian Council of Social 

Science Research (ICSSR).Such national seminar created the platform and 

opportunity for research scholars to write research paper and to present their research 

work in this seminar. As organizer & convener of this seminar we are  so happy and 

decided to publish all research papers in UGC care  listed Journal entitled  

Shodhprabha .We are  so thankful and gratitude for editors and the board of editors of 

the Journal. 
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Russia - Ukraine War: Discursive Study of Terrorism and Conflict 
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ABSTRACT 
Russia launched an attack on Ukraine, as the invasion came after a decade of worsening relations 

between Russia and West influenced or sponsored Ukraine. Cyber-attacks on Ukraine have 

remarkably increased, heading up to the war. Hence, cyber-attacks have the possibilities to 

unintentionally spill over into other countries having clear vicinity; because of western 

connectivity, and the repercussions, of which have been seen on diverse occasions. As cyber-

attacks by abominable actors are a recent phenomenon, and given the difficulty in the attribution of 

such attacks, the demarcation between what constitutes a cyber-attack, cyber-warfare or cyber-

terrorism is unclear. For all that, this study views at the broad development of cyber-attacks in war 

zone to analyse cultivation of recent recreations. The analysis from conflict is that; terrorism 

increases with the intensity of conflict. Both the Georgian conflict in 2008 and the Ukrainian 

conflict of 2014 saw paramount hike in terrorist activities around the conflicts; and as the current 

war escalation increased, the terrorist activities should be expected. 

KEY WORDS - Russia-Ukraine War, Cyber-Attack, Cyber-Terrorism, Terrorism 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PREFACE 

On 24 February 2022, Russia launched an attack on Ukraine, as the invasion came after a decade of 

worsening relations between Russia and West influenced or sponsored Ukraine.  

This analysis encompassed myriad perspectives referring to the current Ukrainian war; covering 

the incidences of past acts of terrorism in Russia, Ukraine and also studies likely future 

frequencies. It also studies cyber-attacks on Ukraine over the last decade; leading to the current 

conflicting situation.  

The analysis from conflict is that; terrorism increases with the intensity of conflict. Both the 

Georgian conflict in 2008 and the Ukrainian conflict of 2014 saw paramount hike in terrorist 

activities around the conflicts; and as the current war escalation increased, the terrorist activities 

should be expected.  

Furthermore, cyber-attacks on Ukraine have remarkably increased, heading up to the war. Hence, 
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cyber-attacks have the possibilities to unintentionally spill over into other countries having clear 

vicinity; because of western connectivity, and the repercussions, of which have been seen on 

diverse occasions. As cyber-attacks by abominable actors are a recent phenomenon, and given the 

difficulty in the attribution of such attacks, the demarcation between what constitutes a cyber-

attack, cyber-warfare or cyber-terrorism is unclear. For all that, this study views at the broad 

development of cyber-attacks in war zone to analyse cultivation of recent recreations.  

 

MAIN FEATURES 

• There is a strong association between terrorism and conflict, with 97 per cent of all terrorist 

deaths recorded in a region of war. 

• Terrorism deaths in Ukraine are expected to upturn considerably in the coming months and will 

accelerate proportionally with the conflict severity. 

• In the face of terrorism in Russia and Ukraine; remodelling - in Russia since 2012 and the 

Ukraine since 2015. 

• Terrorist incursions in Russia had been declining since 2012; when 213 attacks were recorded. In 

2021 there was only one. 

• Terrorist attacks in Ukraine increased in 2015 with 58 attacks, while in 2021 there were none.   

• Terrorist deaths in Ukraine under the weather during 2014 conflict with Russia. 

• Terrorism peaked in the Russia and Eurasia region in 2010; in the wake of the Russian-Georgia 

conflict with 339 attacks and 318 deaths recorded.  

• The period amidst the conflict with Georgia and the annexation of Crimea; estimated for the most 

terrorism in Russia over the last two decades with 87 per cent of attacks, and fatalities ensuing 

between 2008 and 2014. 

• Russia, Ukraine and Belarus were the only terrain in the vicinity, to record over one thousand 

vehement validations in 2021. 

 

RUSSIA - UKRAINE WAR: CYBER - TERRORISM 

HIGH-POINTS 

• Cyber-attacks in Ukraine have remarkably soared over the last decade.  

• Ukraine has been the target spot of numerous cyber-attacks over the past years. In 2020, the 

number of attacks was close to 400,000. Past high profile attacks in the Ukraine include NotPetya, 

CrushOverride, Cyclop Blink.  

• The prevailing conflict in Ukraine is likely to see cyber-attacks become more frequent.  

• Ukrainian government has trained volunteer hackers to target Russia and Anonymous has also 

stated its signification to target Russia.  

• The strike of cyber-attacks can be much capacious than their objects, spilling over into other 

countries. For example, while NotPetya targeted Ukraine, its effect was felt in the USA, UK, and 

Australia.  

 

CONCEPTION OF CYBER - WARFARE AND CYBER - TERRORISM 

The expanded dependence on communications and information technology; has depicted that, the 

online mode has become of great interest to atrocious actors, giving channel to categorisations such 

as ‘cyber-attacks’, ‘cyber-warfare’ and ‘cyber-terrorism’. Be that as it may, categorising any 

cyber incident into one of these three terms is problematic. Attribution is often difficult for any 

cyber circumstance as the sources of the attacks, are often challenging to trace. Consequently, the 

perpetrator, motivation and intended purpose are often elusive. Without this, demarcation of what 
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constitutes warfare (state actions) vs. terrorism (non-state actions) is imprecise. This disorientation 

is at the heart of hybrid-warfare; where civilian and military mechanism, overt and covert 

operations are used to destabilise.  

The cyber world is becoming one of the key battle spheres, in which hybrid-warfare are fought. 

NATO perceived cyberspace as the 5th battle space at the Warsaw Summit in 2016 and a cyber-

attack as a potential Article 5 case; which insists upon, an attack on one member is an attack on all. 

Currently Article 5 refers to a kinetic armed attack and is lacking a reconcilable cyber definition. 

Hence, it will be up to the 30 NATO member states to define what amounts to a cyber-war after a 

cyber-attack of copious security. 

Also, traditional terrorist activities are considered terrorism; when the act is committed by a non-

state actor, with the aim of practicing violence or threatening violence; where the act sends a 

message to a extensive audience than those affected by the violence. Hence, attacks by the Russian 

government on the Ukrainian government or vice versa, infrastructure or business would not be 

restricted as an act of cyber-terrorism. Apart from conflict locus; classifying cyber-attacks by 

governments as cyber-attacks or cyber-warfare is also indistinct.  

This analysis does not work out to answer these precision questions; but it studies at the previous 

attacks, the resemblance of future attacks, and the unidentified results from the flow-on effects to 

countries in all inclusive vicinity.  

Due to enhancing use of cyber-attacks, there is a extremity at global scenario, to elevate the 

precisions of what constitutes cyber-warfare, cyber-terrorism and cyber-attacks. The possessions of 

these are serious, as it will dominate the groups coming under terrorist legislation, or whether an 

act of war has been declared. Presently it is unclear, under what situations a cyber-attack on a 

NATO member would constitute an act of cyber-warfare? and vice versa mode to think upon.  

 

CONFRONTATIONS VIA CYBER-ATTACKS  

The evolving pressure in Russia-Ukraine conflict, has called for preeminent spotlight on cyber-

attacks. Without exception the number of cyber-attacks has enhanced remarkably over the last 

decade. It remains to be seen how extensively cyber-attacks will be used in the current war 

situations. In the weeks before the conflict, numerous targets had been attacked by Distributed 

Denial of Services (DDoS) attacks. Currently, the Ukrainian government is evolving with an 

international cyber army of volunteer hackers. Anonymous has declared cyber war on the Russian 

government. Within the first 24 hours, they claimed responsibility for disabling several Russian 

government websites. 

Both the countries have experienced consistent cyber-attacks over the last decade. In 2020, they 

faced 397,000 attacks and around 280,000 attacks in the first ten months of 2021. The attacks were 

so voluminous, that the EU sent a Cyber Rapid Response Team to provide support.  

Under President Putin, Russia has been confirmed with undertaking numerous cyber-attacks 

globally. Such attacks can be channelized swiftly, autonomously or in connection with other kinetic 

operations. They are independent on time and distance; and are very cheap to implement. Most 

significantly, they are particularly difficult to defend, as they come in a myriad of forms. 

Furthermore, due to the inter-connectivity of the web; malware can easily be inadvertently 

transferred to third parties, for whom it wasn’t intended. Use of cyber-attacks by Russia began after 

the Russian withdrawal from Georgia in 2008.  

The increasing implementation of cyber-attacks can be a leading symbol of something nefarious 

being planned. For instance, in January 2022, as diplomatic efforts were being ratcheted up, 

Ukraine experienced a widespread cyber-attack on several government departments. The attack 
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took the form of a message saying “….Ukrainians!....All information about you has become 

public….Be afraid and expect the worse…. It’s your past, present and future….” The message 

included a reproduction of the Ukraine flag and a crossed out map with a reference to “historical 

land”. Prominently, after this attack, the Ministry of Defence came under DDoS attack, as did 

PrivatBank and Oschadbank, although the attack they faced was more about disinformation; 

suggesting that their ATMs were not working. The motive could have been to cause further 

agitation.  

Cyber-attack operations are essentially carried out by the Russian Main Intelligence Directorate 

(GRU) and by entities that are officially unaffiliated to the Russian state; providing the government 

with an air of presumable deniability.  

One early example of condemning Russian-led cyber-attack occurred in December 2015; when 

Ukraine’s industrial control systems networks were targeted by destructive malware causing power 

outages in the western Ivano-Frankivsk region; around 700,000 homes were without power for 

several hours. A year later, Ukraine’s power grid faced a malicious malware attack, called 

CrushOverride, which blacked out a portion of Kyiv’s total power capacity for an hour. The attack 

began when a 330-kilowatt sub-station was influenced by external sources that lay undetected 

within the IT system for six months, during which time they acquired more knowledge about the 

system. This attack materialized to have been a trial run by hackers, desiring to test new malware, 

which was channelized against an electric power system. It is believed the malware could be fitted 

to target other crucial infrastructure. 

Both the countries continued to support cyber-attacks. The attacks deployed malware aimed at 

rendering data unusable. The malware was spread through tax software that companies and 

individuals require for filing taxes. The code was such that even if users did pay up, their data 

could never be recovered, which is why it was not ransom ware as the purpose was destructive. The 

malware spread to other countries, including the US. This led to the US Department of Justice 

charging six GRU officers with deploying the NotPetya ransomware, which affected hospitals and 

medical facilities around the world. The financial cost to the United States alone was around US$1 

billion. 

Another example was Operation Exchange Marauder, where Russian hackers allegedly found a 

backdoor to Microsoft Exchange giving them access to email accounts and associated networks all 

over the world, including in Australia, the United States and Ukraine.  

 

THE INCREASED CONCERN 

There is elevated unease, which cyber-attacks will increase beyond Russia-Ukraine conflict. 

Jeremy Fleming, Director of Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) has called on 

British critical infrastructure providers to be more vigilant. The solicitude with a spill over situation 

is twofold. Primarily, when it comes to a cyber-attack, there is no intelligibility, as to how far it 

could go, because of the interconnectivity between individuals and entities. This was made 

profusely clear with NotPetya or WannaCry.   

Additionally, if the conflict is not reinforcing, as Russia had hoped, and it perceives the supply of 

weapons by European countries to Ukraine as hostile, it may order Russian hackers to extend their 

reach and look to cyber-attacks to paralyse those opposing Russian efforts and same efforts will be 

taken by Ukraine with help of Europe to defame Russia.  

Several Baltic countries have faced cyber-attacks from Russian sources. One example of a major 

attack, dubbed 'Ghostwriter', infected at least seven members of Germany’s Bundestag parliament 

and 31 state parliamentarians were targeted. The attack began in Lithuania, Latvia, and Poland with 
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the dissemination of disinformation aimed at promoting an anti-NATO agenda, before shifting to 

Germany.  

 

THE WAY AHEAD 

Russia has categorically perceived the essence of the cyber-domain, to achieve globalized political 

intentions and objectives, implementing affiliated and unaffiliated entities.  

Cyber-terrorism could be the crucial means and mechanism for those desiring to attain specific 

political ambitions, which lack the resources to undertake targeted kinetic attacks against 

government buildings, institutions, or agencies and most strategic critical installations. 

Furthermore, physical attacks by governments hold the risk of opening a conflict, whereas there is 

less clarity when a cyber-attack is crucial enough to enunciate warlike situations.  

Due to global interconnectedness cyber-attacks have the potency of blending into regional society, 

with implementing vivid and vast destruction and panic; particularly if the attacker has penetrated 

the system, with the malware lying in wait until an opportune moment to unleash the chaos and 

destruction?  

The Russia-Ukraine conflict depicts, the danger with cyber-terrorism and the increasing 

pervasiveness of cyber-attacks is that, just like violence, where societies can become used to it, and 

focal point is, the cost of living, that is the real cost of war. This however demands unsettling 

prospects; by normalising cyber-attacks by not taking adequate actions against the perpetrators, it 

makes more attacks, more on the verge of, with all inclusive, demonstrating greater willingness, to 

project and target them on adversaries.    
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turned the same into a subject of contentious debate. The decision of merging four districts has 

latent political overtones because districts play a significant role in the proceedings and the 

results of the delimitation process. To decipher the government intention, it is imperative to 

look into the move from the prism of the census figure of 2001 and 2011, which highlights a 

communal demographic rationale behind it. Bajali, a Hindu majority area is merged with 

Barpeta, a Muslim dominated district. Similarly, Hojai an area consists of sizeable Hindu 

Bengalis, often regarded as a consolidated vote bank of the BJP in the region is also merged 

with Nagaon, a Muslim majority district. Similarly Hindu dominated Biswanath district is 

merged with Sonitpur where the Muslim population is growing rapidly. Likewise, Tamulpur, 

a Hindu majority district, is amalgamated with Baksa district, a major fiefdom of Bodoland 

politics which also has a substantial Muslim population of 14% (Pisharoty, 2023). The pattern 

in the changing of district boundaries clearly hints at an attempt to influence the delimitation 

process as well as to weaken the Muslim community’s electoral strength in the state. 

 

Previously when BJP was in the opposition, it asserted that an authentic National Register of 

Citizens (NRC) in Assam should be carried out and completed before the delimitation exercise 

takes place, so that all illegal immigrants could be identified (January 2, 2023, The Assam 

Tribune). Ironically, today when the BJP is in the power, both in the state and the centre, 

delimitation is being carried out without a full and final update of NRC in Assam. Commenting 

on the issue of delimitation and NRC the CM of Assam expressed his displeasure with the 

outcome of current NRC and maintained that the delimitation could be the exercise which 

would safeguard the state’s future (The Assam Tribune, 2nd January, 2023). By the above 

statement, Sarma has rhetorically delve into the contours of identity politics, invoking the 

narratives of indigenous insecurity and protection from growing Muslim population in the state. 

The All Assam Students’ Union (AASU) which has had a history of influencing politics in the 

state also welcomed the delimitation.  The Chief advisor of AASU, Dr. Samujjal Kumar 

Bhattacharya while endorsing the delimitation in the state also appealed that the 

recommendation of the ‘Clause-6’ of the Assam Accord should also be taken care of, to ensure 

the political interest of the indigenous people. In this context, delimitation process in Assam is 

seen as a tool of retaining the prominence of indigenous people over the politics of Assam, 
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simultaneously, deferring its meaning beyond the mere readjustment of constituencies, making 

it a quagmire of identity politics and gerrymandering.  

 

Although, by an amendment to the constitution it is mandated that the current delimitation 

should be carried out on the basis of 2001 census data, but the basis of the recent delimitation 

in the Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) was 2011 census. The INC, AIUDF and Raijor Dal, three 

main opposition parties in the state expressed concern over the usage of two different censuses 

for delimitation in Assam and Jammu & Kashmir. Raijor Dal’s chief, Akhil Gogoi opined that 

the delimitation in Assam should be conducted after 2031 census as the freeze year of 2026 is 

nearby. In this regard, it is interesting to note that 2021 Census has remained dormant because 

of the Coronavirus pandemic and is postponed till October, 2023. By a constitutional mandate 

next delimitation in India after the Delimitation of 2008 could take place only after the year 

2026. If in case, the 2021 census is released during or after the end of freeze year of 2026, it 

may lead to new political choices by the government that will be in the power at the centre. It 

may immediately go for the delimitation and not wait until 2031, if they find the census report 

beneficial to their political interests. Coming back to the state and the current delimitation 

exercise in Assam, Akhil Gogoi, who usually stands in opposition to BJP and its Hindutva 

politics also expressed his fear in a near communal fashion when he said his home constituency, 

Sivasagar, which has a substantial population of Ahom people (a community that he also 

belongs to) will no longer remain an Ahom-dominated constituency, (The Assam Tribune, 28th 

December, 2022). The growing Muslim population in Assam has always been a matter of 

anxiety among Assamese people but with the formation of BJP government in Assam, a fusion 

of old indigenous sentiment of “Jati, Mati aaru Bheti” (home, land and hearth) and hardline 

Hindutva narrative has been observed. The result of such fusion could be seen in the various 

eviction drives in the state which many allege to be targeted. Although, such drives are carried 

out on the pretext of secular intention, they mostly affect a particular community, Miya 

Muslims- a colloquial term for the Bengali Muslim community. The politics in the state has 

become highly polarised, in which even the constitutional act of delimitation is seen to be 

causing further polarisation.  
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The current delimitation discourse has also thrown light on issue of reservation of seats in the 

Assam state legislative assembly. Although, BJP as a national party has had a history of 

reluctance towards reservation (Chinnaiah, 2003), but in Assam, BJP led by Himanta Biswa 

Sarma is eyeing reservation as a ‘reserved strategic action’ to counter the growing presence of 

Muslims in the state legislature. Contextualising his and his party’s intention, Sarma said, he 

would not mind sacrificing his home constituency if the seat is reserved for the Scheduled 

Castes or Scheduled Tribes in the larger interest of the indigenous people of Assam 

(Mazumdar, 2023). The ECI has not released any final guidelines and methodologies for 

readjusting the constituencies in Assam (Parashar and Yande, 2022). In such state of ambiguity, 

could 2008 Delimitation Draft proposal of Assam be of any use to ECI in carrying out the 

delimitation now, as the basis of both is the census of 2001. As per the proposed 2008 

Delimitation of Assam Draft the number of reserved seats in the State Legislative Assembly 

for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes was supposed to increase from 8-9 for SCs and 16-

19 for STs (Zaman, 2023). BJP’s sole ambition in the event of such increment would be to 

push reservation to such constituencies where there is a very less prospect of it winning a seat 

or in other words, reserving the constituencies where Muslims are electorally powerful entity. 

Besides these, there has been an important political demand brewing in the state for quite a 

long time. Six communities of Assam, namely- Tai-Ahom, Koch-Rajbongshi, Moran, Motok, 

Chutia and Tea Tribe (Adivasi) collectively comprising more than 30% of the state electorate, 

has been demanding for ST status, the member of these communities are the followers of 

Hinduism with few exceptions. Granting ST status to these communities was one of the major 

promises of BJP ahead of the 2016 state Assembly election. In this regard, state government 

has even agreed in principle to send a recommendation to centre for the same (Press Trust of 

India, September 27, 2021). Albeit, the central government which has a decisive role in the 

matter has kept the demand in limbo. If in case these communities are granted ST status, the 

number of ST population in the state will rise significantly, it will have a crucial impact on the 

political equation in the state. With the rise of ST population, the number of reserved seats for 

STs in the State Legislative Assembly and parliamentary seats from the state will also need to 

be proportionately increased. There is a possibility that BJP may in future grant ST status to 

these communities before some other delimitation is carried out, to secure its electoral and 
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political interest in the state and simultaneously to reduce Muslim political influence in the 

politics of Assam. 

 

Conclusion 

The present delimitation drive in Assam which is being done based on the basis of 2001 census 

has instilled a great deal of concern among Assamese citizens and political parties because of 

the communal demographic change in the state. The BJP as the ruling party in the state has 

taken advantage of the situation to do the political manoeuvring and to create narratives which 

favours its political agenda in the state. The various move taken and narratives propagated by 

the BJP as discussed above in conjunction with Delimitation exercise in Assam has also drawn 

criticism from various political and non-political organisations and is referred to as a tacit 

attempt of gerrymandering. It could be argued, that these moves will help in the consolidation 

of BJP’s power in Assam both electorally and in terms of propagating a hegemonic Hindutva 

narrative, especially in the forthcoming 2024 election. The strengthening of Hindutva narrative 

in Assam also has a wider implication for federal political structure, as Assam like many other 

states of India has fallen under the tight grip of the web of saffron politics. Earlier, Assam used 

to be viewed from the prism of core-periphery politics in which it was located at the periphery, 

but now Assam itself has become one of the core spaces for Hindutva experiment. In an 

interesting state of affair, the legacy of identity politics in the state has been hijacked by the 

BJP in a very well calibrated manner, it is now leveraging on the sentiments of the indigenous 

people of Assam by projecting the afore-discussed moves as an indirect, but effective policy 

for protection of indigenous rights and interests. All these moves and narratives of the BJP has 

furthered the representation of Muslims, especially Bengali Speaking Muslim as dreadful other 

in the political milieu of the state. Beside the consolidation of BJPs political prospect, an 

indirect, but an apparent outcome of the debates and moves related to Delimitation exercise in 

Assam has been the growing political relevance and popularity of the current Chief Minister 

of the state, Himanta Biswa Sarma in the eyes of the people of Assam as a man of actions as 

well as in the federal political domain as a working man for Hindus. 
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Notes: 

NRC: The National Register of Citizens (NRC) is a register maintained by the Government of 

India for the state of Assam which includes all the citizens and their detailed information. It is 

expected that through a proper NRC the genuine residents of the state could be identified. The 

register for Assam, for the first time was prepared after the census of 1951. 

Grow More Food: ‘The Grow More Food’ programme was initiated during the second world 

war to augment the food production capacity of the province in order to combat food shortages 

and supply sufficient food for the British soldiers. Saadullah then premier of Assam, gathered 

thousands of Bengali Muslim peasants from then East Bengal and settled them in Assam under 

this initiative. 

Clause-6 of the Assam Accord: The Clause-6 of the Assam Accord talks about the 

constitutional, legislative and administrative safeguard to protect, preserve and promote the 

cultural, social, linguistic identity and heritage of the Assamese people. 
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Abstract   

Aftermath the uprising of 1857, the colonial state constructed a novel social and legal category to classify millions of 

Indians as ‘in-born’ criminal tribes. But the available literature on the various aspects of this theme is confined to 

colonial India, ignoring the stimulus and continuation of such colonial stigma and stereotypes in post-Independent 

India. The focal aim of this article is to examine the firstly colonial construction of criminality and in what way such 

notions and stereotypes continue after 1947 in the context of Mewati peoples. This is a vital aspect of this paper as it 

traces how the colonial state stigmatised Mewatis or Meos in the colonial period, unending in post-independent India. 

Key Words: Criminal, Criminal Tribe, Criminal Tribe Act, Colonial India, Meos, Mewati, 1947. 

Introduction  

Following the rebellion of 1857, the colonial state constructed a ‘social dishonour’ and novel and unprecedented lawful 

categories to classify millions of Indians as the ‘criminal tribe’.1 The idea of ‘inborn criminals’ and CT- a defamatory 

term, was introduced in colonial India to control, discipline, and policing those communities who were, as claimed, 

‘involved and committed to the organised commission of non-bailable offenses.’ Further, to control and surveillance 

such Indian natives the British government passed the first Criminal Tribes Act2 in 1871 and mainly extended it to 

North-Western Province and Punjab. In the 1924 Act, all the amendments to the CTA 1871 were merged, and the act 

was stretched to the whole of India. It is estimated in 1947, there were more than a hundred tribes, constituting more 

than three million people and around one percent of the total population in India that were declared as CTs.  

The existing literature on CTs is mainly concerned with the question that why certain groups were classified as CTs 

in British India. Existing work also stated that the construction of criminality in British India is a colonial and modern 

phenomenon.3 Many scholars4 have recently studied the construction and impact of criminality in a particular 

community. A very recent and different work was done by Anastasia Piliavsky (2015) on this theme. She traces the 

ancestries and roots of such concepts and practices in pre-colonial India. Piliavsky explains and rationalises her views 

by studying the Kanjars of Rajasthan. More recently, Sarah Gandee’s (2018) work inspects the post-colonial life and 
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status of the CT in the region of Punjab. She mainly looks at how post-Independent India deals with the colonial 

category of classification in its lawmaking, informal, and substantial practices even after the eradication of CTA. 

Thus, the available literature on the various aspects of this theme is confined to colonial India, ignoring the 

continuation of such colonial stigma and stereotypes in post-Independent India. The key aim of this article is to study 

the firstly colonial construction of criminality and in what way such notions and stereotypes continue in post-

independent India in the context of Mewati peoples.  This is a vital aspect of this paper as it traces how the colonial 

state’s stereotypical criminal image of Mewatis or Meos continued after 1947.  

Mewat as a Cultural Region 

Mewat is a notable and important area in the history of north India. Mewat is known for long confrontations against 

various states in India. “Mewat, or land of Meos, does, find a place, a conspicuous one in the history of northern India 

during the three centuries of Muslim rule preceding the Mughal Empire. During those times, Mewat constituted a 

distinct geographical as well as a political entity.” (Amir Ali (1970, 19). This is important to note that Mewat is not 

an administrative division5. In present-day practice, the term Mewat basically means an area ‘where the Meos live.’ 

Thus, in the present milieu, it is tough to determine the Mewat boundaries as Meos are scattered over the districts of 

the three states, namely, Rajasthan, Haryana, and Uttar Pradesh. So, Mewat is more combined into a social, 

geographical, and cultural entity than any geographical border. The following lines are prevalent and widespread about 

Mewat that  

इत िद ी उत आगरो, अलवर और बैराठ l 

कालो पहाड़ सुहावणो, जाके बीच बसे मेवात l 

नू तो सारी जात ही, बसां एक ही साथ l  

(अपर) मेव घणी तादात मे, नू बाजे मेवात II 

(The Verse suffices, ‘Where is Mewat’? From Delhi to Agra, From Mathura to Bairat where the black charming hills (Aravali range) stand, 

‘here lies Mewat.’. The next line specifies that “though various castes or Jati exist in Mewat together, the Meo caste is in more numbers hence 

known as the Meos of Mewat.” 

Meos of Mewat 

Meos are one of the important social groups of Mewat. There are various views about the ancestries of Meo society. 

The Meos claim that they belonged to the Rajput clan of the Hindu Society. Meos are also considered upper caste in 

the Mewat region by Muslim and non-Muslim communities. Like their descents, there are several understandings 

about their Islamisation, but it is clear from existing works that the Meos embraced Islam over a long period of time. 
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The process of complete Islamisation among them is not complete till today, even after the prolonged presence of 

Tabligh Jama’at among the Meos of Mewat. Politically Mewat or Meos were under the British in Gurgaon, Naruka 

Rajputs in Alwar, and Jats rule in Bharatpur in the 19th century.  

Colonial Knowledge: Construction of Meos Criminality  

Colonial rule classified millions of the Indian population as the CT, and to prove and rationalise such classifications, 

historical evidence, and organised records of their past were formed through the making of colonial knowledge. It was 

one of the strategies by which colonial rule rationalised their rule and classified and controlled the native population. 

Sanjay Nigam (1991) rightly stated that it is important to study the construction of criminality in the context of 

“colonial power and the development of colonial knowledge.” (Nigam, 1991, 132). This colonial strategy is manifest 

in making colonial knowledge about the Meos of Mewat. Colonial ethnographers-cum-officials created colonial 

knowledge and history about the Meos of Mewat in the sense that they can create lawless, predatory, turbulent, and 

stereotypical criminal images of Meos of Mewat. The colonial understanding and reasoning of Meos criminality were 

based on the colonial construct, selective interpretations, and de-contextualised history of Meos of Mewat. The 

colonial ethnographers6 generally rationalise Meos criminality on the similarity in the name of pal7 and the character 

of the Meo-Mina community. Colonial ethnographers formulated their views about Meos based on a story of a legend, 

the marriage of a Meo boy named Dariya Khan, and a Mina girl Sasibadni Mina8. For example, Major P.W. Powlett 

in Alwar Gazetteer stated that 

“The Meos claim to be of Rajput origins, but there are grounds for believing that many springs of the same stock as the Minas. The 

similarity between the word Meo and Mina suggests that the former may be a contradiction of the later. Several of the respective clans 

are identical (Singal, Nai, Pundlot, Dingal, and Balot), and the story of one Dariya Meo and his lady Sasbadni Mina seems to show 

that they formerly intermarried.” (Powlett, 1878, 38)  

The Dariya Meo and Sasbadni Mina legend was questioned by various scholars.9 Still, colonial ethnographers created 

a dominating view that they were from the same race and had familiar criminal characters. This shows how colonial 

knowledge enabled the colonial state to impose its legislation and ideas by creating a history of the native population.  

Further, to rationalised Meos violent and criminal character, colonial ethnographers repeatedly write about the Meo-

Mina’s common origin to sustain its reliability. Interestingly, the construction of Mina criminality was also not the 

center of colonial crime control policy but the creation of a partial inspection of colonial knowledge. (Mark Brown, 

2004) 

Colonial administrator-cum ethnographers further linked the common origin of Meos and Minas with a shared 

predatory character. For example, R.V. Russell stated that the “Muhammadan branch of the Mina tribe belonging to 

the country of Mewat. They were also formerly robbers by occupation, and though they have improved, they are still 
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noted cattle-lifters.” (Russell, 1916, 256). William Crooke writes that an important branch of robber tribes was that of 

the Meos, or Mina, whose headquarters were in the wilder parts of Rajputana, with branches in Punjab, Central India, 

and the United Province. (Crook, 1907, 143). So, like other colonial ethnographers William used the term Meo-Mina 

interchangeably. Hence, it is evident that based on the common origin of Meo-Mina, colonial ethnographers linked 

them with their predatory and criminal activities to prove and rationalised the criminal character of both Meo-Minas.  

Further, the early Indo-Persian accounts about Meos were significant sources of information for creating colonial 

knowledge and the history of Meos. This is evident from the colonial ethnographers who repetitively quoted early 

Indo-Persian accounts to prove the criminality of this community and their lawless activities since early times. For 

example, W.H. Sleeman (2019, 322) writes about Mewatis that “depredations had gone on for centuries. Sultan 

Balban, who reigned from A.D. 1265 to AD 1268, temporarily suppressed them by punishments of awful cruelty, 

flaying the criminals alive, etc.” Powlett also stated that the “Meos were during the Muhammadan period of power 

always ‘notorious’ for their turbulence and predatory habits” (Powlett, 1878, 37). So, the early Persian accounts were 

a significant source of information for the colonial state to mention and highlight the Meos turbulent and predatory 

characters since early Indian history.  

The main argument of this paper is that an immediate reason for Meos criminalisation was their strong resistance and 

mass participation in the rebellion of 1857. Because this was the first direct conflict between the Meos and the colonial 

state since the first half of the 19th century when the Gurgaon district came under colonial rule. In the revolt of 1857, 

no symbols of British authority were to be seen throughout the Gurgaon district. Budha Prakash noted that in “Mewat, 

the sturdy and warlike Mewatis came out in large numbers and formed a dhar (a crowd turned into somewhat organised 

gatherings) to overthrow the British rule. The Meos of Mewat opposed the Britisher tooth and nail.” (Budha Prakash, 

1967, 85). Later British suppressed the Meos and other Mewatis with full force and restored the British authority in 

the Gurgaon district. No doubt Meos paid a heavy price for their participation in the 1857 rebellion. Meos were not 

only killed and hanged but their land was confiscated in accordance with the British acts. Heavy fines were imposed 

on the individuals and rebel villages. More importantly, Meos active and mass participation in the revolt of 1857 

become the main rationale for the British to classify Mewatis as CT. This is evident from the perspective of colonial 

officials10 who depicted Meos as a violent, bloodthirsty, robber, and lawless community. For instance, Watson and 

Kaye mentioned that 

“The Mewatess have not by any means a good reputation as a tribe. They are, according to a local report, like the Goojurs, thieves and 

cattle stealers, and have the vices of Mohmedans without the virtue of Hindoos. They further added that in the mutiny and rebellion, 

in some districts, especially around Agra, they were more troublesome even then the Goojurs, adding to their original 'evil disposition 

the bloodthirstiness of the Mahomedan fanatics.” Watson and Kaye, 1869, item 201).  
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William Crook also stated that “in the 1857 mutiny, Meos and the Gujars of the Upper Daub were notorious for their 

turbulence and seriously impeded the operation against Delhi. The Meos and Mewatis, however, retained their 

character for turbulence.” (Crook, 1908, 313). But, for the Meo community, their involvement in the rebellion of 1857 

was an act of bravery, loyalty, Hindu-Muslim harmony, and a contest against colonial rule. It is also evident from pre-

1857 colonial records that Meos were barely cited in the colonial documentation about criminal activities. But 

certainly, in the post-1857 uprising, Mewatis became a key unease for the colonial state. Even colonial ethnographers 

used selective proverbs to justify Meos violent and criminal character and the subsequent suppression by the British. 

Thus, this paper argues that the participation of the Meos in the rebellion of 1857 was the main reason for their 

characterisation as a CT. It is important to note not only Meos or Mewatis but many other tribes (Bawrias, Sansi, and 

Korvas) also took part in the revolt of 1857 and were classified as CT. 

This work also investigates whether the juridical-legal records and administrative and police documents during 

colonial India confirm Meos or Mewati’s criminality. This study found that no empirical evidence in pre-1857 India 

would give us details about Meos robbers and lawless activities. On the contrary, Lt. Col. Lockett (1831) prepared a 

predatory report of Rajputana in 1831. He noted that there had not been grievances against Mewati regarding their 

robber acts, either the minister of Alwar or the people. Like Lockett’s information, WH Sleeman (2019) also noted 

that Mewatis or Meos were incapable of mischief on a large scale in the Gurgaon district in the first half of the 19th 

century. Thus, hardly any colonial records in the pre-1857 period mentioned the criminal and lawless activities of 

Meos of Mewat. 

When the recommendations were taken from various levels of colonial officials and provincial governments on the 

introduction of the CTA in 1871, not a single colonial official highlighted the lawless and robber activities of the 

Meos. Surprisingly, Meos or Mewatis were not mentioned even a single time by any colonial officials regarding their 

criminal activities in the whole discussion on the introduction of CTA. Mr. F O Mayne, who was Inspector General 

of Police of North-Western Provinces and a main colonial mind in the making of CTA, 1871, sent a schedule ‘A,’ a 

list of the 29 CTs of North-Western Provinces Meos or Mewatis find no mention in Mayne's list of CTs in Schedule 

‘A11’ This is adequate to prove that Meos or Mewatis were not even in discussion among colonial officials for criminal 

activities, still, they were classified as CT.  

It is important to note that when colonial officials were discussing the idea of CT and the enactment of CTA to restrict 

such communities, Col. Hervey came out with a report on the predatory activities of Rajputana. Harvey’s report (1866) 

did not confirm any large-scale Meos involvement in criminal and robber activities in the 1860s. S.T. Hollins (2005) 

collected information from the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) and various standard British works on 

multiple aspects of CTs in the 1920s. When he prepared the list of CTs of the United Provinces, he wrote separate 
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Introduction:- The concept of human rights is the root of the concept of natural rights. Every 

human being is born with certain rights. These assumptions are based on human rights. “The 

concept appears to have been coined by Greek and Roman thinkers as well as by Christian 

philosophers and jurists such as Thomas Aquinas.”1 “It is based on the writings of Hugo 

Grossius, known as the father of international law in the seventeenth century”2 and later by 

Milton and Locke. “In England, a law known as the Magna Carta was passed in 1215.”3 Since 

then, the idea that there should be restrictions on state power has spread. This was further 

clarified by the "Petition of Rights"4 in 1628 and the “Bill of Rights”5 in 1689. The protection of 

human rights was the main objective of American Independence 1776 and the American 

Declaration of Fundamental Independence of 1791. The French Revolution and the subsequent 

Declaration of the Rights of the Freedom of the People and the Civil Rights were an important 

milestone. In England, the monarchy was completely overthrown and the sovereignty of the 

representative body (Parliament) was established, a victory for democracy. The culmination of 

that sovereignty is the establishment of the 'rule of law'. Human rights were the driving force 

                                                
1 Foundation, support CRF,St.Thomas Aquinas Natural law and the common good. (1962) Natural and 
Human Law,Retrieved Jan.1 2022,From  https://www.crf-usa.org/   
2 Hugo Grotius, University Leiden.(1575) Research program.Law, Retrieved Jan.2 2022,From 
https://www.unversiteitleide.nl/en   
3 United Kingdom, constitutional law of United Kingdom, 1874 &1999, Marga Carta bill of rights  Retrieved 
Jan.2 2022,From https://www.legalserviceindia.com/   
4   Petition of Rights,Britannica.(1628) Petition-of-Right-British-history,Retrieved Jan.1 2022,From 
https://www.britannica.com/   
5 Bill of Rights, Parliament of England, (1689) Bill-of-Right-British-history,Retrieved Jan.3 
2022,From https://en.wikipedia.org/  
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behind the French Revolution. The same was true of American independence and the 

Constitution. The same is true of the fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution of India. 

"The Russian constitution also promises to free the individual from economic and social 

exploitation. But it does not provide for the release of the individual from the extreme control of 

the government. The Russian Constitution places special emphasis on the social and economic 

rights of individuals."6 Without social and economic rights, political freedom alone does not 

make sense. But these two kinds of freedoms are complementary. The constitution of the 

Western nations was intended to protect individual freedom from political power, while the 1936 

constitution of Soviet Russia emphasized the provision of all the facilities required for the 

enjoyment of these freedoms. 

 

International Relations and Human Rights:- Although the sovereignty of each nation is 

recognized in international relations, it is also agreed that such sovereignty should have limits on 

human rights. How a nation treats its citizens is an internal matter of that nation, but if that nation 

is violating human rights, other nations can intervene and stop it. The best example of this is the 

"Intervention against the Ottoman Empire"7 by England, France and Russia against the 

persecution of the Greeks in 1827, which resulted in the independence of Greece in 1830. 

European nations intervened in Syria in 1860 to stop the slaughter of Christians. In the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, European nations adopted laws to protect the Jewish 

people. The United States recently demanded that the Soviet Union protect Jew. There is always 

danger in such interference. Because the intervening nation feels that its intervention is justified. 

Therefore, humanitarian intervention is not officially recognized by international law. The UN 

Charter's ban on unilateral use of force has raised serious doubts about the legitimacy of 

humanitarian intervention. Humanitarian intervention is ultimately limited to political motives, 

this is the experience of many places. When Pakistan massacred the people of East Pakistan (and 

later Bangladesh) in 1971, it tried in vain to get the world's attention. In the end, it was only after 

the Indo-Pakistani war that the issue was resolved. 

                                                
6 The Russian constitution,Chapter 2 right and freedom of man and citizen (1906) The 
constitution of Russian freedom, Retrieved Jan.3 2022,From,http://www.constitution.ru/en/  
7 Ottoman Empire, Academia,(2008)  Review of Against Massacre: Humanitarian Intervention in Ottoman 
Empire, Retrieved Jan.3 2022,From,https://www.academia.edu/   
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Human Rights and International Agreements:- International treaties have always been used 

for the protection of human rights. The oldest treaty to protect religious minorities was the Treaty 

of Westphalia in 1648. The treaty agreed to treat Roman Catholics and Protestants equally in 

Germany. During this time many Catholic governments included provisions to protect Catholic 

rights. The Nineteenth Century Treaty was abolished. In 1926, the United Nations General 

Assembly adopted the International Treaty on Slavery. Under the treaty, each signatory assumed 

the responsibility of abolishing slavery. 

 

World War II and human rights:- In the second half of the nineteenth century, rules were 

made regarding war and those injured in war. The purpose of these rules was to curb cruelty. It 

was started in 1864, but the four Geneva Conventions from 1925 to 1929 and after World War II 

added value. Another important event before World War II was the establishment of the 

International Labor Organization. The constitution of this organization is included in the law of 

1919. This organization has played a very important role in labor-employer relations. The United 

Nations implemented many welfare schemes. Appropriate changes have been made in the labor 

laws of many nations and have been instrumental in eradicating undesirable practices such as 

forced labor and job bias. 

 

United Nations and human rights:- After World War II, the victorious nations (England, USA, 

France and Russia) set up a special court to investigate crimes committed by Germans against 

civilians in their territories. The tribunal, which operated in Nuremberg from 1945 to 1946 and 

sentenced the convicts, later adopted the same principles as the UN General Assembly. Human 

rights are enshrined in the United Nations Charter. Article 13 calls for the United Nations 

General Assembly to make recommendations for the protection of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms. Apart from this, Article 1, 55, 56, 62, 68 and 76 also refer to human rights. According 

to Article 55, the objectives of the United Nations are to increase the standard of living, to 

provide employment for all, and to bring about social and economic development. Accordingly, 

the Declaration of Human Rights was issued on December 10, 1948. The idea that everyone has 

certain human rights and that sovereign power does not have the right to curtail them has gained 

international recognition. 
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United Nations Declaration of Human Rights:- “Universal Declaration of Human Rights ( 

(UDHR) is a declaration adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in Paris on December 

10, 1948. According to the Guinness Book of World Records, this is the most translated 

document in the world.”8  “Article 1  All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 

rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a 

spirit of brotherhood.”9  “Article 2 Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in 

this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, 

political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. Furthermore, 

no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, jurisdictional or international status of 

the country or territory to which a person belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-

governing or under any other limitation of sovereignty.”10 “Article 3 Everyone has the right to 

life, liberty and the security of a person.”11  “Article 4 No one shall be held in slavery or 

servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms.”12 “Article 5 No one 

shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”13 

“Article 6 Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law.”14  

“Article 7 All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal 

protection of the law. All are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in violation 

of this Declaration and against any incitement to such discrimination.”15   

UN Declaration of Human Rights:-“Article 8 Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by 

the competent national tribunals for acts violating the fundamental rights granted him by the 

constitution or by law.”16 “Article 9 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or 

exile.”17 “Article 10 Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an 

independent and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any 

                                                
8 United Nations,Universal Declaration of Human Rights ( (UDHR), 1948 United Nations General Assembly in 
Paris on December 10, 1948. ,Retrieved Jan.12022,From https://www.un.org  
9 Ibid. p.12 
10Ibid. p.14 
11Ibid. p.16 
12Ibid. p.18 
13 Ibid. p.20 
14Ibid. p.22 
15Ibid. p.24 
16Ibid. p.26 
17Ibid. p.28 
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criminal charge against him.”18  “Article 11 1. Everyone charged with a penal offense has the 

right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to law in a public trial at which he 

has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence. 2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal 

offense on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal offense, under 

national or international law, at the time when it was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be 

imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the penal offense was committed.”19  

“Article 12 No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or 

correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 

protection of the law against such interference or attacks.”20 “Article 13 1. Everyone has the right 

to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each State. 2. Everyone has the 

right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.”21 “Article 14 1. 

Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution. 2. This 

right may not be invoked in the case of prosecutions genuinely arising from non-political crimes 

or from acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations.”22  “Article 15 1. 

Everyone has the right to a nationality. 2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his nationality 

nor denied the right to change his nationality.”23  

United Nations Declaration and Human Rights:-“Article 16 1. Men and women of full age, 

without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion, have the right to marry and to found a 

family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. 2. 

Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses. 3. The 

family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by 

society and the State.”24 “Article 17 1. Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in 

association with others. 2. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.”25 “Article 18 

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes 

freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others 

                                                
18Ibid. p.30 
19 United Nations,Universal Declaration of Human Rights ( (UDHR), 1948 United Nations General Assembly in 
Paris on December 10, 1948. ,Retrieved Jan.12022,From https://www.un.org  
20Ibid. p.32 
21Ibid. p.35 
22Ibid. p.37 
23Ibid. p.40 
24Ibid p.43  
25Ibid. p.46 
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and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and 

observance.”26  “Article 19 Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 

right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart 

information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”27 “Article 20 1. Everyone 

has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association. 2. No one may be compelled to 

belong to an association.”28 “Article 21 1. Everyone has the right to take part in the government 

of his country, directly or through freely chosen representatives. 2. Everyone has the right to 

equal access to public service in his country. 3. The will of the people shall be the basis of the 

authority of government; this will be expressed in periodic and genuine elections which shall be 

by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting 

procedures.”29  “Article 22 Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and 

is entitled to realization, through national effort and international cooperation and in accordance 

with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights 

indispensable for his dignity and the free development of his personality.”30    

Human Rights:-“Article 23 1. Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to 

just and favorable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment. 2. Everyone, 

without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work. 3. Everyone who works 

has the right to just and favorable remuneration ensuring for himself and his family an existence 

worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection. 4. 

Everyone has the right to form and to join trade unions for the protection of his interests.”31  

“Article 24 everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitations of working 

hours and periodic holidays with pay.”32   “Article 25 1. Everyone has the right to a standard of 

living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, 

clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the 

event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in 

circumstances beyond his control. 2. Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and 
                                                
26 Ibid. p.50 
27Ibid. p.55 
28United Nations,Universal Declaration of Human Rights ( (UDHR), 1948 United Nations General Assembly in 
Paris on December 10, 1948. ,Retrieved Jan.12022,From https://www.un.org P.57 
29  Ibid. p.57 
30Ibid. p.60 
31Ibid. p.64 
32Ibid. p.66 
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assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social 

protection.”33  “Article 26 1. Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free, at least 

in the elementary and fundamental stages. Elementary education shall be compulsory. Technical 

and professional education shall be made generally available and higher education shall be 

equally accessible to all on the basis of merit. 2. Education shall be directed to the full 

development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights and 

fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all 

nations, racial or religious groups, and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the 

maintenance of peace. 3. Parents have a prior right to choose the kind of education that shall be 

given to their children.”34  “Article 27 1. Everyone has the right freely to participate in the 

cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its 

benefits. 2. Everyone has the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting 

from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.”35  “Article 28 

Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth 

in this Declaration can be fully realized.”36 “Article 29 1. Everyone has duties to the community 

in which alone the free and full development of his personality is possible. 2. In the exercise of 

his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by 

law solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of 

others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a 

democratic society. 3. These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the 

purposes and principles of the United Nations.”37 “Article 30 Nothing in this Declaration may be 

interpreted as implying for any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to 

perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.”38  

United Nations Human Rights Declaration and current situation:- This manifesto came into 

being as a result of the genocide and atrocities experienced by the world during the Second 

                                                
33Ibid. p.71 
34 United Nations,Universal Declaration of Human Rights ( (UDHR), 1948 United Nations General Assembly in 
Paris on December 10, 1948. ,Retrieved Jan.12022,From https://www.un.org P. 73 
35Ibid. p.76 
36Ibid. p.80 
37 Ibid. p.83 
38Ibid. p.85 
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World War. The Declaration is seen as the first universal expression of human rights. It has a 

total of 30 Articles and has been interpreted in detail in a number of subsequent global taxes, 

national events and laws, and by local human rights organizations. Based on this declaration, the 

"International Bill of Human Rights" was introduced at the United Nations General Assembly in 

1966. In 1976, with the support of a sufficient number of member states, it became a part of 

international law. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights has a total of 30 articles. The 

manifesto not only contains articles on civil liberties found in Western countries but also 

provisions on economic justice. For example, right to employment (Article 123), equal pay for 

equal work, right to form and join labor unions, right to rest, right to education, etc. Liberal 

philosophy gave rise to the concept of civil and natural rights, while Marxist philosophy gave 

rise to the concept of economic justice. The manifesto is a beautiful blend of the two views, 

meaning that one's political freedom is meaningless unless one is freed from economic 

exploitation, and economic exploitation cannot be truly prevented without political freedom. 

Many of the resolutions that have been passed to protect human rights are aimed at 

empowering individuals to defend their freedoms. For example, an international resolution on 

political and civil rights, a committee that impartially investigates and decides on complaints of 

human rights abuses, etc. Established by resolutions. Also, the resolution on international 

economic, social and cultural rights contains provisions and mechanisms for fulfilling economic, 

social and cultural rights. The resolution must be ratified by at least 35 nations. As it has not yet 

come, the proceedings of this resolution have not yet begun. Resolutions banning slavery, forced 

labor, and apartheid have also been passed. Evil practices such as genocide have also been 

banned and severely punished. 

 

Human Rights and Regional Agreements:- There are some regional agreements for the 

protection of human rights. The most important of these was the European Convention on the 

Protection of Human and Fundamental Freedoms. The features of these agreements are as 

follows: (1) “To protect the rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 

to take effective measures against aggression against them. (2) To appoint the Human Rights 

Commission. Any citizen can lodge a complaint against his government with this commission.”39 

                                                
39United Nations, Universal Declaration of Human Rights ( (UDHR), 1948 United Nations General Assembly in 
Paris on December 10, 1948. ,Retrieved Jan.12022,From https://www.un.org P.89 
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The Commission inquires into this and publishes its report. This Commission was appointed in 

1955. The agreement establishes a court to resolve human rights grievances. This court is known 

as the European Court of Human Rights. The United Nations has taken strong action against 

apartheid in South Africa. Although apartheid has not been eradicated, there is no doubt that 

global referendum has become more effective. It is true that international politics is somewhat 

hampered by international politics, which ultimately leads nations to vote in international 

conventions only on the test of national interest, and at times even so-called non-national human 

rights. While acknowledging this, the fact that the philosophy of human rights is advancing is 

gratifying. 

Indian Constitution and Human Rights:- The Constitution of India has set up a mechanism to 

protect the fundamental rights of the individual. India's international policy is also in line with 

the philosophy of human rights. The Indian Constitution places special responsibility on the 

government for the weaker sections of society, women and minorities. Poverty, ignorance and 

inequality must be eradicated if human rights are to be truly realized. For the development of 

underdeveloped countries, programs like family planning, education, land reform, medical aid 

should be a priority. Such programs today have received much encouragement from 

organizations such as the World Bank and the World Health Organization. Only if other rich and 

developed nations give active support to the development of these countries in the near future, 

then the philosophy of human rights will come true. 

 

“According to the Indian Constitution, some basic human rights are as follows:-”40 1. 

Everyone should be treated equally and given equal protection by law. 2.The government should 

not discriminate against any citizen on the grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth, 

nor any inconvenience to any citizen regarding the use of shops, public restaurants, hotels or 

other places of entertainment or any other reason for religion, caste, race, sex No liability, 

restrictions or conditions can be imposed. 3. All citizens should have equal opportunity in 

government jobs. Government servants should not be discriminated against on the basis of 

religion, race, caste, sex, inheritance, place of birth, domicile or any one of them. Parliament has 

                                                                                                                                                       
 
 
40 Sonpat Yuvraj,(1994)  Bhartiya rajyaghatna mulbhut Adhikar (In Marathi), Rajhains  publication, page 
35-40 
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been empowered to enact legislation requiring domicile for certain jobs, as well as to provide 

reserved seats or other facilities to the socially and educationally backward tribes. 4. 

Untouchability has been destroyed and any behavior according to that practice will be 

punishable. 5. The government should not give any degree other than the degree showing the 

educational features. Every Indian citizen has the following freedoms: (a) Freedom of speech and 

expression  including freedom of the press, (b) Freedom of unarmed assembly, (c) Freedom of 

association, (d) Freedom of movement in all territories of India, (e) Any territory of India The 

government has the right to impose reasonable limits on the freedom to reside and settle, (f) the 

freedom to engage in any business, trade or occupation, however the courts have to decide 

whether these restrictions are reasonable or not. 7. The legitimacy of any person's action should 

be examined in accordance with the law that existed at the time the act took place. Such an act 

cannot be criminalized by law later. 8. accused shall be compelled to testify against himself. 9. 

an individual shall be deprived of his liberty or liberty of life except as established by law. 10. 

The arrested person should be informed of the reasons for the arrest immediately and given the 

opportunity to consult the lawyer of his choice. The arrested person should be brought before the 

nearest magistrate within 24 hours and after that he should not be detained without the 

permission of the magistrate. These rights are not limited to a foreigner in a hostile country, but 

also to a person detained in a detention center. 11. There are advisory boards of persons who are 

eligible to be appointed as judges of the High Court to decide on arrests. Even before these 

circles, the arrested person defends himself. 12. There is a complete ban on human trafficking 

and forced labor. Children under the age of 14 cannot be involved in factories, mines or other 

such hazardous services. 

 

Conclusion:- All human beings in the world are born free and have equal dignity and rights. 

They are endowed with the power of thought and conscience and should treat one another with a 

spirit of brotherhood. When it is mentioned in the UN Declaration of Human Rights, the 

behavior of every person in the world seems to be against it. Everyone is entitled to all the rights 

and freedoms set forth in this Declaration. Despite this, discrimination seems to be rampant 

today. Furthermore, a person should not discriminate on the basis of political, territorial or 

international status, regardless of the country or territory in which the person resides, whether 

that country or territory is independent, non-autonomous or under any form of sovereignty. Are 
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all the world nations behaving in the same way? This has to be considered. While everyone has 

the right to life, liberty and security of person, the government is trying to curb it. No one shall 

be held in slavery or servitude; While all forms of slavery and slave trade are banned, 

government agencies are trying to curb it. No one should be persecuted. Nor should it be treated 

as cruel, inhuman or degrading. Despite the fact that it is mentioned in the United Nations 

Declaration of Human Rights, the opposite is happening in the world today. We have to 

reconsider whether everyone has the right to be recognized as a human being in terms of law 

everywhere. All citizens are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to 

equal protection of the law. 
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ABSTRACT 

Since the independence, passing years are proving to be crucial for National 
Security of India, as there are many international pressures upon the country; 
some of these pressures are legal, societal whilst others are economic. Without 
regard to, the common nature of all these pressures is that, it threatens India’s 
National Security and curbs the development of the country. In consequence, it is 
imperative, that India conducts itself in a manner, which safeguards the country’s 
National Image, Virtue and Status of Security Measures. In this context, this 
research highlights the importance played by social media in various security 
threats to the country to hamper the system and the government in safeguarding 
India’s national security and interests. Thus, and so the research provides an 
analysis of social media in reporting international pressures on India and its 
utilization by terrorist organizations. Towards this end, the research mainly 
utilizes secondary data such as newspaper articles, press releases, feature articles 
from reputed websites, and relative reports etc. The research will identify, a 
communication gap, and utilization of social media by the relevant authorities, in 
presenting and projecting the image of India to minimize the upcoming 
challenges and uniting the Indian society. In conclusion, the research provides a 
Communication Tool for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to follow when 
interacting on social media, both local and international, in order to safeguard 
India’s National Security, along with the importance of social media and its uses 
in the future and lastly provides a link to the interconnectedness of National 
Security and social media as they both together assist with the development of 
the country.  

 

Keywords: National Security, Social Media, Terrorism, Foreign Affairs. 
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China and International Law and Order: A Case Study of South China Sea and Indian 

Ocean Region 

Ms Sneha Kulkarni  
Assistant Professor, Department of Defence and Strategic Studies, Bhonsala Military College, 

Rambhoomi, Dr. Moonje Path, Nasik - 422005, Maharashtra, India 

 

Abstract: The research inquiries into India‘s current approaches to Maritime Security Policies in 

general and the South China Sea from the perspective of an Indian Act East Policy in the East 

Asian security super complex. China refuses to address jurisdiction through formal dispute 

settlement processes, and has so far resisted multilateral approaches to resolve the fate of the 

island groups. China continues to assert its claim of jurisdiction in the heart of the South China 

Sea, enclosed by China‘s ―9-dash line‖. Beijing‘s not just keen to annex the South China Sea 

and Taiwan; it has its eyes set on whole other island chains to dominate the Indian and Pacific 

Oceans. India is currently the undisputed power in its maritime neighbourhood. The Indian 

Ocean and South China Sea comprise a region with three significant maritime powers; India, 

China and the US and India must reassure China of its position. China is seeking to unchain itself 

from what it sees as the shackles of Western cultural, military and economic dominance.  Shaped 

by theoretical insights from defensive realism and security studies and based on empirical 

analysis of India's policy decisions from 2013 to the present, the research evaluates India's reach 

and limitations over its diplomatic and naval strategic policies with key Southeast Asian and 

extra regional states. While identifying the need to update current India's Naval Strategy with the 

follow up of UNCLOS to better protect freedom of navigation in the South China Sea; the study 

finds relevant provocations for a closer India-China cooperative engagement; so as to both 

improve the security architecture in this Maritime Region and for the sake of India's own security 

at large. 

Key Words: UNCLOS, IOR, SCS, Indian Ocean Region, South China Sea, Maritime Security 
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Doping-induced di�used phase transition triggers gas-sensing performance of Sn-doped BaTiO

nanostructures
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Abstract

3

Rajendra P. Patil, Ajit N. Karanjekar, Vishwas B. Gaikwad, Gotan H. Jain, Sarika D. Shinde

The formation of polar nanoregions with a smaller doping concentration of Sn into BaTiO  nanostructures governs
signi�cantly better gas-sensing response for a NO  gas at room temperature. Appropriate Sn doping in BaTiO
nanostructures not only modi�es the electronic structure but is also responsible for di�used phase transition in its crystal
structure. Here, in this study, we performed high-resolution transmission electron microscopy of the Sn-doped BaTiO
samples to observe the formed polar nanoregions; 0.2 M% Sn-doped BaTiO  possesses a higher polarization value at room
temperature to adsorb NO  gas on the surface of the thick �lm resistor-based gas sensor, improving its gas-sensing
performance. The electronic structure and density of states of pristine and Sn-doped BaTiO  were studied by density
functional theory calculations, and the results of the same revealed improved gas-sensing performance in the case of Sn-
doped BaTiO  nanostructures.
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Comparative Study for Removal of Murexide Dye by Adsorption and Photocatalytic Degradation Using

Nosean Synthesised from Coal Fly Ash
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Graphical Abstract
The hydrothermal method for synthesis of Nosean using waste coal �y ash is used in the present work. The synthesised nosean is applied for
adsorptive removal of murexide dye (MD) and its photocatalytic degradation under UV-visible light. Various operating parameters including
initial concentration of MD, contact time, amount of nosean dose were studied. The mechanism of degradation of MD in presence of nosean is
suggested.
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Abstract

Alumino-silicate sulphate sodalite (Nosean), Na  [AlSiO ] (SO )7H O, was �rst time successfully synthesized from waste coal
�y ash by alkali fusion followed by hydrothermal method. This synthesized Nosean was characterised by FT-IR, XRD,
TGA/DTA, MAS-NMR, SEM, TEM and BET surface analysis. This paper �rst time reports the possibility of competitive removal
e�ciency of Murexide dye (MD) by adsorption and photocatalytic degradation using Nosean. The removal of Murexide dye
by adsorption onto Nosean was tested by applying Langmuir's and Freundlich adsorption isotherm along with evaluating the
kinetic parameters. Nosean was successfully used for photocatalytic degradation of MD under UV-Visible light irradiation.
The degradation mechanism for MD was established by HPLC-MS technique and shows various degradation products.
Further the recyclability of the photocatalyst, Nosean, was studied up to �ve runs.
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Abstract :  

रा ाचा इ तहास वस न चालणार नाह . उलट इ तहासाची जाण ठेवून पदोपद  तसे आचरण करावे 

लागणार. आज आपण अनेक याग आ ण बल दानांमुळे वातं याची फळे चाखत आहोत. अशा थोर शह द 

महा यांचे ब लदान वसरता येणार नाह . जे वसरत चाललेले असते यांना आठवण क न यावी लागणार आहे. 

समाज वरोधी  गो ट ंचे भांडवल करणा यांना समाजात उघड े पाडावे लागणार आहे. परंत ु यासाठ  सव थम 

इ तहासाचे ान संपादन करावे लागेल. ाना या, वचारां याआधारे याय माग वीकारावा लागणार आहे. आचार, 

वचार आ ण कृतीची सांगड घालावी लागणार आहे. पदोपद   इ तहासा या पाऊल खुणा जोपासून नाग रक वागू 

लागला तर रा  बलशाल  होईल. आ मशोध  आ ण वयं नणय श ती या बळावर समाज वाग ूलागला, बोल ू

लागला, कृती क  लागला, बा य स दयापे ा अंतमनी असले या स दयाचा वचार क  लागला तर यां याकडून 

हसंक कृती मुळीच घडणार नाह , समाजाकडून नेहमीच याय माग वीकारला जाईल.भारतातील लोकशाह या 

संदभाने मानवी ह क, संर ण,सुर ा आ ण शासन यव था या संदभात पु हा पु हा चचा होताना दसते. इं दरा 

इमज सी या कालखंडात मानवी ह कांची पायम ल  कशा प तीने केल  गेल . याची मा हती सार मा यमातून 

दल  जात आहे. खरेच 'इं दरा इमज सी' मानवी ह कांची, सुशासनाची पायम ल  करणार  होती का? याचा शोध 

घे याचा हा छोटासा य न. 

Key word- जा व य देश ेम, मानवी ह क, सुशासन, आ मशोधन, वयं नणय 

तावना:  

भारताला वातं य मळवून ७४ वष पूण होत आहे. आपण वातं या या 75 या वषात पदापण कर त 

आहोत. परंतु इत या वषा या कालावधीत आप याला रा य एका मता अपे े इतक  सा य करता आल  नाह  ह  

खेदाची गो ट आहे. यामुळे आज या काळात रा य एका मतेचा न एक सम येचा वषय  झाला आहे. आपला 

भारत वकसनशील देश आहे, वकासा या मागावर आहे. परंत ुया वकसनशील देशासमोर आज अनेक सम या 

उ या आहेत. उदा.  धा मक तणाव, कोवीड-१९ संदभात आरो य सम या, जा तभेद, श णाचा न, परक य 
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Impact Of Irrigation Facilities On The Production Of Major Crops In Nashik District 
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2
 Department of Geography, CHME Society’s Bhonsala Military College Nashik 05. 

 

Abstract- 
In the present paper an attempt has been made to study the impact of increased irrigation facilities on the crop 

production of the Nashik district based on the secondary data published by government departments. The 

irrigation facilities in the study region such as wells with the electric pumps and diesel pumps, area benefitted 

by dams, borewells with handpump and electric pumps are studied for the period of around 15 years. During 

the same time the production of major crop which are Wheat, Rice, Jowar, Bajra, Tur and Sugarcane are taken 

into consideration. The comparative study of availability of irrigation facilities and the production of the crops 

in hector is studied.The study reveals that the production of crop increases over the period of time due to 

improve irrigation in the region. 

Keywords: Irrigation, Crop production, diesel pumps, electric pumps, borewells.  

 

Introduction- 

Agriculture is the major source of income, for roughly 58 percent of India’s population. India is the 

world’s second-largest producer of agricultural products. Agriculture employed more than half of the Indian 

workforce in 2018 and generated 17–18% of the country’s GDP.Generally, in the maximum part of India, 

rainfall is limited to only four months every year, from June to September, when the monsoon arrives. In 

certain regions of the nation, rainfall occurs throughout the months of December and January. Rainfall is 

scarce and unreliable in many regions of the nation, even during the monsoon and in agriculture, insufficient, 

unpredictable, and irregular rain creates uncertainty which is the main cause for the low production,that’swhy 

the irrigation facility plays an important role in agriculture production.Irrigation is the science of applying 

water to land artificially in order to meet the water needs of crops throughout their life cycle in order to 

provide adequate nutrition. India’s irrigation system consists of a network of big and small canals branching 

from Indian rivers, as well as groundwater well-based systems, tanks, and other rain-gathering facilities. The 

largest of these is the groundwater system.Agriculture in India, like that of many other developing nations, has 

grown dramatically in the last four decades as a result of the widespread adoption of high-yielding variety 

seeds, by the development of irrigation systems. 

About Study Area- 
Nasik district’s location is from 19° 35’18” North latitude to 20° 53’07” North latitude and 73° 

16’07’’ East longitude to 74° 56 27” East longitudes with an area 15530 59.km,It is third largest in 

Maharashtra. There are 15 Tahsil in the district like Nashik, Paint, Surgana, Trimbakeshwar, Igatpuri, Sinnar, 

Niphad, Dindori, Kalwan, Satana, Malegaon, Chandwad, Nandgaon, Deolaand Yeola.  
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                                    Fig.1 Location Map of the Study Area 

Agriculture is the main economic activity of the district and about 70 per cent working population is depends 

upon it. Nashik district’s agriculture related land area and it’s classification are as follows: 

Table: 1 Classification of Area under landuse 

 

Area Type Area (Hectors) 

Geographical area 15,63,000 

Cultivable area                       8,64,000 

Average kharif Crop area 6,63,200 

Average Rabi Crap area 1,36,500 

Actual sown area 6,58,763 

Forest              3,40,000 

Uncultivable area 23,000 

                           Source: KrishiVigyan Kendra 

dependent on agriculture occupation. Nasik district falls under medium rainfall area with normal annual 

rainfall of 1056 mm. The district has net irrigated area of 245471 ha. There are 13 major, 08 medium and 104 

minor irrigation projects in the district. The irrigation potential for 1,03,098 ham is available for long term 

planning in the district. Since last 20 years the grape has acquired dominance on the agricultural economy of 

the district. Due to water shortage in kalwan, Deola, Baglan& Malegaon blocks, the farmers have shifted to 

pomegranate from sugarcane & grape crops. Some progressive farmers are cultivating flowers in green houses. 

These developments also indicates that the farmers in the district adopt new technologies & methods of 

cultivation very fast. 

Methodology- 
In the present paper the comparative studyof irrigation facilities and Crop production of fifteen years’ time 

span i.e., from 2000-01 to 2015-16is studied as per available data. For irrigation facility data of Nashik district, 

we have used statistical department’s annually online published data of wells with electric pump and diesel 

pump of years 1999-2000, 2008-09 and 2011-12, Borewells with Hand pump and Electric pump of years  

2005-06, 2010-11 and 2015-16 andIrrigation Projects (Dams) years of 2005-06, 2010-11 and 2015-16. For 

crop production data of major crops i.e., Wheat, Rice, Jowar, Bajra, Tur, Sugarcane annual production of year 
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2001-2002 to 2015-2016 of Nashik district is consider as per availability. The study is based on the 

informationcollected fromthe website of Department of Agriculture, Government of Maharashtra.  

Objectives- 
1. To study the irrigation facility available in theNashik district  

2. Comparative study of irrigation facilities and crop production in the Nashik district 

Table:2 Irrigation Facilities: - Wells  with diesel and electric pumps 

Tehsil 

Wells with 

Diesel 

Pump 

Wells with 

Electric 

Pump 

Wells with 

Diesel 

Pump 

Wells with 

Electric 

Pump 

Wells with 

Diesel 

Pump 

Wells with Electric 

Pump 

 1999-2000 2008-2009 2011-2012 

Surgana 30 71 0 0 0 0 

Kalvan 380 6019 21 89271 145 8662 

Devala 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Baglan 156 7085 427 16625 310 17125 

Malegaon 1700 6078 1918 6078 1618 6078 

Nandgaon 560 4260 2237 1470 2237 1470 

Chandvad 110 7750 92 8331 0 2314 

Dindori 1179 2549 394 12981 0 19065 

Peth 37 51 35 0 0 35 

Trambak 0 0 65 315 82 350 

Nashik 0 10087 5 10098 7 100115 

Igatpuri 235 42 226 84 220 84 

Sinnar 1908 9006 19 195 467 19509 

Niphad 390 33442 220 27605 242 30365 

Yevla 2174 4882 0 3500 0 3500 

Total 8859 91322 5359 96209 5328 230172 

 Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Government of Maharashtra 

Irrigation is the agricultural process of applying controlled amounts of water to land to assist in the production 

of crops, as well as to grow landscape plants and lawns, where it may be known as watering. Agriculture that 

does not use irrigation but instead relies only on direct rainfall is referred to as rain-fed. Irrigation has been a 

central feature of agriculture for over 5,000 years and has been developed independently by many cultures 

across the globe.Irrigation facilities in the Nashik district consists of wells, canals, wells with electric pump, 

wells with diesel pump. As per the data collected from Department of Statistics for the year 1999-2000 it 

shows that there were 8859 wells with diesel pump and 91322 wells with electric pumps. After the period of 

about ten years i.e. in year 2008-09 wells with diesel pump reduces to 5359 and wells with electric pumps 

increases to 96209. The trend continues and the number of electric pumps increases tremendously to about 

230172 in 2011-12. The growth in the number of wells indicates that the irrigation facilities enhanced  

such as Baglan, Dindori Sinnar, Niphad and Nashik has shown increase in irrigation leading to crop production 

throughout the district over the period. Above table representstehsilwise data of wells over the decade. Tehsils 

 
Fig:2Wells in Diesel Pump and Electric Pump 

Table: 3Irrigation Facilities: - Borewells with Hand pump and Electric pump 

0

200000
Wells in Diesel Pump and Electric Pump

Wells with Desal Pump1999-2000

Wells with Electric Pump1999-2000

Wells with Desal Pump2008-2009
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Tehsil 
Working 

Hand pump 

Working 

Electric 

pump 

Working 

Hand pump 

Working 

Electric 

pump 

Working 

Hand pump 

Working 

Electric 

pump 

 2005-2006 2010-2011 2015-2016 

Surgana 517 66 323 4 378 2 

Kalvan 493 34 207 - 590 42 

Devala 513 82 315 28 365 23 

Baglan 280 46 513 48 746 68 

Malegaon 146 9 594 23 767 21 

Nandgaon 502 73 310 7 434 3 

Chandvad 655 33 437 20 555 20 

Dindori 181 23 470 64 640 63 

Peth 245 26 111  142 2 

Trambak 544 68 136 2 178 5 

Nashik 94 2 212 29 278 29 

Igatpuri 515 36 187 8 269 7 

Sinnar 292 5 415 14 817 15 

Niphad 119 5 541 41 665 79 

Yevla 522 14 350 2 645 18 

Total 5618 522 5121 290 7469 402 

Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Government of Maharashtra 

The table No.3 represents borewellsavalibilty in the region. It shows that numbers of electric pumps has 

decreased from the 2005 to 2010 and again it increases in 2015. It also reveals that electric pumps numbers are 

noticeably increased over the period, leading to the improvement in facility of irrigation. Overall the trend of 

borewells are for the irrigation are becoming escalated. 

 
Fig: 3 Borewells with Hand pump and Electric pump 

Table:4Irrigation Projects (Dams) (Area in Hector) 

Tehsil Mino

r 

Proje

ct 

Medium 

Project 

Major 

Project 

Minor 

Project 

Medium 

Project 

Major 

Project 

Minor 

Project 

Medium 

Project 

Major 

Project 

 Benefited area in 2005-

2006 

Benefited area in 2011-2012 Benefited area in 2015-2016 

0

100
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Borewells with Hand pump and Electric pump  
Working Hand pump Working Electric pump

Working Hand pump Working Electric pump

Working Hand pump Working Electric pump
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Surgana 552 0 0 515 0 0 649 0 0 

Kalvan 2093 0 52096 3346 0 36180 3346 0 53539 

Devala 1068 0 0 1641 0 3794 1641 0 0 

Baglan 2018 23534 0 2588 8885 2322 2588 23534 0 

Malegaon 1976 0 0 3400 9529 14171 3400 0 0 

Nandgaon 919 8139 26705 2497 1355 105688 2497 7673 106588 

Chandvad 2959 0 864 1699 834 715 2655 0 715 

Dindori 2951 9034 124057 3315 0 92286 4804 9034 101983 

Peth 723 0 0 0 0 0 3149 0 0 

Trambak 898 0 0 1808 0 0 2605 0 0 

Nashik 1068 12725 38400 1409 12113 38400 2618 12728 30400 

Igatpuri 1281 0 113450 1500 3573 113450 2044 0 113450 

Sinnar 1953 5260 0 1955 3340 6211 3050 5260 0 

Niphad 517 0 0 953 0 16260 1422 0 0 

Yeola 914 0 0 827 0 0 953 0 0 

Total 21890 58692 355572 27453 39629 429477 37421 58226 406675 

Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Government of Maharashtra 

A majority of the dams built in the world are multipurpose in nature, but irrigation is the largest user of the 

waters withdrawn. due to a dam, reducing flood hazard due to inundation of land, crop and property which 

might result into economic upheavals. It also reduces congestion of runoff in plains and coastal lands. The 

table no. 4 reveals that the Nashik district has minor, medium and major dam project which leads to the 

beneficial of irrigation in the region.In the year 2005-2006 it shows that around 355572 hector of the 

agricultural land was benefitted by the major dams in the district. Kalwan, Nandgaon, Dindori, Nashik and 

Igatpuri are tehsils in which area under major dams is remarkable. Medium dam project benefited the areas in 

Baglan, Nandgaon, Dindori, Nashik and Sinnar.  In the year 2011-12 the tehsils almost all the tehsils were 

benifitted by major dams except Surgana, Peth, Trimbakeshwar and Yeola. Nandgaon and Igatpuri is region 

which were mostly irrigated by major dams followed by Dindori, KalwananNiphad. All most each and every 

tehsils are irrigated by minor dams in region. In 2015 the area under dam irrigation is increased compared to 

previous data obtained in 2005 and 2011. It increases from 436154 hectors in the year 2005 to 496559 hectors 

in the year 2011 and 502322 hectors in the year 2015.  

 
Fig: 4 Nashik District- Talukawise Average Yield  Yield:- Kg/ha 

Table: 5 Production of Wheat  Kg/ha from (2001 -2015) 

CROP- Wheat 

Sr.N

o 

Dist 

/Taluk

a 

200

1-

02 

200

2-

03 

200

3-

04 

200

4-

05 

200

5-

06 

200

6-

07 

200

7-

08 

200

8-

09 

200

9-

10 

201

0-

11 

201

1-

12 

201

2-

13 

201

3-

14 

201

4-

15 

201

5-

16 

1 Sinnar 136

5.1 

750

.5 

102

6.7 

119

0.0 

131

6.0 

164

6.0 

213

2.0 

193

0.0 

226

3.0 

306

6.2 

182

5.0 

169

3.0 

226

3.2 

207

3.6 

134

6.8 

0

50000

100000

150000

Irrigation Projects (Dams) (Area in Hector)
Total Dam Benefited Area 05_06 Total Dam Benefited Area 11_12 Total Dam Benefited Area 15_16
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2 Nashi

k 

160

0.9 

157

0.7 

138

1.1 

189

8.0 

174

2.0 

213

0.0 

106

6.0 

324

7.0 

201

6.0 

221

6.8 

211

6.4 

277

5.0 

277

4.2 

266

8.9 

249

2.9 

3 Yeola 463

.5 

815

.5 

758

.8 

135

1.0 

114

9.0 

150

3.0 

154

7.0 

808

.0 

197

7.0 

173

1.5 

142

3.8 

103

1.6 

159

0.3 

145

2.4 

893

.3 

4 Nipha

d 

174

5.7 

216

6.8 

166

7.1 

194

7.0 

210

9.0 

192

0.0 

212

7.0 

167

1.0 

193

2.0 

177

8.3 

222

7.3 

130

8.3 

145

5.0 

126

1.0 

147

4.4 

5 Chand

wad 

848

.8 

105

2.3 

805

.8 

120

2.0 

259

6.0 

297

5.0 

220

5.0 

251

3.0 

221

5.0 

204

2.9 

175

3.6 

163

1.7 

205

5.1 

144

6.0 

881

.5 

6 Peint 0 0 0 0 121

9.0 

173

4.0 

514

.0 

151

1.0 

967

.0 

640

.1 

185

7.7 

208

2.5 

170

8.6 

465

.0 

166

8.4 

7 Dindo

ri 

122

7.0 

992

.1 

886

.8 

122

8.7 

137

7.0 

123

9.0 

142

4.0 

164

3.0 

107

6.0 

171

3.1 

168

3.8 

229

6.6 

175

3.1 

179

8.3 

143

1.1 

8 Nandg

aon 

686

.1 

123

3.7 

149

3.2 

171

1.0 

120

3.0 

117

8.0 

104

5.0 

193

3.0 

168

4.0 

192

5.7 

243

0.7 

170

5.0 

173

1.6 

195

1.8 

133

5.5 

9 Deval

a 

810

.6 

139

5.6 

144

6.7 

190

5.0 

212

8.0 

171

8.0 

131

7.0 

124

8.0 

183

8.0 

164

4.4 

125

1.1 

122

9.5 

128

6.4 

139

6.4 

183

0.2 

10 Surga

na 

338

.1 

506

.4 

893

.2 

556

.2 

117

4.0 

461

.0 

113

1.0 

137

3.0 

141

2.0 

151

2.2 

0 934

.8 

922

.9 

984

.5 

155

5.7 

11 Kalwa

n 

131

4.6 

119

5.1 

117

1.7 

128

0.9 

156

1.0 

159

0.0 

233

7.0 

190

0.0 

173

9.0 

216

4.7 

164

0.9 

166

6.4 

156

6.6 

136

4.4 

212

0.8 

12 Maleg

aon 

517

.0 

800

.2 

972

.3 

122

7.0 

136

3.0 

146

6.0 

148

8.0 

137

1.6 

142

8.0 

160

7.3 

148

4.3 

139

5.3 

133

6.0 

156

9.3 

117

5.0 

13 Bagla

n 

818

.7 

116

2.3 

101

8.6 

124

2.0 

156

7.0 

197

0.0 

199

8.0 

144

1.0 

156

2.0 

199

5.3 

186

6.4 

133

7.7 

171

3.0 

166

2.7 

134

2.1 

14 Trymb

ak 

0 650

.8 

766

.4 

977

.0 

867

.0 

844

.0 

176

7.0 

149

5.0 

131

0.0 

106

1.9 

111

2.7 

154

2.2 

165

4.2 

101

0.7 

168

8.1 

15 Igatpu

ri 

126

4.6 

174

1.6 

114

9.7 

103

8.0 

131

2.0 

156

7.0 

200

0.0 

111

6.0 

946

.0 

127

2.7 

300

0.7 

128

6.4 

178

3.6 

133

8.0 

155

4.2 

Source: Department of Agriculture Government of Maharashtra 

Fig. 5 

 

Fig. 6 

 

Fig. 7 

 
       The above fig.5 represents the production of wheat in the year 2005-06. The production of was 1316 kg/ha 

inSinnar, 1742  kg/ha in Nashik, 1149 kg/ha inYeola, 2109 in Niphad,, 2596 in Chandwad, 1219 kg/ha in Peth, 

1377 kg/ha in Dindori, 1203 kg/ha in Nandgaon, 2128 kg/ha in Deola, 1174 kg/ha in Surgana, 1561 kg/ha in 

Kalwan, 1363 kg/ha in Malegaon, 1567 kg/ha in Baglan and 867 kg/ha in Trimbakeshwar tehsil. There is 

variation in the productions of wheat In the tehsils depending upon its irrigation facilities. Yeola, Niphad, 

Chandwad has comparatively more production then Trimbakeshwarthesil.  From the fig.4 it is clear that the 

irrigation facility developed in Nandgaon, Chandwad and Yeola has benefitted the production of wheat in the 
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region. The similar result is observed in the 2011 and 2015, the tehsils with sufficient irrigation the production 

has increased per hector. 

Table: 6 Production of Rice Kg/ha from (2001 -2015) 

Source: Department of Agriculture Government of Maharashtra 

Fig. 8 

 

Fig. 9 

 

Fig. 10 

 

CROP-  RICE 

Sr.N

o 

Dist 

/Taluka 

2001

-02 

200

2-03 

2003

-04 

2004

-05 

2005

-06 

2006

-07 

2007

-08 

2008

-09 

200

9-10 

2010

-11 

2011

-12 

2012

-13 

2013

-14 

2014

-15 

2015

-16 

1 Sinnar 944.

0 

643.

1 

1346

.0 

2328

.0 

1285

.0 

1082

.2 

1633

.0 

1691

.0 

519.

3 

487.

3 

299.

1 

835.

8 

2376

.6 

888.

8 

1413

.6 

2 Nashik 771.

0 

795.

5 

1001

.7 

1538

.0 

1340

.0 

944.

3 

1687

.0 

1960

.0 

870.

3 

814.

0 

1890

.7 

1420

.5 

2067

.5 

1836

.6 

1869

.3 

3 Yeola 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 Niphad 704.

0 

443.

7 

717.

8 

656.

0 

1293

.0 

1131

.8 

992.

0 

649.

0 

403.

5 

1144

.7 

564.

3 

1893

.9 

0 0 0 

5 Chandw

ad 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6 Peint 1186

.0 

0 1985

.5 

1238

.0 

1355

.0 

418.

0 

1533

.0 

1269

.0 

410.

5 

175.

2 

1052

.0 

1080

.4 

623.

5 

307.

3 

330.

7 

7 Dindori 1374

.0 

495.

8 

889.

2 

630.

0 

1161

.0 

569.

4 

1046

.0 

570.

0 

396.

4 

507.

2 

1366

.7 

928.

1 

1547

.2 

1181

.0 

1160

.3 

8 Nandga

on 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

9 Devala 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 Surgana 0 555.

7 

942.

4 

915.

0 

945.

0 

802.

5 

869.

0 

 398.

9 

405.

7 

970.

5 

1360

.4 

1141

.9 

470.

3 

728.

9 

11 Kalwan 1049

.0 

387.

5 

1009

.9 

1115

.0 

804.

0 

645.

2 

1062

.0 

496.

0 

626.

3 

607.

4 

1353

.4 

996.

0 

1239

.1 

1469

.8 

1567

.8 

12 Malega

on 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13 Baglan 1113

.0 

657.

3 

850.

5 

587.

0 

680.

0 

601.

8 

807.

0 

791.

0 

566.

5 

602.

5 

716.

4 

886.

9 

493.

3 

793.

5 

366.

6 

14 Trymba

k 

0 294.

7 

1156

.3 

812.

0 

1172

.0 

1166

.7 

2147

.0 

1125

.0 

297.

9 

361.

9 

1158

.5 

916.

5 

1376

.5 

1876

.6 

1813

.3 

15 Igatpuri 1299

.0 

446.

7 

1274

.1 

1205

.0 

1623

.0 

1223

.6 

1533

.0 

1391

.0 

206.

4 

333.

8 

1375

.5 

1349

.7 

1296

.5 

1499

.5 

1960

.6 
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Rice is not cultivated throughout the tehsils of Nashik district, as it require sufficient water to grow, it is 

mainly grown in western part of the district were the rainfall is high and some central part where the rainfall is 

moderate irrigation facilities are adequate.The above fig.8 represents the production of rice in the year 2005-

06. The production of was 1285 kg/ha  inSinnar, 1340  kg/ha in Nashik,  1293 in Niphad, 1355 kg/ha in Peth, 

1161 kg/ha in Dindori, 945 kg/ha in Surgana, 804 kg/ha in Kalwan, 680 kg/ha in Baglan and 1172 kg/ha in 

Trimbakeshwar tehsil. The productions noticeably changed in the year 2015, it increases almost double than 

year 2005 mainly due to increase in the irrigation facilities such as wells  with electric pumps and electric 

borewells. 

                          Table: 7 Production of Jowar Kg/ha from (2001 -2015) 

CROP-  Kh. Jowar 

Sr.

No 

Dist 

/Taluk

a 

200

1-

02 

200

2-

03 

20

03-

04 

200

4-

05 

200

5-

06 

200

6-

07 

200

7-

08 

200

8-

09 

20

09-

10 

201

0-

11 

201

1-

12 

20

12-

13 

20

13-

14 

20

14-

15 

20

15-

16 

1. 1 Sinnar 0 532

.4 

53

8.3 

0 799

.2 

517

.0 

315

.0 

0 0 102

2.5 

141

7.4 

0 0 0 0 

2. 2 Nashi

k 

0 298

5.1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. 3 Yeola 647

.3 

209

5.5 

47

0.5 

134

7.0 

676

.2 

774

.0 

140

3.0 

678

.0 

74

2.7 

880

.7 

0 0 0 0 0 

4. 4 Nipha

d 

126

0.5 

142

4.7 

21

8.6 

130

3.0 

0 0 0 0 47

9.5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. 5 Chand

wad 

654

.9 

117

8.2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6. 6 Peint 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7. 7 Dindo

ri 

0 689

.0 

0 0 110

9.4 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8. 8 Nand

gaon 

844

.7 

208

2.5 

0 163

3.6 

916

.7 

120

6.0 

0 220

9.0 

0 121

7.6 

132

8.0 

0 0 0 0 

9. 9 Deval

a 

0 758

.0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10. 10 Surga

na 

140

2.1 

669

.5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 92

5.3 

11. 11 Kalwa

n 

819

.6 

142

8.6 

58

9.2 

794

.5 

798

.0 

0 0 921

.0 

72

6.5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

12. 12 Maleg

aon 

296

.8 

703

.6 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13. 13 Bagla

n 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

14. 14 Trym

bak 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15. 15 Igatpu

ri 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: Department of Agriculture Government of Maharashtra 
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Fig. 11 

 

Fig. 12 

 

Fig. 13 

 

The Jowar is not sown throughout the district, it is only limited to the area where the rainfall is comparatively 

low. As it is difficult to practice other crops due to water scarcity. The crop like Jowar which required less 

amount of water are sown here. Due to low rainfall and low groundwater level the Jowar is preferred in tehsils 

of Sinnar, Yeola, Nandgaon and kalwan. 

                            Table: 8 Production of Bajra Kg/ha from (2001 -2015) 

CROP-  Bajra 

Sr.

No 

Dist 

/Talu

ka 

20

01-

02 

200

2-

03 

200

3-

04 

200

4-

05 

200

5-

06 

20

06-

07 

200

7-

08 

200

8-

09 

200

9-

10 

201

0-

11 

201

1-

12 

201

2-

13 

201

3-

14 

201

4-

15 

20

15-

16 

1. 1 Sinna

r 

96

4.0 

577

.0 

891

.8 

894

.0 

800

.0 

68

2.8 

102

8.0 

622

.0 

655

.8 

141

5.3 

798

.4 

488

.3 

706

.5 

735

.3 

64

7.6 

2. 2 Nashi

k 

95

7.0 

869

.1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. 3 Yeola 48

3.0 

935

.9 

659

.2 

968

.0 

718

.0 

55

2.0 

148

2.0 

749

.0 

791

.3 

162

8.9 

175

3.3 

123

0.0 

157

0.3 

117

3.7 

25

3.0 

4. 4 Nipha

d 

89

1.0 

109

2.7 

105

5.5 

110

3.0 

821

.0 

77

9.0 

100

1.0 

809

.0 

543

.5 

954

.1 

784

.1 

714

.6 

598

.1 

977

.3 

48

2.2 

5. 5 Chan

dwad 

65

2.0 

941

.2 

620

.3 

828

.0 

103

2.0 

81

9.6 

226

7.0 

192

5.0 

120

4.2 

190

6.5 

213

7.5 

191

6.7 

194

3.8 

765

.7 

76

4.4 

6. 6 Peint 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7. 7 Dindo

ri 

88

1.0 

718

.2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8. 8 Nand

gaon 

56

5.0 

632

.6 

415

.0 

622

.0 

817

.0 

86

4.4 

846

.0 

811

.0 

936

.0 

163

4.7 

150

1.1 

639

.1 

101

4.2 

549

.4 

32

0.1 

9. 9 Deval

a 

0 970

.5 

655

.6 

116

5.0 

114

2.0 

95

3.5 

170

1.0 

829

.0 

717

.8 

103

1.3 

558

.8 

109

8.4 

117

1.4 

751

.4 

48

3.0 

10. 10 Surga

na 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11. 11 Kalw

an 

67

5.0 

959

.5 

115

6.8 

693

.0 

945

.0 

36

0.5 

868

.0 

676

.0 

825

.1 

110

0.6 

931

.4 

976

.1 

988

.8 

140

6.7 

39

8.8 

12. 12 Male

gaon 

34

2.0 

119

4.1 

670

.8 

767

.0 

746

.0 

91

1.3 

882

.0 

135

3.0 

759

.2 

972

.9 

650

.2 

815

.3 

109

7.9 

425

.7 

49

3.4 

13. 13 Bagla

n 

38

5.0 

529

.6 

456

.0 

820

.0 

688

.0 

70

2.0 

932

.0 

117

4.0 

656

.1 

930

.9 

722

.1 

602

.8 

150

0.0 

103

9.2 

88

4.6 

14. 14 Trym

bak 

0 677

.2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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15. 15 Igatp

uri 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: Department of Agriculture Government of Maharashtra 

Fig. 14 

 

Fig. 15 

 

Fig. 16 

 
 

As per the table no.8 bajra crop is mainly grown in the district in compared to jawar. It is observed that it is nor 

sown in the tribal region of Nashik district. It includes the Surgana, Trimbakeshwar and Igatpuri district. The 

production of Bajra is high in Baglan, Niphad and Chandwad tehsils of Nashik district. Due to the 

development of irrigation facilities is major part the cash crops as well as crops with high market potential is 

grown in the district. 

Table: 9 Production of Tur Kg/ha from (2001 -2015) 

CROP- Tur 

Sr.

No 

Dist 

/Talu

ka 

20

01-

02 

200

2-

03 

20

03-

04 

200

4-

05 

200

5-

06 

200

6-

07 

200

7-

08 

200

8-

09 

200

9-

10 

201

0-

11 

201

1-

12 

201

2-

13 

201

3-

14 

20

14-

15 

20

15-

16 

1. 1 Sinna

r 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2. 2 Nashi

k 

0 101

4.4 

0 110

6.0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. 3 Yeola 0 157

7.5 

47

3.1 

293

.0 

656

.2 

0 649

.0 

266

.0 

328

.1 

101

7.5 

835

.0 

797

.5 

114

3.8 

52

7.5 

25

8.8 

4. 4 Nipha

d 

0 113

5.0 

15

8.6 

474

.0 

951

.2 

985

.0 

117

9.0 

832

.0 

537

.5 

852

.5 

127

5.0 

753

.8 

791

.3 

68

0.0 

90

7.5 

5. 5 Chan

dwad 

41

6.3 

281

.3 

24

8.7 

571

.0 

0 0 0 401

.0 

425

.0 

451

.9 

545

.0 

457

.5 

516

.3 

28

9.0 

37

8.8 

6. 6 Peint 0 191

.9 

0 136

3.0 

607

.5 

300

.0 

486

.0 

515

.0 

327

.1 

139

.4 

431

.3 

735

.0 

407

.5 

70.

0 

96.

4 

7. 7 Dindo

ri 

0 127

5.0 

0 0 0 0 0 599

.0 

186

.2 

582

.5 

921

.3 

533

.1 

460

.0 

69

1.3 

0 

8. 8 Nand

gaon 

0 792

.5 

21

1.3 

818

.0 

663

.7 

0 0 695

.0 

628

.1 

728

.8 

122

1.3 

225

.6 

836

.3 

51

1.3 

87.

5 

9. 9 Deval

a 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10. 10 Surga

na 

42

5.0 

381

.9 

26

2.5 

675

.0 

370

.0 

634

.0 

308

.0 

301

.0 

148

.4 

588

.8 

209

.0 

351

.3 

296

.3 

78.

8 

27

5.0 

11. 11 Kalw 0 856 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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an .9 

12. 12 Maleg

aon 

40

3.1 

847

.5 

60

7.5 

750

.0 

147

5.0 

133

3.0 

126

8.0 

132

1.0 

135

5.0 

124

7.5 

106

2.5 

105

6.3 

175

6.3 

36

8.8 

52

6.3 

13. 13 Bagla

n 

44

1.3 

958

.8 

76

2.5 

284

.0 

708

.7 

663

.1 

738

.0 

162

.0 

501

.9 

462

.5 

830

.0 

548

.8 

412

.5 

65

9.4 

0 

14. 14 Trym

bak 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15. 15 Igatpu

ri 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source: Department of Agriculture Government of Maharashtra 

Fig. 17 

 

Fig. 18 

 

Fig. 19 

 

From the above table it is seen that Sinnar, Nashik, Kalwan, Igatpuri and Trimakeshwar tehsils are not 

involved in the production of tur. It is mainly sown in the remaining part of the district.  Yeola and Malegaon 

tehsils gives more production of tur, other tehsils are producing it in moderate quantity.  Due to irrigation and 

changing crop pattern there is a shift in cropping pattern in the region. The cultivated area is decreasing for the 

tur crop and practicing of cash crops is increasing. 

                                   Table: 10 Production of Sugarcane tones/ha from (2001 -2015) 

CROP- Sugarcane 

Sr.

No 

Dist 

/Taluka 

20

01-

02 

20

02-

03 

20

03-

04 

20

04-

05 

20

05-

06 

20

06-

07 

20

07-

08 

20

08-

09 

20

09-

10 

20

10-

11 

20

11-

12 

20

12-

13 

20

13-

14 

20

14-

15 

20

15-

16 

1. 1 Sinnar 64.

3 

12

9.3 

97.

9 

60.

3 

80.

0 

63.

0 

88.

0 

66.

0 

63.

9 

79.

7 

70.

3 

71.

3 

88.

0 

73.

5 

96.

4 

2. 2 Nashik 10

1.3 

11

1.7 

52.

8 

48.

0 

49.

0 

55.

0 

87.

0 

52.

0 

73.

1 

77.

3 

71.

0 

80.

5 

83.

7 

84.

6 

88.

2 

3. 3 Yeola 46.

9 

70.

1 

52.

9 

53.

3 

43.

0 

61.

0 

58.

0 

56.

0 

77.

9 

80.

5 

68.

8 

78.

6 

71.

8 

73.

0 

63.

2 

4. 4 Niphad 10

4.9 

74.

6 

49.

4 

56.

3 

53.

0 

72.

0 

94.

0 

70.

0 

69.

2 

77.

7 

85.

7 

83.

9 

85.

2 

83.

7 

94.

2 

5. 5 Chandwa

d 

59.

3 

40.

8 

63.

0 

0 0 71.

0 

80.

0 

65.

0 

60.

0 

70.

2 

61.

0 

64.

6 

63.

0 

0 0 

6. 6 Peint 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7. 7 Dindori 69.

2 

27.

8 

42.

2 

54.

9 

44.

1 

52.

0 

73.

0 

64.

0 

63.

8 

61.

1 

67.

3 

80.

2 

81.

5 

83.

8 

89.

1 

8. 8 Nandgaon 89.

5 

68.

7 

25.

5 

62.

8 

40.

0 

83.

0 

73.

0 

69.

0 

84.

3 

91.

7 

91.

5 

59.

7 

79.

4 

12

6.3 

58.

8 

9. 9 Devala 0 69. 54. 0 0 57. 65. 58. 74. 93. 95. 84. 69. 78. 81.
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1 7 0 0 0 7 4 4 0 7 6 1 

10. 10 Surgana 0 73.

5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11. 11 Kalwan 90.

9 

83.

0 

88.

2 

62.

6 

71.

0 

80.

0 

78.

0 

78.

0 

73.

9 

77.

0 

75.

5 

85.

7 

74.

6 

69.

0 

63.

1 

12. 12 Malegaon 58.

3 

60.

2 

61.

6 

54.

2 

59.

0 

60.

0 

68.

0 

63.

0 

68.

3 

74.

6 

76.

2 

70.

5 

78.

7 

53.

3 

63.

7 

13. 13 Baglan 51.

2 

77.

5 

60.

7 

49.

1 

29.

5 

66.

0 

88.

0 

81.

0 

78.

7 

75.

6 

73.

0 

62.

4 

97.

4 

70.

2 

66.

4 

14. 14 Trymbake

shwar 

0 73.

5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15. 15 Igatpuri 15

5.0 

88.

3 

39.

5 

62.

5 

57.

0 

52.

0 

66.

0 

68.

0 

84.

7 

69.

4 

55.

7 

87.

5 

62.

3 

66.

6 

71.

1 

Source: Department of Agriculture Government of Maharashtra 

Fig. 20 

 

Fig. 21 

 

Fig. 22 

 
Sugarcane is planted in the major part of the tehsil except the tribal belt i.e. Surgana, Peth, Trimbakeshwar 

tehsils of the district. Compared with production in the 2001 to 2015 it is observed that the production has 

increased. This is only possible due to the availability of water in the region. As sugarcane required huge 

amount of water, improved irrigation system, increased in the numbers of electric pumps, dam projects has 

contributed in the production of sugarcane in the region. 

Conclusion From the present study it can be concluded that there is remarkable increase in the numbers of 

irrigation facilities such as wells with electric and diesel pumps, borewells and area under dam irrigation over 

the period of fifteen years. This has lead in the remarkable growth in the production of crops in the region. 

Apart from this improved irrigation facilities have created the option for cash crops and commercial farming in 

the region.  The production per hector of the sown crops has also increased in the region. 
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Female Literacy & Child Sex Ratio Correlation’s Comparision In Nashik District’s 
Urban And Rural Area 

 
Prasanna M. Dixit1 and Dr. R. R. Mishra2 

1. Department of Geography, CHME Society’s Bhonsala Military College Nashik 05. 
2. Department of Geography, MVP Samaj’s KTHM College Nashik 02. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Abstract: Nashik district is very diverse region that contain different social region that is rural 
and urban as like any other region in India. The female literacy and child sex ratio are two 
important demographic characteristics of population to indicate the social development. Female 
literacy plays a very important role in upliftment of the sex ratio, especially of rural areas and it 
denotes essential criterion of human development, literacy reflects the socio-cultural and 
economic transformation of the society. The study attempts to compare the female literacy and 
child sex ratio correlation between urban and rural region of Nashik district using Spearman’s 
Rank Difference method and interpret the results.  
Key words: Rural and Urban areas, Female literacy, child sex ratio, Spearman’s Rank 
Difference method. 
Introduction: 

 Literacy is essential for eradicating poverty and mental isolation for cultivating 
peaceful and friendly international relations and for permitting the play of demographic 
processes (Chandna, 1980 & Krishan, 1978).  Child Sex Ratio is important indicator of 
development. It also describes the present situation with respect to status of girl child, gender 
discrimination, infanticides and feticides. Present sex composition of child population 
determines the future vital events such as marriage rate, labour force, age structure, birth and 
death, migration, etc. 

As per census 2011, the sex ratio of Nashik district is 931. The child sex ratio of the 
district is 890 females for every 1000 male children. The literacy rate of district is 80.96% and 
female literacy is 76.08%. Rural region child sex ratio is 898 and female literacy is 68.41% 
while urban region child sex ratio is 892 and female literacy is 84.47%. Nashik District Rural 
Part, with population of about 35.1 lakh among them about 18 lakhs (51%) are male and about 
17.1 lakh (49%) are female. Child (aged under 6 years) population of Nashik district rural part 
is 14%, among them 53% are boys and 47% are girls. As of 2011 census the child sex ratio 890 
girls under 6 years of age per 1000 boys of the same age in the district. 
          Nashik District urban part is the 6th most urban populous district with population of 
about 26 lakhs in Maharashtra. Population density of the urban region in district is 4015 
persons per km2. Nashik Urban is the most populous sub district with urban population of about 
15.8 lakh and Surgana Urban is the least populous sub district with urban population of 6263. 
Among the 26 lakh population, about 13.5 lakh (52%) are male and about 12.4 lakh (48%) are 
female. Child (aged under 6 years) population of Nashik district urban part is 13%, among them 
53% are boys and 47% are girls. As of 2011 census the child sex ratio is 890 girls under 6 years 
of age per 1000 boys of the same age in the district. 
About the study area: Nashik district is the third largest district in Maharashtra in terms of 
Population of 6,109,052 and area occupying an area of 15,582 square kilometres in the north 
Maharashrta region. According to population Nashik district has rank 11th in India (out of a 
total of 640). It is bounded by Dhule district to the north, Jalgaon district to the 
east, Aurangabad district to the southeast, Ahmadnagar district to the south, Thane district to 
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the southwest, Valsad and Navsari districts of Gujarat to the west, and The Dangs district to the 
northwest. Nashik District is a noted for the mountains and hills occupying the north and north-
east of its territory. These hill ranges are eastward spurs of the Western Ghats and form 
prominent landmarks in the district, Administratively, the district is divided into fifteen talukas 
i.e. Nashik, Dindori, Igatpuri, Peth, Trimbakeshwar, Chandwad, Malegaon, Nandgaon, Niphad, 
Sinnar, Yeola, Deola, Kalwan, Baglan (Satana), Surgana. In which four talukas i.e. Kalwan, 
Deola, Dindori, Peth are completely rural. Therefore, while comparing urban and rural region 
of Nashik district we will exclude these four talukas from calculation of Spearman’s Rank 
Difference method of urban region. 

 
 
Objective:  

1. To analyze the correlation between spatial pattern of female literacy and child sex ratio 
in the study region.  

2. To compare the correlation of female literacy and child sex ratio between urban and 
rural areas. 

3. Make the statement on difference between urban and rural areas female literacy and 
child sex ratio correlation 

 
Database and Research Methodology:  
Present paper is based on secondary data about female literacy and child sex ratio which 
obtained by census of India 2011. ArcGIS 10.1 software used for preparing the map and to 
show the spatial pattern of sex ratio and female literacy in Nashik District and Literacy rate has 
been computed for the population above 6 years, MS Excel 2016 has been used for analyzes the 
correlation of female literacy & child ratio and the Spearman’s Rank Difference method is 
used. The values ranges from -1 ≤  rs  ≤ 1. -1 indicates very weak correlation and +1 indicates 
very strong correlation.  
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Table 1: Tehsil wise rural & urban Child sex ratio distribution 
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Spatial Pattern of Child Sex Ratio:  
Table1 Presents an overall picture of child sex ratio (2011) in the District. In 2011 

census. The overall child sex ratio in Nashik district is recorded to be 890. Though, the child 
sex ratio of the rural and urban areas is having a difference of more than 100. overall child sex 
ratio of the District, there is considerable variation among the Tahsils. The overall child sex 
ratio is alarmingly low (850) in Chandwad Tahsil and highest in Peint Tahsil (988). 
Distribution of child sex ratio of rural population for Census, 2011(fig. 1). 
Peth, Trimbak and Surgana talukas are Highest in rural area with 980, 974 and 961 child sex 
ratio respectively. Niphad and Chandwad talukas are lowest in rural area with 846 and 848 
child sex ratio respectively. 
Distribution of child sex ratio of urban population for Census, 2011(fig. 2). 
Malegaon with 942 and Trimbak with 936 talukas are highest in Urban area child sex ratio. 
Nashik with 866 , Sinnar with 855, Yevla with 855 and Chandvad with 867. these talukas are 
lowest in urban area child sex ratio. Peth, Dindori, Kalwan and Deola these talukas are do not 
have any Urban area. 
 

 
(fig. 1)                                                                                    (fig. 2) 

 
Table2: Tehsil wise rural & urban Female literacy distribution 

Tehsil  Female literacy (%) 
Surgana Total 61.01 
 Rural 60.24 
 Urban 81.64 
Kalwan Total 61.41 
 Rural 61.41 
 Urban 0 
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Deola Total 75.25 
 Rural 75.25 
 Urban 0 
Baglan Total 71.07 
 Rural 69.35 
 Urban 86.04 
Malegaon Total 78.48 
 Rural 69.36 
 Urban 84.20 
Nandgaon Total 73.34 
 Rural 66.59 
 Urban 84.69 
Chandwad Total 74.86 
 Rural 73.77 
 Urban 84.00 
Dindori Total 69.68 
 Rural 69.68 
 Urban 0 
Peth Total 62.94 
 Rural 62.94 
 Urban 0 
Trimabak Total 60.37 
 Rural 58.39 
 Urban 84.88 
Nashik Total 84.59 
 Rural 73.82 
 Urban 85.79 
Igatpuri Total 68.38 
 Rural 63.98 
 Urban 82.27 
Sinnar Total 74.90 
 Rural 73.15 
 Urban 82.68 
Niphad Total 77.08 
 Rural 75.54 
 Urban 85.77 
Yevla Total 75.44 
 Rural 72.70 
 Urban 87.26 

Source: Census of India 2011 
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 Spatial Pattern of Female literacy: 
Table.2 shows pattern of female literacy rate (2011) in the district.  In 2011 census, 

Nashik has recorded 76.08 per cent female literacy rate, which varies from highest in Nashik 
(84.59%) to lowest in Trimbak (60.37%). The analysis of female literacy rate by residence 
shows that the effective female literacy rate in urban areas is 84.47 higher than the same in 
rural areas 68.41.  
 Distribution of female literacy of rural population for Census, 2011(fig 3). 
In district Niphad with 75.54 and Devla with 75.25 are rural area highest with female literacy 
rate  and Trimbak with 58.39 and Surgana with 60.24 are lowest in rural area female literacy 
rate.  
Distribution of female literacy of urban population for Census, 2011(fig 4). 

In district Yevla has highest in urban area female literacy rate i.e. 87.26 and Surgana, 
Igatpuri and Sinnar has lowest urban area female literacy rate i.e.  81.64, 82.27 and 82.68 
respectively. Peth, Dindori, Kalwan and Deola these talukas are don’t have any Urban area. 
 
 

 
fig.3)                                                                     (fig. 4)    
Correlation Between Child Sex Ratio and Female Literacy 
For Urban area 

Sr. 
No. 

Tehsil 
name   

Child 
Sex 
ratio 

CHR 
Rank  

Female 
literacy 
rate 

FLR 
Rank D D2 

1.  Nashik Urban 866 8 85.79 3 -5 25 
2.  Surgana Urban 915 3 81.64 11 8 64 
3.  Trimabak Urban 936 2 84.88 5 3 9 
4.  Igatpuri Urban 895 5 82.27 10 5 25 
5.  Chandwad Urban 867 8 84 8 0 0 
6.  Yevla Urban 855 9 87.26 1 -8 64 
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7.  Niphad Urban 895 5 85.77 4 -1 1 
8.  Nandgaon Urban 909 4 84.69 6 2 4 

9.  Sinnar Urban 855 9 82.68 9 0 0 

10.  Baglan Urban 884 7 86.04 2 -5 25 

11.  Malegaon Urban 942 1 84.2 7 6 36 
n= 11        ∑d2=  228 

 

The Formula for the Spearman rank order Correlation 

 
By Calculation we found the answer  

 

 

 

As per Spearman rank order correlation theory this is very weak negative correlation 

 

For Rural area 

Sr. No. District   
Child 
Sex 
ratio 

CSR 
Rank 

Femal
e 
literac
y rate 

FLR 
Rank 

D D2 

1.  Peth Rural 988 1 62.94 12 11 121 

2.  Deola Rural 858 13 75.25 2 -11 121 

3.  Nashik Rural 883 8 73.82 3 -5 25 

4.  Surgana Rural 961 3 60.24 14 11 121 

5.  Kalwan Rural 918 5 61.41 13 8 64 

6.  Trimabak Rural 974 2 58.39 15 13 169 

7.  Igatpuri Rural 929 4 63.98 11 7 49 

8.  Chandwa

d 
Rural 848 

14 73.77 4 -10 100 

9.  Yevla Rural 883 8 72.7 6 -2 4 

10.  Niphad Rural 846 15 75.54 1 -14 196 

11.  Nandgaon Rural 885 7 66.59 10 3 9 

12.  Dindori Rural 905 6 69.68 7 1 1 

-0.18875 
 

http://www.statisticshowto.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/rank-correlation-coefficient-formula.jpg
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13.  Sinnar Rural 865 11 73.15 5 -6 36 

14.  Baglan Rural 869 10 69.35 9 -1 1 

15.  Malegaon Rural 862 12 69.36 8 -4 16 

n= 15        ∑d2=766 

 

The Formula for the Spearman rank order Correlation 

 
By Calculation we found the answer  

 

 

 

As per Spearman rank order correlation theory this is very strong negative correlation 

 

Conclusion: 

      In this study we found that in Nashik district Child sex ratio is high in rural area and low in 

urban area and Female literacy is low in rural area and high in urban area. Comparing female 

literacy and child sex ratio tehsil wise in rural and urban area we can say that in urban area 

where female literacy is high child sex ratio is low and in rural area female literacy is low child 

sex ratio is high. 

       By using Spearman rank order correlation theory for correlation between child sex ratio 

(CSR) and female literacy (FL) in both urban and rural areas, the study reveals that urban CSR 

and FL correlation is -0.18875 i.e., very weak negative correlation and rural CSR and FL 

correlation is -0.88949 i.e., very strong negative correlation 

      It suggests that decline in child sex ratio is contributed more by female literacy and 

economically better of segment of population. It requires stringent action from the district 

authorities and mass movement to change the mindset and equal order of the patriarchal society. 
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Study of Nandur Madhyameshwar Dam Backwater Floodplain Region 
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Abstract 
Nandur Madhmeshwar Dam is located in Niphad Tehsil of Nashik district in Western 
Maharashtra. A dam was constructed in 1916 across the river Godavari just below the 
confluence of Kodwa and Goadavari rivers at Nandur Madhameshwar village. It was 
reconstructed in 2008 The water level keeps fluctuating in Nandur Madhameshwar 
dam. Water released from Gangapur, Darana and Ozarkhed reservoirs converge at 
Nandur Madhameshwar and subsequently it is released from here through canals for 
irrigation.  
Sediments, silts and organic matter that are carried away with water flow are 
accumulated in the lake, due to which islands and shallow water ponds have been 
formed. This has resulted in biologically enriched conditions by which aquatic 
vegetation has been established, which is also responsible for reducing water 
containing capacity of the dam. Due to heavy siltation in the last 100 years, the 
present depth is only 18 ft. with storage capacity of only 257 Mcft which the dam 
could not contain due to the heavy incoming water and as a result creates a flood 
situation for villages situated in the vicinity of the backwater. In this study efforts will 
be made to study the flood frequency, physiographic and climatological reasons for 
flood and estimation of next largest flood year. By using GIS software and statistical 
techniques. Valuable recommendations will be provided for flood risk mitigation.  
 
Key words: Flood frequency, estimation of next largest flood year, recommendations. 
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1. 

A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE IN THE NOVEL OF                                                          

ANITA NAIR LADIES COUPE 

P.Ragavi, Research Scholar, Department of English in PRIST University Thanjavur.  

R.Vishalakshi, Research Supervisor, Department of English in PRIST University Thanjavur. 

 

ABSTRACT 

Numerous women's activist ladies essayists who've contributed writing to the general public 

composed chivalric books. The majority of their books had ladies hero and had been founded absolutely 

on the thought of women in proposition global. Women's activist young ladies essayists actually endeavor 

to maintain the freedoms of women through their works like sonnets and books. Anita Nair is an Indian 

smash hit creator of fiction and verse. She continually had a partiality nearer to composing and the grit to 

seek after it under the entirety of the circumstances. Nair relates to the numerous jobs ladies play in their 

lives and it's far mulled over in her work as well. Through this original Anita Nair has flagged the presence 

of a delicate maker who ought to see further secrets in individuals' characters and take the peruser on 

extraordinary excursion of revelation. These books have an abilities for testing the separate world. In those 

pages I will endeavor an enthusiasm for Anita Nair's powers for the outline of the more profound layers 

of the female's personality. 

Keywords: customs and religions, ladies' liberation, Ladies car. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Ladies essayists have moved from conventional depiction of enduring generous young ladies, 

nearer to clashes, lady characters looking for personality: presently not portrayed and depicted really in 

phrases in their casualty prominence. Ladies writers have developed their own personal style which 

communicates starvation reasonableness. Every one in all them has her own worldwide investigations, her 

own way of looking at issues and her own way of man or lady depiction. One variable is normal in them. 

They show sharp insight of the consideration of social exchange. 

Women's liberation arose inside the western world as a movement in guide of similar freedoms 

and open doors for young ladies with respect to men. Women's liberation has been quietly treated in the 

enormous work of English books of India, social, financial and political development that is focused on 

towards setting up legitimate insurance to entire fairness for ladies. 

 In Indian composing has been utilized as a modest endeavor for assessing what is going on, taking 

everything into account. The present state of the art Indian English authors are composing for the hundreds 

the use of the subject of women's liberation, which not best pursuits the perusers anyway also influences 

them. All through the world, women's liberation enjoys created side interest among individuals and India 

isn't any special case. 
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Anita Nair's birthday falls on January 26 out of 1966. She transformed into brought into the world 

in a little city situated in the country of Kerala which goes with the guide of the call of Shornur. At this 

point, period of Anita Nair is 49 years. She is presently a fruitful maker via vocation. Her Alma depend 

places her in NSS College, Ottapalam of Kerala and Virginia community for Creative expressions from 

USA. 

Her decent site moreover abilities few incredibly thrilling and should understand humor and 

travelogs. She moreover investigates books which still up in the air on her legitimate web webpage. Anita 

Nair's book posting comprises of some especially commended and a triumph titles comprising of 'The 

better person', 'Women roadster', 'The puffin digital book of fantasies and legends', 'Special lady', 'Cut like 

injury', 'Illustrations in forgetting'and'Magical Indian legends'. Anita Nair's current day digital book is 

"Idris: Keeper of the Light" which she composed at present in the year 2014. At this point, there's no 

authority supplant about Anita Nair's forthcoming books. 'Living nearby to Alise','Adventures of Nonu 

and 'The Skating Squirrel' are two of Anita Nair's children's works. Anita Nair's verse works of art 

incorporates Malabar mind which she made in the yr 1997. To perceive extra about this author, keep up 

with perusing Anita Nair wiki. 

Anita Nair has achieved commendable canvases on the composing the front in view that her 

absolute first piece of work, for which she has been offered ceaselessly with numerous esteemed honors. 

She has gained the Kerala Sahitya Akademi grant. Among her numerous accomplishments is the toes of 

being named a finalist for the 2007 PEN/past Margins grant in the U.S.A. Anita Nair is a living postmodern 

Indian young lady author in English. As a woman creator, she is diving deep into the inner considerations 

of the discouraged women through temperance of their female reasonableness and mental knowledge and 

brings to gentle their concerns, which may be the end-product of Indian young ladies' mind and 

enthusiastic imbalances in a male ruled society. 

Nair has likewise thought of a few unique books, which incorporates Mistress (2003), Nonu's 

experiences, Skating Squirrel (2006), Living Next Door to Alise (2007) and Magical Indian Myths (2008). 

Nair's exercises likewise incorporate numerous travelogs. 

With the play Nine Faces of Being, pleasant advancing author Anita Nair has end up a writer. The 

story is adjusted from Nair's digital book Mistress her digital book Cut Like Wound (2012) conveyed the 

made up man or lady Inspector Gowda. The second digital book inside the series Chain of Custody became 

distributed in 2015. Different works by means of Nair incorporate The Lilac House (2012) and Alphabet 

Soup for Lovers (2016). Her 6th novel Idris in Keeper of The Light (2014) is ahistorical and geological 

novel about the Somalian merchant who visited Malabar in 1659 AD. 

Women Coupe 

Anita Nair's "Women Coupe" has developed to become out to be a spectacular achievement. It is 

the story of a ladies' search for opportunity and ladies' circumstances in a male overwhelmed society. The 

original brings up the issues whether the place of an Indian female as a delegate of different ladies, abiding 

underneath harsh male centric designs regarding the matter of social opposition, should be obliged 

uniquely to their jobs as spouses and moms. In this kind of worldwide, young lady's job is limited to copy 
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no matter what her own special dreams and wants. Subsequently, this paper attempts to factor out how 

Anita Nair drives Indian woman's rights and disposition through young ladies characters in her books. 

Nair's Ladies Coupe reflects the personal sensations of focus tastefulness young ladies in Indian 

culture. The characters are the impressions of ladies' popularity in India. The genuine focus tastefulness 

home and the incongruity of the insignificant issues of the step by step abiding are characterized delicately 

through Nair. The champion of Ladies Coupe is somewhat of a to be expected lady victims of double-

dealing inside the folks overwhelmed society. As the title of the extreme shows the plot in Ladies Coupe, 

wherein six ladies who meet for the essential a great time, rate their surveys, despite the fact that they vary 

in age, educational foundations and social childhood, their lives have a typical string this is an Indian 

young lady's presence governed through a person in one way or some other. Women Coupe has an all-

young lady manufactured and is prepared an unmarried women's choice to part from claustrophobic 

practices and two or three ways of life as little girl, sister, auntie, organization and remain life based on 

her own personal conditions. In this specific situation, Marriage has end up the future generally proposed 

to ladies by society. 

  In India where coordinated relationships are comprehensively all inclusive, the companion is all 

through her ways of life compelled to submit to the impulses and likes of man. Janaki wedded Prabhakar 

while she changed into eighteen and he become 27. Janaki didn't perceive what's in store of marriage. 

While speakme to Akhila, Janaki says: I don't see sufficient roughly the field or you to give counsel. 

Everything I can do is to illuminate you around myself, roughly my marriage and what it way to me". 

I'm a young lady who has constantly been dealt with. First there has been my dad and my siblings; 

then, at that point, my significant other. Whenever my better half is gone, there may be my child standing 

by to resume from the last known point of interest. Ladies like me become being delicate. Our men deal 

with us like princesses. What's more, in view of that we appearance downward on young ladies who are 

solid and who can adapt by means of themselves. Do you perceive what I am talking about? (LC 22-23) 

Akhila, whose ways of life has been removed from her make due, comes to a choice to continue 

on a show experience distant from own family and obligations, an experience with the aim to make her a 

novel woman eventually. The presentation of Akhila is incredible verification for the perusers to detect 

how she needs to be away from her bonds. "This is the way it has continually been: the smell of a railroad 

stage around evening time fills Akhila with a vibe of move away" (LC 1). Her desires are taken with no 

thought while her own special kin flourish like parasites on her. They milk every chance to fortify their 

lives at the rate in their oldest sister. Indeed, even her own special mother doesn't extra a thought for her 

prosperity. 

Akhila is currently slung into the position of being the provider of the family to the amount that 

she encounters a disintegration of ways of life. She agonizingly recalls how her mother so without issues 

stacked her with the weights of the own loved ones. Amma had her Akhilandeswari are Mistress of all 

universes and Master of none. What Akhila disregarded the most transformed into that no one at any point 

alluded to as her through Her call any more noteworthy. Her siblings and sister had continually alluded to 

as her Akka. At artworks, her associates called her Madam. 
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All young ladies have been Madam and All folks Sir and Amma had taken to tending to her as 

Ammadi.[… ] So who was Akhilandeswari? Did she exist in any regard? Did she exist by any means? On 

the off chance that she did, what was her ID? (LC 84) 

Akhila's mother is the quality model for how a woman should be a truly wonderful spouse, depicted 

as a choice home creator with diverse jobs on this male ruled society. As per her, a proper spouse pays 

attention to her better half and did as he said her visually impaired insight and love toward her significant 

other shows us that how the ladies intentionally becomes captives to men. ""Whenever you have gotten 

done with wrapping to arrange garments and irons. Be that as it may, you left me your Appa shirts. He 

was extremely effective with me make it happen, add "" (LC 11). 

Then, the man or lady of Sheela Vasudev is broke down. Through Sheela's story, Nair attempts 

her fine to portray a general public wherein women aren't least difficult unwell treated anyway are 

additionally mishandled and taken advantage of. That is the intention why Sheela's Ammumma 

forewarned her to remain at home after she comes lower back from school.  

She's an adult female. You shouldn't permit her meander around. Furthermore, who are these kinds 

of folks she plays badminton with? She may moreover refer to them as "uncle" however they are presently 

not her uncles and how dare that man Naazar put his arm round her? She's no longer a piece woman… 

"(LC sixty five).s 

Then, at that point, the last person of Ladies Coupe is the most needed to alluded the reprimanded 

Akhilandeswari, a solitary 45 year old income charge representative and through whose eyes the 

recollections spread. The expressions of Janaki shows totally, how the bondage gets going advanced from 

homegrown and why the women become exhausted with being a delicate animal. The question she 

presents inside the original not best shakes the philosophical ground of man's male centric job in our 

traditional society anyway furthermore mean the existence of an open door reality 

        The following is Prabha Devi. Prabha Devi's mom isn't excited when a girl is brought into the world 

as her psyche are limited that a girl is an individual who will take her plans to the elective home and 

fortune her gems to an individual who will say that she did this and that in her mom's home. Indeed, even 

simultaneously as betting games as a kid, a lady is set to decide to play cooking or a kid - games sitting as 

referenced, "Once, Prabha Devi's mom would join her little girl's computer games, acting like her own 

man - a kid while his girl is making a solid attempt to be a babe"(LC hundred and seventy). 

Nair stresses through Akhila how young ladies should end up being individuals. Akhila needs to 

go through numerous experiences while she emerges from servitude to adjust as the spic and span, freed 

female. She has not the slightest bit been permitted to remain her own life. She is given as an fair young 

lady who will not notice the assumptions for the male centric ways of life design. The potential to bear 

underneath the most horrendously terrible of events is Akhila's key for endurance. Akhila attempts to go 

looking her own character and joy. She questions her family people. Is there any good reason why I 

shouldn't remain without anyone else? I'm of capable casing and brain. I can appearance later myself. I 

procure modestly well. Akhila stopped while her voice loaded up with tears, and began out again. 'Has 

without question, everybody of you at any point mentioned me what my fantasies have been for sure my 

cravings are?' Did each collection of you at any point consider me a female 
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CONCLUSION 

The examination attempts to perception how Anita Nair drives Indian woman's rights and attitude 

by means of ladies characters in her books. Its is by all accounts advocating the motivation behind 

concurring fairness to young ladies. The view encapsulated in her books is that the equivalent code of 

ethical quality be executed to the two guys and females. You have taken treatment the subject of 

separation, early and extramarital undertakings news. This super climate, scrumptious, heat novel brings 

peruser into the coronary heart of ladies' life in current India, uncovering how the issues that young ladies 

face in their associations with spouse, moms, buddies, staff and kids. Anita Nair's Ladies Coupe brings 

into consideration the issue of reluctance. 

However Anita Nair is definitely not a women's activist, her stories painting the sensibilities of a 

lady, how a female shows up at herself and her inconveniences. Women Coupe (2001) she portrays the 

declarations of six ladies who are voyaging by and large in a women car of an educate. Basically it portrays 

a woman's search for personality. 
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ABSTRACT:  
Language is generally a form used for communicating with each other. It is one of the biggest 

booms that humankind had received. It helps them to share their thoughts, ideas and their expressions with 

each other. British were capturing places around the world but English East India Company was 

established only in the eighteenth century because of the communication barrier with the people here in 

India. In learning English, one should be mastered with some skills. Listening, speaking, analysis and 

characters are individuals’ skills that should be mastered by the learners. These skills are categorized by 

Brown. Another important skill to have been vocabulary. It is the necessary skill for teaching and learning 

foreign language, ideas represented through the use of arbitrary symbols. In this study, the learner of the 

target group has a lack of exposure towards English language. The further development that can be carried 

out for the theory of communicative linguistic education is task-based semantic training. The study not 

only aims to help the learners to speak fluently but also to overcome their psychological barriers in 

speaking. Communicative language teaching is the method that may be carried out in coaching English. 

Task-based language teaching is an additional growth of the philosophy of outgoing verbal teaching. The 

study aimed to help the learners to speak fluently and to overcome their psychological barriers to speaking. 

 

Keywords: Language, Communication, Vocabulary, Arbitrary, Fluent. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

English plays an important role as a second language in India today and also English is used in 

many fields more than other languages. English is considered a widely spoken language all over the world 

in the modern era. During the pre- and post-independent era English was the language of elites. When 

India gets independence, the rich people started to educate their children in English medium schools. Thus, 

English reminded a language of rich people and elites. 

In the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries English language teaching was based on literature and 

grammar for the first time, the means of studies was the grammar-translation method, and spoken language 

was not practiced. But it is said that Macaulay’s second’s in1835 covered the way for the progress of 

English in India by creation it education compulsory. Raja Ram Mohan Roy was one of the persons who 

believed that the knowledge of English could facilitate the possibility of Indian freedom so he wanted 

English to be taught in Indian schools and colleges. 

Language teachers should concentrate and give importance to both fluency and accuracy, as both 

act as a powerful tool for effective communication. A fluent speaker converses freely and efficiently and 
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with accuracy the speaker can produce correct sentences using correct grammar and vocabulary. But often 

it is found that the development of fluency is neglected while English is taught which is very important 

for proficiency at all levels. 

To use language effectively, vocabulary is an important tool for students. Wilkin (1972) Says that without 

grammar little or no may be conveyed, without vocabulary not anything may be conveyed (pp. 111-112). 

Vocabulary helps us to express more ideas and makes our communication effective. 

Michael Rost states that “In language coaching, listening refers to a complex method that allows 

us to understand spoken language.” An expansive job is a part of the teaching space effort which involves 

the learner in understanding, working, creating, and relating to their target language. The tasks should help 

them to overcome their barriers to speaking. Appropriateness refers to the appropriate use and choice of 

words, phrases, or sentences suitable for transmitting the meaning. Accuracy indicates accurate use of 

structure and grammar as well as vocabulary and pronunciation. 

Having a great pronunciation of the language can assist in normal communication (Derwing and 

Munro, 2005). But it is quite difficult for non-native speakers to pronounce the word correctly.   

Finding difficulty to understand one another is also a problem for the users of the English language; 

in these, both the listener and the speaker become victims when communication breaks down. 

Some psychological problems affect the pupils in knowledge in another language. The target group 

of the learner of this study has a lack of exposure to the English language. The medium of education is 

also in their mother tongue. So, they are not used to it. English is studied as a subject to score marks. Most 

of the student comes from a rural background, so they do not have an opportunity to develop themself. 

The target group belongs to the same language category and there remains a linguistic homogeneity. 

Therefore, there is no necessity to converse in English. So, they lack practice and are inefficient to use the 

language for communication purposes. It is found that the majority of students can understand the 

language very well but only a few can speak, it is because most students consciously take more effort to 

learn their subject that focusing on the English language. 

Accelerating communicative skills in the rural government schools through task activities. This 

study emphasized difficulties that are faced by the students in communicating in the target language. 

From personal experience, the researcher has noticed the psychological problems faced by the 

students while speaking the target language. Even though the students are good at reading and writing, 

but still when it is coming to speaking, they feel hesitant. The lack of competency plunges their self-

confidence and they cannot interact with others. Hence the present study aims to focus on the barriers 

faced by them and overcome those difficulties. 

Data is collected through a questionnaire, interactions, and observation of learners’ activities in 

the classroom. 

The main aim of the literature review is to emphasize the speaking skills for effective English 

language learning. The study was conducted through the means of personal knowledge, experience, 

interaction, with students, and also suggestions from teachers. Lack of competence means, not being 

capable, unqualified, and unskilled in any field. It has been defined as a lack of knowledge, skill, or 

judgment of such a nature. 

According to Thomson and Wyatt (1935) Speaking, like walking and running, is not learned by 

rules. It is learned by practice. The teacher must create meaningful situations so that the learners feel the 

necessity of speaking English. The class must be made interesting so that the students find it a pleasure to 
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speak English. 

 Skills practiced in classroom 

 

 

Lack of practice and lack of opportunity is also unique of the details for fear and poor confidence 

in communication, the only place where they can practice the language is in school but speaking is not 

given that much importance in school when compared to other skills. This chart shows that reading skill 

is practiced more in the classroom and the least practice is given to speaking skills. 42% of reading skill 

is practiced in the classroom, 30% of writing skill, 23% of listening skill, and 5% of speaking skills are 

practiced. Therefore, lack of practice is also a reason for their poor fluency. 

The beginning of communicative verbal training is found in the British language teaching custom 

from the late 1960s. CLT is an approach to a second language and foreign- linguistic learning. It remains 

too denoted to as the outgoing approach. In TEFL communicative language training has become the 

accepted theory. According to Richards and Rodgers, (2001) communication language characteristics are: 

1. Language is a gadget for the expression of meaning.  

2. The number one capabilities of language are interplay and communication.  

3. The form of language displays its function and communicative makes use of. The number one 

makes use of language aren't handiest used for grammatical and structural capabilities however 

extensively utilized for communicative meaning. 

The word “methodology” is itself often misconstrued or misunderstood. Most frequently, the 

methodology is understood to intend strategies in a preferred sense, and in a few instances, it's miles even 

equated to precise coaching techniques. The methodology is the regular study of methods that are, can be, 

or have been useful within a discipline.  

There is an imbalance in the teaching of four skills. The overcrowded classroom and the minimum 

practice of English restricted only to the classroom are the cause of this problem. 

It is determined that maximum studies research contain the attention of ranges or additives of a 

lesson that has a challenge. These levels replicate a chronology of challenge-based lessons. The first 

segment is ‘pre-undertaking’ which concerns the several sports that the researcher and college students 

undertake earlier than they start a venture. The use of a pre challenge changed into a key function of the 

Skills practiced in class 
room 

Reading Writing Listening Speaking 
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communicational coaching project (Prabhu 1987). 

In this examine, the researcher used each qualitative and quantitative information. Qualitative 

information is taken from interactions, and study room observations and qualitative information are taken 

from questionnaires. Descriptive studies is described as “Research that describes a collection of traits or 

behaviors in numerical terms” (Brown and Rodger, 2002: 117). Descriptive studies additionally translates 

information in phrases withinside the case of qualitative information (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). 

Data are collected through, Interactions with students 

Questionnaires 

Classroom observations 

The research activity was conducted with the learners. And questionnaires were collected from 

them. The primary motive of the examiner become to discover the difficulties and weaknesses faced by 

the Tamil medium college students in talking a second language. 

The study examines the attitudes toward the students’ speaking skills and the problems faced by 

them to practice the skill. From the finding and results mentioned in the previous chapter, it can be claimed 

that speaking skills are neglected by the teachers while teaching English to the class stressing only the text 

to cover up for syllabus. 

The teachers should give importance to such skills for effective teaching for the benefit of the 

learners. Text is used as a central vehicle for teaching the content of the subject rather than teaching 

language skills for the development of learners' capacity to understand and interpret text using language. 

Without the guidance of the teachers’ students will not know how to use language as a tool for learning 

language skills. 

The research finding shows that learners are keen observers of teachers’ behavior in the classroom. 

Therefore, the teachers need to be careful about their language use, words, and interaction that forms a 

part of learners’ construction of language. 

The researcher found that the tasks that the teachers provide for them should be accompanied by 

the real-life practice of visual materials which help the learners to provide clear ideas and information.  

When the teacher provides learners with language skills and guides them with rules then grammar 

and vocabulary learning will be enhanced. Providing feedback in the class to improve learners speaking 

skills. 

The use of a visual medium helps the learners to perceive creatively towards the passage. Speaking 

should be concentrated in everyday class and often learners should be introduced to different strategies. 

Learners should be made aware of its importance. 

  Allow students to argue and counter-argue skillfully for justification. Though many of the 

classrooms spend time reading and listening and less time is spent testing learners speaking skills. If 

speaking activities are included in each lesson and make use of those items so that students will be familiar 

with more vocabulary and fluency. The learners will have a much more different exposure to language 

with Task-Based Learning. The learners will be visible to a complete choice of word expressions and 

designs as well as language forms. 

It is a robust communicative method where beginners occupy a lot of time in communicating. A 

task can involve the learners and keep them busy, energetic, and interested. The research study provides 

a practical introduction to the teaching of speaking skills. 

The present study utilizes pictures and the immediate things in the classroom as teaching aids. 
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Further research can be done using the advancements in technology. The teacher’s observations and 

reflection also bring possible suggestions for improving teaching and learning their speaking ability are 

gained by their interest through classroom activities with the help of the teachers. 

One can say that giving tasks to the development of speaking skills will help the teaching and 

learning practice to become new effective. Hence teaching the skill distinctly will effect negatively 

communication in the classroom. Therefore, the teachers should create real-life situations by participating 

speaking tasks. 
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ABSRACT:  

The main aim of this article is to explore the great works of Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels 

through the lens of Archetypal Criticism. Jonathan Swift’s best known four-part satirical work which 

is analyzed on the basis of Archetypal patterns. Here the Archetypal Criticism which to be discussed 

on the Archetypal patterns, characters, repeated myths and pattern of unconsciousness. A recurring 

pattern or symbol in literature is known as Archetypes. It is a type of analytical theory that elucidates 

the text by focusing on repeating myths and archetypal patterns such as narrative, symbols, imagery, 

and characters in Archetypal critique. Using the novel Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift. I Would 

wish to identify the Archetypal patterns, Myth related to this novel. And so that the Archetypes appears 

in the novel and the characters itself is self-explanatory that which makes easier to understand. 

Keywords: Archetypes, Gulliver, unconsciousness, myths, travel, island. 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

God created human life with all things and it has his own meaning, likewise writers creates all 

things with literary works. There are multiform and symbols created separate meaning in it. That way 

writer wants to convey his thoughts and feelings through the various concepts like the special 

characters, symbols, themes, ideas, etc. In their works likewise here in Gulliver’s Travels Swift express 

it through the life of Lemuel Gulliver. Here this article is hub on the Archetypal patterns touched by 

Swift in the various features of Archetypal Criticism take and spot some fundamental patters which is 

followed unconsciously in Gulliver’s Travels through Gulliver’s character. It is a symbol and images 

came from human collective unconsciousness which implies that some riddle behind it.  

Northrop Frye described it as four traits in archetypal narratives, regardless of genre or time period, 

based on human recognition and imagination of the world, in his book Anatomy of Criticism. One of 

the first researchers to apply Jung's views to literature was Maud Bodkin. The purpose of this essay is 

to examine several archetypal patterns seen in Jonathan Swift's work Gulliver's Travels, which was 

published in 1926. Gulliver’s Travels is about the sailing of Lemuel Gulliver, he is a person like who 

used to Handel life in a practical manner , he was a Englishman whose wish is to become a sailor but 

as life is unpredictable his aim changed and he became a surgeon but he fails in it and that failure made 

a way to his wish to have sailing in his life. In his voyage so many strange things happened and he 

visited strange places such as Lilliput Island, island of Brobdingnag, Laputa island and at last to the 

country of Houyhnhnms people. 
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In a theory, the mind emphasizes the significance of everything for each individual. The 

importance of early experiences in personality development is traditionally proposed by Freudian 

psychoanalysis and analytical psychology. Analytic psychology, on the other hand, emphasises the 

importance of the present situation, particularly the effect of cultural transitions and archetypes in 

individual psychology (or underlying, universal symbols). The analytical psychology anticipates 

working toward an integrated human consciousness by analysing individual experience with a 

realisation of the role played by bigger facts and experiences by considering them together. 

From this novel, the article is to explore the patterns in archetypes through the mythological ideas 

related to human’s Life in the novel as well as in our universal concepts. when certain symbols reoccur 

certain motifs certain themes and certain ideas continuously reoccurred not only in one particular nation 

but in stories of many nations and many communities and they seem to acquire pattern then we refer 

to them as Archetypes thus Archetypes are universal motifs patterns and codes. They involves symbols 

of light and darkness, colors, symbols of nature, the cycle of the seasons and so on. 

        Situational Archetypes, By adding to character’s Archetypes. There are some themes and some 

situations so abiding that they become archetypes. Here the situational archetypes is the journey. This 

is the type of archetype pattern when the main character go for an voyage for the better result of life, 

to understand the life better. Most common of all situational archetypes are the parallels the cycle of 

nature with the cycle of life.  

      This is usually where our hero or heroine goes in search of fictitious truth and information in 

order to bring life back to their kingdom, which could be a literal kingdom or an internal kingdom, 

which we'll get into more when we talk about the hero's or heroine's unit, which is referred to as the 

hero's or heroine's journey. So, typically in the journey, the hero must have sinned into a real or 

psychological place and is forced to discover the darkest truth about himself or herself, usually their 

flaws or short comings, then they must decide to return to the world of living and bring prosperity back 

to the land, so this novel is the Archetypal Hero's Journey. He start his journey for some quest but the 

shipwrecked ,it changed the quest into surviving and he swim for his life, gets safe on the seashore in 

the island named Lilliput. there first he got as a prisoner, Because he is unknown to them and he is a 

giant to them while comparing to his appearance they were very tiny and gradually the situations 

change the scenario of Gulliver and they all become friends and he enjoyed his days in Lilliput. If 

something is enjoy and recognized the definitely it will vanish. Likewise there was a trouble aroused 

between him and Lilliput king. So he escaped to another island named / there he got support and they 

helped him a lot, here it shows that the hero is raised by the island people and they made arrangements 

to leave to his native land. 

           Character archetypes are ancient characters that serve specific actions, nuances and features and 

are also known as Character tropes, this type of character has a known ability to create narratives and 

stories. All characters are like repetitive characters in it, those characters are easily seen in the stories. 

Here, the hero is the protagonist whose life is full adventures. They were raised by a guardian, they 

will make arrangements to leave them to their native land, In that process the hero will face so many 

unfamiliar things and that makes their life so challenging. 

              Myths are Stories that have been come down to us from generations which have become a part 
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of our consciousness such that characters, symbols and sometimes even the situations. For example 

Ramayana ,Raven is eternal symbol of evil and Raman is eternal symbol of good. Similarly the story 

of Mahabharata, Dhuriothanan stands for greedy , Sakuni for cunningness and trickery. The Pandavas 

for good and many . In present today literature Mahabharata manifests itself in different ways in 

different works of literature. All writers seems to go back to many of these myth whether to adopt them 

whether to refute them.   

             Whether to represent them, thus the idea of myth is found. But there are other people who deal 

with myths of different religion and different communities and different nations and try to discover a 

pattern in them. Here Gulliver’s action proved that he has positive character traits as the basic quality 

of a good protagonist. Swift’s mention a notes about Gulliver humanity, braveness and curiosity. Swift 

shows Gulliver in a light of enduring and kind person. Swift mould Gulliver’s character as a very good 

learner. In his life situations the intelligence and ingenuity helped him to survive in the different 

situations in different island with different people. On the whole Swift proved the recurring myth about 

a hero by creating this character Gulliver who is facing the adventures of life and his situations were 

raised by guardians of each island, he tackles the situations with his intelligence and learning through 

his different voyages. 

            Extraordinary interventions are not necessary in the archetypes of a story, but there are certain 

situations that require some attention. The first is a supernatural intervention. It is when the gods or 

special forces intervene on the side of a hero or heroine to assist them in their mission or quest or on 

their journey or their purpose or culture. On Cinderella, Fairy grandmother is a supernatural 

interventionist and she comes in and she literally helps Cinderella be able to go to the ball. To show 

about supernatural intervention in Gulliver's travels on the whole it is a fantasy, things , people, animals 

appears are supernatural things in the novel. In specific sense, in the last voyage, he got into the island 

of Honyhnhnms. There he saw the horse which is the master and the human creature in animal 

appearance is slave for the horse. There the horse rule the country and it speaks it won Language from 

that experience Gulliver learn so many things, that is the supernatural intervention of horse made 

Gulliver to speak horse language and thought him how to masters in a good way . 

          The characteristics of an Archetypal narrative in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travel is political satire. In 

the genre of satire the narrative is resulted as irony, when ironing appears in the narrative, the 

conclusion of the narrative does not match the readers mind the concepts of effects of a situation is not 

be aware to the reader and the protagonist. In this case the reader many have the knowledge about the 

possess but the protagonist does not. Here the author adds satire to the narrative he is pointing out the 

absurdities of his society. Sometimes in narrative both Satire and irony along with archetypal narrative 

it was known as a parody romance by using magic or mythical forms to solve the problems.  

CONCLUSION:  

We know that the symbols which represent the significance of human life are two kinds. One is 

acquired unconsciously and other is based on other conventions in their surroundings. In collective 

unconscious of human is the concept which is divided into two parts, one is personal unconscious and 

collective unconscious it was stated by Carl Jung. Archetypal symbols and patterns are come out by 

collective unconsciousness. That makes the archetypal patterns to understand and known by the people 
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of different perspectives. The appearance of some Archetypal symbols and patterns in the story proves 

it. The novel shows the power of literary works which also can affect the society. By the above fact it 

can be concluded that the society, culture, beliefs and faith and very parts of humanity are closely 

related to literary works. Referring to the course of Jonathan Swift’s research which shows the 

automatic affect with unconsciousness. He used the symbols which are known or somewhat known he 

also put some Archetypes over his knowledge about it. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Post modernism is a literary movement that rejects absolute meaning and focuses on the reality of 

the individual. Kiyosi kasai, kenji nakagami, masahiko shimada, Soji shimada and genichiro takahashi are 

the contemporaries of Haruki murakami who are considered as the Japan’s first postmodern authors. 

Theme of post modernism is always reflected in murakami’s novel in a subtle way with the help of magical 

realism. In this novel “A wild sheep chase” he employs post modernism through anonymity of its 

characters with multiple ended meanings through their conversations covered with a magical fog. This 

article aims at analyzing the fixed identities such as names and its tendency towards universal fixations 

which abstains from the subjective realities and individual truth. 

Keywords: objective reality, subjective reality, individual truths, absolute truths, pre-conceived notions. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A wild sheep chase (1982) is a typical Murakami novel with his trademark postmodern style. This 

novel is an iconoclastic combination of genres such as detective fiction, magical realism with a non-linear 

narration. The eschewing of general names of the characters in this novel is used by the author to avoid 

prejudice of those characters. The unnamed narrator and the chauffer are the one of the contradictories 

characters in this novel. This article analyses those characters and their arguments through the lens of the 

post modernism. The chauffer is the symbolic representation of the conformist minded personality who 

follows the rules and orders from the authority. The narrator is more subjective and rejects the absolute 

truth. He gives more importance to the individual truth. Narrator is on a quest to find a sheep for the boss 

of the chauffer and the chauffer is ordered to take care of the cat of the narrator on his quest. During the 

exchange of cat, they both argues their opinions and conflicting ideas about the process of naming and 

fixed identities. It is briefly discussed in the following paragraphs: 

The chauffer is working for the boss who came to receive the narrator and he is ordered to take 

care of the cat of the narrator while he is on his quest to find the sheep. The preconceived notions represent 

the universal truths but not the subjective reality. When the chauffer saw the cat for the first time he said 

“cute cat eh?” (pg.no:151), “nice kitty kitty” (pg.no:152). He believes that the cats are adorable and cute. 

It is prefixed in his mind that the cats are cute and nice. But the real condition of the cat is pitiful “He is 

old and frail” (pg.no:145).  

           The physical condition of the cat is declining and often affected by physical ailments such as 

diarrhea. It is an old cat with an uneven scruffy fur on its body like an old carpet along with its bend tail 
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and yellow teeth. Its right eye is wounded three years before and its vision is impaired after that wound. 

Its ears are infested with ear lice and its hearing ability is also not great. It can hardly see or hear things 

and it is on the verge of its last days of life. Without knowing all of these particular’s chauffer expressed 

his thought on the cat with his objective knowledge. But it contradicts from the independent reality of the 

cat.  

When this old cat fails to satisfy the chauffer’s objective standards of the cute and nice cat it will 

turn out to be an ugly cat. The cat is a cat, but all these pre- conceived notions are created in our mind 

from those objective realities and universal truths. These notions create the boundaries of good and bad, 

beautiful and ugly etc., within the human mind. Herrings are fish  that swim in school and act like a single 

organism. Each fish moves on its own will and its will is to follow the school. They follow an order and 

they possess the quality of unified thinking. But we didn’t name those each and every fish we call it in 

groups as herrings. The order and the movements are created by the group seems to be a unified activity 

but it is decided by those fishes who leads it in the front. They act as a central authority to the whole group 

and they control the movement of the group. Such as those absolute truths are created by the central 

authority and they want to act us towards the notions of their standards. 

Chauffer argues that we have to name the cat because it moves on its own will. It has an emotional 

bond between the humans. But the herring doesn’t have any emotional connection with the humans. It is 

not necessary to name a herring because it doesn’t have the ability to hear it. But the fish is different from 

the cat. It has to be named because it possesses sight and hearing. He named the cat as the “kipper” 

(pg.no:152). Kipper is the type of the herring fish. Before the modern period it is common to name the 

things or animals that are connected in our life. In the era of mass production, the names are reduced to 

numbers and it is used only for the purpose.   

The ships are produced before the mass production so it was given names. But the flights are 

produced in the modern era so it was given numbers. But even some flights have names such as “spirit of 

St. louis and Enola gay” (pg.no.:153). We can compare it to the naming of the horses. The names are given 

for full- fledged conscious identification. Life is the basic concept of names and it represents the 

connection between the human and the subject. For the sake of purpose numbers are enough. The treatment 

of Jews at Auschwitz is one of the best examples, they are given only numbers because they are only used 

for purpose. The names that are given to the places such as parks, stations and stadiums are due to its non- 

interchangeable feature. They are not interchangeable because all belongs to different places. Even they 

possess same type of structure they are situated in different places. “They are all given names in 

reimbursement for his or her fixity on the earth”. (pg. no:155) 

Their fixed presence in this earth makes it eligible for giving names and it is a compensation for 

their fixities on the earth. The presence of the living things in this earth are identified using their names. 

It is essential for each and every species living in the earth are inherited to follow the system in order to 

survive. 

Narrator is more subjective and he doesn’t want to call anyone by his name. He doesn’t name the 

cat because he doesn’t want to call the cat. It is a living thing and it is not mandatory to name the cat even 

it moves on its own will. The cat is named as “kipper” (pg.no:152) which is a type of herring fish that 

always move in schools. It symbolizes that its presence is reduced to the place of a kipper because of its 
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impairment of vision and hearing. If it doesn’t follow the order or fit within the framework it will be 

detached and separated from that structure. The names are fixed identities that leads us to the formation 

of prejudgemental ideas about the subject without considering the subjective reality of the subject. Those 

ideas lead to the voluntary selection or rejection of the subject. 

“But wouldn’t that cause passengers choosing the buses they want to experience? To move from 

Shinjuku to sendagaya, say they’d trip the Antelope however now not the Mule”. (pg. no :153) 

If one city bus is named as Antelope and the other city bus is named as Mule, most of the 

passengers would obviously prefer the bus named antelope irrespective of the condition of the bus and its 

driver. It is preconceived in our minds that antelope is faster than the mule. Even though they are just 

names. But they affect our decisions and it influence us with a foregrounded opinion.   

The structures of the stations, parks and stadiums are mass produced and all replicate each other. 

If a railway station is built in Tokyo, it is Tokyo railway station or in Shinjuku it is  Shinjuku railway 

station. All are built in different places but in same basic structures.  

Even those places sometimes share same names. If the names are gives as compensation for their 

fixity on the earth, we don’t name things based on its fixity on this earth. If someone is frozen “Like 

sleeping beauty” (pg.no:155) for hundred years then a name is given for him as compensation but he is 

already named before he is frozen. Each and every system we follow is itself structured by ourselves. But 

those who have the power and authority within those system influence and implement their opinions as 

the common opinion of everyone. 

The chauffer and the narrator are two characters that represent the conflict between the objective 

thinking and subjective thinking. The objective reality varies from the subjective reality. The universal 

truths are imposed upon everyone irrespective of their relative truths. When some cats are defined as 

beautiful it automatically creates a binary opposition of some ugly cats, when those cats fail to satisfy the 

definition of the beautiful cats. It leads to the discrimination of those cats in our minds. The definition 

itself is a subjective opinion of someone. It changes from person to person based on their experiences. But 

the definition is imposed on everyone by the central power as the absolute truth. It has to be rejected by 

everyone in order to bring multiple realities. This article concludes that individual truths and subjective 

experiences has to be given importance over the common facts in order to alter this prejudgemental society 

towards equality. 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper deals approximately Morality. It way that’s what's proper and what's wrong. Here on 

this article, I actually have handled morality and social strain with inside the novel Silas Marner. The 

essential man or woman waves among the morality and social justice. George Eliot is the novelist, a 

famous novelist with inside the Victorian age. Many writers such as Charles Dickens, Thomas cerlye, 

George Meredith, Lord Tennyson and G.R Wats are used the subject matter of morality. For example, 

Charles Dickens, Master of final humour, have handled the equal subject matter morality, social elegance 

in his novels. He handled outside traits of people. 

The author George Eliot creates a distinct country of characters and subject issues in Silas Marner, 

in which the characters are depicted in a variety of ways. The protagonist's morals will be demonstrated 

through his fights with society. He has a lot of ups and downs in the beginning. He accused and portrayed 

others incorrectly. We were aware of the societal tension and how people are mistreating society. The 

well-known aspect is that such a smooth demonstration would treasure his predetermination gifts. 

 “Morality”- There need to be morality in our existence. without ethical quality presence is 

essentially futile and pointless. Everyone is punished or praised for his or her motion to others over all, 

the man or woman named Silas Marner suggests, a chain of ethical philosophies. Our man or woman and 

conduct suggests and saves us. Good Frey lass's man or woman suggests the any other element “Social 

elegance". 

KEYWORDS: Morality, kindness, Divine, Social sports and strain, elegance  

 

INTRODUCTION  

George Eliot represents the personalities and movements in Silas Marner. With inside the starting 

of the radical Silas Marner end up accused for an Unknown crime in Lantern backyard, but at the surrender 

of the unconventional his personality is discovered out. He showered his generosity with inside the course 

of Eppie. Silas had his ultimate happiness. The calmness and kindness will really make manner for future 

things. The paintings of artwork close with the statement of Eppie and him or she refuses to join his father 

Godfrey Cass. 

The depicted novel is an ambiguous figure. He can be very quiet, but the first thing is that he 

always considers himself and often takes the wrong choice, which we are able to pronounce frequently. 

Whilst Cass marries Nancy, the couples don’t have a baby. His mirth remains query mark. An Exclamatory 

scenario is observed at that point. While Godfrey is ready to adopt, Eppie refuses because of the reality 

he neglected her age of sixteen.  
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Nancy learns that one’s destiny is determined via divine things. Adoption is an strive you can still 

get from the holy spirit. you will effortlessly studies that on the surrender of the radical, morality comes 

out from the individual named Silas Marnr. Godfrey’s ex-spouse, Molly dies after taking tablets. The Drug 

destroyed her lifestyles and stays in useless and useless. Duncan dies with inside the stone pit after he 

stole Silas Marner’s treasure. His useless frame and the gold’s of Marner modified into found after years. 

the precept subject matter of Silas Marner is the effect of social pressure and morality typical, the character 

of Silas Marner indicates his vicissitudes. 

George Eliot creates a universe in which the personalities and actions of the characters decide their 

fortunes. Marner's later compassion toward Eppie ensures his ultimate happiness, even if he is initially 

wrongfully accused of breaking the law in Lantern garden. At the conclusion of the unusual, the guests at 

Eppie and Aaron's wedding discuss Marner's desire to adopt a tiny orphan girl. According to popular 

belief, such a deed of charity will secure his destiny blessings.  

After refusing to live collectively with her organic father Godfrey Cass, Eppie announces her and 

Marner's happiness at the end of the radical. Cass is a character who is morally ambiguous. He's kind and 

attentive, yet he also makes selfish and poor decisions, such as abandoning his daughter, Eppie, to the care 

of others. Godfrey's future has a healthy mix of punishment and acclaim for his choices. While Godfrey 

marries Nancy, the love of his life, his happiness is incomplete because he and Nancy are unable to have 

children. 

 Nancy believes that one's fate is determined by a divine windfall. She is adamantly opposed to 

Godfrey's desire to adopt a child due to the fact that adoption is an attempt to live free of God's gift of life. 

In this way, the strength of heavenly influence is linked to ethical outcomes inside the fiction. Various 

secondary characters receive moral treatment that is comparable. Molly, Godfrey's first wife, dies in a 

snowstorm after consuming opium. For a while, the drug was hurting her living and dating with her 

husband. Dunstan, Godfrey's brother, kills instantly in the stone pit after robbing Silas Marner. Years later, 

his body and Marner's gold are discovered. 

The situation of social stress is observed with inside the mid-setup of the unconventional. people 

can results easily locate the topic at the same time as studying it social recognition exhibits the intimacy 

of human dating. The loss of records is likewise proven with inside the novel while Marner left the entirety 

is insane. Situation count number of faith performs a top thing in Silas Marner. George Eliot represents 

spiritual topic additionally. She describes each organisation of incidents in an easy manner. The look of 

Eppie modifications the entirety. It makes the guy-guys greater sympathetic. The number one trouble is 

human believe it's taken into consideration to be vital. It has an area in it at the same time as Silas have 

been given her. He makes a selection to offer her freedom. He don’t need to stand on her manner. Due to 

Eppie, Silas Marner have end up One-minded “Magnanimous” is described with the resource of the 

character Silas Marner.  

Eliot has been very careful to make its activities likely; however she needs us to see how subjects 

can appear marvellous too. The shortness of the radical permits her to apply the form of a delusion, and 

the characters themselves see sports in the ones terms. Silas ‘may also need to only have said that the kid 

become is available in choice to the gold – that the kid had end up the gold’. 

They discuss 'Silas Marner's odd past' after the radicals leave and agree that 'he had delivered a 

blessing on himself by behaving as a father to a lone motherless baby.' Nancy assures her that she will not 

require anything because she is the daughter of the squire and his wife, and she firmly grasps Marner's 
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hand, observing what we see: 'it changed into a weaver's hand, with a palm and finger-pointers that were 

sensitive to such tension.' Eliot's function is the element, which is psychologically and physically precise. 

CONCLUSION  

At the quit of this newsletter picturised the social strain and morality with inside the society. Silas 

Marner with the aid of using announcing that it's far a fairy-tale. the novel exemplifies that cash doesn’t 

matters, best a individual and conduct can strive “Mirth”. on this paintings, George Eliot offers universe 

wherein characters’ personalities and movements decide their fates. Through Eppie he realizes that love 

is greater valuable than coins. he is then successful to connect to the existence of the community, and he 

will become a reputable and honoured citizen of Raveloe. With inside the starting he felt forlorn and hit 

gathering Gold and coins will offer enjoyment... However, our man or woman will show and display 

screen our happiness. Gold is the detail for romance and comradeship with inside the existence of Silas 

Marner. a person should buy happiness simplest alongside together along with his noble man or woman 

and conduct. Silas obtained the existence with the aid of using his noble act completed in the direction of 

Eppie. 
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 ABSTRACT: 

The article picturized the partition people’s struggles and tolerance. It portrays the reflection of 

the Parsi community’s struggles with the state of being divided the problem that comes with the partition 

and the people's willingness to accept behavior and beliefs. Many writers such as Anam Zakaria, Sunanda 

Sikar, Veera Hiranandani, Shobha Rao, and Shauna Singh have portrayed partition struggles in their 

fiction. Literature has various types of partition and tolerance used by Bapsi Sidhwa in her novels, especially 

in “The Ice Candy Man” and “The Crow Eaters”. 

This novel talks about partition struggles and tolerance and adjustment. Fare Doon Jungle Walla of 

The Crow Eaters. It has the theme of partition struggles and separation. At the beginning of the novel, 

Faredoon shows his cultural and communal priority but at the end of the novel, he adopted all partition 

and cultural transmutation.  

Keywords: Partition, Tolerance, Separation, Cultural and Communal, Survival and Sufferings. 

  

 INTRODUCTION: 

Bapsi Sidhwa is a Pakistani author and settled at present in the USA. She has written four novels. 

Her many novels are The Crow Eaters (1980), The Pakistani Bride (1982) Ice – Candy Man (1988), and 

An American Brat (1993). Bapsi Sidhwa has gained worldwide popularity for her paintings. In American 

Universities the whole thing is trained as a share of the prospectus. Pakistan and America have honored 

her for her writings.  

The Crow Eaters is a debatable novel and it describes the hilarious saga of a Parsi circle of relatives. 

Bapsi Sidhwa located out the community’s secrets and techniques and strategies to the complete globe.  

The Crow Eaters is a fictional saga of a Parsi circle of relatives and represents the social milieu. 

The novel offers the workings of the Parsi mind, their social behavior, rate structures, and customs. The 

Jungle Wallah family multiplied their commercial enterprise from a single General Merchant saves in 

Lahore to a chain of shops in several North Indian towns. 

The narrator of The Crow Eaters, Fare Doon Jungle Walla, his family participants, and different 

characters, like their pals, all are Parsis like the writer herself. The attention to Parsi customs and beliefs, 

weaving the pre-independence history inside a Parsi milieu, and the exhibition of this minority network 

make the e-book is a lot more thrilling and unique from all of the novels written on the identical subject; 

no longer simplest this, Sidhwa has additionally selected a Parsi hero, which marginalized her narrator 
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and made the identical an indifferent observer of the horrific events took place on the eve of partition. 

This novel portrayal of riots amongst Hindus, Sikhs, and Muslims, and regularly reaches the 

event of 1947. The partition of the Indian sub-continent is described with constancy and 

autobiographical touch in The Crow Eaters. The novel designates the communal flexibility of Parsi's 

own domestic, the Jungle Walla’s, confidential the sequence of the British Raj in the initial twentieth 

century. The Parsi protagonist Freddy’s social movement is the primary narrative of the radical. He 

displaces his own family from a unremarkable village in dangerous India and                                moves to Lahore for 

agreement. He, like his fellow Parsis, is likewise an unseeing follower of the British Empire. His 

individuality with the British Raj is vigorous and denotes the majority of pre-impartial Parsis. He wears 

his maximum royal outfit each time he visits the Administrative House. He demonstrates his devotion to 

the Queen and Crown with the aid of using reminiscent of the British Empire.  

Freddy argues that the kids born to those who marry out of doors the community will be misfits. 

Thus, the relationship between Yazdi and Rosy is beaten by way of racial and cultural variations. Parsis who 

marry outdoor the network forgoes all of the privileges loved with the resource of different Parsis. Her 

presentations on her inherited tradition and her excessive cultural loyalty and in doing so, ensures the 

community’s cultural stability and normal durability complete her innovative works. 

Sidhwa ‘s The Crow Eaters generated many sociological treatises. To make the narration and the 

discussion to be a means of a lighter vein, Sidhwa shrewdly employs satire, amusement, and wit to 

lampoon the characters and conditions. 

The obsequiousness of the Parsis is funnily found out privileged the novel but it moreover couriers 

an original individuality disaster and expedition for defense amongst the community as a whole. The 

identification disaster in converting the social milieu that Bapsi Sidhwa accurately depicts inside the novel 

comes to be distinctively a social hassle for the Parsis of British India. 

Faredoon’s struggles did now not quit each time Jerbano become round. She popped up with a 

brand-new problem each different day. In England, they had been staying at Faredoon’s friend, Mr. Allen’s 

house. Jerbano becomes no longer behaved well. She becomes choosing of Mrs. Allen all of the time. 

Faredoon shifted to lodge together with Putli and Jerbano. But, likewise, at the hotel, she changed 

into now not following the regulations well, so they had to pack and return home very quickly. This became 

very hard to endure for Faredoon, however his own family’s sake and his wife’s sake, he did now not react 

to the extremes. The concept of Soli had been reincarnated thru Billy’s son. His battle for his youngsters 

seemed to be in no way ending, but the joys that came with the struggles were epic to Faredoon. 

Faredoon turned into a realist till the quit his lifestyle. He knew the hardships of existence, in 

particular the issues that include not being strong financially. So, he solved that hassle for himself and his 

family via his tough paintings and arduous war. His love for his own family turned into the driving force 

for him to work that difficult, especially for his youngsters. 

Bapsi Sidhwa’s attempts to set up is that the Parsi network likes some other community with its 

strengths and weaknesses. She does no longer promote the   network, however nearest locations Parsi life 

in attitude. She gives a rich insider’s    awareness into Parsi life. Sidhwa’s vision is satirical which reveals 

her moral      fixations. As an author definitely rooted in Parsi cognizance, Sidhwa explores each the artificial 

and the thoughtful measurement of the comic mode, conveying within the technique, the variety, and 
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complexity of lifestyles.  

She has now not simplest complete the various aspects of Parsi life but also provided the  non- 

Parsi global with higher knowledge of their ways of life, their faith, and principles. The novel ends on a rather 

ambiguous observation. The Jungle Walla's own family is simply domestic in India and now not within 

the West. Fare Doon Jungle Walla, like most Parsis, remains aloof from the liberty motion. If the sector, a 

vision that's exceptionally defined as vast, tolerant, and sympathetic. 

 CONCLUSION 

At end of this paper, Partition presents a sensible display of the tribulations the humans understand 

on account of the violence set free a spurt of surprising communal occurrences. The novelist fact that 

politics became liable for humane slaughter from all aspects and any specific aspect could not be made 

answerable for unsightly series of events. They have remained goal in their approach in the novels and have 

attempted to expose human nature and its capability of perpetuating cruelty of barbarism on its creed. 

Certainly, the novels show that the worrying enjoys of the Partition has shaken their writers to roots and 

made them restive to offer vent to their indignation at the terrible holocaust which claimed a big lack of 

harmless human lives.  
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ABSTRACT: 

Mrs. Dalloway is the most popular novel of Virginia Woolf. The novel have zeroed in on it 

women's liberation and mental novel. The novel Mrs. Dalloway understands the thoughts, expressions and 

recollections of a few characters on a solitary day in London. Virginia Woolf is for cognizance in writing. 

In incredible agony, she experienced a few anxiety attacks and endeavoured self-destruction septimus. 

The novel is Mrs. Dalloway the mental human cognizance and mental illness, stream of consciousness. 

Virginia Woolf was not a women's activist in her desired scene ladies to have all the more right and 

opportunities, but she was women's activist in her desired scene a mental acceptance, with due reverence, 

of ladies and their reality, by men. The present-day women's liberation and deciphering there viewpoint 

exemplary novel with the theory. The Mrs. Dalloway internal lavishness of a books whose fundamental 

events, a shallow perusing could suggest, is a privileged moderate government officials spouse tote of 

blossoms for a mid-year celebration. 

KEY WORD: Love and protection, forlornness and communication. The life of death Mrs. Dalloway.  

 

INTRODUCTION: 

The without uncertainty in scholarly and will arrange novel. On the brink of the essential plot of 

Mrs.Dalloway, its brave girl manifestly existence, survivor of the notable warfare peacetime. The 

accomplishment spot of girls in English society and writing. The gain of existence itself. The closing 

eating problems for Virginia Woolf. It is one of the endless misfortunes of English literature. The expect 

to frame and, as best one can, define that intricacy and recommend way in which, with reading, one can 

through it the most compensating experience English fiction. The concurring hypothesis of current 

woman's rights pretty much every one the cognizance and psychological sickness of human instinct 

individuals was different the being the human people groups life extremely impressive brain and however 

awareness for each day. The Mrs.Dalloway was youthful adolescent recollections and present existence 

of excursion review the moment. Mrs.Dalloway long term prior they have carry of me, in and illicit 

relationship with arrived at its passionate peak. 

Mrs. Dalloway is against gallant novel practically all me character have Failed to satisfy their 

Youthfully dream old recollections and presents method of human ladies however and emotional, and 

felling reality and human conventional life. Favour of society bound together for the women's activists 

ideal. The worry of pioneer fiction that uncovering and mental works of the human brain the authenticity 
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point of view made of narration. Party Big Ben of cognizance Mrs.Dalloway mindful of the progression 

of time and the allotting of living souls and seasons.''  

The Mrs. Dalloway mental changed into uncovering a multi layered self, wherein dreams, 

reminiscences and fantasies had been as critical as motion and fact. The Woolf growing her very own 

mental approach explaining.  

The Woolf, outside activities topics due to the manner they impact our eleven though and situation 

our internal existence. A evolved in circulation of focus, a word first utilized by the American mental 

William James to explain the go with the drift aware and then much less then aware revel in the mind.   

The cumulative impact changed into a make Londoner greater aware about the passing of time. 

The mental of the aware of the intellectual existence due to the fact eleven though and human nature. That 

focus is make is the intellectual existence possible. He sought of find out the application of human focus 

and essential to survival the passionate attachment Clarissa experience for sally is the form of attachment 

which , different mental and feminist. Significantly, with inside the novel, Clarissa lesbian ardour for sally 

previous her dating with guys: the 2 girls of marriage constantly as a Castsatrophe. It from the manner 

seeing matters comes with Clarissa response to septimus loss of life: her frame need concept it.  

Septimus warren smith in international battle by no means recovered from the matters. he certain 

such as the loss of life of his pal and the Commander Evan. Septimus misplaced his battle suffered the 

non-secular ache alone. The Septimus repressing those emotional is a intellectual breakdown of years 

road. The Septimus changed into meet Mrs. Dalloway is swiftly dropping contact with reality. For all of 

the real the time of the way loss of life, the reminiscence of the activities has sincerely remained eleven 

thought of years. The listing the intellectual situation the years known as gross road response, even 

amongst the ones confirmed no preceding records of intellectual problem. The exclusive among is Clarissa 

concept response bodily to matters, by no means pretty loses her feel that the out of doors international is 

separate to herself. The described psychology because the aware of the intellectual existence have become 

he concept focus is makes the intellectual existence possible. Women feeling and emotional human nature 

existence. As a first-rate mental novel Mrs. Dalloway renders the internal existence of the individual and 

their shimmering revel in and there may be so doing is likewise very nature is chaotic and disorderly. The 

thru literary tunnelling system exploration of girls, Virginia Woolf changed into influence textual content 

and examine a mental eleven though. The novel for in interpretative strategy, specific of the language and 

render the frame expression. The novel as an adventure to the mental state of Virginia Woolf. Her novels 

the staying power of the presence of the beyond thru the usage of time shift. The additionally consists of 

the traumas of the outstanding battle that's associated with the disillusionment confronted regarding the 

morality a higher human situation even as to the destruct itself thru superior killed the humanity.  

The sturdy preference of our loss of life understanding. The mental hand attacked numerous time 

in her existence. He suffered her first intellectual breakdown. the intellectual led her depression, despair, 

and occasion loss of life.   

Virginia Woolf lots concept to the a singular have to be the distinction among her era of novelist, 

all human relation have sifted the ones among grasp and served, husband and views, reminiscences and 

gift whilst human relation alternate there may be on the equal time a alternate in religious, conduct, 

politics, and literature. Mrs.Bennett and Mrs.Brown she agent that neither human individual or human 
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relation among can be constitute with the aid of using the literature conference of the she asserted 

dramatically. Conventions are ruin, the ones equipment are loss of life .An outside narrator and a 

systematically arranged.  

The Virginia completed her novel she could experience depression. it's far stated the each 

adventure which he she had her paintings. The Mrs. Dalloway follows the mind revel in and reminiscences 

of numerous individuals on a unmarried day London. The privacy, loneliness, and communique. 

Throughout Mrs. Dalloway Virginia us glimpses in to minds of her individual even as on the equal time 

displaying the outward communiqué with different peoples. During the route of her day, Clarisse paintings 

thru.  

The Year for privacy, Clarissa has a bent towards introspection that given her a profound ability 

for emotion, which many different individual lack. However, she is constantly involved with look and 

maintains herself tightly composed, seldom sharing her feeling with anyone. Mrs. Dalloway offers with 

human’s cap potential to address changing, magnificence mobility, battle and place, the alternate of 

existence. Septimus madness has allowable Clarissa to look majesty of reality. His defeat of life way her 

return to highlight this revival, Woolf has the girls through the manner Mrs. Dalloway. The tragedy as an 

revel in that server all of the era from the relaxation of society. The placing girls near and guys each other 

as extraordinarily near male network pick institution of girls.  

The attitude of Septimus situation, her Woolf famous the symptoms and symptoms as her 

suffering, indicating as lots as Septimus himself. The unfortunately, Septimus quit of committing suicide. 

The exceptional factor approximately Septimus, Clarissa reaction to advised the incident at some point of 

her party. The revel in the intellectual of Clarissa and Septimus are importance. Clarissa identifies herself 

with eleven though Septimus. she does now no longer the equal time is very. the clock changed into 

striking, they had been sharing the equal experiences. The strictly described, the factor of views. which 

means there an overarching narrator who recognise the entirety and who which means there an overarching 

narrator who recognise the entirety and who has get right of entry to every person mind.  

CONCLUSION: 

 Mrs. Dalloway novel offers and proof of patriarchal society girls as nobodies. Also girls are 

extrade explicit their thoughts and feeling closer to specific troubles of their society. The stop of the scene 

Mrs. Dalloway is provided as a kind, stylish girls. Mrs. Dalloway love and privacy, loneliness and 

communication. As a mental and intellectual infection human nature specific manner of life. It is Virginia 

Woolf maximum outstanding achievement, specifically with inside the area of the movement of 

recognition and psychology novel Mrs. Dalloway. 
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ABSTRACT 

English as an important language in India also developed over time. In India, English adopted an 

ancient culture and survived all foreign conquests. English eventually led to the use of the English 

language throughout the country; which means the process by which acceptable land ownership of a 

variety is formed. R.K.Narayan is a well-known Indian novelist, best known as one of the most influential 

writers of Indian literature in English. This paper attempts to explain the modern culture of R.K.Narayan's 

Educational Vision in his novels. He made a tireless move against the Indian System of Education 

throughout his writing career. With a novel education program analyse the character of Krishna. 

Keywords: English language, Indian Education Program, natural learning.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

This article examines the variety of English texts in college and work. The seeds of Indian Writing 

in English have been sown at some stage in the British rule in India. The seeds now blossom right into an 

evergreen tree, the aromatic plants and the ripe fruit. The fruit isn't best tasted through the natives, however 

also ‘chewed and digested’ through foreigners. It takes place best after everyday care, bushes and food. 

Farmers like Tagore, Sri Aurobindo, R.K.Narayan, and Raja Rao - to call only a few, cope with the soft 

crop day and night. Nowadays, it's far overseen through many writers who acquire awards and awards 

across the world. 

MODERN EDUCATIONAL CULTURE IN INDIA 

Education is a vital service to society; it provides a person an opportunity to understand the world 

around him and his environment. In ancient times man was completely in the style of creation which was 

an unknown to him. The forces of nature were away human comprehension, and for well-being they had 

to rely on supernatural forces and this led to the development of faith and superstition. Development of 

animal farming tools and agricultural growth led to social order and with this, social science improved. 

Education, to be fair, must develop a spirit of analysis and positive thinking in the youth so that 

they can understand society and transform it wherever it is lacking. Since India gained independence in 

1947, we have been following, for some hidden reason, the King Macaulay education program. The 

program has since lost the ability to adjust to changing socio-economic conditions in the country. 

The first draft of education policy was adopted in 1968, by the post-independence Government. 

The National Education Policy, 1968 aimed to promote national progress, a sense of equal citizenship and 
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culture, and to support national unity. He called for a stronger reformation of the education system and 

greater attention to science and technology, to the development of ethical values and to a close relationship 

between education and human life. However, even the Government acknowledges that the over-all 

structure preserved in the 1968 policy has not been translated into a detailed implementation plan. Some 

of the achievements since 1968 that are on the Government list are: 

(a) The adoption of an unbroken national education system and the introduction of a 10 plus 2 plus 3 

program by several States; 

(b) The lowering of the general course for boys and girls; 

(c) The insertion of science and mathematics as compulsory subjects; 

 (d) Curriculum reform at undergraduate level; 

(e) Establishment of advanced postgraduate study and research institutions. 

THE ENGLISH TEACHER 

Narayan’s The English Teacher (1945), in a way, is the story of Krishnan, a character who explores 

his cultural roots and moves him to evolution to form an independent philosophy to integrate his 

emotional, intellectual and spiritual relationships with his world. Or community. As the novel progresses, 

Krishnan, an English teacher at Albert Mission College where he once studied, eventually resigns to 

choose to teach at a traditional model kindergarten. Such a natural evolution in his personality is due not 

only to his reluctance to concentrate on English-language education in colonial India, but also to the kind 

of spiritual enrichment he has gained after the diligent meditation and intellectual association of his dead 

wife. 

Krishnan's maturity can be traced to the terms of his disagreement between normal lifestyles and 

the right kind of happy life, which is reflected in his quest for an irreversible rule of life, or truth. After 

all, a culture with its purest, surviving characteristics is able to see Krishnan, grasp the details of the eternal 

law of life, something that has not yet been fully satisfactorily conveyed by the Western view. As the 

novel begins, Krishnan is portrayed as an 'English Teacher' founded at Albert Mission ~ college who is 

dissatisfied with the very program to teach young people to only earn for live. Krishnan is well aware of 

the difference between his ambition and his success and naturally the result is the subtle tiredness of the 

work that pervades the opening pages of the novel. 

The desire had come to me a few days ago to hold on to it personally. What was wrong with me? 

I can't say, some kind of vague infidelity, rebellion I would call it. The feeling came to me many times 

that as I was in my late teens, I should stop living like a cow, eat, work properly to talk, walk, talk, etc. 

Everything is done to excellence, I was sure but I always authorization overdue the feeling that somewhat 

is missing.  

              The novel set the stage a search in Krishnan - a critical situation facing any sympathetic person 

who wants to raise the issue of who can be 'searched' in colonial society. The paradoxical account of 

Krishnan's daily life highlights a need. Another inspiration for his longing soul. 
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 Because of this pain, the authorities kindly paid me 100 rupees on the first day of each month and 

called me a pastor. Of course, one should be grateful and relaxed. But such rest was not in my nature 

perhaps because I was a poet, and I was always plagued by feelings of inadequacy. 

However, Krishnan's refusal to accept the standard, English-language teaching program again 

stands out as he contemplates how his students react to his natural poetry combined with his new 

knowledge of getting up in the morning to go out. Reading poetry should, as we speak, be an experience 

in itself. But teaching poetry in the classroom often turns out to be chaotic if there is no acceptable 

approach. The interpreter's difficult efforts to convey meaning, the teacher's double attempts to erase the 

meaning of the dictionary and the poet - all transform the poetry class into something horrible for students 

to deal with 'bad tolerance'. By choosing Krishnan's careful words, Narayan focuses on the failure of the 

Western education system in colonial times to burn the creative idea or thought in students' minds, as the 

system will not allow students to adopt the right culture or practice. Western culture in line with traditional 

culture. Krishnan's experience in general is in line with Narayan's critical attitude and the current 

Education system. Although one finds in Krishnan an element of tension about the existence of a suitable 

house, it seems that he is growing in determination in his quest and eventually finding that house after his 

choice. Settled in a family life dominated by youthful passion, love and attachment to a child, close to his 

college career, Krishnan is now able to discover another reality - personal happiness leads to community 

success. Such an unexpected tragedy in personal life throws Krishnan into the depths of despair and 

darkness. This stage in Krishnan's life, as critic Ian Macke an points out, the element of insecurity that has 

begun to creep into Krishnan's life since leaving his extraordinary life at a college hostel, brings a very 

serious impact and life is almost over      Krishnan stance. Krishnan also shows the ability to adapt to 

changing circumstances. From her traumatic experience in life, Krishnan is shown to have found a sense 

of truth (or 'truth' in the broadest sense) in her life problems in a new set of things she has heard. Narayan 

records Krishnan's thoughts in the crematorium with an amazing touch. 

             Krishnan feels that a lack of connection between life and knowledge is a major reason of all our 

social ills. Krishnan's advice to one of his students, when a student called him to explain something, shows 

how a fully planned education system has failed to solve the real problems of original life. Krishnan says: 

 "Don't worry too much about these things - they are trash in forced to go by using and pretending 

to love them, but always the problem of life and death is beyond power thina…" (170). 

Narayan's view of English education could not be clearer. Like most of his countrymen, he also 

hates the upgrade of British culture that will help to keep the country passive and supportive. This English 

education has given birth to a class of young people who are regaining English culture, ignoring its values 

and in some cases, even showing contempt for their own.  

CONCLUSION 

Narayan was angry at anything that was suffocating the soul and believed in returning to a system 

of education based on memorization but in storytelling, youth games and appreciation of Indian culture. 

The Education System needs to be seriously updated if the Indians are going to be the Leaders and they 

are very smart in the future. The Indian should be aware of the potential opportunities and potential of the 

emerging world system and play a leading role in it. Different aspects of education are shown. Although 

Krishna uses the repetitive and robotic way of teaching, Leela's teacher focuses on the creative process. 
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Krishna is widely portrayed as an ordinary teacher and relies on learning about parrots. He doesn't seem 

to like his job very much. She teaches a lot about her monthly salary. Leela's teachers on the other hand 

of dedicated to teacher who values the imagination of the students. 
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ABSTRACT  

Luka and the Fire of Life is a tale approximately tale-telling, and about the stories that rely. It is 

also a tale approximately the relationships that matter. Though at instances irreverent, the novel doesn`t 

avoid crucial issues, despite the fact that this is ostensibly kids`s literature. The trope is one which runs 

through all of his paintings, and is hauntingly located in Luka. In its maximum extreme and touching 

moments, Luka and the Fire of Life tells the story of a more youthful boy, a hint unusual perhaps, who 

reveals his electricity and his place withinside the world, in addition to a father who rediscovers his very 

very own life at domestic alongside together along with his very own own circle of relatives. 

Keywords: youngsters`s literature, World of Magic  

 

INTRODUCTION  

The tale of Luka and the Fire of Life is primarily based totally on a real tale. Rushdie`s paintings 

has been translated into extra than forty languages and has been tailor-made for stage and show screen. 

He holds numerous honorary doctorates has served as a fellow at many American and European 

universities has been identified with infinite global awards no longer best for his writing but for his 

advocacy and activism. Rushdie come to be the president of PEN American Center from 2004 to 2006 

and has served due to the fact the chairman of the PEN World Voices Festival of International Literature 

for decades. 

LUKA AND THE FIRE OF LIFE  

Luka and the Fire of Life (hereafter Luka) is that unusual literary feat with now no longer lead to 

sight exciting and assuredly crafted, the bearer of a effective and timeless message, and genuinely handy 

to readers of all ages—an accomplishment reminiscent of the act of a professional juggler who continues 

all balls suspended in the air as though by way of magic. So, it isn't unexpected that Salman Rushdie`s 

state-of-the-art tale begins offevolved with a circus. When Captain Aag`s Great Rings of Fire involves the 

metropolis of Kahani, Rashid Khalifa refuses to take his own circle of relatives, bringing up the horrible 

mistreatment of the animals with the resource of the grandmaster. 

 After witnessing together along with his very own eyes a cage wherein a mournful canine a doleful 

bear stared wretchedly all approximately, Rashid`s youngest son, Luka and curses the circus master. 

Shortly thereafter, it`s a long way said on television that the animals have revolted, and later that night, 

the circus is going up in flames. The subsequent day, a creating a track dog named Bear and a dancing go 

through named Dog flip up at Luka`s doorstep. The scene is telling to suggestive of the whimsy that makes 
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the ee-e book mesmerizing and immensely fun while imparting a glimpse of the impressive intensity of 

Rushdie`s storytelling.  

Through the story of a younger boy who need to excursion through the World of Magic to scouse 

borrow the Fire of Life as a way to keep his father—a famous storyteller who has fallen right into a deep 

sleep and can not be woke up—Rushdie delves deep into subjects to which anybody can relate: love, life, 

and demise. Rashid Khalifa may not live to appearance his youngest son increase up and Luka need to 

confront the truth of his father`s mortality—in addition to his very very own. Those who have loved 

Salman Rushdie`s previous works will apprehend the Khalifa own circle of relatives from Haroun and the 

Sea of Stories (1990), an immensely appealing story of journey and love that still capabilities as delusion. 

In Luka they seem once more on this time with the addition of more youthful Luka, a toddler who turns 

lower back time for his dad and mom through distinctive feature of his very life.  

As a long way as stories move, Luka and Haroun are brothers—particular but inseparable 

recollections approximately father-son love, braveness, and the very real strength of imagination which 

are exceptional explored collectively.  

Luke and the Fire of Life isn't Rushdie`s first access into the arena, aleven though his splendid 

success. Here's the way to placed one collectively to be used together along with your new landscape 

textual content status. Although the web primarily based totally Puppet Kings on line evolved via way of 

Rushdie his 2001 novel Fury consists and chaotic, a online game annoying Fire of Life on. 

 Luke's begin now does now no longer seem like the sort of destruction in what got here right here 

earlier than it. Rushdie indicates the way to incorporate his disrespectful phrase sport with lovely 

characters, similarly to the titles and targets of his splendid difficult paintings, on this new field.  

Although at Fury he commenced exploring, right here he constructed playful, innovative bridges 

exploratory interactions among a couple of epic variants. Luke's fulfilment withinside the drama is due in 

component to his meekness and ability (on this way, the radical can be study as a safety for the ones 

youngsters who're left behind.  

A strugglefare in chemistry and a masterpiece in art) and partially in his undergraduate education 

his father, Shah of Blah. At the start of his quest, Luke defeats the Old Man of the River withinside the 

place a paradox, aided via way of the coaching of his father's splendid mystery. It is right here furthermore 

Luke sees that the global magic he enters is that via way of the advent of his very own father. 

This does now no longer usually suggest that Luke and the Fire of Life are good. Luke`s adventure 

is smart and compelling, specifically as a children`s fairy tale, however a regular factor retaining and 

saving factors has end up boring (as a minimum for the non-player). Although the unconventional is going 

hand in hand at excessive speeds, a few eight tiers are much less thrilling than others.  

It took place suddenly, withinside the massive metropolis of Kahani, withinside the land of 

Alifbay, a boy named Luke who had a pet, a affected person named Dog and a dog named Bear. The 

canine, the brown undergo, may be a bit gruff and bearish at times, but he have become a paid dancer, 

capable of upward push on his hind legs and performs subtly and kindly waltz, polka, rhumba, wah-watusi, 

with a twist, further to dances from close to the domestic, bhangra moves loudly, wirling ghoomar 
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(carrying a large, synthetic skirt), the hero dances known as spaw and thang-ta, and the peacock's southern 

dance ”. (3) 

 The entire World of Magic was on Red Alert. Jackal-headed Egyptian deities, fierce scorpion- 

and jaguar-guys, large one-eyed, man-eating Cyclopes, flute-playing centaurs, whose pipes have to trap 

strangers into cracks in rocks wherein they could be imprisoned all of the time, Assyrian treasure-nymphs 

crafted from gold and jewels, whose treasured our bodies can also additionally need to tempt thieves into 

their poisoned whipcord nets, flying griffins with lethal claws, flightless basilisks obvious in all guidelines 

with their deadly eyes, Valkyries on cloud-horses withinside the sky, bull-headed minotaurs, slithering 

snake-girls and large rocs – large than the only that bore Sinbad the Sailor to its nest – charged wildly 

throughout the land and thru the air, answering the Fire Alarm, hunting, hunting. In the Circular Sea, after 

the Alarm sounded, mermaids rose from the waters creating a music siren songs to trap the foul intruders 

to their doom. Enormous island-sized creatures – krakens, zaratans and big rays – hung motionless on the 

Sea`s floor; if an intruder have been to pause at the once more of one of the beasts for a relaxation, it might 

dive and drown him, or flip over to reveal its large mouth and its sharp triangular enamel, and swallow 

the trespasser down in chunk-sized chunks. And most terrible of all have become the brilliant Worm 

Bottomfeeder, who rose blind and roaring from the Sea`s commonly silent depths, in a rage to devour the 

scoundrels who had introduced at the Fire Alarm and disturbed its -thousand-year sleep.  

The canine and the undergo come to Luke after cursing the merciless grandfather of the circus and 

his very own burn the tents. They have been welcomed into his domestic while Luke's father and brother 

observed him as a signal that Luke is at the verge of his adventure. Soon, his father, Rashid Khalifa, he's 

asleep and nobody can wake him up. As Luke starts to faint, he appears out window and is amazed while 

he appears at a person who seems like his father is outside:  

“As he became leaving the the front door with the Dog and the Bear, Luke felt very strange, 

as though crossing an invisible boundary. As if a mystery degree were unlocked and that they had 

handed thru the gateway that allowed them to discover it. He shivered a bit, and the go through 

and the canine shivered, too, although it modified into not a cold dawn. The colors of the sector 

have been strange, the sky too blue, the dust too brown, the residence pinker and greener than 

regular and his father end up not his father, not besides Rashid Khalifa had via way of means of a 

few approach grow to be in part transparent”. (25)  

Rashid Khalifa apparent adequate with A. Nobodaddy (pun on Nobody), explains that the dying 

of Rashid. As Luke's father grows older, Nobodaddy turns into increasingly more obvious cope with 

greater of Rashid's traits and techniques till you discover a non-existent empire. Because motives that can 

be first of all weird at first, Nobodaddy consents to accompany Luke in an try to keep his father. He leads 

Luke deeply into the paranormal global constructed on Rashid proof and systematic Luke video games.  

In the midst of the turmoil of that land the gods of hearthplace rose up with all their dominion to 

defend it Vibgyor, One Bridge to the Heart of the Heart, a princess arrow that jumps over crossing the Sea 

and allowing some famous ones to go into the Aalim countries. Amaterasu, the Japan's solar goddess 

emerged withinside the cave in which she had erupted thousand years later quarreling together along with 

his brother, the god of the storm, with the magic sword of Kusanagi on him a hand, and the rays of the 

solar fly out of his head like spears. Those Who Live withinside the Heart of Magic ran freely throughout 
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the Bridge dealing with every other, hunting, searching; but due to the fact hunter-gatherers, Luke thought, 

there appeared to be no manner out of Ra`s eyes. 

S.Rasakumar, Research Supervisor, Department of English in PRIST University Thanjavur  

Luka, hiding together along with his partners at the back of the rhododendron trees, had the feeling 

that the thicket have become shrinking, dwindling away and turning into a much less and a whole lot much 

less good enough shelter. His coronary heart changed into beating too swiftly. Things have been in reality 

getting frightening.  

In Haroun, the motive come to be to keep Rashid Khalifa`s voice; in Luka, the quest is to shop his 

life. With extra at stake, this tale drew me in more quick. The tongue-in-cheek online game references 

make the e-book`s form more linear as Luka advances from one stage to the subsequent in his search for 

the Fire of Life which, as the decision suggests, is the most effective element that may keep his father. 

From interior Rashid`s reminiscences, Luka grows closer to him as he travels—each in reading the interior 

of his father`s thoughts and through Nobodaddy`s presence, which will come to be more and more more 

extra like his father`s with each chapter. 

 Nobodaddy wins over Luka in his more Rashid-like moments and it`s exciting to peer the “villain” 

continuously remind the hero of his venture on this manner. As the tale progresses, Nobodaddy`s growing 

likability is balanced via way of means of manner of the uncomfortable attention that Luka`s real father 

is ailing.  

Traveling together along with his father`s lifeless-double Nobodaddy, who slowly includes life as 

Rashid`s existence slips from him, Luka is requested to navigate the area of his father`s personal 

imagination. The reminiscences they share among them are the key to unlocking the secrets and techniques 

and strategies of the sport. The final battle for the Fire of Life, in which Luka faces all the most critical 

mythological creatures of religions and cultures past, is truely a conflict for his father and for the electricity 

of his father`s career.  

Often, this type of adventure story gets so stuck up in the magical international that a reader can 

lose sight of what it`s fascinated in. When this takes place, the go back to the real international on the un 

conventionalise close to feels tacked on and jarring, although it has been the aim of the story all alongside. 

But due to the fact Nobadaddy`s converting levels of transparency art work as a barometer of Rashid 

Khalifa`s fitness, the reader never loses sight of the end line. All-in-all, this makes the e-book feel 

properly-rounded in a manner that many others do now now no longer. Elements that is probably cheesy 

some place else are hilarious. Rushdie`s writing is apparent and self-conscious. Silly puns and riddles 

abound and the vintage rules of fairy stories are strictly enforced. Most essential: Luka and the Fire of 

Life is a right quest story in all of the first-rate approaches: “And that`s why you`re searching for to assist 

us, isn`t it?” Luka concluded.  

“You don`t want to implode. You`re searching for to maintain r non-public skin”. ”I don`t have 

pores and skin,” stated Nobodaddy. (41)  

The video game nods are nicely-placed and the accompanying cast has incredible chemistry. 

Perhaps this is a element of what makes Rushdie`s foray into the progressive worldwide of video video 

games so fascinating — even for a non secular non-gamer like me. One gets the feel, in reading Luka`s 
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adventure, that that is certainly the story of a father, looking his son tackle a brand new shape of adventure, 

one which displays once more his personal penchant for tale-telling. Luka is at once his father`s apprentice, 

and in a absolutely specific worldwide. It is Rushdie`s attempt and aggregate the that, even aleven though 

now now no longer continuously flawlessly done, makes Luka and the Fire of Life this sort of satisfaction.  

CONCLUSION  

Luka is an explosive, magical exploration of filial love, braveness, and the energy of our will. To 

determine to do a aspect changed into decidedly not the identical aspect as definitely doing the issue, Luka 

displays, and it`s miles real that during Luka, the maximum exciting vicinity that Rushdie writes about is 

neither fact nor the lovely lands of magic, however the area in which the 2 meet—in which creativeness 

and truth collide and idea combines with some thing more powerful than personal nature to come to be 

the motion that shapes our world.  
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ABSTRACT  

Self-statement in promoting themselves and transferring in advance in existence might be the great 

alternative as an alternative relying or anticipating comfort from the guys. Shashi Deshpande famous the 

understanding of woman psyche particularly knowledgeable, center-elegance metropolis ladies aspiring 

for self-declaration and independence. Writing, song and politics are the fields those women want to 

installation their identification. Because of their gender, sometimes, they're side-lined in their profession, 

like politics so called male bastion. Deshpande’s protagonists of novels are stronger for they are trying to 

treatment their troubles with the aid of the use of a technique of quick withdrawal from their traditional 

assigned position. Shashi Deshpande, a Sahitya Akademi Award winner for That Long Silence writes 

about aspiring women and their quest for self. 

Keywords: Self- declaration, Feminist experience. 

  

INTRODUCTION  

The introduction to the foundation of ladies writing the while period feminism has its origin from 

the Latin word lemina which means lad' It refers back to the advocacy of girls rights, repute and energy at 

par with guys at the grounds of equality of sexes. In different words, it relates to the insight that girls have 

to have the equal social, financial and political rights as men. The time period have become famous from 

the early twentieth century struggles for safeguarding girls suffrage or balloting rights (the suffragette 

motion) in the western countries, and the later well-organized socio-political motion for girls liberation 

from patriarchal domination [14]. The political scope of feminism has been broadened by using the effect 

of Marxist thought that has made feminists task prejudice at the side of capitalism for each advocated the 

patriarchal setup [5]. 

 Shashi Deshpande's women characters preserving in thoughts the various types and stages of the 

girls characters expressed in her six novels are studied here and it tries to link these novels with the diverse 

stages of feminism. As a present day creator, Deshpande offers the realistic image of the male dominated 

middle elegance society of India. Her protagonists are stuck between the subculture and modernity but 

they are attempting to strike a stability between the two. Deshpande may be very realistic in the sense that 

shows marriages are not based on love however comfort.  

THAT LONG SILENCE 

This paper shows of ways, the protagonist Jaya goes via the technique of self-quest, through 

gaining her voice to break her silence. Deshpande, who portrays an indoors view of a girl's world, writes 

of the struggling of women who try to strike stability among the jobs the society expects them to play and 
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the characteristic that they need to play. Jaya, the protagonist in That Long Silence, having been given in 

the current of the conventional characteristic of a female – partner and mother has suppressed her 

existential self. Though she has a happy home together alongside along with his properly earning husband 

and children Rati and Raghul and material comforts, she feels fed up with the monotony and glued pattern 

of her life: Worse than some thing else have been the boredom of the unchanging sample, and countless 

monotony. In her try and rediscover her proper self, she well-known shows herself as an unfulfilled 

partner, a disillusioned mother and a failed writer. Suman Ahuja reviewing the unconventional for The 

Times of India observes that Jaya stuck in an emotional eddy, endeavours to return back to terms together 

along with her protean roles, whilst attempting albeit in vain, to rediscover her right self, it really is but a 

ephemera of unfulfilled partner, a dissatisfied mom and a failed author. Jaya’s husband Mohan is involved 

in corruption in place of work at the instigation of Agarwal in contracts, tenders and commissions. When 

they're now not able to do favour for minister’s relative, they're compelled to face enquiry. Agarwal 

advises Mohan to transport to from church gate house to somewhere to keep away from useless publicity 

and shame. Jaya’s very own circle of relatives moves to Makarandmama’s flat in Dadar.   

Fortunately their youngsters are away with the neighbour’s own family. Mohan, who is disturbed 

due to the very last disgrace which the enquiry will convey, takes excuse thru announcing that he has 

engaged in malpractices to keep his spouse and children easily. This creates a actual revel in of anger in 

Jaya. Even though Jaya have become born and taken up in an orthodox, non-secular very own family, the 

growing feminist experience in her provokes her to commentary negatively on Sita of Ramayana and 

Draupadi of Mahabharata - each committed and regular wives.  

Her stays with Mohan in silent resentment pave the way for self-assessment and self-criticism. In 

her re-exam of her married life, she discovers that she isn't always certainly happy. Happiness in their 

married existence is simplest on illusion. 

Jaya no longer sees his personality. Like the mythical women - Sita follows Her husband in exile, 

Savitri wants to die to bring back her husband, Draudpadi sharing the pain of her husband, Jaya follows 

Mohan to Dadar's apartment. She thinks. Two bullocks yoked collectively… it's miles extra comfortable 

for them to transport inside the Equal course. To pass in unique directions could be painful and what 

animal could voluntarily pick out pain”? (TLS 12). 

Deshpande’s That Long Silence is an outline of the relentless silence in the lives of many educated 

middle-elegance housewives, especially in Indian context. She has used the device of first character 

narrative to provide the readers with a experience of realism and authenticity. In the radical, Jaya, the 

protagonist of the novel, represents those middle-class knowledgeable better halves who are too careworn 

with confined marital lives to observe their aspirations. The novel begins with Jaya and her husband 

Mohan moving from their present day residence to a flat in Dadar, Mumbai. 

 Mohan is concerned in malpractice within the corporation he works for. An inquiry towards him 

is in progress and it is very a good deal probably that he will be proven responsible. As a consequence he 

and his family may additionally lose social reputation as well as dropping his job. To get away such social 

defamation he's shifting together with his circle of relatives to Dadar flat. Jaya submits to her husband's 

will and accompanies him, with out thinking, to their modern exile. Here she enjoys a comparative 

freedom:  
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"I appear as the unstable age of all those beasts that ruled my existence with the things that needed 

to be kept in order, the glass objects that needed to shine, the furniture and the pleasures that needed to be 

kept spotless and dustless, and those garments, God, all these other ways - -iron, so they will age and be 

washed and ironed at some point." (TLS 25) 

Jaya regardless of knowing that there was no reality behind his allegation, she did not try and 

purpose with Mohan, as she did now not want to chance her relation with him. She thinks," I looked at his 

worried face and I was sure I had killed him wrong. And I had done it he stopped writing after that."(TLS 

seventy four)  

In this inner tug of conflict the housewife wins and he or she or he remains silent of which she gets 

a setback in her writing career. Retrospection leads the readers recognize that Jaya has lived in utter silence 

all seventeen years after her marriage to Mohan. Jaya has given herself completely to her marriage; 

husband and youngsters. She never raised a voice of protest however best once. It modified into her first 

danger of outburst with Mohan quickly after their marriage. But notwithstanding the truth that she has to 

make the reconciliatory flow into after days of Mohan’s silence. Mohan have become quite irritated 

collectively together along with her for he has in no manner visible ladies bursting out with anger and 

ardour. It is societal norm that ladies must be silent. They cannot improve their voice toward their 

oppressors. Consequently Mohan knowledgeable her then: “My mom by no means raised her voice toward 

my father, however badly he behaved to her.” (TLS 80 three)  

Her marriage lifestyles are not anything but lifestyles of compromise and dedication. It has no 

roots into love and understanding. It is what Simon de Beauvoir says, a gilded mediocrity missing ambition 

and ardor, aimless days indefinitely repeated, lifestyles that slips away gently toward lack of lifestyles 

without questioning its purpose. A girl does no longer have an identification of her personal. Generally, a 

woman’s identity is defined in phrases of her dating with man as a daughter, a spouse and a mom. It 

approach virtually a female does now no longer have an identity of her personal, how really says Indira 

Kulkshreshtha. The query concerning her identification continually haunts her but the answer is evasive. 

In Bombay following her husband Mohan’s dictates she begins off evolved sporting large darkish glasses, 

receives her eyebrow formed and hair reduce quick as a way to benefit an aura of the partner of an 

government. In the approach she becomes dwarfed and annihilated as an person but all of it goes left out 

even through the use of her. She is helpless to find out her personal identification as she well-known shows 

herself as an utter stranger, someone so alien that even the faintest records of the reasons of her actions 

regarded now no longer possible. 

Tapan Basu says, “Jaya who had enter an existence time in surrender of her will to social mores 

and customs that had relegated ladies to a 2d class reputation. In such a stifling domestic ambience and 

patriarchal set-up, she reveals her woman identification effaced. Jaya comes to recognize the reality that 

a female’s identification isn't traceable as a lady down the ages has been identified in phrases of her 

relation with the male. Ten one of a kind mirrors carry before her ten exceptional faces however the real 

face, her identification is lacking. 

 In formative years she is diagnosed in terms of her relation with her father, in adolescents after 

marriage in phrases of her relation along with her husband and if she is a widow because the mom. 
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 A wife, obedient to her husband, famend, mild footed, eloquent in speech, sympathetic to the 

patients, attains to happiness while she lives peacefully together with her husband, and well cooks the 

meals efficacious, and grown thru rain, conducive to our bodily boom, delivered each day in use, and 

relished by way of our ancestors. 

Jaya has the whole thing conventionally a lady might need in a wedding – an engineer husband, 

social popularity and kids. Dada, Ramukaka and Shantakaki opine in Mohan’s praise,  

He is pretty good-looking without a squint, no glasses, even teeth….He has a high-quality career, tough-

working, formidable, will cross an extended manner….No voices, doesn’t smoke or consume in 

accommodations and springs from an extraordinary Brahmin family. Mohan has continuously had very 

smooth thoughts about himself. He changed right into a dutiful son; he is a dutiful father, husband, 

brother.” (TLS ninety one) Like an average typecast Indian guy who wishes his wife for bodily satisfaction 

nearest without caring a fig approximately her sincere internal feelings, he behaves cruelly.  

Their caring generally results in intercourse. She is a lot known to his behavior that she will nearly 

are expecting what he would say after every act of interaction. Jaya attempts difficult for expressing her 

silence. There are several examples inside the novel that Jaya might sooner or later damage her lengthy 

held silence however in the end of the unusual this desire and determination of her is left for the destiny. 

 There is a suggestion that Jaya could loss the snow about her silence within the time to return. 

There is no doubt inside the fact that she would without a doubt finish her silence despite the reality that 

she is not able to specific her pent up emotions at the prevailing time. Her clear up to interrupt her silence 

is a welcome step. It is a first foot ahead toward her freedom. She would finally create a destiny for her 

complete of happiness and normality where the genders could play no other sport but a regeneration of 

love and prosperity. 

Over-coming her disorder, she attempts to return to phrases with herself by using looking to write 

approximately herself and family and for that reason decides to break a Long Silence. As a be counted of 

truth, Shashi Deshpande portrays the picture of a new girl in Jaya who silently accepts the whole thing 

within the bearing after which breaks off silence.  

As a lady of adulthood, she redefines her identification and relationship along with her husband. 

Her internal turmoil’s are so bitter that she is not able to talk them out and remains silent so as not to be 

irritated and disappointed after the disapproval of her movements through the society. Her maintaining 

long silence denotes that the influence of the subculture remains there at the newly received professional 

roles of current girls.  

Jaya’s selection to exercise her rights is a welcome one. She desires to unencumber herself via 

respecting her emotions and goals. Kamini Dinesh finds Jaya transferring out of the sheltered self as she 

seeks to break out from the struggles of everyday existence and is compelled to locate internal assets with 

a purpose to allow her to go back and interact more absolutely in her existence and marriage. Jaya’s 

constructive view of life that modifications are viable exposes the transformation she has undergone.  

Thus in the termination of this novel there is still a desire that Jaya-Mohan relationship will now 

not lead to unhappiness instead Jaya through her efforts will once more exert to sort out their troubles and 

they might in destiny lead a happy existence. So Jaya hopes for a change. Anything Shashi Deshpande 
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exhorts through this novel is that women have to combat for their rights. The subjugation of ladies can be 

fixed out only if women start betrayal their long silence as inside the case of Jaya. 

CONCLUSION 

Deshpande offers the conflicts of her protagonists without providing clean answers. She we may 

want to the extraordinary desire communicates them, the choice to comply path to interrupt unfastened. 

Having lifestyles outdoor the very personal family may be very critical for girls. Accordingly, all her 

ladies protagonists gather production a self through person expert fulfillment. They moreover come to 

phrases with themselves with the beneficial resource of using redefining their relationship, accepting on 

the identical time social constraints and emerge as in truth advanced human beings doing justice in their 

domestic similarly to professional fields.   
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ABSTRACT  

 This article, explore the self-reflection draws near and of women's activist perspectives. Self-

reflected picture approach mindful idea around our own special way of behaving and goals. Numerous 

essayists like Haruki Murukami, Ian Mcewan, Zadie smith and William James, have depicted self-

appearance in their fiction like kazuo Ishiguro had portrayed the different point of self appearance in his 

works. In the writing different kinds of self reflection utilized by Kazuo Ishiguro in his books, particularly 

in "Never released me" and "The Remains of the Day". "Never released me" is discussing self disarray 

and self-assessment of Khathy, the hero of this book. Here the subject of self reflection and self-disarray 

Ishingrow depicts the image of settler individuals and family issues. In the start of the book. Khathy never 

self investigation her past yet end of the original she recognitions her mix-up. Never Let Me Go persuades 

perusers to comprehend the truth and motivation behind human existence, we can see the certainty of 

death and evident idiocy of human life. The point of the Article is to look at how It mirroring a profoundly 

human need to hold into and be hold by friends and family. 

Keywords: examine, self-reflection, Self disarray, recognition, certainty. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 Self-reflection is the limit of people to rehearse examination and to attempt to look further into 

their basic nature and pith. The earliest authentic records show the great interest that humankind has had 

in itself. Very 3,000 a long time back, "Know thyself", an antiquated saying by the sanctuary of Apollo, 

Pythia, was engraved on the forecourt of the Temple of Apollo when it had been worked more than one 

among the most established known strict destinations in Ancient Greece. 

  The logical writing on for the most part alludes to self-reflection concerning the individual life and 

principally concentrated on the impacts of self-reflection presented during the examinations. These 

memory of one's past are generally significant occasions, individuals one thinks often about and where 

one has invest energy. Music and whether can likewise be solid triggers of self-reflection. Kazuo Ishiguro 

is one among the notable Japanese conceived British author, screen essayist and brief tale essayist. 

Ishiguro is most popular celebrated contemporary fiction creator inside the English talking world. In term 

of his principle works, there are A Pale perspective on Hills (1982), The Remains of the Day (1988), When 

We Were Orphans (2000) and Never Let Me Go (2005). Ishiguro has won the Booker prize in Winfred 

Holt Award and Many works are named for the Booker prize over and again. 
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 His last original Never Let Me Go was additionally shortlisted for Man Booker Prize for Fiction 

in 2005 and the clever has been converted into in excess of twelve language and has been Accepted. They 

has been granted, the request for the British Empire and the request for the Knight of French Arts and 

Literature. He is viewed as one of the most well known and regarded authors in England. Likewise, Kazuo 

Ishiguro, V.S Naipaul and Salman Rushdie are additionally referred to in the British artistic world as the 

"Three Giants of Immigrants". Ishiguro effectively won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2017. In this 

clever Never Let Me Go is a 2005 Dystopian Science fiction novel by Ishiguro. It had been short recorded 

for the 2005 Booker Prized, 2005 National Book Critics Circle Award and 2006 Arthur C. Clarke Award. 

The movie form of Never Let Me Go was coordinated through Mark Romanek and it was sent off in 2010. 

It got an ideal response from film pundits applauding the amazing exhibition of new to the scene more 

youthful Hollywood entertainers. 

   The novel was additionally made into a TV show and play in Japan. By and large the subjects 

present in each Ishiguro's books concerns memory, Loss, social Expectation and the painstakingly created 

tone of each Ishiguro sentence are as Inherlenting part of his inheritance as the tenacious oddness of his 

accounts. 

In his clever Ishiguro has decided to take a gander at many issues, the first significant one being 

character. Be that as it may, all through Never Let Me Go he likewise investigates the topic of self-

reflection. It's going be a nostalgically of the past ordinarily for a spot or period with blissful individual 

affiliation. 

  Self-reflection is accompany a looking for the past, its personalities and events especially the 

“Good old Days or A warm child hood”. This title explores the novel, Never Let Me Go is a Dystopian 

novel with the perfect Annex of both Visionary and Self-reflection edges. Identity and self-reflection is 

the major theme of the novel. Ishiguro’s Never Let Me Go shows the theme of self-reflection through the 

character, Kathy is a protagonist and narrator of the novel. Kathy spends a great deal of her time 

reminiscing about her past. Kathy narrates the novel, from the very moment to introduce about her identity. 

The first sentence of the novel being “My name is Kathy. I am thirty-one years old and have been a 

caregiver for over eleven years now "(Ishiguro, 3).  Kathy also mentions at the very beginning that she 

may be a carer and her age.  As she only gives some important things about her.  She suggest being a carer 

vital to her and perhaps big part of life, also as key events like art and donations that helping to shape her 

identity.  

 Kathy's nostalgia for the time she spent in Heilsham and overall memories of the years she lived 

there are only "when you meet Hielsham's alumni you will always find them in your collection nostalgia". 

(Ishiguro,38). 

  Kathy has left her memories, looking back nostalgically to the past is all Kathy can neutralize order 

to comfort the herself.  Her memories are only past and are extremely precious to her. Even, when she is 

describing her life because it is presently she is quickly remembered her past memories. When she is a 

carer and gets to speak to many donors and the specific theme complains to her about their memories 

longing rather then quickly. Kathy but disagrees, commenting, The memories I value maximum, I never 
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see them fade away. I lost Ruth, then I lost Tommy, but I will not lose her memories. (Ishiguro, 280). This 

is why kathy's memories of the past are so important to her and why much of the novel is told in flashbacks. 

    Kathy looks back on her final months at the cottages with self- reflection.  Again, she refuses her 

own role in making things turn out as they did explaining, "The fact was, I think, that by then mighty tides 

were tearing us apart, and it only needed something like this to accomplish the task. If we had figured it 

out back - who knows? - maybe that we hold each other more firmly" (Ishiguro, 194). 

Kathy sees herself as absolutely powerless to exchange her destiny or her gift life, opting 

alternatively for non-motion like leaving the cottages that don't normally deal with her issues. Never Let 

Me Go is telling about the gender conflict and Feminist approaches.  The author also concern within the 

feminist that shown on gender conflict.  But it’s not shown to much there be only a touch little bit of 

gender conflicts during this novel.   

The primary gender conflict happened when there are triangle love between Kathy, Tommy and 

Ruth. Subsequent gender conflict is between Kathy and Miss Emily when the deferral about truth love 

that Miss Emily said isn’t true.  In starting Ruth and Tommy made a courting and hurting Kathy, but in 

the cease Ruth apologized to Kathy and cause them to are often collectively.         

           Ishiguro tried to elucidate the important gender conflict that happened in real world.  In real world 

the matter like Kathy and Ruth much happened.  The matter is about there’s two person who fall crazy 

with the person or women.  But during this case that always experienced it’s between girl and girl.   During 

this novel describe the important life time two teenagers that get on conflict in one and every other it’s 

simply because of affection.  They’re not made it because the big problem within the end, they brave to 

mention apologize and forgive to every others.        

 During this novel, Ishiguro points on an image of the clones as being highly vulnerable. 

Throughout this novel Never Let Me Go happen in England in 1990’s.  Where the lives of ordinary citizen 

are prolonged through a state Sanctioned program of human cloning.  The clones are raised in 

establishment far away from the mainstream society, within the sort of school and that they are considered 

as students there.  Once they reach adolescence, they donating internal organs to normal citizenry in novel.  

All “Donors” received care from designated “Cares”, clones who haven’t yet began the donation process.  

The clones still donate organs until they “Complete”.        

 At the beginning of the novel, narrator Kathy introduces herself as a thirty-one years old carer.  

She has been a carer for nearly twelve-year, but will leave her role in a few months.  Kathy explains that 

she wants to remember her past memories of Tommy and Ruth, two friends Who grew up together with 

her at the Hailsham School. Which maybe a euphemism for death after donation of three or four organs.  

                The novel revolves around three clones-Kathy, Ruth and Tommy.  They were friends from the 

varsity for clones, Hailsham.  They are going through the ebb and flow of friendship and relationship. 

Because the novel clones, Ruth and Tommy are dead and Kathy nearing her first donation, drives off to 

horizon within the consolation that the would soon be remained with Tommy.  Kathy doesn’t explain the 

donation program or mention that Hailsham students are clones.          
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 Here, it seems obvious, "I don't know where you were, but in Hailsham we had to have some form 

of therapy almost every week" (Ishiguro, 13).That Kathy’s story is addressed to other clones a reading 

that is reinforced by similar comment later in the text.  This interpretation helps to elucidate Never Let 

Me Go’s polarizing ending. Although readers might object to Tommy and Kathy’s docile acceptance of 

their fate Ishiguro means that simplest someone who has shared Kathy’s enjoy as a clones can apprehend 

her desire.   

CONCLUSION         

  The novel Never Let Me Go successful in portraying the feministic view of women characters and 

humanity of the main characters. Whilst society of the pushes them to the margins it’s clear, through a 

keen exploration of the novel Never Let Me Go that describe through Kathy’s self-reflection 

reminiscences of an idyllic childhood at Hailsham. Yet, illustrates about love, identity, gender conflict 

and clones during this novel.        

The main characters are the part that made the gender struggle happened.  Conflict can help the 

readers to understand about the morel value which will they take from the novel.  It is also supported 

feminist analysis, it’s plain in Never Let Me Go.  The author also concern within the Feminist that shown 

on gender conflict.  Then the remembrance of past memories alwos Kathy and her fellow clones to slee 

the sense of emptiness that a way forward for loss would otherwise entail and given a way to their 

existence.  That’s the simplest value which will the investigate take from the novel Never Let Me Go.  
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Abstract 

Bhakti and Bhakti movement are the two separate phenomena.  Both need special attention to deal with. 

It can be said that Bhakti movement is a consequence of Bhakti. The phenomenon of Bhakti has a very 

long history. Bhakti originated in the form of poetry as a personal expression of an individual. Bhakti 

poetry is an endeavor to experience Bhakti. Bhakti i.e. devotion has been an important and reflective 

process of human mind. It has been an integral part in the writings of all the sages of all time. The origin 

and tradition of Bhakti can be traced back to ancient times. 

Keywords: Bhakti,Sindhu,Dravid, Yadnya’ Aryas, Vedic, Vedas, the Upanishadas, The Bhagvad Gita, 
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Paper 

 Bhakti is not only a thought but also a feeling. The feeling of Bhakti is too personal and it came 

out of some extraordinary phenomenon. It is believed that Bhakti is a beautiful dream which strives to 

extinct the self. The feeling of Bhakti originates automatically in an individual. It gives the sense of strong 

confidence to fight against all the troubles. There are several connotations of the term Bhakti. The secular 

meaning of Bhakti is generally associated with love; the intense love towards deity. Attempts have been 

made to define and find out the origin of the term ‘Bhakti’ by several sages and philosophers in the past.  

 Some historians believe that the source of Bhakti can be seen in the ‘devotion to nature’ in Sindhu 

civilization. A statue of Lord Pashupati is found on the excavation site at Mohonjodoro. It supports the 

idea that the people of Sindhu civilization followed Bhakti. Some historians are of the opinion that Sindhu 

civilization was Dravid civilization. The Dravidas were forced to go towards the South after the entry of 

Aryas. Therefore, the earlier traces of Bhakti theories can be found in South India in the form of Alwar 

Bhakti. Other historians were agreed to say that, “Sindhu civilization was an urban offshoot of Vedic 

civilization. “1 P B Kane held that the Vedic civilization is older than Sindhu Civilization. Procession of 

‘Yadnya’ and chanting of mantras were the forms of Bhakti in the Rigvedic times. In those days people 

used to devote to the natural forces like the Wind, the Rain, the Fire, the Sun and the Moon. 

 

   

1) Bhakti in the Classical Period. 

 The Vedas, the Upanishadas, The Bhagvad Gita, Bhagwat Purana Mahabharata and Bhakti Sutra 

of Narada & Shandilya’s  Bhaktisutra are the classical texts where we could find references and definitions 

of the term Bhakti. While defining Indian Religion, many scholars tried to trace the origin of Bhakti in 

 
1G.R.Kulkarni.Bhakti Mein Vatsalya Bhavana. Kolhapur: Dakshin Bharat Hindi Parishad ,2001.p3. 
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Vedas. According to Munshiram Sharma, “There are many parts of Bhakti like Self-expression, Chanting, 

Devotion; Companionship etc can be seen in Vedic Literature”.2 

 On the contrary, few scholars negate the point that origin of Bhakti is in the Vedas. They believe 

that the Vedas are in the form of verse. There is no presence of either God or human being. We have only 

qualitative adjectives as nine ways of Bhakti i.e.‘Navadha Bhakti’. 

 The next important classical text is ‘Upanishads’ in which several references and implications of 

the term Bhakti can be found. There are ample examples of Bhakti in Upanishads, which advocate 

knowledge over tradition and rituals. The Upanishads are the texts where we had first reference of 

concrete and abstract forms of ‘Brahma’. In ‘Taitariya Upnishada’ ‘Bramha’ is referred to as a spiritual, 

psychological, scientific and delightful entity. ‘Shwetaswatar Upanishad’ saw ‘Brahma’ in the forms of 

river and the wheel. The omnipresence of ‘The Brahma’ has been accepted in the Upnishada. The 

Principle of Bhakti can be seen in this Upanishad in the following sutra,  

“य़स्य दवेे पराभक्ति यथा दवेै तथा गरुौ. तस्यते कक्तथता ह्यथाा: प्रकाशते महात्मन”्:3 ‘Brihadaranyak Upnishada’ 

projected two essential forms of ‘Brahma’ i.e. the Abstract and the Concrete.  Upanishads are the 

important texts in the development of Bhakti doctrine. Upanishads stressed the knowledge instead of 

devotion and worship. 

 In a view of Damodhar Satvalekar, an editor of a book ‘Mahabharata: Shantiparv’, 

“Mahabharata’s ‘Shantiparva’ has reference to many ways of Bhakti like Panchratra, Ekayan, Ekantik, 

Vasudev, Satvat and Bhagwat.”4. Koutilya and Panini had given the reference to Krishna Bhakti. The 

Vedic ways of devotion were difficult to follow for common people therefore; they found an easier option 

in Bhagwat Dharma. Some foreign travellers provided reference to Krishna Bhakti. “At the time of 

invasion of Sikandar, the statue of Hari Krishna was passed around in the troops of King Pouras”. 5 

During this period, an important transformation in Bhakti can be seen through the following statement by 

A.G. Mitchell, “The sense of concrete form of God had awakened among people due to devotion to the 

personal God. And this has provided easy access to God.”6 During this age, the continuous transformation 

can be noted from collective devotion to personal devotion. In addition, this process had given birth to the 

several sects. Ramkrishna Bhandarkar puts this process in the following words. The assumption is that 

such sects existed from third and 4th century. “There was the existence of sects since 3rd & 4th Century 

AD. The follower of such sect had been termed as Bhagwati.”7    

 As stated earlier ‘the Bhagvad Gita’ is the earliest literary exposition of the Bhakti religion. 

According to Varkari sect, the supremacy of Bhakti (Devotion) over Karma (Duties) and Dnyana 

(Knowledge) is stated in the Gita. Rather, it is argued that the schemes of salvation (Karma, Dnyana and 

Bhakti) suggested in earlier Hindu speculations are reinterpreted in the Gita.8 The collective Bhakti 

responses took turn towards personal devotion in third & 4th Century. The same can be seen in different 

 
2Munshiram Sharma. Bhakti Ka Vikas. Varanasi:Chokhamba Vidybhavan,1958.  

3Manager Pandey.Bhakti Andolan aur Surdas ka Kavya. p215, 216. 

4Damodhar Satvlekar.Mahabharata:Shantiparva. Ed.Pardi :Svadhyaya Mandal,1971.p315,347,348. 

5Pramodchandra Bagchi. Nand Moryaugin Bharat. Trans. Nilkanth Shastri.p347 

6A.G. Mitchell. Hindu God and Goddesses. p6. 

7Ramkrishna Bhandarkar.Vishnav ,Shaiv Ani Etar Dharm.p19. 

8G.A. Grierson Bhakti Marga,ERE,Vol 2nd  1909.p539-51. 
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& more inclusive form in ‘the Gita’. The inspiration of Bhakti in ‘the Gita’ was associated to a form of 

theistic religion, which advocated personal concept of God. “It is generally suggested that the inspiration 

of Gita’s Bhakti came not from the Upanishads but from a popular form of a theistic religion-that of 

Krishna worship”.9   The Gita can be seen as equilibrium because it respects the Vedic principles on the 

one hand and cares for the common folk on the other.  The Gita endows ‘right to Bhakti’ to everyone 

which was rejected in Vedic times. Saint Dnyaneshwara analyses the 32nd stanza, Chapter 9th of the Gita 

as,  

“एरव्हीं दतै्यकुळ साचाकारे 

परी इदं्रही सारी न लाह ेउपरे  

म्हनोनी भक्ति गा एथ सरे.  

जाक्तत अप्रमाण”10 

“म्हनोनी कुळ जाक्तत वणा.  

ह ेआघवेंक्तच गा अकारण  

एथ अजुाना माझेपण.  

साथाक एक.”11 

 In this 32nd stanza, Lord Krishna stated that irrespective of the cast, creed, religion and the status 

whoever comes to me could attain salvation. Dnyaneshwara in the ‘Dnyaneshwari’ reiterates the same. 

The Gita has taken care of almost all the earlier and existing principles of Bhakti Religion. The Gita 

represents emotional and reflective nature of Bhakti. It is noteworthy that knowledge and duty are 

considered complimentary to Bhakti. Knowledge leads oneself to meditation and ultimately carries 

towards Bhakti. A complete devotion is the base of Gita’s form of Bhakti. The Gita has undoubtedly led 

the foundation for Bhakti religion. The Gita stands as a seminal scripture to all the devotees across the 

world. It is believed that Krishna Bhakti was an effect of Jainism and Buddhism. “The first application of 

Bhakti as a religious term is found in Buddhist literature. And the same is not in Vedic literature. It is 

stated in Gatha: 

 “सो भक्ति मा नामच होक्तत पंक्तित्वो ग्यात्वा च   धम्मेक्तस क्तवसेक्तस अस.्”12 

 The theoretical and practical sense of the term Bhakti has been established in 4th century. This  

happened in the composition of the ‘Bhagwat Purana’. The source of Bhakti in ‘Bhagwat Purana’ is Lord 

Krishna. This holy scripture engulfed all previous Vedic principles and Gods like Vishnu, Narayan, and 

Krishna and inspired Bhakti cult. The scripture is known for its treatment to Krishna Bhakti in concrete 

(Saguna) and abstract (Nirguna) form. It is a blending of two distinct ways of devotion into one. 

 
9Krishna Sharma. Bhakti and the Bhakti Movement.New Delhi: Munshidas Banwarilal Publications,1987.p110. 

10Venktesh Kelkar. Sarth Dnyaneshwari. Ed. Pune:Adarsh Vidyarthi Prakashan,2012.Chapter 9th,Stanza 455. 

11Ibid,Chapter 9th,Stanza 456. 
12Bharat Singh Upadhyaya.Boudha Darshan tatha anya Bhartiya Darshan.P194 
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“Vaishanvas bias, both the Saguna and Nirguna ideologies are  expounded in the Bhagwat Purana 

through the personality of Krishna”.13 

 The genesis of the two forms of Bhakti i.e. Saguna and Nirguna can be traced back to Upanishad 

and Bhagwat Purana. There are similarities in both the ways of devotion. Both hold that Bhakta and 

Bhagawan have a strong relation and intense love to each other. Both ensure deliverance through selfless 

and disinterested acts.   However, Krishna Sharma made a considerable distinction between the two: “In 

the discussion of Nirguna Bhakti, emphasis is laid on the enquiry after the self and the importance of 

religious rites and the outer mode of worship is minimized. This form of Bhakti is obviously represented 

as different from Saguna Bhakti which is directed towards a personal deity which expresses itself in 

externalized acts of worship as listed under the requirements of  Navadha Bhakti in the Bhagwat 

Purana..”14 Further, the ‘Bhagwat Purana’ has stated the nature of Bhakti and the ways of Bhakti in the 

following shloka.  

“श्रवण कीतान क्तवष्णो स्मरणं पादसेवनम ्अचानं वंदन दास्य सख्यातक्तनवेदनम.्” 15 

 It has discussed the nine ways of devotion known as ‘Navvidha Bhakti’ a trademark of Saguna 

Bhakti. These ways include Shravan (listening) Kirtan (Preaching), Smaran (Chanting) Padsevan, 

(Bowing at the feet of God), Archan (Worship) , Vandan ( Tribute), Dasya ( To act like a slave), Sakhya 

(Friend) and the last Atmanivedan (Self expression). The composer of the scripture ‘the Bhagvat Purana’ 

was Vyas and the same was addressed to his son Shuka. Moreover, Shuka retold it to King Parikshita. 

There are 12 chapters and 18000 stanzas in this Purana. The subject of this epic poem is devotion and 

eulogy of Lord Krishna. Therefore, ‘The Bhagwat Purana’ is the source of inspiration to all Vaishanav 

Acharyas. 

 ‘The Bhagwat Purana’ stated the three forms of God i.e. Brahma, Parmatma and Bhagwan. 

Brahma can be attained through Dnyana (Knowledge). That leads you to Paramatma through Yoga 

(Meditation) and the Karma (Action) is the tool to get the earlier two. The last form of God is Bhagwan 

that is attained only through Bhakti. According to ‘Bhagwat Purana’, The knowledge, meditation and the 

actions are the devices of Bhakti. S. Radhakrishhna acknowledges, “The paths of both karma and Dnyana 

find their place in ‘Bhagwat Purana’, he emphasizes the fact that its main stress is on Bhakti.”16  

 It seems that ‘Bhagwat Purana ‘speaks about its cause, nature, subject matter and the 

consequences.  It is stated that the essence of Bhagwat Purana is in ‘the Vedas’ in the following shloka,  

“सवावेन्दातसारं ही श्रीभागवतक्तमष्यते तद्रसामतृतपृ्तस्य नान्यत्र स्याद्रक्तत क्वक्तचत.्”17  

 The above stanza claims that ‘The Veda’s’ essence is in the book and the one who reads will love 

it forever. ‘The Bhagwat Purana’ is known as a Bhakti hymn. It could not succeed to establish Bhakti 

doctrine as a separate path. Even in “‘The Bhagwat Purana’ ,Bhakti is not established  as a separate path 

juxtaposed to Dnyana and Karma. Bhakti perceived in terms of either Dnyana or Karma.”18  In the 

 
13Krishna Sharma,p121. 

14Ibid,p122. 

15Bhagwat Puran. 

16S.Radhakrishnan. Forward to Siddheshwar Bhattacharya:The Philosophy of Shrimad Bhagavata ,Sriniketan ,1960 p3,4 

17Bhagwat Puran.Chapter 12th ,Sub 13,Stanza 15 

18Krishna Sharma,p123. 
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Bhagwat Purana, the idea of Bhakti as a separate discipline cannot be proved because it is either related 

to Karma by Saguna bhaktas and Dnyana by Nirguna bhaktas. 

 The Sage, Narada’s thoughts on Bhakti are also important and throw light on the nature and 

function of Bhakti.  The present connotations of the term Bhakti could be related  to the Narada’s 

‘BhaktiSutra’. He draws his inspiration from Bhagwat Purana. He emphasizes the ritualistic mode of 

Bhakti as presented in Bhagwat Purana. It seems that his idea of Bhakti is directed towards personal deity. 

Narada termed Bhakti as  

“सा त ुअक्तस्मन ्परमप्रेमरूपा.”19    

He means Bhakti as an intense love towards the personal deity. The Bhakti idea of Narada is related to the 

intensity of love and integrity. He holds the view that one has to remember God and dedicate his every act 

to God. He also states that one should be desperate to meet God. If he is able to do so, he becomes 

enlightened and in the process, he may experience communion with God. Narada has given universal 

dimension to the term Bhakti by relating it to the capability of an individual to be a selfless devotee. 

Moreover, he says Bhakti is  

“सा न कामायमाना, क्तनरोधरूपत्वात.्”20  

That means when a person experiences the sense of Bhakti, he loves all, hates nobody and becomes 

satisfied forever. This sense of sheer devotion is only possible when worldly desires ended. Narada goes 

on to define the term with several angles by employing all the human traits to it. He further opines that,  

“सा त ुकमाज्ञानयोग्यभ्य: अक्तप अक्तधकतरा.”21  

Here Bhakti is more than karma. Because Bhakti emanates from within while karma is a device through 

which one can devote himself to attain ecstasy.  

 The medieval sage Shandilya’s authority on the Bhakti as sutra can be seen in his ‘Shandilya Bhakti 

Sutra’. In his ‘Shandily Bhakti Sutra’ he envisages Bhakti as,  

“सा परा अनरुक्ति: इश्वरे.”22  

Shandilya sees Bhakti as the form of intense love to God. Shandilya traces the total dedication to God. 

His idea of Bhakti is related to knowledge. Meditation is a tool to knowledge. Moreover, knowledge 

results in Bhakti. Unlike Narada’s personal dedication, he advocated the abstract notion of God in a form 

of knowledge.  One can differentiate the two sage’s ideas as Saguna Bhakti and Nirguna Bhakti. 

Shandilya’s approach is more in keeping with Nirguna Bhakti and the classical systems of Sankhya and 

Vedanta, Narada shows a greater leaning towards the Puranaic tradition and sectarian characteristics 

of the Bhagwat and their Saguna Mode of Bhakti.23  

 Thus, in all the classical texts, Bhakti can be found in its highest devotional form. The current 

connotations of the term Bhakti cannot be fully related to the analysis of classical sages. These classical 

 
19Narad Bhakti Sutra N.2. 

20Narad Bhakti Sutra  N.7. 

21Narad Bhakti Sutra N.65. 

22Shandilya Bhakti Sutra 1.1.2. 

23Krishna Sharma,p125. 
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ideas are highly cited to understand the current form of Bhakti. At least the genesis of the term Bhakti in 

Vedas and in the classical texts could be placed. 

2) Bhakti in the Medieval Period. 

 The middle period of Bhakti doctrine was characterized by the antithetical ideas of several sages. 

There were several Acharyas like Shankarycharya, Shri Ramanujacharya, Shri Nimbarakachary, Shri 

Madhavacharya, Shri Vallabhacharya and Shri Chaitanya. The Middle Period roughly can be taken since 

700 AD. Shankaracharya insisted knowledge as a way of devotion and advocated Nirguna form of Bhakti, 

whereas, all the remaining Acharyas have stressed the Saguna Bhakti. The difference in their views has 

given birth to the vast platform called Bhakti religion or Bhakti movement. These interpretations of the 

Vedanta are regarded as an affirmation of ’Bhakti Religion’. The monolithic view of the Bhakti movement 

is sustained mainly through the juxtaposition of Shankarcharaya and these medieval Acharyas.24  

2.1) Shankaracharya 

 Shankaracharya, (788-820 A.D.), the great philosopher and commentator on Vedanta, wrote 

commentary on ‘The Prasthantrayi’ and laid the foundation for ‘the Advaitvad Siddhant’. He was unrest 

by finding the gradual decay of Vedic Dharma and tried to re-establish the past glory of it. He fought 

against Buddhist forces and challenged the Alvar Bhakti doctrines. His was the renowned theory that the 

truth only has existence in Brahma and all remaining world is an illusion.  He was criticized on exclusive 

advocacy of knowledge over Bhakti. However, it is interesting to see that he and all Vaishnava Acharya 

stressed knowledge as precondition of Bhakti. All the Vaishanavas including  Shankaracharya assume, 

“Dnyana as the knowledge gained through the inner experience and not the knowledge acquired by 

intellectual endeavor”.25  The real difference is in their treatment as Nirguna Bhakti and Saguna Bhakti. 

“The difference between them is not that of the path of Bhakti and path of Dnyana-it is that the paths of 

Nirguna Bhakti and Saguna Bhakti. Sankara was an advocate of the Bhakti for the Nirguna Brahman,and 

Vishnava Acahryas ,of Bhakti for the Saguna Brahaman.”26 He saw Bhakti : 

“ससु्वरूपा अनसंुधानम ्भक्तिररतेयवाक्तभक्तधयते.”27 

 He means the real enquiry of one’s own self. He continued to draw his ideas of Bhakti from many prior 

to him. He used his predecessor’s ideas to support his own standpoint. Further, he compares his idea of 

Bhakti to those who uphold Bhakti as a quest for one’s own self.  

"स्वंयमतत्वअनसुन्धानम ्भक्तिररत्यपरे जग:”28  

He regarded both senses of Bhakti as one and requirements for the same reality of self, the object of 

Bhakti, what he calls ‘Atman’. Further, he placed Bhakti in terms of Shraddha and Yoga and expressed 

these three basic pre requisite channels of salvation. Among these three, he rates Bhakti as the supreme 

measure.  

 
24Ibid,p130. 

25Ibid,p147. 

26Ibid,p147. 

27Madhavananda Swami. Viveka Chudamani of Shankaracharya. Ed. Culcutta, 1957 6th ed., Vol 39. 

28Ibid,Vol 32. 
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“मोक्षकारणसमग्रम ्भक्तिरवा गररयस्त”.29  

Shankaracharya’s definition can be seen as a culmination of self-knowledge, devotion and meditation.  

“Taking the three as the necessary components of spiritual pursuit (sadhana), we can interpret his 

Shraddha as the faith with which the quest begins, yoga as the active will, and Bhakti as the emotional 

involvement, which arouses the passion and the longing for the quest.”30  In Shankaracharya’s definition 

of Bhakti the importance is given to Nirguna Brahman as the quest for self realization. He used another 

term Upasana to juxtapose the two basic differences Saguna and Nirguna between him and rest of the 

Acharays. “While his definition of Bhakti is entirely in keeping with his idea of the Nirguna Brahman, his 

description of Upasana is related to the concept of the Saguna Brahman; he explains that the gunas are 

attributed to the Nirguna Brhamn for the purpose of Upasana”.31   

 He described Bhakti as an internal process of the search of very self and Upasana as the outer. By 

Upasana he means meditation and worship. His idea of Bhakti is exclusively related to impersonal 

perception of God.  His definition of Bhakti is of dual nature. “His concept of the Nirguna Brahman, had 

made room for Bhakti by putting forth a dual definition of Brahmanas para (Nirguna) and apara 

(Saguna)- former is the object of Dnyana, and the later as that of Bhakti-is unwarranted.”32  

2.2) Ramanujacharya 

 Shree Ramanujacharya (1027-1137 A.D.) in his ‘Shreebhashya’ comments on Brahamasutra 

views Bhakti as,  

“ध्यानम ्च तैलधारावत ्अक्तवच्छन्नस्र्मतृीसन्तानरूपा 

 ध्रवुा स्मकृ्तत: स्मतृ्यपुलम्भे सवाग्रन्थीनाम ्क्तवप्रमोक्ष:”33 

According to Ramanujacharya, contemplation or meditation is the core of Bhakti. He stresses the 

contemplative part of Dhyana, Dnyana and Yoga.   He gave prominence to the ritualistic modes of 

worshipping, which is an identification of the Vaishnavas. Unlike other Acharyas he doesn’t see Bhakti 

as a form of belief or a canon. Rather he sees it as an act of continuous remembrance.  “In this context, he 

explains memory as meditation or Dhyana which adopts the nature of, and culminates in, an immediate 

intuitive perception of Pratyakshata.”34  It is an incessant flow of liquid poured from one pot to the other. 

This kind of recurrence and sustenance will lead to the extinction of all bondages. The recurrent 

remembrance is a device, which leads you to deliverance. Remembering includes seeing, knowing, 

understanding and discovering the self. To such self-realized soul, Ramanujacharya termed as ‘Atman’. 

According to him, Atman is not to be reached through the science, intellect, or study but it is the continuous 

discovery of the self. Moreover, this can be attained through remembrance and recurrence of remembrance 

leads to meditation. This may lead oneself to the ultimate salvation. 

 

2.3) Nimbaraka 

 
29Ibid,Vol 31. 

30Krishna.Sharma,p149. 

31Ibid,p149. 

32Ibid,p149,150. 

33Athatho Brahamjijnasa Ramanuj Commentary on Brahmasutra 1.1.1. 

34Krishna Sharma,p153. 
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 Nimbaraka’s (13th Century Philosopher.) views on Bhakti can be seen as feeling or Bhava as an 

emotional part of Sadhana. He gave due importance to knowledge while describing the emotive part of 

Bhakti as Madhurya. “According to him, liberation is caused by knowledge, which is brought about by 

God’s grace (Prasad), which itself due to Bhakti.”35 

  Nimbaraka regards knowledge higher than Bhakti. He sees Bhakti as the requirement to attain the 

knowledge and to know one’s individual soul. He holds the view that the Bhakti is a necessary and 

individual element of endeavor for the attainment of Brahma Dnyana and Brhama Sakshatkara. 

2.4)  Madhava 

 Madhava (1199-1277 A.D.) describes Bhakti as an attachment to the knowledge. He mentions 

knowledge as the object of Bhakti. According to him, “the purpose of Bhakti is to manifest the true relation 

of Jiva with Brhaman ; it is only the knowledge or the Jnana of the latter which can produce the feeling 

of love and absolute dependence on him.36He regards knowledge as the ingredient of Bhakti with love. He 

further graded Bhakti as per the types of different Bhakta. According to him different souls are capable of 

different kinds of Bhakti.”37  

2.5) Vallabhacharya 

 Vallabhacharya’s (1473-1533A.D.) concept of Bhakti consist two different aspects i.e. Maryada 

Bhakti and Pushti Bhakti. He sees these two as an alternative mode of devotion. He explains Maryada 

Bhakti in the sense of impersonal concept of God and Pushti Bhakti to the concrete form of God. “What 

Vallabha describes as Maryada Bhakti and Pushti Bhakti have direct correspondence with what we have 

explained earlier as the Nirguna and Saguna forms of Bhakti.”38  

2.6) Bhoj 
 Bhoj, 11th Century King of Malwa, a prominent critic of Patnajali’s ‘Eshwarpranidhanat’ analyses 

Bhakti in the following words,  

“प्राक्तणधानं तत्र भक्तिक्तवशेषक्तवक्तशष्टम ्उपासनम ्सवाक्तियानाम्् अक्तप तत्र अपाणम ् 

क्तवषयसखुाक्तदकम ्फलम्् अक्तनच्छन ्सवाा: क्तिया: तक्तस्मन्् परमगरुौ अपयाक्तत.”39   

Bhoj terms Bhakti as ‘Pranidhana’. It is a type of Bhakti where all the endeavors and actions are devoted 

to the teacher. Bhagwan Vyas describes Patanjali’s Sutra, “प्राक्तणधानात्् भक्तिक्तवशेषात ्आवाक्तजात: ईश्वर:तम ्

अनगु्रह्णाक्तत अक्तभध्यानमाते्रण इत्याक्तद.”40  

 Vyas compares Bhakti to ‘Pranidhan’by which he means the grace of almighty upon the devotee with 

which all the wishes are automatically fulfilled.   

 The great disciple of God, Bhakta Pralhad’s comment on Bhakti seems more comprehensive and 

valid. He prays to God to keep him engaged in the remembrance of God where he can attain sweetness as 

a common being experiences in worldly pleasures. Pralhad asks God,  

 
35Krishna Sharma,p154. 

36S.Radhakrishanan.Indian Philosophy ,Vol 2nd ,p747. 

37B.N.K. Sharma.Philosophy of Shri Madhvacharya.Bombay:1962 .p292 

38Krishna Sharma, p157.  

39Bhoj’s comments on Patnjali’s Darshan Chapter 1st, Samadhipad 23rd  Sutra. 

40Vyas Comments on Patanjali Darshan Chapter 1st ,Samadhipad 23rd  Sutra. 
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“य़ा प्रीक्तत: अक्तववेकानाम ्क्तवषय़ेष्वनपाक्तय़नी |  

त्वाम्् अनसु्मरत: सा मे ह्रदय़्ात ्मा पसपात.ु||” 41 

3) Bhakti in the Saint Period. 

 It is believed that saint period roughly began since 12th century A.D.  It was the period of great 

foreign invasions. Muslim Kings ruled the large part of our land.  “Hindu religion was influenced by Islam 

from 1200 to 1757 A.D. and so Saintism came to the front to stem the tide of Islam.”42 The Bhakti cult 

includes saint poets like early Tamil poets Alvar,Virasaiva, Telgu, Varkari and poets from North and East 

India. The monolithic nature of Bhakti cult can be seen across the country. It seems that Bhakti cult has 

existed in south and gradually spread to the west and North part of India. A Sanskrit saying is notable to 

record the development of Bhakti Cult across the country.  

“Bhakti took birth in Dravidian lands 

Ripened in Karnataka, came to 

Womanhood in Maharashtra, and grew 

Crone-like in Gujarat. 

Reaching Vrindavan she reemerged 

A nubile young woman”.43  

Bhakti, in this period was largely expressed through poems. The Bhakti Poetry nomenclature can be used 

alternatively. It seems that the origin of Bhakti Poetry can be traced back to the Alwaras of Tamilnadu in 

South India. The tradition of composition of melodious verses stands apart to the scholastic and political 

connotations of Bhakti in the medieval period. The poets have used verse form to express their love and 

devotion to the deity. , “Something new appeared around 1200 years ago, taking shape first in Tamil 

country. This new expression understood Bhakti as the singular path to liberation. Instead of a quite 

reflective approach to a deity, it generated a passionate, unyielding and existentialist attitude to the 

devotee’s own experience.”44 This can be taken into account that Bhakti poets gave new and personal 

dimension to Bhakti. They treated Bhakti as their channel of self-expression and the essence of their 

devotion has not come from outside but it is his own expression to worship God. That has come out in the 

form of his composition. The verse came out as his prayer to God. The devotee is neither worried about 

the theoretical doctrines of religion. He simply expresses himself and enjoys the ecstasy of his worship 

with chanting singing and dancing. 

 A brief history of Bhakti poetry is necessary to understand how the Bhakti cult in different parts 

of our country had flourished. The history of Bhakti poetry is helpful to record characteristic features of 

these devotional poets. It is fruitful to compare these poets in terms of language in which they were 

expressing. One Bhakti poet has been selected for the analysis from each part across the country.  

3.1) Manikkavacakar 

 Ninth century Saivite Bhakti poet from Tamilnadu celebrates his adoration for God in the 

following poem.  

 
41Bhakta Prahlad’s Comment on Bhakti in Bhagwat Puran. 

42Muktaben D.Thakkar. Bhakti Cult and Bhagwat Purana. Diss. M.S. University Baroda,1966. Chapter 1st ,p27. 

43Andrew Schelling. Introduction. The Oxford Anthology of Bhakti Literature. Ed. New   Delhi: OUP, 2011. P xviii. 

44Ibid, pxvii. 
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“He grabbed me 

Lest I go astry. 

Wax before an unspent fire, 

Mind melted, 

Body trembled.”45 

 The poem describes the power and omnipresence of God. The description is about the personal 

experience of the mightiness of God. The poet establishes direct relationship to God through his heart. 

The poem is highly personal and is a revolt against the prevalent ways of Bhakti. 

3.2) Antal 

 The ninth century Tamil Alwar poetess dedicated herself to the contemplation of Lord Vishnu. She 

wrote two collections of poems as ‘Tioruppavai’ and the ‘Nacciyar Tirumoli’. The first instance of 

disappearance in the saint history can be seen as the form of Antal’s absorption in God at the time of her 

marriage. The following poem is instrumental to see her idea of Bhakti to Krishna. She goes on to describe 

her anguish of separation from her deity in the poem. Her tone is pointed and personal that directly 

connects her to God,  

“O ancient one, 

I wrote your name 

Upon the wall. 

For you I drew the sugarcane bow, 

Banner of emblem of fish, 

attendant maidens. 

retinue of horses. 

From early childhood 

I yearned for 

the lord of Dvarka…”.46 

3.3) Annamacharya 

 A Telugu poet of 15th century started the tradition of writing devotional songs in Telugu literature. 

He was an earnest devotee of Venkatesvara. He had served in Venkatesvara temple as a poet of ‘Padas’. 

He had composed 32000 ‘Padas’ each a day in his lifetime. “Annamaya’s genius led him to songs that 

are uttered in the voices of courtesan, mistress, or wife of God, while the deity is addressed as a wayward 

lover.”47  

Depiction of a tribal girl in poet’s voice is evident in the following poem. 

“What are these Jasmine flowers for? 

Tell him to wear them himself 

For what am I but a tribal girl 

My hairstyle has fragrance naturall”.48 
 

 
45Ibid, p9. 

46Ibid, p11. 

47Ibid, p53. 

48Ibid,p54. 
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3.4) Saint Dnyaneshwara 

 Saint Dnyaneshwara, a Maharashtrian popular saint poet has known for his composition 

‘Dnyneshwari’, a creative criticism on ‘the Bhagvad Gita’. He is considered as the mentor of Varkari 

Bhakti cult in Maharashtra. His contribution to Marathi literature is of great importance.  The credit of 

placing Marathi language to the apex point goes to Saint Dnyaneshwara. He composed Dnyaneshwari into 

‘Ovi’.  He also composed ‘Abhanga ’. His was the unique contention of Bhakti as ‘Ananynishtha 

Chidvilasi’ Bhakti to the deity. This can be seen throughout Dnyaneshwari. 

 “तैसा मी एकवांचकू्तन काही | मग क्तभन्नाक्तभन्न आन  नाही.”49   

“घिोक्तन क्तसंधकु्तचया अगंा| क्तसंधवुरी तळपे गंगा.”50  

“पाठी म्हणतसे पांिवा|  शास्त्र ह ेमानले की जीवा|  

 तेथ येरू म्हणे दवेा | आपकु्तलया कृपा.”51  

 The state of Dnyaneshwara’s devotee is that of the absorbed being to God. Whatever he sees, 

listens, speaks, and efforts all are directed to God. He is having unique union with God and it cannot be 

separated. His state of mind as the unique devotee of God is far away from the pride, desires and wealth. 

It is seems that his idea of Bhakti is identical with that of earlier Bhakti poets. The difference is that 

Dnyaneshwara treated Bhakti more lovingly and with feminine qualities. His ‘Dnyaneshwari’ is called as 

‘the Mother ‘in Maharashtra, who takes care of every child. 

3.5) Kabir 

 A poet of great vision in 14th century of North India, Saint Kabir has a special status in classical 

literature. He was so prudent and honest.  It is said that he was so unpredictable in his life. It is believed 

through one of his ‘Dohas’ that he was illiterate. 

“I don’t touch with Ink and paper 

This hand never grasped a pen. 

The greatness of the four ages 

Kabir tells with his mouth alone.”52  

He was an advocate of Nirguna Bhakti. “Being an exponent of Nirguna Bhakti, Kabir regards all other 

forms of Bhakti as mistaken and meaningless. Kabir’s Bhakti is for the impersonal God and is rooted in 

mysticism.”53 He was a strong opponent of ritualistic form of Bhakti. He ridiculed such form of devotion 

and the devotee through his verse.  

“थोरी भगक्तत बहुत अहकंारा, ऐसै भगता क्तमले अपारा.  

कक्तबरन भक्तग्त क्तबगाररया, कंकर पत्थर धोय.”54  

His idea of Bhakti is unlike other Bhakti poets who devote the concrete form of God. On the contrary, 

Kabir’s Bhakti philosophy is identical with ‘Upanishads’ and Shankaracharya’s Bhakti doctrine. “For 

 
49Venktesh Kelkar. Sarth Dnyaneshwari. Ed. Pune: Adarsh Vidyarthi Prakashan,2012,Chapter 18th, Stanza 1397 

50Ibid,Chapter 18th. ,stanza1138 

51Ibid,Chapter 18th ,stanza 1474 

52Andrew Schilling,p107. 

53Krishna Sharma,164. 

54Shyam Sundar Das.Kabir Granthavali. Ed. Kasi :Nagari Pancharini Sabha, 1959, 9th edition.p134. 
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Kabir, Bhakti is not an easy path of surrender; but is an arduous process requiring self-knowledge, 

courage and a constant effort towards self-realization.”55  

3.6) Saint Tukarama. 

 It is interesting to see Saint Tukarama’s Bhakti idea in the light of earlier perceptions of the term. 

His Bhakti idea is not different from the tradition of Varkari Sampradaya. He followed Saint 

Dnyaneshwara in his contention of Bhakti. He was a strong advocate of Saguna Bhakti. One can see his 

idea of Bhakti in his many Abhangas. One of the Abhangas where Saint Tukarama’s idea of Bhakti can 

be seen : 

 “सुंदर तें ध्यान उभें क्तवटेवरी | कर वटावरी ठेवकू्तनयां||१|| 

तळुसीहार गळां कासे पीतांबर| आविे क्तनरंतर तें क्तच रूप.||ध|ृ|”56  

Saint Tukarama describes the elegant and standing form of the lord Vitthala as it is very beautiful. He puts 

both his hands on the waist waiting for his devotee. When will his devotee turn to him? The power to keep 

God in queue is the strength of Saint Tukarama and all Varkari saint Bhakti. The garland of Tulasi around 

his neck and the ‘Pitambari’ worn by him looks very attractive. Moreover, I am fond of this form of God. 

I am in love with this alluring form of God. I must remain continuously in front of such a sight of God.  

 In another Abhanga, he has expressed his wish to have sight of God continuously because; Thy 

nature and name are so sweet that I could not go way from you. Thine sight instills me with love. He has 

no other demand except request to God to remain in his heart until eternity.  

“सदा माझे िोळ ेजिो तझुी मतूी | रखमुाईच्या पती सोयररया ||१|| 

गोि तझुें रुप गोि तझुें नाम | देंई मज प्रेम सवा काळ.||ध|ृ|”57 

4) The Current Theories of Bhakti. 

 The current connotations of Bhakti can be listed in comparison with all the previous contentions 

of it. The Bhakti phenomenon has travelled through a very long period. The time, region and the current 

social conditions have shaped the idea of Bhakti in different ages. It is evident that it has its roots in the 

holy scriptures of Hindu religion. The medieval connotation of the term was not much different from 

Vedas and Upanishidas.  Vedas and ‘the Bhagwat Purana’ are the source of Saguna Bhakti. The 

Upanishads are the source of the Nirguna Bhakti. Thus the term, Bhakti has been used as a device to 

preach the essence of religion. Almost in each religion, the idea of devotion is prevalent. Jain, Sikh, 

Buddhist, Christian, Jew and Islam have their different forms of devotion. The underlying principle is 

identical in all the major religions. The common principle among all the religions is to devote to God 

either in concrete or abstract form.  

 It is pertinent to review the current definitions of Bhakti. Our land had been under the foreign rules 

from 12th century. The adverse effects of the foreign rules can be seen on the contemporary culture. It 

was the Bhakti cult and its follower saints who sustained the great heritage of Bhakti. At present violence 

can be seen on large scale in the form of modern terrorism by fundamentalists and extremists. The beliefs 

of these fundamentalists have indirect connection to Bhakti. These days Bhakti is a misunderstood 

 
55Krishna Sharma,p165 

56Shri Tukarambavanchya Abhangachi Gatha. Mumbai, Central Printing Press of Maharashtra Government, 1973. p1  

57Ibid,p1  
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phenomenon as to hate the people of other religion or cult. Growing disrespect and intolerance can lead 

humanity to the doom. No matter, Bhakti is a way of devotion towards everybody’s deity however; one 

has to respect other’s beliefs, Gods and their ways of devotion. 

 The term Bhakti has also been used in academic field in modern times. It is found that the modern 

academic definition of Bhakti has strong relationship with the earlier ones. The etymology of the word 

Bhakti can be traced in Sanskrit language. “The word derives from the Sanskrit verb ‘Bhaj’, which initially 

mean to divide, share or distribute. Over time, the verb came to mean partake, enjoy, participate; to eat, 

to make love. From such personal colorings it took abstract meaning.”58  

 Moreover, Bhakti has been perceived as a theory rather than its emotive nature. “The current 

theories about Bhakti describe it as a religion and a cult; and also as a doctrine and a theology.”59 The 

modern perception of Bhakti is constrained to the binary opposition of Bhakta and God. The one, Bhakta 

loves to the other God with self-awareness. This view is contrary to Nirguna Bhakti, which believes in the 

abstract form of God. Moreover, the worship can be done through knowledge to attain God. “It is 

described as a ‘Personalistic’ faith antagonistic to ‘impersonalistic ‘monism’ of the Advaita Vedanta.”60  

  Modern definitions of Bhakti are based on the idea that Bhakti is somewhat different from 

Dnyana and has relations to the Saguna form of Bhakti. “In modern academic works, Bhakti is more or 

less identified with ‘Vaishnavaism’.”61 The present time Bhakti studies are often corroborated with 

Vaishanvaism. Rather Bhakti’s correlation with Vaishnavaism has provided a limited identification as a 

religion or sect to it. “It is this which has led to the treatment of Bhakti as a monotheistic religious tradition 

with a long history in India alongside the prevailing monism of philosophical Hinduism”.62 

   Another generic definition of the term is as follows. “The word Bhakti is derived from 

‘Bhaj’ by adding the suffix ‘ktin (ti)’. Bhaj can be used in any of the following meanings: to partake of, to 

engage in, to turn and to resort to peruse, to declare for, to practice or cultivate ,to prefer or to choose, 

to serve and honor, to love and adore. The suffix is usually added to a verb to form an action or agent 

noun.”63 

 Thus, Bhakti connotation can be ascribed to the human actions, as it is a practice, a channel, an 

involvement, love, reverence, etc. According to Panini, “Bhakti indicates a Bhava or condition in every 

human act.”64 These Sutras of Panini seem more relevant to the modern definition of Bhakti.  Panini adds 

two important emotions with all the actions. When these actions are carried out with affection and worship, 

it is called as Bhakti. In the relevant sutras of Bhakti in, “ ‘Ashtadhyayi’,he uses the word in the sense of 

excessive fondness and devotion, and illustrates its meaning by relating with different objects and 

personalities”65. The later nomenclatures as Desh Bhakti , Guru Bhakti, and Swami Bhakti are derived 

 
58Andrew Schilling. Introduction, P xvi 

59R. C.Mujumdar.The History and Culture of the Indian People. Bombay, 1957. Vol IV ,p47 

60Farmer Herbert H .Revelations and Religion.London,1954. p158 

61Materials for the Study of the Early History of The Vaishnava Sect.Calcutta,1920.p6. 

62Macnico Nicol . A sixteenth Century Indian Mystic; a Forward .London, 1947 p 5. 

63Panini .Ashtadhyayi. III 3.94. 

64Ibid,III 3.18. 

65Ibid,IV.3.95-100. 
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from the above postulations about Bhakti. Similarly, the Vishnubhakti, Krishnabhakti, Shiva bhakti 

categorizations have the identification in religious disciplines due to the above specification. 

 On the contrary, “In all academic works, historical as well as others, Bhakti is defined as 

monotheism based on devotion to a personal God. Bhakti is therefore understood as the antithesis of the 

Advait Vedanta and its emphasis on Dnyana.”66 The modern implications of Bhakti resulted as the direct 

reaction against the Shankaracharya’s religious ideology. His attribution of Bhakti with Dnyana was 

purely theoretical and was difficult for the common being. “Such an intellectual religion was beyond the 

comprehension of the common man who needed a simple faith in a personalized God – a God unto whom 

he could surrender, a God whom he could love, adore and depend upon.”67  

 The treatment of Advaita Vedanta to ‘Bhakti as knowledge’ had provided a platform to the 

antagonists of Advait Vedanta to raise and to develop a unified movement. “What is known as the Bhakti 

movement is interpreted in accordance with these specifications of Bhakti. Its inspirational source is 

therefore fixed in the theologies of the medieval Vaishanva Acharyas- Ramanuja, Nimbaraka, Madhava, 

and Vallabha- all of whom had upheld the concept of a personal God and had questioned the Advaita or 

monistic interpretation of the Vedanta.”68  

 It is a platform of Vaishnavaism, which fulfilled the needs of common person and has gradually 

evolved as a cult. Therefore, the Bhakti phenomenon is often defined in respect to the Vaishnavaism. This 

phenomenon has given birth to the unitary movement called ‘Bhakti Movement’. The genesis of Bhakti 

movement can be traced to the medieval Bhakti cults of Vaishanava Acharyas. “The age-old concept of 

Bhakti underwent a renewal in the Bhakti movement in the south  at the beginning of 7th century and in 

the north from 13th century.”69 This gradual shift from Bhakti to the Bhakti movement had been recorded 

through literature in the South India. “The first eruptions of the Bhakti (Movement) are found in the 

passionate poetic compositions of the Nayanars and Alwars written between 7th & 10th century in 

Tamilnadu.”70  

   However, these medieval teachers and followers did not posit any uniformity or underlying 

principle that could be addressed to all. Therefore, they were diverse in their ideologies and treatment to 

Bhakti. “Hence, what is referred to as the Bhakti Movement was not a unified or homogenous movement 

as such. The designation, in fact, covers a number of religious movements- each with its own distinctive 

features and ethos. Some of them were antithetical to one another, notwithstanding their common 

denominator, Bhakti.”71   

 In nutshell, it can be said that gradually, Bhakti cult of Vaishnavaites emerged as one unitary force 

called Bhakti Movement. It is also confirmed that irrespective of the differences among themselves, Bhakti 

Movement has played an important role in the spiritual development of human culture. “Bhakti was meant 

to raise the quality of the present existence rather than help in the pursuit of well defined religious 

 
66Krishna Sharma,p4. 

67Ibid, p4. 

68Ibid, p4. 

69R.Raj Singh.Bhakti and Philosophy. Lexington Books, 2006.p7 
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71Krishna Sharma,p1. 
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objectives.”72 Bhakti has emerged to be an essential factor of human endeavors. Bhakti is not limited to 

its emotive implications but it was and is the source of all the creative literatures in India. “Literatures in 

modern Indian languages were born as the off springs of the concept of the Bhakti”.73  

 In this way, the term Bhakti, has been used since ancient times to the present. The genesis and the 

tradition of Bhakti and the Bhakti movement will definitely carry us into the monolithic realm of religion 

and devotion.  

   

❑❑❑ 

 

  

 
72Sharma R.Raj, p7. 

73Pt. Mahadev Shastri Joshi. Bhartiya Sanskriti Kosh. Pune :Bharatiya Sanskriti Mandal, 1970 ,Vol 6th,p416 
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Abstract:   

Baby Kamble’s original Marathi autobiography Jina Amucha(1986) was translated into English by Maya 

Pandit as The Prisons We Broke(2008). It is considered as the first first Dalit autobiography written by a 

Dalit woman. It is a vehement critique of inhuman social order of Hindu society. It is also a critique of 

patriarchal social order prevalent among Dalits. Baby Kamble though was not much educated finds her 

way to liberate herself from the patriarchal social order and find a niche for herself in society. The Quest 

for identity for Baby Kamble is not simple. However, she is able to find herself a liberated being by 

achieving separate and dignified identity for herself. The present paper tries to throw light on the process 

of the liberation and the quest for identity of the protagonist to find herself a separate and dignified 

identity. 

Key Words: Baby Kamble, Marathi, autobiography, Jina Amucha, Maya Pandit, The Prisons We Broke, 

Dalit, critique, inhuman social order, patriarchal, process, liberation, quest for identity, etc.  

 

Introduction:   

     The autobiography The Prisons We Broke of Baby Kamble is Dalit feminist critique of patriarchy. The 

autobiography narrates the physical and psychological violence perpetrated against Dalit women in public 

and private spheres. The Prisons We Broke also demonstrates the writer’s gratitude to the messiah of 

Dalits Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar who transformed her life from meaningless existence to a level of 

dignified status. Her autobiography does not narrate her personal life but it is a kind of her memoir or 

testimonios of the lives of the Mahar community. In her introduction to the book translator Maya Pandit 

stresses the importance of the autobiography in the following words:    

Baby Kamble’s autobiography The Prisons We Broke is located in this tradition of direct self-

assertion. But it also went two steps ahead; it was a head-on confrontation with Brahmanical 

hegemony on the one hand and with patriarchal domination on the other. In one sense it is more 

of a socio-biography rather than an autobiography. (Pandit xiii)   

     Baby Kamble not only confronted with Brahmanical hegemony successfully but she also faced 

patriarchal domination in her home and outside. By doing she carved for herself a separate identity and 

the process of her liberation. Towards the end of the autobiography we find Baby Kamble as contented 

and liberated human being keeping faith on revolutionary philosophy of Buddha and Babasaheb 

Ambedkar.  
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The term ‘Liberation’:  

       The word liberation is a noun and is defined as the act of freeing oneself. As per Illustrated Oxford 

Dictionary Liberation is “the act of or an instance of liberating; the state of being liberated” (Dorling 

Kindersley Limited and Oxford University Press 466).  

           The term liberation is used as a synonym of the word emancipation or freedom. The term 

emancipation means an act of liberating someone from legal, political or social restriction. The struggle 

of Dalit protagonists in Dalit autobiographies is the struggle of emancipating themselves from the social 

system or social order that imposed slavery on them through various injunctions of Dharmashastras and 

the rituals, customs and traditions to perpetuate it.  

        Various social reformers and philosophers in the world have expressed their opinions about the act 

of liberation, the act of freeing oneself or the act of emancipation oneself. The famous Brazilian educator 

and philosopher Paulo Freire described the act of liberation in the following words:  

Liberation is thus childbirth, and a painful one. The man or woman who emerges is a new person, 

viable only as the oppressor-oppressed contradiction is superseded by the humanisation of all 

people. Or to put it another way, the solution of this contradiction is born in the labor which brings 

into the world this new being: no longer oppressor no longer oppressed, but human in the process 

of achieving freedom. (Freire 23)   

     Thus, according to Freire, the liberation is an act of humanising people, both the oppressed and the 

oppressor. It is not an act of taking revenge but to transform the person who oppresses while transforming 

oneself. In short, it is an act of a complete change of the person who oppresses and the system by which 

he/she is oppressed. In fact, it is a process of changing the mindset of the people who fall in the trap of 

oppressing and being oppressed.  

      Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar in his historic speech “What Way Emancipation?” which he elivered in 

Mumbai while addressing the conference of the Mahars convened for making consensus regarding the 

matter of conversion, widened the scope of the term freedom remarks:  

A man has a body as well as mind. Mere physical freedom is of no use. Freedom of the mind is of 

prime importance. Really speaking, what is meant by the physical freedom to a man? It means, he 

is free from to act according to his own free will. A prisoner is unchained and made free. What is 

the principle underlying this? The principle is that he should be free to act according to his own 

free will and he should be able to make the maximum use of his abilities he possesses. But what 

is the use of such freedom of a man whose mind is not free? The freedom of mind is the real 

freedom. A person, whose mind is not free, though not in prison, is a prisoner. One whose mind is 

not free, though alive is dead. Freedom of mind is the proof of one’s existence…I call him free, 

who with an awakened consciousness realises his rights, responsibilities and duties, he who is not 

a slave of circumstances, and is always bent upon changing them in his favour, I call him free. 

(Ambedkar 127-28)  

     Thus, apart from achieving physical freedom, it is necessary to achieve freedom of mind. Dr. 

Babasaheb Ambedkar gives emphasis on the complete liberation of a person. He is in favour of freeing 

oneself from the external slavery as well as the slavery internalized by oneself. After analyzing 
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autobiography of Baby Kamble it is found that she has been undergoing the struggle for her liberation 

from the social order that imposed on her all kinds of slavery: physical, social, economic, religious, etc. 

as well as the slavery that has been internalized on her due to constant enslavement by her oppressors. 

Paulo Freire, in his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed, used the term conscientizacao. He refers to the term 

with respect to the learning by which the person perceives social, political, and economic contradictions, 

and prepares himself/herself to take action against teh oppressive elements of reality. Freire suggests a 

process of freedom by which the oppressed takes the responsibility to replace the image of the oppressor 

internalized by the oppressed. He remarks: 

The oppressed, having internalized the image of the oppressor and adopted his guidelines, are 

fearful of freedom. Freedom would require them to eject this image and replace it with autonomy 

and responsibility. Freedom is acquired by conquest, not by gift. It must be pursued constantly and 

responsibly. Freedom is not an ideal located outside of man; nor is it an idea which becomes myth. 

It is rather the indispensable condition for the quest for human completion. (Freire 21)   

     In short, reclamation of human personality for the oppressed by replacing the image of the oppressor 

from the mind is of prime importance. The liberation is not a process of integrating the oppressed into the 

structure of oppression but to transform the very structure of oppression to make the oppressed ‘beings’ 

for themselves rather than the ‘beings’ of others. Making the oppressed the dignified and independent 

human beings is the true liberation. It is the process of transformation of the world where there would be 

no oppression of anybody and eventually no place for the oppressor and the oppressed. In short, paving 

the way for the free and egalitarian society is the main objective of the process of liberation.  

         The path of liberation of Dalit protagonists pass through three stages: consciousness of being Dalit, 

rejection of the customs and traditions that make them Dalits and acceptance of the new path that give 

them human dignity.   

The Quest for Identity and the Process of Liberation in Baby Kamble’s The Prisons We Broke:  

         Female Dalit protagonist had to undergo the travails and tribulations while achieving the state of 

liberation. She had to suffer from the triple jeopardy: the jeopardy of the class, the jeopardy of the caste 

and jeopardy of the gender. She suffers from mental agony far severe than her male counterpart. Baby 

Kamble was educated upto fourth standard and as per the tradition of that time married at the age of just 

eleven. She bore all the torture being a woman by her husband. However, she helped her husband in setting 

up the shop of provision. Not only that she participated in the Ambedkarite movement tolerating all the 

tortures by her husband. She gradually gained the consciousness of slavery as a woman, as a member 

poverty stricken class and as a Mahar woman exploited by her own man. Baby Kamble’s autobiography 

destroys the myth that the patriarchy prevalent among Dalits is democratic. She brings out the 

psychological trauma by means of physical violence meted out to Dalit women by Dalit men.  

           The Devadasi system (offering girl daughter to Gods or Goddesses) was prevalent among the 

Mahar community for the well-being and survival of male child. Baby Kamble’s narrative presents the 

tale of exploitation, humiliation and starvation being a Dalit, being poor and being a woman. Unlike Dalit 

male autobiographies, Dalit female autobiographies interrogate the evil practices among Dalits. Here, 

Baby Kamble used the tone of reformation among Dalit community rather than just blaming the 

community. She also suffered a physical violence at the hands of her husband. Her husband used to beat 
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her on some flimsy reasons. However, Baby Kamble suffered all the humiliation and torture just to do 

something constructive and prove herself. In her interview with Maya Pandit she expressed her feelings 

in the following words:  

Giving up one’s husband and marrying another wouldn’t solve the problem because the 

‘husbandness’ would be the same in every man. So I decided that I won’t leave. I wanted to do 

something constructive and that I would, come what may! I never retaliated. I used to say, ‘Let 

him say whatever he wants; nobody else says it except him! It’s okay.’(Kamble 166-67) 

     The protagonist Baby Kamble narrates the consciousness among the Mahar community due to the 

emancipatory ideology of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar. The people of the Mahar community were just like 

the skeletons in which Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar filled a new life. The consciousness of being slaves was 

awakened in the Mahar community due to revolutionary work of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar. The 

emancipatory work of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar restored the humanity of the Mahars as dignified human 

beings. The doors of education were opened for them and they became emancipated beings. They could 

liberate themselves from the stranglehold of social slavery imposed by Brahmanical Patriarchy. Citing the 

awakening among the Mahar community due to Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Baby Kamble says: 

We were not human beings then. We were alive only because our eyes moved in their sockets. 

Otherwise, we were merely skeletons, without any life in us! But when Baba came, a new spark 

enlivened us. The flame of Bhim started burning in our hearts. We began to walk and talk. We 

became conscious that we too are human beings. Our eyes began to see and our ears to listen. 

Blood started coursing through our veins. We got ready to fight as Bhim’s soldiers. The struggle 

yielded us three jewels—humanity, education and the religion of the Buddha.(122)  

     Baby Kamble, though not much educated, knew the importance of following the principles of Dr. 

Babasaheb Ambedkar in her life rather than worshipping him like a God. She taught her children the same 

principles to be followed in their lives, too. Keeping oneself away from the corrupt ways and following 

the path of righteousness gave her a sense of fulfilment. She expressed her feelings in the following words: 

I have never worshipped Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar with the sandalwood paste, flowers and dhoop 

sticks. I have never made a public display of my reverence for him. I worshipped, instead, the 

principles he stood for. I have had to face several adversities in my life and I fought these bravely 

with the weapons of sheel and satva. I have remained happy in my poverty because I managed to 

keep my family on the true path. Everybody in my family follows the path of righteousness. My 

household is untouched by the corrupt ways of the world. This gives me a sense of fulfilment. 

(117)  

       The high caste Brahmin women were very cautious about the things that would stick to the firewood 

like hairs of the Mahar women. They had the fear that the hairs of the Mahar women would pollute. For 

that purpose, they would carefully check the bundles of firewood before being bought. They also carefully 

checked the bundle of grass before buying. Baby Kamble gets upset with the treatment they get from the 

upper caste Brahmin women. She does not hold Brahmin women responsible for that. She blames the 

Hindu religion that taught them to discriminate. Criticising the Hindu religion and speaking in favour of 

the worth of the labour of the Mahar people she says: 
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What a beastly thing this Hindu religion is! Let me tell you, it’s not prosperity and wealth that you 

enjoy—it is the very life blood of the Mahars! Mahar women’s sweat would have soaked the 

firewood. Sometimes when thorns pricked them, blood trickled and dripped on the sticks, 

Sometimes they cut their own limbs instead of the wood and blood poured down, drenching the 

wood with blood. Thus, it was the very essence of the Mahar woman’s life that was found sticking 

to the wood. And yet the Brahmin woman objected to what they found sticking there.(56)   

    There is a sense of fulfilment in Baby Kamble’s narration at the end. She is not disappointed with the 

life and does not even blame the system. Rather she gives emphasis on living life as per the principles 

Dhamma. The real contentment of her life is to possess the three principles as jewels of her life. She 

remarks, “Sheel, pradnya and karuna have been the founding principles of my life. What else does this 

humble servant of Bhim want when she has these three jewels in possession? When one has this wealth, 

what does the ordinary world matter?”(135).   

         Baby Kamble gives importance to live the righteous life against favouring the corrupt ways. The 

memoir of Baby Kamble gives emphasis on bringing about the change in the caste-ridden society. This is 

a positive about Baby Kamble’s autobiography. Her quest for identity starts from herself rather than 

finding her identity in the society. It was just like ‘Charity begins at home’. She wants to see change in 

the society. However, she becomes a role model of change first. Though not well-educated she contributes 

the society by extending her services in the field education through an ashram shala(resident school) for 

orphans for the backward caste.  

          Not resorting to the corrupt ways and following the path of righteousness, acquiring the moral 

strength to fight silently with the physical violence by her husband and to contribute to family and society 

are the things that distinguished Baby Kamble from her male counterpart.   

Conclusion:  

The protagonist Baby Kamble gives a message of hope not only to the other women who suffered the 

atrocities of caste, gender and class but also to rise above all the adversities and find out a dignified 

position in a society, to earn respect from others and to live a self-respected life without resorting to wrong 

paths. The idea of liberation envisaged by Paulo Freire and the concept of freedom by Dr. Babasaheb 

Ambedkar suits to the life of the protagonist Baby Kamble. She was successful in ejecting the image of 

the oppressor from her mind as well as contributed herself in the process of humanisation of both the 

oppressor as well as the oppressed. She awakened her consciousness and after realising her duties and 

responsibilities didn’t remain a slave of circumstances and threw away the shackles that came in her way 

of emancipation. She achieved liberation as she was able to complete her quest of human completion.   
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Abstract: 

              The theory of Fixed point is one of the most powerful tools of modern mathematics. In this paper 

we prove some fixed point results for mapping satisfying sufficient contractive conditions on a complete 

G-metric space,  

12, 1 (2010) 

1. Introduction: 

         Inspired by the fact that metric fixed point theory has a wide application in Almost all fields of 

quantitative sciences, many authors have directed their attention to generalize the notion of a metric space. 

In this respect, several generalized metric spaces have come through by many authors, in the last decade. 

Among all the generalized metric spaces, the notion of G-Metric space has attracted considerable attention 

from fixed point theories. The study of fixed points of a functions satisfying certain contractive conditions 

has been at the  center of vigorous research activity, because it has a wide range of applications in different 

areas .In 2005, Z. Mustafa and B. Sims introduced a new class of generalized metric spaces  which are 

called G-metric spaces as generalization of metric space (X, d), to develop and to introduce a new fixed 

point theory for a variety of mappings in this new setting, also to extend known metric space theorems to 

a more general setting.  

 

Definition 1: 

Let X be a nonempty set, and let G : X × X × X → R+, be a function satisfying 

the following properties: 

(G1) G(x, y, z) = 0 if x = y = z; 

(G2) 0 < G(x, x, y) ; for all x, y ∈ X, with x≠ y; 

(G3) G(x, x, y) ≤ G(x, y, z), for all x, y, z ∈ X, with z ≠ y; 

(G4) G(x, y, z) = G(x, z, y) = G(y, z, x) = . . ., (symmetry in all three variables); and 

(G5) G(x, y, z) ≤ G(x, a, a) + G(a, y, z), for all x, y, z, a ∈ X, (rectangle inequality ). 

Then the function G is called a generalized metric, or, more specifically a G-metric on X, and the Pair 

(X,G) is called a G-metric space. 

 

 Definition 2. 

   Let (X,G) be a G-metric space, and let (xn) be a sequence of points of X. A point x ∈ X is said to 

be the limit of the sequence (xn) if lim n,m→∞ G(x, xn,xm) = 0, and one 

say that the sequence (xn) is G-convergent to x. Thus, that if xn→ 0 in a G-metric space (X,G), then for 

any ε > 0, there exists N ∈ N such that G(x, xn, xm) < ε , for all n,m ≥ N. 
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Remark 1: 

Let (X,G) be G-metric space. Then the following are equivalent. 

(1) (xn) is G-convergent to x. 

(2) G(xn xn, x) → 0, as n → ∞. 

(3) G(xn, x, x) → 0, as n → ∞. 

(4) G(xm, xn, x) → 0, as m, n → ∞. 

 

Definition 3:.  

 Let (X,G) be a G-metric space, a sequence (xn) is called G-Cauchy if given 

ε > 0, there is N ∈ N such that G(xn, xm, xl) < ε, for all n,m, l ≥ N. That is G(xn, xm, xl) → 0 

as n,m, l → ∞. 
 

Remark 2: 

 In a G-metric space, (X,G), the following are equivalent. 

1. The sequence (xn) is G-Cauchy. 

2. For every ε > 0, there exists N ∈ N such that G(xn, xm, xm) < ε, for all n,m ≥ N. 
 

Definition 4: 

  Let (X,G) and (X′,G′) be two G-metric spaces, and let f : (X,G) → (X′,G′) 

be a function, then f is said to be G-continuous at a point a ∈ X if and only if, given ε > 0, there exists δ > 

0 such that x, y ∈ X; and G(a, x, y) < δ implies G′(f(a), f(x), f(y)) < ε. A function f is G-continuous at X 

if and only if it is G-continuous at all a ∈ X. 

 Remark 3: 

Let (X,G), and (X′,G′) be two G-metric spaces. Then a function f : X →X′ 

is G-continuous at a point x ∈ X if and only if it is G-sequentially continuous at x; that is, 

whenever (xn) is G-convergent to x we have (f(xn)) is G-convergent to f(x). 

 

Definition 5: 

A G-metric space (X,G) is called symmetric G-metric space if  

G(x, y, y) = G(y, x, x) for all x, y ∈ X. 

 

Example 1: 

Let X = {a, b}, and let, 

G(a, a, a) = G(b, b, b) = 0, 

G(a, a, b) = 1, G(a, b, b) = 2 

and extend G to X × X × X by symmetry in the variables. Then it is easily verified that G 

is a G-metric, but G(a, b, b) ≠ G(a, a, b). 

 

Remark 4 :  

 Let (X,G) be a G-metric space, then the function G(x, y, z) is jointly continuous in all three of its variables. 
 

Remark 5: 

 Every G-metric space (X,G) induces a metric space (X, dG) defined by 
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dG (x, y) = G(x, y, y) + G(y, x, x), ∀x, y ∈ X. 

Note that if (X,G) is symmetric, then 

                                    dG (x, y) = 2G(x, y, y), ∀x, y ∈ X.                                               (1.1) 

However, if (X,G) is not symmetric then it holds by the G-metric properties that 

                             
 3

2
G(x, y, y) ≤ dG (x, y) ≤ 3G(x, y, y), ∀x, y ∈ X.                              (1.2) 

Definition 6.: 

 A G-metric space (X,G) is said to be G-complete ( or complete G-metric ) if every G-Cauchy sequence 

in (X,G) is G-convergent in (X,G).  

Remark6: 

A G-metric space (X,G) is G-complete if and only if (X, dG) is a complete metric space.  

Theorem 1  

 Let (X, d) be a complete metric space, and T be a function mapping X 

into it self, satisfy the following condition, 

           d(T(x), T(y)) ≤ ad(x, T(x)) + bd(y, T(y)) + cd(x, y), ∀x, y ∈ X.                   (1.3) 

where a, b, c are nonnegative numbers satisfying a + b + c < 1. 

Then, T has a unique fixed point (i.e., there exists u ∈ X; Tu = u). 

 

2.Main Result: 

Theorem 2. 

 Let (X,G) be a complete G-metric space, and let T : X → X be a mapping 

satisfies the following condition 

G(T(x), T(y), T(z)) ≤ k{G(x, T(x), T(x)) + G(y, T(y), T(y)) + G(z, T(z), T(z))}          (2.1) 

for all x, y, z ∈ X, where k ∈ [0, 1/3). Then T has a unique fixed point (say u), and T is G- continuous at 

u. 

Proof. Suppose that T satisfies condition (2.1), then for all x, y ∈ X, we have 

          G(Tx, Ty, Ty) ≤ k[G(x, Tx, Tx) + 2G(y, Ty, Ty)], and                                             (2.2) 

           G(Ty, Tx, Tx) ≤ k[G(y, Ty, Ty)+ 2G(x, Tx, Tx)].                                                       (2.3) 

Suppose that (X,G) is symmetric. Then from the definition of metric (X, dG) and (1.1), we have 

                   dG (Tx, Ty) ≤ k dG (x, Tx) + 2kdG (y, Ty), ∀x, y ∈ X.                      (2.4) 

In this line, since 0 < k+2k < 1 , then the metric condition (2.4) will be a special case of the Reich  condition 

(1.3), so the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point follows from  

Theorem 1. 

However, if (X,G) is not symmetric then we can conclude that 

dG (Tx, Ty) = G(Tx, Ty, Ty)+ G(Ty, Tx, Tx) ≤ 3kG(x, Tx, Tx) + 3kG(y, Ty, Ty), ∀x, y ∈ X. 

So, by the definition of the metric (X, dG) and (1.2), we get 

dG (Tx, Ty) ≤ 2kdG (x, Tx) + 2kdG(y, Ty), ∀x, y ∈ X, 

and, the metric condition gives no information about this map since 0 < 2k + 2k need not be less than 1. 

But the existence of a fixed point can be proved using properties of a G-metric. 

Let x0 ∈ X, be an arbitrary point, and define the sequence (xn) by xn = Tn(x0), then the condition (2.1) 

implies that 
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G(xn, xn+1, xn+1) ≤ k G(xn−1, xn, xn) + 2kG(xn, xn+1, xn+1), hence 

G(xn, xn+1, xn+1) ≤ 
k

1−2k
G(xn−1, xn, xn). 

Let q = 
k

1−2k
  , then 0 < q < 1 since 0 ≤ k < 1/3. 

So, 

G (xn, xn+1, xn+1) ≤  q G(xn−1, xn, xn). 

Continuing in the same argument, we will find 

                                   G (xn, xn+1, xn+1) ≤ qn G(x0, x1, x1)                            (2.5) 

Moreover, for all n,m ∈ N; n < m we have by repeated use the rectangle inequality and using equation 

(2.5) that 

G(xn,xm , xm) ≤ G(xn, xn+1, xn+1) + G(xn+1, xn+2, xn+2) 

+ G(xn+2, xn+3, xn+3) + ... + G(xm−1, xm , xm) 

≤ (qn + qn+1 + ⋯ . +qm−1)G(x0, x1, x1) ≤   
qn

1−q
 G(x0, x1 , x1 ), 

and so, lim G(xn, xm, xm) = 0, as n,m → ∞. Thus (xn) is G-Cauchy sequence, then by completeness of 

(X,G), there exists u ∈ X such that (xn) is G-convergent to u. 

Assume on the contrary that T(u) ≠ u. Then 

G(xn+1, T(u), T(u)) ≤ k {G(xn, xn+1, xn+1) + 2G(u, T(u), T(u))}. 

Taking the limit as n → ∞, and using the fact that the function G is continuous on its 

variable, this leads to G(u, T(u), T(u)) ≤ 2kG(u, T(u), T(u)). This contradiction implies that 

u = T (u). 

To prove uniqueness, suppose that u and v are two fixed points for T , then 

G(u, v, v) ≤ k G(u, T(u), T(u)) + 2kG(v, T(v), T(v)) = 0, which implies that u = v. 

To show that T is G-continuous at u, let (yn) ⊆ X be a sequence converges to u in (X,G), 

then we can deduce that 

          G(u, T(yn), T(yn)) ≤ k {G(u, T(u), T(u))+ 2G(yn, T(yn), T(yn))}.           (2.6) 

Moreover, from G-metric axioms we have, 

            G(yn, T(yn), T(yn)) ≤ G(yn, u, u) + G(u, T(yn), T(yn)), 

so,  

Equation (2.6) implies that G(u, T(yn), T(yn)) ≤ 
2k

1−2k
  G(yn, u, u). Taking the limit as n → ∞, 

from which we see that G(yn, T(yn), T(yn)) → 0 and so, by Remark 3, T(yn) → u = Tu, 

therefore T is G-continuous at u. This completes the proof of Theorem. 
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Short Story  

Gold in the Graveyard 

― Anna Bhau Sathe 

Bheema jumped immediately after listening to the news of demise of a mighty moneylender from 

a neighbouring town. He was full of satisfaction. His pleasure knew no bounds. Looking at the town, he 

swiftly turned his sight to the sun in the sky. 

The sun was setting then. The sky was crowded with rainy clouds. It looked odd like the land 

already ploughed. Out of these frightful clouds, light of the setting sun was falling upon Mumbai. 

The wind was blowing sluggishly. Therefore, the dark was creaking and the fifty slums situated in 

it were terrified. Old tins, mats, planks, sacks turned into housing shapes and people lived in those houses. 

Useless things cast their shadow on the unemployed there. The people, wearied, running after maintenance 

of belly were just settled there. All the earthen ovens were live. Clear smoke was hanging through the 

green shrubs. The kids were playing. Bheema sat reflective under a huge tamarind tree. There was terrible 

anxiety having occupied his heart. He was attracted to the dead moneylender. His soul travelled many a 

time between graveyard of the town and the tamarind tree. Bheema looked time and again at the sun and 

at the town. He needed darkness. That is why he was wriggling. His beloved daughter, Narbada, was 

playing near him and his wife was cooking breads. Bheema had a robust physique. His attire was of 

Satara― a big red turban, yellow dhoti, vest made from a thick piece of cloth, etc. He looked like a sturdy 

gymnast. His huge forehead, wide neck, thick brows, handlebar moustaches, broad but agile face shook 

many ruffians at a single look of him. 

Bheema’s native village was far, on the bank of Varna River but he came to Mumbai since he 

could not fill his stomach despite possessing a male buffalo’s strength. He trod the whole of Mumbai in 

search of a job but he found none. There were many of his dreams, e. g. being a worker, bringing home 

salary, buying his wife a golden necklace, etc. which shattered for Bheema who had come thereby, 

frustrated, to the suburb, to the jungle. There is everything in Mumbai save for job and shelter; this made 

him angry with Mumbai. And at the instance of his getting close to the suburb, he had found a job and 

shelter in the jungle. He was battling hard against the mountain, with all his might.  The moment he held 

the pickaxe, the mountain started receding; the moment he held the stone-splitter, the black rocks started 

spreading. This made the contractor glad and even Bheema was complacent since he was getting his salary. 
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However, the quarry work stopped within six months and Bheema was rendered jobless. On a 

morning he joined his work and realised instantaneously that the quarry work was ceased. Learning that 

his work has come to an end, Bheema got perplexed. Starvation stood before him waving. He drowned 

into the pool of anxiety. “What next?” was the question he was asking himself. 

He pressed his clothing in his armpit and started for home. He stopped at a brook, had a bath there 

and turned to his house agitated. At once a heap of ash caught his sight. The ashes were of the dead. Burnt 

bones scattered everywhere. Bheema grew extremely serious seeing the incinerated scraps of human 

bones. Maybe a poor unemployed! Maybe died of being bored! Might be freed once and for all― started 

he telling himself. Even I would die in a like manner! Starvation begins in mere two days; Narbada would 

sit crying then. My wife would be dejected and I could do nothing. 

Just then something glittered on the ash heap. Bheema moved forward. He bent and looked 

studiously. There was a gold ring weighing ten grams. Bheema picked up the ring without any delay and 

put it into his fist which he pressed hard. He was pleased. Ten grams of gold and that too in the ashes of 

the dead; he was gleeful. The ashes carry gold was news to him. He found a new way of living life. 

And Bheema started wandering all over in this area since the next day, trampling the graveyards 

in the river and streams. He sifted the ashes through the sieve and began collecting the grains of gold out 

of the ash. Ring, earring, nose-ring, anklet, etc. he took home every day. 

This new business of Bheema prospered well. He sieved the ash fearlessly and discovered that 

gold melts into the fire and penetrates in the bone. He gleaned the burnt-out bones and extracted the grains 

of gold from them. He split the skulls, thrashed wrists but acquired the yellow metal. 

He went to Kurla in the evening and counted cash received after selling the gold, and brought dates 

for Narbada. This business of his ran uninterruptedly. 

Bheema lived on sifting the ashes of the corpse. So, he failed to understand the distance between 

life and death. His settled belief was that the ash carrying gold belongs to the rich and that which carries 

no gold belongs to the poor. The dying should be the rich and so the living. He claimed that the poor 

should never die. He asserted to his neighbours that a humiliated commoner holds no right to living and 

dying. In his opinion, the one dying with ten grams of gold in one’s jaw has been lucky. 

Dreadfulness of unemployment had made him grim. He scavenged the graveyards day in and day 

out. Cadaver had become a means of his life. His life became even with the cadavers. 
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Meanwhile there started happening many a miracle. The buried corpses were coming out of their 

graves. The dead body of the daughter-in-law of a moneylender lay disinterred by the river and many 

people got scared on account of this. They were surprised to learn as to how the corpses travel from the 

graveyard to the river. Suspecting that somebody may be exhuming the dead, the police department kept 

it under surveillance. 

The sun set. The darkness spread all over. When Bheema’s wife served him dinner, he started 

eating gravely. Guessing that he was to go somewhere, she uttered softly, ‘Seems you are going 

somewhere? I feel we should not indulge in this work. Seek another job somewhere. Corpse, ashes, gold, 

livelihood― all is contradictory. The people call us names’. 

‘Don’t you talk!’ he was hurt by her words. He retorted in an angry tone, ‘I’ll do whatever. What’s 

it to others? Will anyone kindle my earthen oven when it quenches?’  

‘It’s not like that’ said she gently having a glance at his stern face; ‘It’s not good to wander like 

the ghost and spirit’. 

‘Who told you that there are ghosts in the graveyard? Hey, this Mumbai is a big bazaar of the 

ghosts. The real ghosts live in homes and the dead ones decay in the graveyard. The ghosts are born in the 

town― not in the field’, said Bheema. 

Listening to him, she kept mum and Bheema prepared to start out. He quipped, ‘After trampling 

Mumbai I didn’t get a job. But sifting the ashes of the dead, I got gold. When I split the mountain, I got 

two rupees. But now the ashes afford me even ten rupees quite easily’. Saying this he left home; it was 

late night. It was the speechless night everywhere and Bheema had started off. 

Bheema had walked through darkness. He had wrapped his head with a scarf, put on the case of a 

jute sack and tightened his waist. Putting a sharp crowbar in his armpit, he was taking long strides. He 

was beset by terrible darkness. Nothing had he feared. Buying a nine-yard cotton sari, a piece of petticoat 

and dates next morning formed his only thought. He was scattered inside. 

The atmosphere revolved and turned grave moment by moment. In the meantime, a skulk of the 

foxes ran producing a raspy bark. A snake swiftly left the way behind. The owl from afar hooted and 

added to the terror. Everything appeared desolate into the depopulated jungle. 

Giving an ear to the above, Bheema approached the town. He sat down and looked far away. It 

was all silence in the town. Someone coughed after regular intervals. Some lamp made the eyes wink. 
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Observing that the condition was opportune, Bheema became joyous. And he, entering the graveyard 

forthwith, was searching for the new grave of the moneylender. Keeping aside the shattered funeral 

earthen-pots, and bones, he started jumping from one grave to the other. He was poking through every 

heap close by. He began moving ahead searching the graves in a row.  

The clouds had crowded in the sky. Consequently, the darkness grew darker yet the lightning 

flashed all of a sudden. It danced into the pockets of clouds. Possibility of rain increased there. As a result 

of this, Bheema was frightened. He was worried that he would not find a new grave if it rained; therefore, 

he was moving nimbly. He perspired and had lost his mind. 

He rummaged through the whole graveyard till midnight. He sat astounded immediately after 

reaching from one end to the other. The wind blew fast. The flaps of the old broken bier fluttered as if 

somebody was grinding their teeth. The sound was like that and the severe grumble emanated out of it. 

Someone was growling, sniffing and digging up the soil. Bheema was taken aback. He advanced and 

everything was silent. No sound was heard. However, feeling that somebody waggled their feet, he 

panicked and stopped suddenly where he was. Terror passed through his physique up to his brain at an 

electric speed. He was filled with horror for the first time today. 

Nonetheless, the very next moment he gathered himself. He realised the fact and was upset with 

himself. Because the new grave was nearby him and about fifteen foxes were excavating it widely. They 

had inhaled the smell of the dead. They had begun creating a narrow cleft, in the grave, leaving the stones 

in their own positions. The foxes were disinterring the grave from outside to destroy it from all round. But 

they competed fiercely among themselves time and again. They grumbled against each other with envy, 

in pursuit of going past the dead first. They smelled the dead again and dug out the earth with full energy. 

Noticing this, Bheema became angry. He took a huge flight and sat on the grave with a thud. He 

attacked the flock of the foxes with stones. The foxes took fright, were startled and sat merged owing to 

the volley of stones. Bheema turned attentive. Resolving to dig out the grave before the foxes would do, 

he commenced taking away the earth. 

Simultaneously did the foxes see Bheema. A fox ran madly in to Bheema and biting him within a 

flash of second ran forward. Seeing the sack be torn, Bheema became unhappy. It made him shudder 

throughout. The fox ran in to Bheema again and Bheema got ready to tussle with it. He held his crowbar 

straight and smashed the fox as soon as it appeared before him. The fox perished falling aside and died 
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folding its feet and the ferocious battle set about. Bheema started unearthing the grave again and all the 

foxes pounced upon him. The brutal battle started. 

Bheema half disinterred the body but the assault by foxes flummoxed him and he also launched 

resistance. 

The foxes aggressed against him from all sides and he was knocking every direction the foxes 

were emerging from. The foxes fell across and ran away biting his flesh off. 

The unprecedented war had come triggered in the vicinity of the town. The modern Bheema, 

having assumed the name of the son of Kunti, was fighting with the foxes; fighting with all his power at 

stake, in the interest of tomorrow’s food, and the corpse. The beasts and the human had waged a warfare 

for the corpse.  

The earth was asleep. Mumbai was asleep and so was the town. The skirmish for gold and corpse 

transmuted into full force. Bheema struck the foxes with his crowbar. The foxes fended off his strikes 

each and took a bite out of his flesh or screamed being wounded by his blows. Bheema shrieked the 

moment the foxes cut through his flesh and he abused. The graveyard had trembled because of the abuse, 

blows, growl and screaming. 

The assault of the foxes paused after a long time. Couching in the dark, they all were taking rest. 

And finding this likelihood, Bheema freed the corpse spading away the soil and wiped his sweat. The 

instant he entered the grave, the foxes swooped on him and the brawl began again. But the foxes 

surrendered before Bheema’s might. They admitted their defeat. 

Bheema pulled out, right away, the body vigorously holding it by its armpit and examined it with 

a stick. The stiff corpse stood in the grave facing him. He quickly searched out for its hand. A ring was 

discovered; an earring was there on the ear, which Bheema plucked out. Later on, he remembered that 

there must be gold in the mouth of the corpse. He inserted his fingers in the mouth of it. But the corpse 

was thickly lockjawed. He instantly put his crowbar in the jaw and scooped the mandible. As soon as he 

crowbarred the jaw through one side and pushed his fingers through the other, the crouching foxes let out 

a piercing screech and all of them ran away. Their squeal awakened the dogs of the town. ‘Oh, the foxes 

have devoured the corpse; let’s go’, cried someone and Bheema was frightened by this. He took out a ring 

from the mouth of the corpse and put it into his pocket and searched the elbows of the corpse putting once 

more the digits of his left hand between the jaws, and.…! And instead of taking out his digits first, he put 
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out the crowbar. His fingers got fixed between the jaws just as a nut is found fixed between the nutcrackers. 

An acute pang rustled through his body. 

Meanwhile the residents of the town showed up coming with lanterns in their hands. Bheema was 

petrified. He tried his utmost to take out his fingers. He became irate about the corpse. Seeing the people 

come towards him, he grew angrier. He hit the iron on the skull; and the hit caused his fingers to get fixed 

even harder. His physique tingled. This, the real ghost! It would hand me over to the people who would 

kill me for the sake of the corpse. Or beating ceaselessly would they deliver me up to the police. These 

thoughts entered his mind and he became helpless, annoyed and heedless. Summoning all his strength, he 

started slamming the corpse. ‘Leave me, you pimp’, cried he. 

The town-dwellers were approaching. Bheema was riveted to the spot. He thought for a while and 

pressing the crowbar into the jawbone of the corpse pulled out his fingers softly. The fingers were cut to 

their end and were but hanging from the skin. He clenched them into his fist and escaped. He carried 

excruciating pain in his body. 

Being home, he had caught intense fever. Watching his plight there started weeping and crying at 

home. 

The physician amputated two of his fingers the very day. And the very day did the tidings of 

resumption of the quarry work arrive. Hearing it, an elephant-like Bheema wept like a child. Because he 

had lost the two fingers, used for splitting the mountain, over gold in the graveyard. 

(Translated by Milind Bhagwan Pandit) 

Professor, MSS’s ASC College, Ambad Dist. Jalna (MS, India) 

Ⓒ Translator, 2022. 

*************** 
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ABSTRACT 

The term unconscious has been used since centuries. The term has remained an obsceure 

issue to the philosophers and to the common man also. Many philosophers have tried to 

define the term ‘unconscious’; in different times. But there is no any valid definition of 

unconscious. In antiquity, the term, unconscious had variously been referred to the 

mysterious, exotic, which is not attainable, beyond our consciousness. The idea of 

unconscious had been explored in various cultures.  It was recorded between 2500 BC and 

600 BC in Hindu text "Vedas".  In modern period, we have Shakespeare's play Hamlet where 

Shakespeare tried to explore the term unconscious through the workings of Hamlet's mind. 

Western philosophers such as Spinoza, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche developed the idea of 

human mind. This paper tries to explore the concept of the unconscious that was used over 

the years. The term has been extensively used by psychologists across the world. However, 

the term has different connotations in different periods. The present paper is an attempt to 

enumareate different connotations of the term ‘Unconscious’. 

Keywords: Unconscious, Id, Ego, SuperEgo, Dream House, primordial images, collective 

unconsciousness, repression, archetypal criticism, libidinal wishes, nucleus of being, 

linguistic construct, the other, 'Ich’, ‘Es’, and ‘Uber-Ich, flux 

The key is to knowledge of the essence of the conscious 

life of the soul to be found in the region of unconscious 

- C.G. Carus. 

 

he concept of the unconscious remained a highly speculative issue. Freud speaks of 

primal Fantasies'. While discussing the nature of the unconscious content Freud 

argued that the content of the unconscious consists only ideas. It is incorrect to speak 

of the unconscious instinctual impulses, emotions and feelings. An instinct can never be an 

object of consciousness only the idea that represents the idea. Freud made extensive use of 

the unconscious theory of conscious psychoanalysis. Freud conceived it as a sort of garbage, 

dump for wishful impulses that are unknown to us. Prior to Freud various attempts had been 

made by various philosophers to define unconscious. It is of course a concept, which existed 

before the advent of psychoanalysis and has long been familiar both to philosophers and 

psychologist. 
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The Unconscious: Definitions 

Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary defines unconscious as: 

That part of one’s mental activity of which one is not aware but which can be detected and 

understand through the skilled analysis of dreams and behavior.i 

 

On the other side, the World Book Dictionary defines unconscious as: 

Unconscious is that part of the mind containing thoughts and feelings, of which a person is 

not directly, or fully aware of one's unconscious thoughts, desires, fears or other emotions 

which may   become   groundless   obsessions, compulsions and other forms of abnormal   

behavior. The unconscious is a special realm with its own desires and modes of   expression 

and peculiar mental mechanisms not elsewhere operative.ii 

 

While, N. Krishnaswami defines unconscious as: 

A crucial notion in Freudian theory is a primary process that seeks immediate 

gratification.iii 
 

Another critic Julian Wolfreys defines unconscious in the following words: 

Unconscious as the mental realm into which these aspects of mental life that are related to 

forbidden desires and instincts are consigned through the repression.iv 

 

Above definitions of the term unconscious clearly indicate that the unconscious is a part of 

human mind, which is beyond the consciousness. It seems that various attempts have been 

made in different times to pin down the mysterious nature of the unconscious. However 

there is no valid definition, which could analyze unconscious in full. It is imperative to see 

more definitions to pin down the context of unconscious. Gerald S. Blum defines 

unconscious as : 

That vast quantity of mental life which either never was in consciousness or, if previously 

conscious has been repressed. It is a dynamic concept in the sense that unconscious 

impulses are continually striving for conscious expression in a very active way.v 

 

Origin of Concept of the Unconscious 

Most of the earlier philosopher arrived at the concept of the unconscious through a study of 

knowledge. To these writers unconscious was: 

The unconscious seemed necessary to account for the phenomena of thought and perception 

and above all of memory.vi 

 

Sigmund Freud was the first who gave new dimensions and importance to unconscious. 

However, Freud was not originator of the term but he held that the human behavior largely 

is an effect of the unconscious. He means human behavior is determined and controlled by 

the unconscious. Freud, an Austrian psychiatrist on whose procedures and grounds, the 

psychoanalysis emerged in earlier decade of twentieth century. Psychoanalysis is a form of 

literary criticism, which uses some of the techniques of psychology in the interpretation of 

literature. Psychoanalysis has also a therapeutic function, which aims to cure mental 

disorders by investigating the interaction of conscious and unconscious elements in the 

mind. Freud's all work depended upon the theory of the unconscious. According to Noelle 

McAfee, Freud's model of the mind is as follows, 

In the early days, Freud noted two aspects of the self the conscious and the unconscious. In 

his later days Freud offered a tripartite model of subjectivity in which the self is composed 

of in German, 'Ich’, ‘Es’, and ‘Uber-Ich’. The English equivalents are "I" It and over 'I' for 
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various reasons, English translators have sought to translate the perfectly plain German 

into obscure Latin: the ego the id and the super ego.vii 

 

Where the ego is known as conscious part of the mind and Id is known as unconscious part 

of the mind, which means the internal biological drives, such as the drives for pleasure, self-

preservation and sometimes self-destruction. As we have noted that Freud was not the 

originator of the term the unconscious but his uniqueness lies in his attributing to it such a 

decisive role in our lives. The concept of repression is linked to the idea of the unconscious. 

According to Freud: 

We obtain our concept from the theory of repression.viii 

 

Freud argues that repression which is the forgotten or ignoring of unresolved conflicts, 

sexual instincts, socially unacceptable desires they are forced out of consciousness and 

repressed into the unconscious.  

 

Freud says that: 

The repressed serves us as a prototype of the unconscious.ix 

This means, the unconscious is part of mind, which consists of such unresolved 

unacceptable desires and these desires continually tries to come out in the realm of 

conscious mind.  

 

In contrast to Freud, Carl Gustav Jung distinguished individual unconscious from the 

collective unconscious. For Jung the individual unconscious was similar to the totality of 

unconscious.  

 

In this connection Gerald S. Blum made a valid point: 

Jung offers his own version of the concept of the unconscious, which has some slight overlap 

with Freud. First of all Jung divides the unconscious into two parts; the personal 

unconscious and the collective unconscious. The personal unconscious said to contain 

forgotten memories, suppressed painful ideas, perceptions and finally contents that are not 

yet ripe for consciousness.x 

 

It seems that Jung's model of the personal unconscious differs from Freud in the following 

manner. 

1) Jung gives less emphasis on repression: Individual 

2) Unconscious for Jung is not result of repression but it is a result of tendency of every 

individual to develop one sided. In adapting one part of life neglected in favor of the other 

and the neglected part tends to become unconscious. The second part namely Collective 

Unconscious according to Gerald S. Blum: 

Refers to the racial inheritance of significant memories.  It contains irruption from the 

deepest part of the unconscious that can never be made conscious.xi 

 

Jung proposed different version of the unconscious. His theory of the unconscious departs 

radically from psychoanalytic criticism. He developed his own theory of archetypal 

criticism. Jung's emphasis was not on individual unconscious like Freud, but on what he 

calls the collective unconscious shared by   all   individuals.   However, what he means by   

collective   unconscious Jung writes: 

In every individual there are present the great 'primordial images' those potentialities of 

human representation of things as they have always been inherited through the brain 

structure from one generation to the next.xii 
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These primordial images which are present in our racial memory become archetypes. 

According to Jung we come to know these archetypes through the symbolic representation 

in dreams and in literary work. In this regard M. H. Abrams observes that:  

The collective unconscious shared by all individuals in all cultures, which he regards as the 

repository of racial memories and of primordial images and patterns of experience that he 

calls archetypes.xiii 

 

However, Jung assigns a very different role to the functioning of the unconscious. For him 

collective unconscious contains the wisdom of the ages, lying dormant in the brain 

continually active, the unconscious creates combinations of its content, which shows the 

future path to individual. These unconscious combinations are said to be superior both in 

refinement and extent to the conscious ones. Bloom observes the potential of unconscious in 

the following words: 

The collective unconscious as an unparalleled guide for human beings... the mighty spiritual 

inheritance of human development reborn in every individual constitution.xiv 

 

Further Jung argues that literature is an expression of the archetypes of the collective 

unconscious. In this regard M. H. Abrams observed that:  

He does not like Freud, view literature as a disguised form of libidinal wish fulfillment that 

to a large extent parallels the. fantasies of neurotic personality. Instead, Jung regards great 

literature as, like the, myths whose patterns recur in divers culture, an expression of the 

collective unconscious.xv 

 

Jung has proposed very different version of the unconscious. His theory and practice gave 

birth to new approach to literature called the archetypal criticism. The Neo-Freudian 

considers that the concept of the unconscious proposed by Freud to be one of Freud's 

greatest contributions. Neo- Freudians accept the principle of unconscious functions but 

criticizes Freud's connotations of the unconscious as a place, where for example repressed 

experiences and Id forces can combine with each other. According to Gerard S. Blum: 

Their main criticism is that Freud's original treatment connotes the unconscious as place, 

where instincts or their mental surrogates reside; and the later conception of the Id is even 

more guilty in this respect.xvi 

 

The earlier versions of unconscious are orthodox. Jacques Lacan, French Freud has 

developed new version of unconscious in the light of poststructuralist thoughts. Lacan 

argues that the unconscious is the nucleus of our being. And this unconscious is a mere 

linguistic construct. 

 

Unconscious is structured like a language.xvii 

Lacan instead of Freud s orthodox, chaotic, primordial, instinctual, pre-verbal unconscious 

proposes that unconscious is structured phenomenon like a language. In his famous essay 

‘The Insistence of the Letter in the Unconscious’, he says that: 

As our title suggests, beyond what we call, ‘the word; ' what the psychoanalytic experience 

discovers in the unconscious is the whole structure of the language. xviii 

 

Throughout his literary career, Lacan developed a number of different definitions of 

unconscious and the emphasis that he placed on each concept changed throughout his career. 

• The unconscious as a gap or rupture 

• The unconscious is structured like a language 
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• The unconscious as a discourse of other. 

 

Jacques Lacan's concept of unconscious is better than anyone, Lacan, a brilliant French 

psychoanalyst, emphasized the relation of language to unconscious functioning. Language 

being metaphoric and symbolic is one· step removed from real. And the gap between the 

symbolic and the real is an illusion of human social existence although our lives are 

structured by conscious thought and speech. We are really influenced by this rupture 

between the symbolic and the real. In other words, what is missing from our lives because 

we filter our experience through our social dependence on language and the real of the 

symbolic? Therefore, the unconscious is a side effect so to speak of our separation from 

reality because of our use of language. Further Lacan says that because of separation and 

lack we lead to desire, the unconscious is primarily governed by the desire of the other i.e., 

by the social world around us. Thus, the desire could be thought of as the unspoken hidden 

aspect of our being. 

 

Let us consider what Lacan mean by the unconscious. His seminal essay entitled ‘The 

Insistence of the Letter in the Unconscious’ is a clear insight of Lacan that unconscious is a 

linguistic phenomenon. The essay begins with the question, 

 

Why psychologist of today not realizes that their realm of truth is in fact in the word.xix 

He considers language is the key point in the analysis of unconscious by a psychoanalyst. 

Further Lacan argues that Freud has given much importance to the unconscious but in 

reality, Freudian psychoanalysis also deals with verbal science. Lacan has given evidence to 

prove his point that the unconscious is structured like a language. He argues that Freud's 

dream mechanism known as condensation and displacement correspond to two basic poles 

of language called metaphor and metonymy identified by Roman Jacobson. The two poles of 

language are used by unconscious to self-expression.  This use of linguistic means by 

unconscious is evidence of his dictum that the unconscious is structured like a language. 

Further, Lacan says that whenever unconscious is being discussed, the amount of linguistic 

analysis increases, since puns, allusions and other uses of such devices manifest the content 

of the unconscious. The uses of devices by unconscious lead us to say that the unconscious 

is a linguistic structure. 

 

Julia Kristeva, one major contributor of psychoanalysis has not much to say about 

unconscious, but she developed her model on the Lacan's linguistic model. She not only 

remains on the Lacanian model, but goes beyond the Lacanian model of unconscious. She 

argues that the unconscious is not a biological entity with all its libidinal energies but it is a 

part of the psyche. For the notion of unconscious, she heavily draws from Freud. Further, 

she equates her model of unconscious with Lacan's linguistic model. Both Lacan and 

Kristeva held that the unconscious is a realm of flux. Thus, Kristeva's theory of unconscious 

is related with the subject's unconscious being, which is unknown to the conscious mind. For 

her, the self is not aware of all forces that shape them. There is a factor called unconscious, 

thus for her,  

The unconscious is a domain of desires, tension, energies and repression i.e., not present in 

consciousness.xx 

 

In this way, she speaks about the concept of unconscious. She held these unconscious 

processes are important or subject's identity construction.  The term subjectivity existed not 

with the awareness of self but comes in to being with the unconscious process from which 

the subject is unaware.  
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The term unconscious has been changed in the course of time. Freud gave it the decisive role 

in human life while Lacan held it as a linguist construct and Kristeva proposes it as a flux. In 

psychoanalytic criticism, the term has its own importance. The whole theory of Freud is 

depended upon unconscious. He held that literature is nothing but an expression of writer's 

unconscious. That means in shaping a literary text, unconscious plays an important role.  

Freudian critics set to analyze these unconscious contents, wishes, desires in their original 

form through analyzing a literary text. Freud calls to such unconscious wishes as a latent or 

overt content of literature.  And the form of disguised wishes is covert or hidden content of 

literature. Freudian critics pay close attention to the conscious and the unconscious mind.  

They associate literary works, overt content with conscious mind and covert content with 

unconscious mind. They privilege the covert content of the literary work; a work is really 

about and aims to decipher both. They also pay close attention to the unconscious motives, 

wishes, desires that of the author and that of the characters of a literary work 
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11. 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF LITERARY ETHOS IN SAINT 

TUKARAMA AND WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S TIME 

Bharat R. Gugane 
Bhonsala Military College, Nashik

Abstract: Both artists were the big names in the literary fields of two distinct cultures. Each 

belonged to the different country and region. It is believed that Shakespeare was an outcome 

of Elizabethan renaissance and due to the contribution of the university wits. On the contrary 

Saint Tukarama was the result of social unrest and as the reaction to the atrocities imposed by 

upper cast upon the lower ones. It seems that two belonged to the different cultural and social 

ethos. It is interesting to compare and contrast the literary ethos of Saint Tukarama and that 

of Shakespeare's time.  

"Tukarama is to Marathi, what Shakespeare is to English." -Dilip Chitre 

The word ethos is used in context of the code of good conduct for an individual or 

group. These codes are often related to the social and cultural implications of a period upon 

the person. Merriam Webster dictionary defines the word as, "the distinguishing character, 

sentiment, moral nature, or guiding beliefs of a person, group, or institution ."1 Here, 

connotation of the word can be taken as the distinguishing characters of the time and guiding 

beliefs of a person or institution. A following reference is found in the Glossary of Literary 

terms, "a person's overall disposition or character."2 

Literary ethos is generally listed under the category of rhetoric device. Ethos is a way 

of appealing to an audience by showing one's credibility and ethical character. This is one of 

the three modes of persuasion in rhetoric, as distinguished by Aristotle, the other two 

being pathos and logos. In modern usage, ethos also refers to the specific guiding beliefs or 

ideals that can be found in an individual, a culture, community, or ideology. In this case, ethos 

is the spirit that motivates ideas and customs in one of these groups. 

The time and conditions of Saint Tukarama were of the following nature. It was an age 

of great unrest and chaos. The foreign invaders succeeded to rule the land. The Muslim rulers 

had destroyed the culture of the land. Contemporary leadership in the political, religious and 

cultural field surrendered to the foreign reign. The Marathas had forgotten their duty to fight 

against enemies. The Brahmins were busy in scholastic and ritualistic procedures of religion. 

They were satisfied with only the illusory nature of religion. They had forgotten the Vedic 

religion. In such a confused condition, it would be a total disaster for Maharashtra, had 

Dnyaneshwara, Namdeva, Eknatha, and Tukarama  not been there.  The visionary people like 

these Saints have revived the ancient Vedic religion through their social, cultural and literary 

efforts.  

1Ethos." Merriam-Webster.com. Merriam-Webster, n.d. Web. 16 Jan. 2017. 
2 Abrams, M H, and Geoffrey G. Harpham. A Glossary of Literary Terms. Boston, Mass: Thomson Wadsworth, 

1999. Print. 
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 Saint Tukarama was the spokesman of the 17th century Maharashtra. His poetry was so 

popular that every Marathi speaker has been chanting his verses. The articulator of the 

downtrodden was speaking about the oppressed voices. His heart was with full of compassion 

to the destitute people.  This can be seen in one of his Abhangs,  

जे का रंजले गांजले त्यासी म्हणे जे आपलेु3

Saint Tukarama is considered as the first Marathi modern poet. His contribution is 

inestimable in the development of Marathi and Indian literature. He is known for his lucid and 

simple style of his Abhangs. His Abhangs mainly deal with contemporary evil tendencies in 

society. These tendencies had hindered the development of human being. He was the first who 

attacked caste system through his verse. He also highlighted the need of awareness among 

people about superstitions. He tried sincerely to awaken common people composing Abhangs 

and preaching them through discourses. He had also challenged the belief of having prerogative 

of 'right to knowledge' confined to single community. He hailed 'Right to knowledge is a right 

of every human being irrespective of his class, creed and caste. Apart from this he has shown 

unparalleled prudence through his poems which show his views on Life, Nature, Farmer, 

Religion, Science, Devotion, Superstitions, and Language and so on.  

While Shakespeare was regarded as the foremost dramatist of his time, evidence indicates 

that both he and his contemporaries looked to poetry, not playwriting, for enduring fame. 

Shakespeare's sonnets were composed between 1593 and 1601, though not published until 

1609. That edition, The Sonnets of Shakespeare, consists of 154 sonnets, all written in the form 

of three quatrains and a couplet that is now recognized as Shakespearean. The sonnets fall into 

two groups: sonnets 1-126, addressed to a beloved friend, a handsome and noble young man, 

and sonnets 127-152, to a malignant but fascinating "Dark Lady," who the poet loves in spite 

of himself. Nearly all of Shakespeare's sonnets examine the inevitable decay of time and the 

immortalization of beauty and love in poetry. 

  In his poems and plays, Shakespeare invented thousands of words, often combining or 

contorting Latin, French, and native roots. His impressive expansion of the English language, 

according to the Oxford English Dictionary, includes such words as: arch-villain, birthplace, 

bloodsucking, courtship, dewdrop, downstairs, fanged, heart sore, hunchbacked, leapfrog, 

misquote, pageantry, radiance, schoolboy, stillborn, watchdog, and zany. 

Shakespeare wrote more than thirty plays. These are usually divided into four categories: 

histories, comedies, tragedies, and romances. His earliest plays were primarily comedies and 

histories such as Henry VI and The Comedy of Errors, but in 1596, Shakespeare wrote Romeo 

and Juliet, his second tragedy, and over the next dozen years he would return to the form, 

writing the plays for which he is now best known: Julius Caesar, Hamlet, Othello, King 

Lear, Macbeth, and Antony and Cleopatra. In his final years, Shakespeare turned to the 

romantic with Cymbeline, A Winter's Tale, and The Tempest. 

We can bring out some similarities between Saint Tukarama and William Shakespeare. 

Saint Tukarama had composed only poems whereas Shakespeare had composed poetic dramas.  

Both share an equal fortune to be recited their quotations as an adages in their respective 

languages. See the following example where both are of the same opinion about the uselessness 

of the name. Shakespeare in his play 'Romeo Juliet' has put the following statement in the 

mouth of Juliet, "What is in a name? That which we call a rose, by any other name, would 

3 Taukaram Gatha 
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smell as sweet!"4 Alike this statement we found the same essence in one of the Saint 

Tukarama's Abhanga  where he says that, "तकुा म्हणे राजहसं ढोरा नावे , काय तया घ्याव े

अलंकाराच"े5  Tukarama  reiterates  the same thing as said by Shakespeare.

Another example of similarity can be found in the following case. In Merchant 

of Venice Shakespeare says, “That all that glitters is not gold.”6 We found the same sense in 

the following Abhangas of Saint Tukarama, 

"तांबियाच ेनाणे न चल ेखऱ्या मोले , जरी बहडंवले दशेोदशेी ॥".
7

"सोन ेदावी वरी तांि ेतया पोटी , खररयाचे साठी बवकू पाह े॥  

पारखी तो जाणे तयाचे जीवीचे , बनवड दोहींचे वेगळाल े॥  

क्षीरा नीरा कैस ेहोय एकपण , स्वादी तोबच बिन्न बिन्न काढी ॥ 

तकुा म्हणे बिता आपणची खोटा , अपमान मोठा पावईल ॥".
8

The importance of patience is described by both the men in their works. Shakespeare in his 

drama Othello says that, "How poor are they that have no patience."   

In all these three Abhangas we can see Saint Tukarama's attitude towards patience. Saint 

Tukarama had   sound understanding of each and every aspect of life. His learning directly 

came from life and his struggle. The same experience of struggle and patience is reflected in 

his poems.  

In his play As you like It Shakespeare highlights the uses of adversity in the following lines, 

"Sweet are the uses of adversity" The resemblance of the expression of Shakespeare can be 

found in the following Abhanga of Saint  Tukarama ,  

"िोगावी बवपत्ती गिभवास”9  

Another example of similarity can be seen in Shakespeare's play 'All is well that Ends Well' 

and one of Saint Tukarama's Abhangas.  Helena speaks the following lines in Shakespeare's 

drama, "All is well that ends well still, the fine is the crown: whatever the course the end is 

renown" The similarity of expression is found in Saint Tukarama's following Abhanga, " 

याजसाटी केला होता अट्टाहास , शेवटचा बदस गोड व्हावा ॥."10 .  

Both were speaking about the end. The end of a task or assignment must be sweet. 

Tukarama here seems more serious about the ultimate end i. e. death. This end should be sweet 

according to Saint Tukarama. 

 Famous Marathi author had imagined a visit of these two great humanitarian artists in his 

poem. The poem is an example of the differences and the similarities between these two epochs 

making poets. The poet has visualized that Shakespeare came to meet Saint Tukarama. They 

had a chat on their predicaments and actions. There meet is very touching that each one praises 

4 Romeo Juliet  
5 Tukaram Gatha 
6 Merchant of Venice Act 2 Scene 2nd 
7 Tukaram Gatha 
8 Tukaram Gatha 
9 Tukaram Gatha 
10 Tukaram Gatha 
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about the other. Saint Tukarama praises Shakespeare on his great works and his depiction of 

entire human life whereas Shakespeare says that I did nothing but you have created the entire 

universe on one single brick. The difference is highlighted by the poet into the following line, 

Tuka said,"O my boy, it's good, you left that out; that has cracked, my family life.  

The struggle in life of Saint Tukarama compelled him to be a poet. The poet has touched 

the troubles and adversities faced by Saint Tukarama. The predicaments and destiny made him 

to be critical against what was happening around him. The poetry of Saint Tukarama is a result 

of his experiences. On the contrary Shakespeare's works are mainly come out as a literary 

creation. The age of Shakespeare was an age of drama. Several artists were trying their hands 

to a playwright or actor etc. These artists had chosen to be so as a profession. Shakespeare was 

among these artists who were making livelihood out of writing. Thus, the writing of Saint 

Tukarama is out of his struggle and the writing of Shakespeare seems out of his profession.  

It is evident to quote a poem in which the distinction between these two can be noted to 

end this paper. 

To See Tukarama, Shakespeare Came Over 

"To See Tukarama, Shakespeare Came Over; 

the meeting took place, in the shop 

Both met each other, in a deep embrace, 

passing everything, from bosom to bosom. 

Tuka said, "O Willi, your work is great; 

the whole of earthly life, you have depicted." 

Shakespeare said, "No, that is left out; 

that which you saw, on the brick!" 

Tuka said, "O my boy, it's good, you left that out; 

that has cracked, my family life. 

Vitthal is subtle; his ways are inscrutable; 

my slate remains blank, in spite of writing!" 

Shakespeare said,"Why!, Because of your words, 

that 'Inexpressible' itself, played in the soil" 

Tuka said, "My friend, in vain is all word-play. 

Everyone has to go, his separate way. 

On different ways, there are different thorns; 

but along with the thorns, one meets Him again. 

...Now, listen, listen, there tolls the temple bell; 

the shrew at home : is waiting..." 

Both went their ways, in different directions; 

The sky couldn't check, its wonder!"11 
❑❑❑

11 www.tukaram.com 
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11.  

Bhagwat Dharma: A Harbinger of Indian Renaissance 

 
Bharat R. Gugane 

Bhonsala Military College, Nashik 
bharatgugane@gmail.com 

    

Abstract: Religion is one of the most important concepts that have shaped the human culture. It has been 

changing according to the principals and rituals of the time. However, it has remained the major concern 

of the human mind. There are differences about the relevance of the concept. Some held it as an essential 

entity and other believe it as unnecessary part that has hindered the human development.  Different 

religions in different times have evolved in the world. Few outlived and many disappeared. Bhagwat 

Dharma stands apart among all religions of the world. Bhagwat Dharma was an exponent of the Indian 

Renaissance much before the Western renaissance. In the light of modern chaotic presumptions of 

Religion, it is inevitable to understand and highlight the importance of Bhagwat Dharma. The paper is an 

attempt to review the evolution of Bhagwat Dharma which has flourished as a strong renaissance force 

in Maharashtra. The same force has in the veins of every Marathi speaker. However, this force had 

diminished in the due course of time. It is interesting to find out the meaning, evolution and contribution 

of Bhagwat Dharma in 20th century.  

 

Key Words: Bhagwat Dharma, Bhakti, Panchratra, Avatara, Vaishnav, Ashtadhyayi Sutra, Alwara, 

Bhaktiyog, SwaDharma, Grihisthashram, Karmakand, Upasya Daivat. 

 

 

 The origin of Bhagwat Dharma can be traced back to the two holy scriptures of Hindu religion. 

The first one is ‘Shrimad Bhagvad Gita’ and the other is ‘The Bhagwat Purana’. These scriptures by and 

large deal with the theme of devotion to Lord Krishna. The Dharma which is described in Bhagwat 

Puranaa , the Dharma of the devotee of Bhagavad Gita and told by Lord Bhagwan himself. 1The lord 

highlights the theme of the Bhagwat Purana in the following words. 

ये वै भगवता प्रोक्ता उपाया ह्यत्मलब्धये 

अत्र्ज: पुुंसामववदषुा वववदद भागवतान ्वि तान.् 2 

The Bhagwat Dharma is a simple way of devotion told by Lord Bhagwan for self-realization. The way 

told by Lord Bhagawan in Bhagwat Purana and followed by Bhagavad Bhakta is Bhagwat Dharma. The 

Lord Krishna is the prime deity of Bhagwat Dharma. 

 The origin of Bhagwat Dharma is also traced back to ‘The Panchratra Siddhant’. There are various 

opinions about’ The Panchratra’. According to Mahabharata, Four Vedas and the Sankhya Yoga are 

Panchratras. 3Narada opines differently as Panchratra. He calls five crucial human conditions as 

Panchratra. He includes Brahma (Self Realization), Mukti (Emancipation), Bhog (worldly pleasures) and 

Sansar (home affairs). The deity for followers of Panchratra was Lord Narayana. In ‘The Narayaniy 

Upanishid’ ‘Narayana is later referred as Lord Vishnu which is known as Lord Krishna as his later Avatara 

(Form). The devotees of Bhagwat Dharmas are also called as ‘Vaishanvas’ because of they worship to 

lord Vishnu. It is assumed that the name Bhagwat is derived from Vasudeakam which is described by 

Paninai in his ‘Ashtadhyayi Sutra’. Vasudevakam is the name given to the devotee of Vasudev Krishna. 
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The devotee of Krishna is called as Vasudevakam. It seems that previous name of Bhagwat Dharma was 

referred as Vasudev Dharma. 4 

 Bhagwat Dharma has enjoyed its golden period in Gupta dynasty in North India. Later, it was the 

Alwars who spearheaded the efforts to establish worship of Lord Vishnu in South India. Further, Acharyas 

like Shankar,Ramanuj and Madhav had  proclaimed a new form of Bhakti in terms of Vedas. In 13th 

century, Saint Dnyneshwar has founded Bhagwat Dharma in Maharashtra, adopting the principle of Lord 

Bhagwan’s worship. The mode of worship has sustained and expanded among the common folk by Saint 

Namdev, Eknath and Saint Tukarama. 

 Saint Dnyneshwar was the harbinger of Bhagwat Dharma in Maharashtra. On whose contribution 

and literary works, the Bhagwat Dharma in Maharashtra has emerged and later evolved as the prominent 

cultural and social force. Saint Dnyneshwar has paved the way to erect Bhagwat Dharma in Maharashtra 

by undertaking the great task of telling the essence of Vedas to the common people in their mother tongue. 

5    It was an age of great unrest and chaos. The foreign invaders succeeded to rule the land. The foreign 

rulers had destroyed the ethos of the land. Contemporary political, religious and cultural leadership 

surrendered to the foreign reign. The Marathas had forgotten to fight against enemies. The Brahmins were 

busy in scholastic and ritualistic procedures of religion. They were satisfied with only an illusory nature 

of religion. They had forgotten the original Vedic religion. In such a confused condition, it would be a 

total disaster for Maharashtra, had Dnyaneshwara, Namdeva, Eknatha, and Tukaramaa not been there.  

The visionary people like these Saints have revived the ancient Vedic religion through their social, cultural 

and literary efforts.  

 Bhagwat Dharma proved to be a canon against all odds of that time. It has struggled on various 

platforms.  However, Bhagwat Dharma succeeded to win the hearts of common people due to its all 

inclusive nature. Bhagwat Dharma was a revival of old Vedic religion in new and popular form which 

treated every being with utmost compassion. There are no confusions, differences, classes and the 

egoisms. One has to be selfless, honest, and straight forward, free from hatred and all kinds of vices 6 

 The characteristic features of Bhagwat Dharma can be seen in the compositions from 

Dnyaneshwara to Tukaramaa. These Saints have explicitly displayed all the traits of the Bhagwat Dharma. 

There are five major attributes of Bhagwat Dharma. One can realize the essence of it by looking at them. 

Saints few compositions are recited here to confirm the major traits of Bhagwat Dharma. 

1) Bhakti Yoga 

  The principle ‘the God is one and he is everywhere’ followed by all the saints.. He does not reside 

in temples, statues and in stones. The God should be seen in living creature. One should have love towards 

each and every living being. One must do the service to human being. The service to all is Bhakti as termed 

by the saints. Saint Dnyaneshwara has narrated his idea of Bhakti and Bhakta through his compositions. 

ह ेसमस्तही श्रीवासदुवेो, ऐसा डप्रतीरसाचा ओतला भावो,म्हणोनी भक्तामाजी रावो, आडण ज्ञाडनया तोडच. 7 

He states that the Bhakta is potential to experience the presence of god in everything. Such a Bhakta is 

honest, erudite and supreme. The compassionate and non violent attitude of Dnyaneshwara towards the 

living beings can be seen in the following Ovi.  

जगाच्या सुखोद्दशेे, शरीर वाचा माणसे,राहटणे ह ेअडहसें,रुप जाण. 8 

 Namdeva’s idea of Bhakti is alike with Dnyaneshwara where he says, 

सवािभतूी डवठ्ठल आह ेआह ेसाचे , ह ेतव वेदीचे वचन जाण. 9 

Namdeva’s Bhaktiyog is based on the Advait. Namdeva believes the God and devotee are one and the 

same. His urge to feel the God in every object was extraordinary.   

 The next advocate of Bhagawat Dharma was Saint Eknatha. He saw God in every object. he 

reiterated ‘service to all is worship to God. 

सवािभतूीभगवदभजन, सवािभतूी भगवंत पाही, भतेू भगवंताचे ठायी,तो भक्तामाजी अडतश्रेष्ठ. 10 
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Saint Tukaramaa had the same approach of equality and compassion towards all the living creatures when 

he says,  

ववष्णमूय जग वैष्णवाुंचा धमम , भेदाभेद भ्रम अमुंगळ. 11  

The essence of Saint Tukaramaa’s approach can be seen in his following Abhanga. The compassionate 

approach to downtrodden was the striking feature of Bhagwat Dharma.  
जगाच्या कल्याणा सुंताच्या ववभतूी, दिे कष्टववती उपकारे. भतूाुंची दया ि ेभाुंडवल सुंता , आपलुी ममता िी नािी दिेी. तकुा 

म्िने सखु पराववया सखु ,अमतृ ि ेमखेु स्त्रवत असे. 12 

2)  SwaDharma 

 Bhagwat Dharma believes in practicing Swakarm. SwaDharma does not stand for only religion 

however it is about the responsibilities and assigned duties one has to perform in his lifetime. All saints 

agree to believe in Chaturvarna (Four Fold Social system) and expect everyone should follow and keep 

himself busy with assigned work as per his caste. They were in favor of performing assigned duties as per 

the caste. Performing the duty is the kind of service and devotion to the God. Saint Dnyneshwara’s ovi is 

evident in this regard. 

तया सवाित्मका ईश्वरा , स्वकमिकुसमुांची वीरा ,पजूा केली होय अपारा , तोषा लागी. 13 

 Saint Ekanth has termed SwaDharma as performance of assigned duties in the following 

composition,  
जे जे कमि स्वाभाडवक, ते ते ब्म्हापणि अहतेकु, या नाव भजन डनदोख, भागवत धमि याडच नाव शधु्द. 14 

Saint Ekanth clarifies the concept of exact Bhagwat Dharma. The work assigned to person according to 

his caste is natural and observance of it with full vigor and vitality is worship to God and hence it is correct 

Bhagwat Dharma. This is necessary to sustain the extant social and religious structures to which Saint 

Ekanth terms as SwaDharma. Here he was agree to the caste system. However that doesn’t mean he was 

orthodox. Rather he was progressive and was against the inequality. It seems that all Saint believed the 

four fold Varna system to preserve the present social order in terms of profession. Saint Tukarama was of 

the same opinion as SwaDharma, one has to do what comes to him as a duty. See the following Abhangs.  
उडचताचे धमि भागा, भागा आले ते करू, 15 

आला भागासी तो करी वेवसाव, परी राहो भाव तझु्यापायी. 16 

 

3) Grihsthashram (Rejection of Monistic life) 

There is no need to abandon normal life. One can worship living the common life. This was the 

revolutionary idea to remain in household affairs and worship to god. Bhagwat Dharma ardently rejected 

the way of monistic life as a path of worship. Bhagwat Dhrama believes that monistic life is based on the 

suppression, and the same is not possible for any living creature. Rather one has to fulfill all his desires 

so these desires will be removed and the ultimately pure soul will exist. That soul be will more sound and 

elevated to realize and follow the way of worship to dissolve with the God.  Saint Tukarama’s views in 

this regard are exemplary. 

न लगे लौकिि स ांड व  व्यवह र, घ्य वे वन  भस्मदांड. 17,  

सत्यव दी िरी सांस र सिळ, अललप्त िमळ जळी जैसै,  
घडे ज्य  उपि र, भूत ांची त ेदय , आत्मस्स्िती तय  अांगी वस.े 18 

One has to engross oneself in merely worldly things is not expected by the saints. However he needs to 

conquer his senses as Saint Eknatha advised in one of his verses in following way. देही असोनी न ही अहिृती, 
गेही असून न ही गृह सक्ती, शेखी लोि म जी लौकििस्स्िती, सुखे वततन लोि ांस ररखे. 19 

Saint Dnyaneshwara, refutes the monistic theory of life in his simple question. 
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जय ांचे ऐहहि धड न ही! तय ांचे परत्र पुससी ि ई ? 20 

He says that who will ask the one in heaven who fails to live a normal life. Therefore he recommends 

people to lead a normal life and do work which comes to him. Further he reiterates that one needs to be in 

normal life with clear vision and wisdom. Such a person who leads a life with awareness has no confusion 

about life and other things. Further he says that the duality is in the people who are confused and they are 

confused which path they need to choose?  

4) Karmakand Virodh (Rejection of Rites and Rituals.) 

 The strong revolt against the prevalent ritualistic modes of worshipping has remained one of the 

outstanding features of Bhagwat Dharma. The ways of worshipping god in those days were constrained 

only to rituals and rites. Dnyaneshwara insistently asserts that one must not to observe rituals in his life 

because they are not useful at all. They are coercive by nature. These rituals are imposed upon us 

traditionally by the detractors of true religion.  
तुम्ही व्रते ननयमु न िर व,े शरीर ते न पीड वे, दरुी िही न वांच वे, तीि तसी ग . 21 

Dnyaneshwar here advises people not to observe fast and rituals and even not to visit holy places if one is 

not in position to do so. He continues his ton of advice in the next ovi.  

योगाडदक साधने,साकांक्ष आराधने, यंियडवधाने झणी करा.
 22 

Saint Eknath has also criticized the rituals of his times in his own style in the following manner. 

केले काय तवुा जाववूनया तीर्ाम, सवमर्ा ववषयासी भुललासी. 23 

वरी वदसशी शदुद ,अुंतरी मवलन, तोवरी ि ेस्नान व्यर्म िोय. 24 

 Along with rejection of current rituals, it is necessary for an individual to behave in a polite and 

celestial manner. Saint Tukarama goes on to describe the qualities to be a saint in the following way. The 

saint is like one who is true to himself. He behaves in pious way. He is free from all feelings of avarice, 

hatred, dishonesty etc.  

शदुद चयाम िवेच सुंताचे पजून, लागतवच नािी धन ववत्त,सगुणाच ेसोई सगणु ववश्ाुंती, आपणवच येती चोजववत. 25 

 5) Upasya Daivat Shri Vitthal (Worship of Lord Vitthal) 

 The last and fifth feature of Bhagwat Dharma is worship of Lord Vitthal.  All the saints have 

unanimously condemned the worship of second rated Gods and Goddess like Jokhai, Mariaai ,Satwai  

Kalkai etc. Instead Lord Vitthal of Pandharpur is worshipped as the only supreme God in Bhagwat 

Dharma. Apart from the above listed five major features, there are some other routine procedures followed 

in Bhagwat Dharma. These customs are similar to Varkari Sampradya. These practices include reading of 

Dnyaneshwari, Haripath, Ekanthi Bhagwat, Wearing Tulsi Garland, and recurrent visit to Pandharpur. 

 The Maharashtra version of Bhagwat Dharma has contributed in social, cultural and literary 

development of the region. The uniqueness of Bhagwat Dharma lies in their social reforms. The Bhagwat 

Dharma was the first cult which treated all the human beings on equal level.  It was the first movement in 

India that tried to eradicate the discrimination. It has ensured an opportunity to all to partake in 

worshipping of Lord Vitthal. The comprehensive and simple nature of Bhakti brought popularity to 

Bhagwat Dharma across the state. 

 The social and religious reforms undertaken by medieval saints confirm the Indian Renaissance. 

All the tenets of renaissance can be seen from 12th century Dnyaneshwar to 16th century Saint Tukarama. 

The renaissance principle that ‘there is no need of an agent to communicate with God’ was an earlier 

declaration of Indian Saints. Unfortunately, such an important force was slowed down by various 

antagonistic powers. Had the force created by Bhagwat Dharma remained for long time, definitely the 

picture of Maharashtra and the entire country would have been different. 

Endnotes: 

1) Joshi Pt. Mahadev Shastri. Bhartiya Sanskriti Kosh. Pune :Bharatiya Sanskriti Mandal, 1970 ,Volume 6th .  Page 416 
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• Room temperature sensing of both NO  and NH  gases.

• Effect of Sr doping on NO /NH  gas sensing behavior of BaTiO  nanostructures.

• Proposed sensing mechanism for NH /NO  gases supported with XPS analysis.

• The recovery time for NO  gas was relatively higher as compared to NH  gas.

Abstract

In this study, we comprehensively present the gas sensing performance of strontium (Sr)-doped barium titanate (BaTiO )

nanostructures which are synthesized by a low-temperature hydrothermal route. The in-situ doping of strontium in BaTiO

nanostructures is achieved with different molar concentrations of Sr, and the sensing performance was evaluated by screen

printing process of products to form their thick films. The thick films of as-prepared Sr-doped BaTiO  (BaSrTiO ) were

investigated for gas sensing performance for various gases at different operating temperatures where strong response was

observed for both nitrogen dioxide (NO ) and ammonia (NH ) gases at room temperature. Furthermore, the sensing response

at room temperature for NH  and NO  gases was also studied with respect to Sr doping concentrations in BaTiO

nanostructures.

Introduction

Barium titanate (BaTiO  is a well-known and key member of the perovskite family and a technologically advanced material

of immense potential, mainly because of its amazing ferroelectric properties: behavior at room temperature, high dielectric

constant, maximum charge storage capacity, and low loss current density etc. It is more attractive due its application in the

development of electronic industry. Its dielectric properties can be modified or tuned by doping of various dopants that

substitutes at barium or titanium positions in the compound [[1], [2], [3]]. At room temperature, BaTiO  behaves as a

ferroelectric, and its Curie temperature is around 120 °C and undergoes ferroelectric transitions at different temperature

[4,5].
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The advantages of using perovskite type semiconducting BaTiO  sensors as compared to other metal oxides are their high

chemical stability, low cost, simple structure etc. Reports in the literature show that doped perovskites such as tin dioxide

[stannic oxide] (SnO ), and BaTiO  can be effectively used for chemical sensing applications [[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]].

Microstructural modification and amount of acceptor/donor dopant can improve temperature coefficient of resistance,

dielectric properties, and conductance of the perovskite oxides [11]. Strontium-doped barium titanate has been widely

investigated for various applications in the field of electronics. Strontium doping induces high polarization and high strains

in the lattice of BaTiO  by substitution of barium depending on the concentration of strontium with respect to barium [[12],

[13], [14]]. Previously, we have reported that un-doped BaTiO  films showed high response for hydrogen sulfide (H S) gas at

working temperatures above 200 °C [15]. Additionally, BaTiO  nanoparticles modified with other oxides and graphene etc.

have been studied previously for gas sensing as well as ultraviolet (UV) light detection applications where gases were sensed

at higher temperatures [[16], [17], [18],20,21,33]. It was observed that the working temperatures of metal-doped BaTiO

sensors were exposed to more than 200 °C for sensing of various gases [[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],

[26]]. The intention of the present work is to synthesize strontium-doped barium titanate nanoparticles with different

concentration of strontium (0.2 M%, 0.4 M%, and 1 M%) by hydrothermal route and investigate the microstructural and gas

sensing properties of their thick films The surface modifications of these thick films respectively in view of improvement in

sensitivity towards toxic gases such as carbon monoxide (CO), NH , H S, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), carbon dioxide (CO ),

and NO  etc. are also studied.

Section snippets

Experimental details

The hydrothermal method was employed to synthesize Sr-doped BaTiO  nanostructures where the concentration of Sr was

theoretically maintained as 0.2, 0.4 and 1 mol% with respect to BaTiO  precursor before the experiments. Henceforth, the

samples of as synthesized BaSrTiO  are labeled in the discussion as Sr 0.2, Sr 0.4 and Sr 1 representing the 0.2, 0.4 and 1 mol%

concentration of Sr respectively.

Barium hydroxide octahydrate (Ba (OH)  . 8H ) was used as barium precursor, and Sr (OH). 8HO (…
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Results and discussion

In order to understand the structural properties of BaSrTiO  nanostructures, X-ray diffraction study was performed. The X-

ray diffraction analysis of BaSrTiO  samples was collected over a 2θ range of 20–80° to understand the crystal structure and

crystallite size of the products. Fig. 2 a) shows XRD pattern of BaSrTiO  nanostructures where the observed diffraction peaks

of BaSrTiO  correlated well with reported data of BaSrTiO  (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards database,

now…

Conclusion

To conclude, strontium-doped barium titanate with doping concentration of 0.2 M%, 0.4 M%, 1 M % were prepared by

hydrothermal route, and their thick films were investigated for gas sensing performance. The Sr-doped BaTiO

nanostructures were distorted shaped nano-crystalline particles where XRD analysis showed the distortion in the lattice of

BaTiO  after Sr doping. The gas sensing performance of Sr-doped BaTiO  with 0.2 M% doping showed enhanced performance

for sensing of both NO  and NH …
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Abstract: 
Tourism is one of the important recreational and leisure activities in the world.  Tourism can be 

termed as travel for recreation, leisure or business purpose.  It has a keen interest to the geographers. 
The main inputs for the tourism development are the natural resources.  Natural resources present in 
the region contributes largely in tourism activities. Tourism has great impact on socio-cultural 
environment. Ecotourism is different than just tourism and it is generally defines as, “naturally 
responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and 
appreciate nature that promotes conservation, has low negative visitor impact and provides for 
beneficially active socio-economic involvement of local people.”     

Natural resources of Baglan Tehsil like Physical landscape and wildlife are encouraging tourism 
activities in the study area.  The natural vegetation, wildlife, climate as well as physiography of the study 
area have vast potential for ecotourism development. In the tourism development of the study area other 
factors like History, Social and Cultural aspects are also equally contributing. 

The main objectives of the research are to assess the natural resources contributing 
for ecotourism development in the study area. The second objective is to understand the 
socio-cultural resources of the study area.  And the third objective is to find the tourist 
satisfaction.  

The research methodology is developed to get maximum responses from the stake holders.  At first 
Site selection was done considering the characteristics of the sites and ecotourism. The semi-structured 
interview and field survey techniques were used to collect primary data.  The secondary data were 
collected from various sources.  

The important findings of the research work can be stated that the study area is having potential 
to develop as a ecotourism destination as because of presence of good number of natural resources.  The 
second finding is large number of tourists shown their interest in the local food, craft and culture. In 
suggestion we can state that local community will be benefited by the ecotourism.  The sustainable 
development could takes place in the study area.  

Keywords: Resources, Ecotourism, Satisfaction Index, Sustainable Development 

INTRODUCTION: 
 Tourism is one of the important recreational and leisure activities in the world.  Tourism 

can be termed as travel for recreation, leisure or business purpose.  It has a keen interest to the 
geographers. The main inputs for the tourism development are the natural resources.  Natural resources 
present in the region contributes largely in tourism activities. Tourism has great impact on socio-cultural 
environment. Ecotourism is different than just tourism and it is generally defines as, “naturally 
responsible travel and visitation to relatively undisturbed natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate 
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nature that promotes conservation, has low negative visitor impact and provides for beneficially active 
socio-economic involvement of local people.”     

Natural resources of Baglan Tehsil like Physical landscape and wildlife are encouraging tourism 
activities in the study area.  The natural vegetation, wildlife, climate as well as physiography of the study 
area have vast potential for ecotourism development. In the tourism development of the study area other 
factors like History, Social and Cultural aspects are also equally contributing. 

OBJECTIVES: 
1. To assess the natural resources contributing for ecotourism development in the 

study area. 
2. To understand the socio-cultural resources of the study area  
3. To find out the tourist satisfaction index. 

 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 
1. Site selection was done considering the characteristics of the sites and ecotourism.  
2. The semi-structured interview, field visits and field survey techniques were used to collect the primary 
data. 
3. The secondary data has been collected from various sources like District Socio-Economic Survey, 
District Gazetteer, Gram Panchayat, Department of Forest etc. 
4. Tourist Satisfaction Index is calculated to assess the resources present in the study area.   
5.  Results are prepared depending on the analysis techniques. 
 
SATISFACTION INDEX 
 Satisfaction Index has been drawn to bring out level of satisfaction of tourists factor wise.  It is 
universally accepted statistical tool to assess the level of satisfaction of tourist.  The demands of the 
tourists can be assessed properly with this index.  The strong and weak points of the site can be assessed 
by the rank of Satisfaction Index. For the sustainbale development of the site the index is very essential. 

The following formula has been adopted for Factor wise Satisfaction Index. 

𝑺𝒕𝒊 =
∑𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑖

∑𝑓𝑖
 

Where:𝑺𝒕𝒊= Satisfaction Index for ith factor, fi= Number of respondents deriving the particular level of 
Satisfaction of ith factor, 𝑿𝒊= Numerical values of the particular level of satisfaction of the ith factor 
 A systematic analysis and the calculation of the factors were made by four point scaling as 
Excellent, Good, Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory.  Nine management factors selected for satisfaction 
index.  The responses from the tourists were obtained and the status of the ecotourism potential has been 
studied with the help of these factors.  The calculation and determination of Factor wise Satisfaction Index 
will help us to study the tourism potential of selected sites. 

STUDY AREA: 
 Baglan is one of the important tribal tehsils of Nashik District.  ‘Satana’ is the headquarter of 
Baglan Tehsil.  The tehsil get its name on the famous Bagul Kings in the history. The culture and dialect 
of the tehsil is mostly mix of Maharashtra and Gujarat states as it lies on the borders of these two states.  
The main occupation of the tehsil is agriculture as because of fertile land.  The tehsil lies in the basin of 
Girana River.  The river  Mosam is the important tributary of Girana River.  Mosam River is important 
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for the agricultural fields in the tehsil. Though Baglan Tehsil is well connected by road network but 
Railway communication is absent.  The nearest railway station is Manmad.   
 The study area lies between 200 42’ to 200 53’ North latitude and 730 45’ to 7407’ East longitude.  
The total area of the study area is 1477.83 Sq. Km.  The total population of the study area is 3,74,435 as 
per 2011 census.   

ASSESSMENT OF NATURAL, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE BAGLAN 
TEHSIL: 

Physiography: 

 The Western Part of Baglan Tehsil lies in the upper part of Sahyadris also known as Western 
Ghats.  The crest line of the hill range is not continuous but dissected by streams.  Several peaks and forts 
like Mangi (1326Mt), Tungi (1323Mt), Salher(1613mt), Hargad(1122mt), Auranggad (1129mt) and 
Mulher (1307 mt) are the parts of ghats.  The important river of the study area is Mosam which originates 
in Salher Hills.  Western Ghats is composed of the rocks in the Deccan Trap Formation.  The exposed 
parts have been suffering from the intense chemical weathering.  The rocks are deeply rotten.  This part 
of western ghat is made up of Trap rocks called as Deccan basalt.  The banks of the rivers are filled with 
disintegrated basalt of various shades from gray to black, washed down by rain.  

The Dholbari range contain several high peaks as Hattimal (1315 Meter), Kutra dangar(1190 
Meter), Kumbaria (982 Meter), Nocholas dangar (1122 Meter), Phopir (1000 Meter), and Adolia (777 
Meter). Here is a still southern arm of this range from Salher, Known as the Bhint dongar, because of its 
wall like appearance. North of Kanjari nala, having two peak i.e. Hargad (1122 Meter) and Aurangabad 
(1129 Meter).  All these peak are located in North, North-West part of Nashik district. There are several 
other ranges similar the Dholbari branching from the Sahyadris in a South-East direction.  

Several waterfalls are also observed in the Baglan Tehsil.  The famous waterfalls are 
Dhamanyadhad (Near Virgaon), Chinal Chond (Near Kelzar Dam) and Dodheshwar, Kapaleshwar (Near 
Satana).   

Climate: The Climate of Baglan Tehsil is pleasant and healthy in most parts of the year.  In winter 
season minimum temperature can be recorded as low as 40C.  In Summer Season maximum temperature 
reaches upto 400C.  The rainfall is moderate with an average of 650 mm.  Most of rains occurs from the 
June to the September months.   
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Location Map of Study Area: 
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3D Map of Baglan Tehsil 

 

 

 

 

Wild Life: This area comes under the Taharabad Range of forest department.  There are 31 species of 
plant species are found in the forest area of Baglan Tehsil and most of the plants are very useful for 
maintaining biodiversity.  The numerous species of wild animal are found in the forests, the tiger, wagh 
(felis tigris) was common in Baglan, the hunting leopard, Chittah (Felis Jubata) the Indian black bear, 
aswal (Ursus labiatus), the hyaena, taras (Hyaena striata), the stag, sambar (Rusa aristotelis), the spotted 
deer, Chital (Axis maculatus), the blue ball, nilgay ( Portex Pictus), wild boar, dukkar (Sur indicus) and 
various other wild animal are found in small number considerable number in dense forest.  Amongst the 
common species of the wild animal which now occur in the forests of the district include panther, bibtya 
(Felis pardus), Wolf, Landga (Cains pallipes), Samber etc.  All of them however, are occasionally found 
in areas of the district below the ghat- monkeys, mangoos, fox and jackals are commonly found. 

History: Baglan was once under the dynasty of the Bagul Kingdom, the Rathore kingdom that existed 
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from 1308 to 1619. The native people in the area were the Bhils and the Konkanas.  Later on during the 
rule of Chatrapati Shivaji Raje Bhosale of the Maratha Empire, Baglan was a territory of major 
importance because of its proximity to the then flourishing and rich mughal market city of Surat. 
Maratha's were aware of this and used it to their advantage by capturing the area from Mughals and later 
on mounting a loot on Surat thrice. 

Festivals: The Many festivals are celebrated in the tehsil.  The important festivals are Holi, Makar 
Sankranti, Pola, Nagpanchami, Shiv Jayanti, Eid, Mahashivratri, Diwali and Dussehara etc.   The Dongrya 
Dev (Kartiki Pournima), Patlyachi Pooja (Chaitra Pournima) these festivals are celebrated by the tribal 
people.  The Dongrya Dev is the most important festival of tribal people which is celebrated for 15 days. 
Along with festivals many fairs are also organized by the people of the tehsil such as “Yashwantrao 
Maharaj Yatra”, “Bhakshi Yatra”, “Antapur Yatra”, “Mulher Yatra”, “Nampur Yatra”, etc.    

Tourist Attractions: 
1. Salher Fort:   

Ruggedness is the important characteristics of Salher fort. The place is far different from today’s 
modern city life.  It is completely natural place.  The fort and surrounding area do have good vegetation 
and wild life. The fort is also decorated with the vast historical background. In the different dynasties the 
name of this fort has changed such as Gavaligarh, Shailagiri, Salgiri and Salher fort.  The site is unique 
in the culture and traditions of the Tribal people of this area. According to mythology Parashuram, one 
of the nine avataras of Lord Vishnu, did his penance on the fort. The fort is also famous for its battles 
during the reign of Shivaji.  While climbing the fort and on the top of it many dilapidated structures of 
temples, walls and doors fort and water cisterns can be observed.  The complete Baglan region and the 
most fabulous scene of the surrounding region can be seen from the top of the fort. The hotels and other 
accommodation facilities are not available on the fort and on the foot of the fort in the village.  One has 
to stay here in the tents and that also not available here.  We can take this thing positively as in the 
development of site ecolodges could be developed, which will be the best suited option for the ecotourism 
site.    Outsiders are not observed here engaged in any activity.  Recently one Information Centre “Nisarga 
Parichay Kendra” is constructed at the foots of Salher Fort by the forest department. This center provides 
much of the information about the Salher Fort and nearby area. 

2. Mulher Fort:   
 The Mulher is the second important fort in the Baglan Tehsil.  The Fort is located near the Mulher 
Village. The village of Mulher (Mayurnagari) is located  near Taharabad town.  It is 9 km away from the 
Taharabad Town by road.  It is located on State Highway 14. The height of Mulher Fort is 4290 Feet from 
mean sea level.  The base of the fort is 5km away from the main village.  This fort is also historically very 
important fort as it is near to Gujarat Border.  There are many tourists spots are found on the fort like 
Ganesh Mandir, Someshwar Mandir and Chandan Bav, Moti Tank,  Rajwada and Ram-Laxman Mandir.  
Many dilapidated sculptures are found on the fort.   

3. Mangi-Tungi Peaks:   
 Mangi- Tungi is very important Jain pilgrimage centre not only in Maharashtra but also in India 
and World.  Mangi-Tungi is a prominent twin-pinnacled peak.  In between these peaks there is a plateau.  
The site is located near Taharabad about 125 km from Nasik, Maharashtra, India. The altitude of Mangi 
peak is  4,343 ft (1,324 m) from mean sea level.  It is the western pinnacle.  The altitude of Tungi peak is 
4,366 ft (1,331 m) from mean sea level.  It is the eastern pinnacle. This site is very popular among 
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Maharashtrian trekkers. Difficulty level of this trek is easy.  It is very scenic spot.  The beauty of the site 
flourished in monsoon season.  There are many spots that attracts the tourists and pilgrimage.  There are 
numerous Jain temples and is considered sacred in Jainism. It enshrines images of Tirthankaras. Around 
3,500 steps lead to the foot of the peak, which is enriched with several monuments of historical and 
religious prominence. Besides, there are numerous caves named after great Tirthankaras such as 
Mahavira, Rishabhanatha, Shantinatha and Parshvanatha. A grand fair is held here annually during Kartik 
(September–October) where people visit in large numbers to witness festival. In February 2016, The 
Statue of Ahimsa, an 108 ft idol of Rishabdev carved in monolithic stone was consecrated here. It is 
recorded in the Guinness Book of World Records as the tallest Jain idol in the world. 

Factor wise Tourist Satisfaction Index for Baglan Tehsil: 
 

Table No. 1:  Factor wise Satisfaction Index with Ranks of Baglan Tehsil: 
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1. Transport 
122.

5 
155 127.

5 
30 4.35 8 

2. Craft 
152.

5 
115 82.5 50 4.00 9 

3. Food Quality 
110 155 157.

5 
40 4.63 6 

4. Behaviour of local 
27.5 130 322.

5 
200 6.80 1 

5. Information of site 45 110 390 80 6.25 2 

6. Opinion of site 
37.5 280 172.

5 
60 5.50 3 

7. Health Facility 72.5 195 225 20 5.13 5 

8. Drinking Water F. 65 190 240 40 5.35 4 

9. Guide Facility 
120 155 112.

5 
60 4.48 7 

Source: Data compiled by researcher 

 The Factor wise Satisfaction Index is as; Behavior of Local People is ranked first with the 
Satisfaction Index of 6.80 while Information of Site is ranked second with Satisfaction Index of 6.25.  
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The respondents have ranked 7th for Guide Facility and 8th for Transport, while Craft as last rank with 
Satisfaction Index 4.48, 4.35 and 4.00 respectively.  The Satisfaction Index for factors Drinking Water 
facility 5.35 with 4th rank, Health facility 5.13 with 5th rank and Food quality 4.63 at 6th rank. 

Results and Findings: 

1.  The Baglan Tehsil is endowed with natural tourism resources. 

2. The Study area have strong historical background. 
3. There are several mountain peaks are observed with greenery, water bodies, waterfalls and 

wildlife also available which attracts the trekkers and nature lovers. 
4. The study area have rich social and cultural aspects.  The tribals of the area follow their rituals 

which attracts the tourists. 
5. The local people are friendly in nature and supports tourism. 
6. Tourists visited the place replied positively towards the tourism sites.  
7. It is observed that the tourists are not satisfied with the accommodation facilities. 
8. Maximum respondents have rated unsatisfactory remarks towards their opinion of food 

quality.   
9. Very few respondents have replied positively regarding the availability of health facility. 
10. It is observed that tourist places have very meager guide facility.  This facility is very 

important to increase the flow of tourists.  
11. Ecolodges should be constructed in the area for the accommodation facility.  
12. The availability of crafts also matters for the ecotourism development.  However, tourists are 

unhappy with the available crafts to them.  If the good crafts are made available to these 
tourists, they will be happy to visit these places again. 

13. Majority of the tourists had complained of road and communication system of the area. 
14. Information of the tourism sites are very meager.   
15. Public transport facilities are inadequate.   
16. Infrastructural facilities are not developed in the region.   
As the weakness of the study area is managed properly and Government and Tourism Department 

taken positive steps towards providing infrastructural and other facilities to the tourism places, it will be 
a good ecotourism site in the future. 
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“Goal Setting for Positive Attitude and Successful Personal Life Management”  
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Asst. Prof. Ms. Sonali R. Limaye. 
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Nashik- 05 

 

Abstract:   

 Goal setting is not new or modern concept. From early time this concept followed by all 

types of human being. But if we think about globalized and modern era there is need of goal setting 

successful life of every human being. As we all know that there is cut through competition arises 

in day to day life and if we want to be successful person or if we want to face all types of situations 

tactfully and positively for that reason goal setting is must for every individual. From this point of 

view researcher focus on goal setting in personal life. Every human have beliefs, culture, principles 

and own rules and regulations made by every individual for making their life successful. Apart 

from that, we seen so many people are unsuccessful or they cannot achieve their goals because 

they not prepare perfect action plan of their life. Therefore, this research paper helpful for 

preparing goals for successful personal life. The present research paper is prepared with the help 

of observation and secondary data preferred for this research. The process of goal setting, 

development of SMART goals, techniques for successful personal life are bases of this research 

paper.  

 

Key Words: Goal, Goal Setting, Positive Attitude, Personal Life Management 

 

Introduction:  

All human being have their own personal life. So they can decide their rules, regulations 

and principles from their own experience, tradition in family and objectives he set for making his 

life successful. But still so many people were fail in their life and they change their attitude 

negatively. It happened because of some following basic reasons: 

 Many People haven’t ability to listen “no” from others.  

 Everyone have “ego”, “attitude” and “overconfidence” sometimes some people behave 

immaturely. 

 Some people may be irresponsible 

 Many people think that they are only great person and others are lower level  

 Most of people can’t think alternate option for successful life.  
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 Several people can’t flexible or they not easily adjust to anywhere.  

All above points are very complex in nature and this type of people seen and experienced by every 

individual in their day to day life.    

Goals are well-defined targets or aims or objectives that give you direction and motivation 

– they are your pathway or route to success (that is, what YOU consider to be success), your life’s 

plan, your personal guide to the future. It means it is very important personal process that helps to 

get correct course of action what you exactly wants from your life or you want to deserve from 

your life. From following example you can find behavioural profile: 

Behaviour profiling began in the late 1920’s as a result of psychologist Dr. William 

Marston’s theory that there are four basic personality types - D for Dominant, I for Influencer, S 

for Steady and C for Compliant (or DISC for short). Over the years, different versions of the same 

theory developed including BEST (Bold-Expressive-Sympathetic-Technical) and Dr. Gary 

Couture’s version using bird names (Dove, Owl, Peacock and Eagle). The ‘bird’ version has 

become quite popular as most people can relate easier to a visual object like a bird, rather than just 

a descriptive word. For this reason, we’ll go with Dr. Couture’s ‘bird’ version – besides, wouldn’t 

you rather describe yourself as an ‘Eagle’ or ‘Dove’ instead of ‘Dominant’ or “Compliant’? 

We all are fit into one of these basic personality types, which define the way we interact with other 

people, the way we go about life, our personal drivers and how we succeed. We will often relate 

better to people who have a similar behaviour profile, and find other behaviour patterns trying and 

maybe even a little frightening. But more importantly, these behaviours have a major impact on 

how we progress through life. So what are the 4 behaviour types? In a nutshell they are: 

1) Dove:  The kind and peaceful dove. The dove is people-orientated, loyal, friendly hard 

working and a great team player but tends to avoid change, confrontation, risk taking and 

assertiveness. 

2) Owl:  The intelligent owl. The owl is logical, mathematically minded, methodical and 

sometimes seen as a perfectionist. The owl can be slow to make decisions and inflexible if 

rules and logic says otherwise. Owls are not big risk takers but love detail. 

3) Peacock: The eye-catching peacock. The peacock loves talking, being the Centre of 

attention, has passion/ enthusiasm and is happy/ optimistic. Peacocks can be accused of 

talking too much, and aren’t good with detail or time-control. 

4) Eagle:  The courageous eagle. Eagles are dominant, stimulated by challenge, decisive and 

direct. Eagles can be blunt/ stubborn, can lose sight of the big-picture and can be insensitive 

to other people’s needs. Eagles are natural achievers. 

This theory is very interesting and helpful to define where we are and what we want to achieve 

from our life.  

 

Objectives of Research:  

1. To study about SMART goals for making personal life successful  

2. To study steps of goal setting  
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Research Methodology:  

1) Primary Data: for this research paper general observations and day to day experience 

considered for preparing goals aimed at personal life. 

2) Secondary Data:  this data collected with the help of published and unpublished material 

and from websites.  

 

SMART Goals:  

 SMART goals are essential for making life successful as well as setting appropriate targets 

which wants to be achieve by everyone. For this reason some psychologists prepared SMART 

technique for setting perfect goal. It includes following points:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SMART goals have above five aspects to make goal clear and achieve it by motivating and 

informing other individuals who helps you to achieve your goal. SMART goals have following 

features:  

1) Goals should be specific as possible  

2) If goal is not measurable it is not possible to know whether progress towards successful 

completion  

3) A goals needs tobe achievable but it is not so easy  

4) Goals always supports relevant goals for making life successful  

5) Goals should be established as per the need and urgency.  

Application of SMART goals:  

SMART Goals Do’s Don’t 

S- Specific Set real numbers with real deadlines Don’t say that I want more visitors 

M- Measurable Make sure your goal is trackable Hide behind exhortations  

Simple

Action- Based

Time-
limited

Realistic 

Measurable
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A- Attainable  Work towards goal i.e. challenging 

but possible 

Try to take over the world in one 

night  

R- Realistic  Be honest with yourself  Forget any hurdles you may have to 

overcome 

T- Time bound Give yourself a deadline  Keep pushing towards a goal you 

might hit “someday”  

 

Steps in Goal Setting:  

Following are ten steps of goal setting for positive, better and successful personal life: 

1) Identify your goals: If you know yourself and your capabilities u can think and may be 

prepared proper goals very easily.  

2) Write your goals down: When we think or say about goals it must be keep in mind that, 

you have to prepare more than two or three goals and put down in to your notebook or 

make a chart and keep on wall to see regular and you will get energy and positive attitude 

about your personal life.     

3) Needs analysis: When you set goal then every time you need analysis it means you 

compare and analyze yourself in every stages for achieving goals.   

4) List benefits and obstacles: in this step, you have to know whatever goals you set there 

are some positive and negative sides for that reason you have to be prepared be flexible 

while setting goals. 

5) List objectives: Objectives are short term and long term or may be set as per priority. So, 

for making personal life positive and better you have to make a list of objectives as per 

priorities and personal requirements.     

6) Create plan of Action: When you set objectives then you prepare a road map i.e. how to 

achieve goal? What are ways to achieve goals? If I can’t achieve goal then what is my next 

destination or alternative? All these questions are considered in this step.   

7) Share your goals: you can share your goals with your guide, mentor, family or any person 

on whom you trust. By sharing your goals you may be get so many ideas, opinions which 

are helpful for your successful personal life.  

8) Continuously act on and assess your goals and objectives: In this step, you can be 

continuously assess your goals at every course of actions. It will helpful for walking on 

correct track.   

9) Celebrate: Whenever you achieve goals then every time you celebrate your success. It will 

helpful for making positive attitude in individual.   

10) Periodically evaluate your goals: In every stage, you have to evaluate your goals. That is 

useful for achieving your goals within time.    

Conclusion:  

 Form all the above points it is conclude that, if you prepare proper and achievable goal and 

made appropriate road map then only you can be successful in your personal life. Because, in life 
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every day we manage so many things. But in some cases we fail or cannot achieve goal. At that 

time SMART goals are helpful for making positive attitude with successful life.  

So, be prepared to earn the benefits of your struggles as you take control of your life with 

goal setting success! 

 

References:  
1) www.achieve-goal-setting-success.com 

2) www.mystudentsuccesslab.com  

3) www.inflibnet.com  
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The Challenge of Information Warfare

Arvind Gupta

It is high time we in India understood how Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)are changing in the nature of con�ict and

warfare. ICTs have tremendous disruptive and destructive potential. Informationalisation of the battle�eld is happening at an incredible pace.

India will have to adapt to information wars which are happening as we speak.

Implications of Illegal Cross Border Migration for India’s National Security

Alok Mohan and Prof. Arvind Kumar

The rise of anti-immigrant sentiments has been gaining momentum worldwide. India despite being a victim of illegal cross border migration,

more recently, has come up with Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) in 2019, which has re�ected India’s willingness to o�er citizenship to the

immigrants from Afghanistan, Pakistan and Bangladesh belonging to the minority community.

Illegal Cross Border Migration and Ethnic Con� icts:With Special Reference to Tripura

Anil Kamboj, Inspector General BSF (Retd.)

As the old saying goes that “the grass looks greener on the other side of the fence.” The migration crisisis a crisis that stands as one of the

most important geopolitical challenges today in the world. The twenty-�rst century is the century of the migrant, being global mobility a highly

strati�ed phenomenon,

Migration and World Society Today: Some Theoretical Constructs

Prof. Manas Chakrabarty

Let us start from a mundane level. When we speak of migration, it involves more or less permanent movement of individuals or groups across

symbolic or political boundaries into new residential areas and communities. In the present day world, ‘Migration’ has become a global

phenomenon in the true sense of the term and perhaps it will continue to be so in the near future.

Contours of Illegal Migration and Ethnic Con� ict in India

Prof. Snehalata Panda

Ethnic con�ict not only a�ects the economy,society and political system within the country but also threatens its relation with other

nations.Illegal migration across the porous border could not be checked in India even with legal and re gul atory me chani sms.

NRC and Its Aftermath

Prof. Samir Kumar Das

With the publication of the National Register of Citizens in Assam in 2019, one is suddenly confronted with more than 1.9 million persons who

live in our country without being its citize ns. They are, as per o�cial records, undocumented migrants, who have illegally entered the country

and have illegally been living here without possessing the valid papers.

Migration and Con�ict – An Indian Experience

Sanjiv Krishan Sood, ADG BSF (Retd.)

The country has been witnessing wide spread protests against the provisions of Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019 (CAA) and proposed NRC for

last couple of months after passage of CAA in

the parliament. Women and young students are at the forefront of these protests which do not seem to be coming to an end even after two

months. 

Challenges of National Security in the present era of Globalization

Prof. Sudhanshu Tripathi

The present article discusses the ongoing debates as regards mounting challenges before national

security against the backdrop of the oversweeping waves of globalization and liberalization which have considerably a�ected the idea of the

same thereby compelling to explore still unknown and probable threats to national security while historicizing and contextualizing

contemporary views and discussions about the current phase of globalization and liberalization.
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China-Pak istan Nexus Endangers India’s National Security

Dr. Satish Kumar & Pratik Singh

The world of politics is changing. The two centuries dominations of the West are coming to a natural

end. China and India are two leading Asian powers to shape world politics. This framework itself has

generated new angles in the world politics. China has already proved to be a world power, India is

ascending. This will be a game changer for world politics.

Migration and Ethnic Con� icts in India

Dr. Arunoday Bajpai.

The completion of National Registration of Citizens (NRC) in the Indian state of Assam, the apprehension of similar NRC in the rest of the

country, the passing of the Citizen Amendment Act

(CAA) and its subsequent opposition in some areas have brought the issue of migration in the centre

stage of India. 

Buddhism and Ethnic Con� ict:Militant and the Monk in Myanmar’s Rohingya Kerfu� e

Dr. Alok Kumar Gupta and Vandana Mishra

The year 2017 became a watershed in the history of Buddhism as a religion, culture and a way of life. Myanmar ’s military launched a

campaign of violence against the Rohingya minority which according to UN experts amounted to a genocide that led to more than seven

hundred thousand civilians �eeing to Bangladesh. 

Illegal Migration in India and the CAA

Kishore Kumar Behera & Ashok Kumar Swain

Illegal migration has become common phenomenon in the international sphere because of variety of reasons.Due to illegal migration, food,ac

commoda t ion, educa t i on, heal t h, and unemployment and other related problems persist in the country. Also, Socio-economic, political

and security implications a�ect the country where the persons illegally migrate.

The Rohingya Conundrum: Modi Needs a Comprehensive Solution

Dr. Pitam Ghosh

It is not surprising that New Delhi is stepping up its e�orts to deal with the in�ow of the thousands of Rohingya refugees from Myanmar to

India by tightening the border control. This is in tune with the policies of the Narendra Modi government as the BJP has always been against

illegal immigrants from across the border holding that Hindu refugees are welcome but Muslims are not.

Illegal Bangladeshi Migrants:Threats to India’s Eastern Maritime Border Security

Dr. Prasanta Sahoo

After the Uri and Pulwama terror attacks in Jammu &Kashmir, the intelligenceagencies predict the next big terror attack on India may come

from the sea, similar to 26/11, Mumbai terror attack. The eastern maritime border in the Bay of Bengal (BoB) is the weakest point and t he most

v enerabl e one due toits porousness and close proximity to Bangladesh.

Ethnic Con� ict and the Flow of Illegal Transnational Migration:A Re�ection of Rohingya Crisis in South Asia

Sumit Kumar Minz & Dr. Roshni Kujur

The �ow of illegal migration has always been high in the continent of Asia. Almost every country is

tring to deal with this problem in Asia. That is why none of the Asian countries is ready to welcome the

Rohingyamuslims in their country, as their country is already �ooded over population. But the international organization and western

countries has a di�erent way of looking to the Rohingya issue.

Bangladeshi Migration to India: Issues and the Way Ahead

Dattatreaya Nimbalkar

The history of human civilization is history of migration. Migration has taken place since beginning of human civilization and it will continue in

the future. People have migrated from one place to another place in search of food, shelter, freedom, security and better lifestyle. In this

processthey have made and impact on Socio-Economic, Cultural, as well as the political system of their new destination.

New Dynamics of Migration between China and Kazakhstan:Trends, Socio Economic Consequences and Approaches

Hamid Rasool

International migration is the result of the interaction of various factors, such as politics, economy and cultural issues. International issues of

economic imbalance, poverty, environmental degradation, con�icts between nationalities and nations, human rights violations and disparities

in the rule of law are also few issues which may lead to the migration amonge countries.

Migration and Illegal Migration: A Perennial Problem of India

Dr. Aleya Mousami Sultana

When a certain number of people make a movement from one geographical territory to the other residential areas, we call it migration. The

issue or the problem of migration is a global problem now days. Whenever, there is a political or social problem in a country, the e�ect is

migration of the people who are not permanent residents of that place or country.

India’s Act East Policy Amidst In�ux Dilemma: Potentialities or Challenges?

Banshanlang Marwein
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Cross border migration is not a new phenomenon anymore especially in South Asia because of the

history of partition and the liberation war.Interestingly the contested issue of illegal migration has become the main election agenda in the

states of Northeastern India.

Cross Border Migration and Its Impact on North East Indian States

Vivek Ojha

Cross border migration in modern times has become a problematic issue in bilateral relations of

several nations. Cross border migration causes socio economic disparities,demographic restructuring,

burden on resources available in a state, ethnic strifes,ethnic insurgency and greater demand for autonomy, 

Ethnic Con� icts and Global Migration:Analyzing the Role of the United Nations in Africa

Renu Kumari

Global human migration in the 21st century has emerged as a daunting challenge. The United States, European Union, Australia and others

count migration amongst many of the security challenges confronting them. Though human migration is not a new phenomenon, yet post-Cold

War the problem has intensi�ed.
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Central Hindu Military Education Society

Our founder, Dr Balkrishna Shivram Moonje, a social reformer and a great visionary, understood

the importance of Military Education before independence. He was a firm believer in Indianisation

of armed forces and indispensability of Military Training to Indian youth for building up a strong

nation. He was a pioneer of military education in India. He believed that unless the nation becomes

militarily strong, it cannot hold its head high amongst other nations. His vision was to provide

young and able officers to arm our nation. His vision was to provide young and able officers to

armed forces through rigorous training. His motto for military education was ‘Power of Knowledge

and Knowledge of Power.’ He believed that the responsibility of defending motherland has to be

borne by everybody.

All the units of CHME Society are the logical extension of his thoughts on Military Education. As

an educational institution, we impart regular formal education, but the hallmark of our institution is

to instill our core values and imbibe the fervour of patriotism, leadership, and discipline in our

students.

Apart from this, securing borders and honour of motherland requires able officers as well as

strategic thinkers. That is what CHME Society does. Strategic thinking is a mindset and it should be

developed in the society at large. We cultivate and nurture an attitude in our students to serve the

nation. We also create security consciousness in the society.

We have gradually evolved a formidable system which imparts preparatory military training.

Through this, we inculcate a habit of subordinating self-interest to national interest. We inspire our

students to lead and be equipped to face the challenges before the nation and fight for the honour of

our county.
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Bhonsala Military College

Bhonsala Military College is a pioneer educational institution devoted to promoting military

education. In the year 1986, the Bhonsala Military College came into existence. It is privately

supported and partially residential co-educational institute. The primary objective of the institute is

to provide for, and otherwise promote, education and research in the fields of Science, Humanities,

Commerce, and Defence and Strategic Studies.

Vision

Bhonsala Military College is a pioneering institution which promotes academics with a perfect

blend of military values in a caring, value based environment, which encourages students to be

energetic, purposeful, creative, service oriented, responsible, dignified and integrated citizens to

make a notable contribution to the armed forces and civil services.

Mission

With learning as its central mission, Bhonsala Military College responds to the needs of diverse

students' community by offering high quality, affordable, and accessible learning opportunities for

all round development of mental, physical and spiritual faculties through inculcation of strong value

system culminating into national development.

Objectives

➔ To prepare students for the relevant University examinations

➔ To develop their personality by intellectual and physical activities

➔ To encourage students to take up careers in the Armed Forces of the country

➔ To prepare students for different competitive examinations conducted by M.P.S.C. and
U.P.S.C.
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Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict & Peace
Bhonsala Military College is affiliated to the Savitribai Phule Pune University. The college

is one of the few institutions in the country conducting courses in Defence and Strategic Studies up

to the post graduation level. As an extension to the Post Graduate Department, a research centre has

also been opened under the banner, “Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict and Peace”.

Objective

The main objective of this centre is to promote consciousness about National Security and

identify solutions to conflicting issues at National and International Level.

Activities

The Centre conducts various activities such as Guest Lecture, Seminars, and Symposia. In

addition, a quarterly publication named “Daksh” is a regular feature covering the research articles

on a wide range of issues on National, Regional and International Security and Strategic affairs.
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Daksh
Daksh is Quarterly publication of Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict and Peace. It is the

extension of other academic activities taken up by the post-graduate department of Bhonsala

Military College based on the ideal Concept of the late Dharmaveer Dr. B. S. Moonje, founder of

the Central Hindu Military Education Society.

To translate the noble ideas of Dr. B. S. Moonje into practice, in the light of contemporary

security environments in large perspective, Daksh aims at projecting and analysing issues pertaining

to security, and other related issues in the national, regional and global arena, and evaluate through

interdisciplinary angles.

Each issue would feature idea, perception and thought from the scholars of various

backgrounds on problems-past and present.

Instructions for Contributors

Original articles are invited in two double-spaced electronic copies (one PDF and one word

file) of article/paper not exceeding 3000 words. The articles must be typed in Times New Roman

with Font Size 12. The figures, graphs, charts, tables and other info-graphic representation should

be numbered and must be in jpeg form. The paper must contain an abstract, keywords with proper

reference/ footnotes at the end of the article/ paper. The paper must be accompanied with a brief

Personal Bio-Data of the author. The paper should be mailed to the following email address:

daksh@bmc.bhonsala.in. It is the sole responsibility of the author(s) to ensure the originality of the

research paper. The Editorial committee or institution will not be held responsible for any

consequences arising from plagiarism. Editorial committee reserves all the rights to accept or

decline the submitted research paper. Authors should also ensure that the articles have not been

published elsewhere prior to submission for Daksh. Reproduction of article/ paper in any form for

other publication can be made with prior permission from the Principal, Bhonsala Military College,

Rambhoomi, Dr. Moonje Path, Nashik-422005.

Disclaimer

Opinions expressed in the article are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and the

advisory/editorial committee shall not be responsible for it.
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From the Desk of Chief Editor
Concept of comprehensive security goes beyond the traditional understanding of national

security and includes human, economic and environmental dimensions as well as a subjective

feeling of security or insecurity of individuals. Comprehensive security seeks to find answers at

three levels: First, for whom is security intended to be provided for – an individual, a group, a

community, an ideology or a state; second, from what kind of threat they need to be secured from;

and, finally, by what means the security is to be obtained. Hence, national security is a condition in

which states consider that there is no danger of external military aggression, political pressure or

economic coercion, so that they are able to pursue freely their own developmental activities.

Therefore, there is a need for comprehensively addressing all external and internal security issues,

military and non-military challenges to India’s security through an academic churning.

In the above context, publication of 18th issue of the “DAKSH”, a quarterly security studies

journal, under the roof of Bhonsala Research Center of Conflict and Peace (B.R.C.C.P).,

independent branch of Defence and Strategic Studies Department, is very positive step at projecting

and analyzing issues related to security and other spheres in the national, regional and global arena

and evaluate them trough inter –disciplinary approaches. Each issue would feature idea, perception

and thought from the scholars of various backgrounds on problems –past and present and also

creating awareness amongst students.

It is my privilege to express my sincere thanks to all society officials and principal of the

college, for their constant support, guidance and encouragement towards publication of this issue

and without their support and encouragement this would not have been possible. I also would like to

express my sincere thanks to all the contributors of this issue. It is pertinent to mention that the

journal named ‘DAKSH’ is multi disciplinary in approach which is aimed at objective analyses on

a host of subjects related to India’s and international security management studies that form the core

of strategy in different areas. Filling the existing vacuum on the subject, the collection provides

access to matured thoughts with a strong and convincing narrative. I am sure the journal would

appeal to scholars, students’ fraternity and those interested in India’s national security studies and

international affairs of worldwide

Dr. Priyanath A Ghosh

Head, Defence and Strategic Studies Department

Bhonsala Military College
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भारतातील न�लवाद� सम�या सोड�व�यातील सयं�ुत रा��सघंटनेचे काय�
एक �व�लेषण

�ा. रमेश राउत
सरं�ण आ�ण साम�रकशा�� �वभाग

भोसला �म�लटर� कॉलेज ना�शक
मो.9923314421

न�लवाद� चळवळीला �या कारणांमळेु जगात �कंवा भारतात सरुवात झाल� ती कारणे
अ�यापह� अि�त�वात आहेत, हे ददु�वच �हणावे लागेल. पि�चम बंगालम�ये दािज��लगं िज�हया�या
�सल�गुडी पोट�वभागात आ�ण �हमालया�या पाय�याशी न�लबार� हा समुारे 207 चौ.�कमीचा �देश
आहे. या भागात एकुण 60 खेडयांचा अतंभा�व होतो. तथेील व�ती बहुतांशी संथाळ, ओराओ,ं मुंडा
आ�ण राजवंषी या आ�दवासी जमातींची आहे. मे 1967 म�ये माि�स��ट क�य�ुन�ट प�ा�या
न�लबार� शाखेने म�यवत� प�ाला डावलनू येथे आ�दवासीचा सश�� उठाव केला. न�लवाद�
उठावाची ह� स�ुवात होती.1 सश�� �ांतीने स�ा संपादन आ�ण माओ -�से-तुंग हे आमचे �मखु2 या
�यां�या घोषणा आ�ण �चनी सरह�द�ची समीपता यांमळेु न�लवाद� उठावाकडे सव� देशांचे ल� वेधले
गेले. या उठावामागील �वचार�णाल� न�लवाद� �हणनू ओळखल� जात.े श�चुा ��तकार कर�याची
श�ती वाप�न �वत:ला सरु��त ठेवणे, �य�ती असो वा रा�या-रा�यांना �वसंर�णाची गरज
भासते आ�ण �या गरजे�या �व�पाव�न �या �या समहूाची, रा��ाची �वसंर�णा�या संदभा�त धारणा
तयार होत.े न�लवा�यांना समाजा�या म�ुय �वाहात आणणे ह� एक मोठ� सम�या आहे. या
न�लवाद� चळवळीला समाजातील लोक बळी पडू नयेत, समाजा�या संप�ीचे र�ण �हावे आ�ण या
चळवळीचा �बमोड होवनू या चळवळीत गेलेला त�णवग� प�ुहा समाजा�या म�ुय �वाहात यावा
यासाठ� �पु �य�न कर�याची आव�यकता आहे.

भारत, नेपाळ आ�ण त�काल�न पवू� पा�क�तान�या सीमावत� भागातील न�लबाद� या
लहानशा खेडयात जमीनदारां�वरोधात आ�दवासींनी 1967 साल� बंड पकुारले होत.े या न�लबाद�
खेडयाचे नाव न�लवाद� चळवळीने घेतले. एखा�या वण�या�माणे ह� चळवळ देषा�या �व�वध
भागात पसरल�. नवीन जग आ�ण नवीन समाजरचनेचा �यास घेतले�या देशात�या अनेक ��ावंत
�व�या�या�नी या चळवळीकडे आकृ�ट होवनू आपल� घरे आ�ण महा�व�यालये सोडल�. देशाला �वातं�
�मळून 70 उलटून गेल� असल� तर� शतेकर�, मजरु, कामगार आ�ण आ�दवासींची मोठया �माणावर
�पळवणकू होत आहे, मा� या प�रि�थतीवर शांततामय राजक�य मागा�ने उपाय शोधणे का श�य
नाह�. कारण बडया उ�योजकां�या आ�ण पारंपा�रक कृषीआधा�रत अथ��यव�थेत सरंजामदारां�या
हातात सव� राजक�य स�ुे आहेत, �यामळेु या प�र�थतीवर सश�� लढा हाच एकमेव पया�य
अस�याची या न�लवाद� आदंोलकांची धारणा आहे.3 न�लवाद� कारवायांमळेू �क�येक वेळा
समाज�वा��य व सामािजक �वकास या ��ट�ने काह� द�ुप�रणाम झालेले �दसनू येतात. यातनू
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�यायसं�थे�वषयीचा अनादर तर होतोच परंतु अ�मा�णकपणा हाच सदाचार आहे. असहकार वाढ�स
लागणे व माणसूक�चे अवम�ूयन करणे व �ौय� वा �हसंाचार हेच सामािजक -राजक�य ��न
सोड�व�याचे एकमेव साधन मानले जाते क� �यातनू देशातील अ�धकृत शासनयं�णाच ता�यात
घे�यासाठ� �य�न केला जातो.

न�लवाद हा भारतातील माओवाद �हणनू सामा�य: ओळखला जातो. मा�स�वाद�-ले�ननवाद�
आ�ण कटटर माओवाद� अशी �यांची �वचार�णाल� आहे, परंतु ��य�ात न�लवाद� तं� हे माओ�या
जनय�ुदा�या तं�ापे�ा फार �भ�न होत.े �वशषेत: जनसंघटना आ�ण जनआदंोलन यांचा परु�कार,
म�ुय श��ुव��द द�ुयम श�बुरोबर संय�ुत आघाडी करणे, लोकांम�ये पा�यातील माशां�माणे
�मसळून राहणे, या सव� बाबतींत न�लवादयानी माओची स�ूे पाळल� नाह�त. प�संघटने�या बाबतीत
�यांनी लोकशाह��न�ठ क� ��करणाचे ले�ननचे त�व सोडून �वक� ��त प�संघटना बांध�याचा �य�न
केला. �कंबहूना �वक� ��तच काय पण कोण�याच �कारची संघटना बांध�यास व स�मती प�दतीने
कामकाज कर�यास स�ुदा चा� मजमुदार यांचा �वरोध होता. संसद�य प�दतीवर�ल संपणू� ब�ह�कारह�
मा�स�वादाशी आ�ण सा�यवाद� प�ा�या धोरणाशी ससुंगत नाह�. तसेच वग�श�ुचें वयैि�तक�र�या
खनु करणे, हे मा�स�वाद�-ले�ननवाद� अथवा माओवाद� धोरणात बसत नाह�. तो �न�वळ वयैि�तक
दहषतवाद आहे असे �दसत.े र�शयात व चीनम�ये ग�नमी पथकांवर राजक�य प�ाचे �नयं�ण होत,े
बंदकु�वर प�ाचेच �नयं�ण असावे, अशी भ�ुमका माओने सा�ह मांडलेल� आहे, परंतु चा� मजमुदार
यांनी �यां�या पथकांना प��नयं�णापासनू अ�ल�त ठेवले. षतेक.यां�या संघटना उभार�यास नकार
देवनू आ�ण आ�थ�क लढयांना �वरोध क�न मा�स�वाद�-ले�ननवादातील एका मलूभतू स�ुालाच �यांनी
मरुड घातल�.4

न�लवाद� �वशषेत: आ�दवासी बहूल �ांतातच �दसनू येतात. याचीह� कारणे इतर समाजाने
समजनु घेणे मह�वाचे वाटते कारण आ�दवासींना इतरांहून �भ�न मानावयाचे कारण ते केवळ
ससुं�कृत समाजाहून मागासलेले आहेत �हणनूच न�हे, तर देश-प�रि�थ�तपर�वे �यांची सं�कृती,
आचार, �वचार आ�ण समाज रचना हया अतीव �भ�न आहेत �कंवा ससुं�कृत समाजा�या �व��द
टोका�या आहेत. भौगो�लक पया�वरण, �याचा उपयोग क�न घे�याक�रता अगर �यापासनू
उ�दवणा.या अडथळयांना त�ड दे�याक�रता आव�यक आ�ण उपल�ध असलेले �ान, मानवी
साम�या�ला आ�ण �हमतीला जोड �हणनू असलेल� ह�यारे, अवजारे वा इतर साधने या �त�ह�ंमधनू
आ�दवासी समाजात �नमा�ण होणार� अथ��यव�था आ�ण राज�यव�था �भ�न असत.े �शवाय वर�ल
सव� गो�ट�ंना अन�ुप असलेल� आ�ण कालांतराने समाजा�या अनभुवांतनू �नि�चत झालेल� म�ूये
यां�या बाबतींतह� आ�दवासी समाज इतरांपासनू �भ�न आहे. आ�दवासी हे आपला समाज इतरांपासनू
वेगळा आहे असे समजतात, आ�दवासी जमातींत�या सवा�नाच तो �देश आपल� ज�मभमूी आहे असे
वाटणे, �ववाहसंबंध जमातीपरुते मया��दत असणे, उपजी�वकेचे म�ुय साधन अ�वक�सत शतेीवर अगर
जंगलात भटकून �षकार क�न अगर अ�य र�तीने अ�नसंचय कर�यावर अवलंबनू असणे,
अथ��यव�थेत असणारा �व�श�ट�करणाचा अभाव, एकाच जमातीपंचायतीचे �भ�ुव, एकनायक�व,
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जमाती�या उ�प�ी�वषयी अगर पवू�जां�वषयी असलेल� एकवा�यता, जमातींची अि�मता जागतृ
ठेवणा�या दंतकथा, पोवाडे इ.लोकसा�ह�य, बाहयसंपका��वषयीची उपे�ा �कंवा �वरोध, मानववंश���या
जमाती�या सव� लोकांम�ये �दसनू येणारा सारखेपणा आ�ण एकाच सं�कृतीचा अमंल ह� आ�दवासी
समाजाची �मखु ल�णे आहेत. तसेच काह� आ�दवासी जमातीत देवधमा��वषयी वेगळयाच �च�लत
�रती�रवाज आहे �याला �नसग�पजूक असेह� मानले जात.े उदा. �नसग�देवतांची पजूा करतांना
मोहा�या फुलापासनू तयार केले�या दा�चे न�ैयदय दाख�व�यात येत.े अषी ल�णे �गत समाजात
�दसनू येत नाह�.अषा र�तीने �वचारम�ुये, आचार, समहू आ�ण सं�था ह� समाजरचनेची अगें
आ�दवासी समाजात इतर समाजांहून �भ�न �दसनू येतात. �हणनू आ�दवासी समाज हा वेगळा
समजला जातो.5 ह� वेगळेपणाची भावना �यां�यात �ढ हो�यास भारतातील राजक�य �यव�था
कारणीभतू ठरल� आहे.

�वकासापासनू आजह� कोस दरू अस�याचे �दसनू येत.े याचेचे भांडवल न�लवाद� चळवळीनां
चालणा देणारे ने�यांनी केलेले आहे. आ�दवासी�या मनावर या नेते मंडळीनी आप�या �हतासाठ�
आ�धरा�य �नमा�ण केले आहे. �यामळेुच न�लवाद� चळवळी संप�ुटात येऊ शक�या नाह�त.

स�या�या काळात आ�ण भ�व�यात अतंग�त सरु�ेचे मोठे आ�हान आहे. �याबरोबर शजेार�ल
रा��ा�या सतत स�ु असणा.या कारवायांमळेु बाहय सरु�ेचेह� आ�हाने आहेतच. दहशतवाद,
न�लवाद आ�ण परंपरागत य�ुद हे या भीतीचे सवा��धक धोकादायक �व�प आहे.6 जसजसा काळ
लोटत चाललाय तसेच दहषतवाद�, न�लवाद� धोरणे, �ल�ृ�या आ�ण तं��ान यामळेु या ह�लयां�या
�मतते वाढ झा�याचे �दसनू येत.े भारतात एखादया भागात न�लवाद� घटनेचा उ�ेक झाला क�
या घटनेचे �व�लेशण आ�ण राजक�य प�कबाजीला उधाण येत.े न�लवादया�या �मतते जशी वाढ
होत आहे. तषी या ��येक घटनेनंतर भा�कतांनाह� स�ुवात होत.े या घटनेनंतर काह� बदल घडतील
न�लवादाचा समथ�पणे मकुाबला करता यावा यासाठ� सरकारकडून न�या उपाययोजना आ�ण धोरणे
जाह�र होतील, अषी भ�व�यवाणी होत.े �यानंतर काह� काळातच या घटनेचे �व�मरण होत.े गे�या
दशकात न�लवादाचा मकुाबला कर�या�या ��ट�ने अगद� �ु�लक दखल घे�याजोगे फरक घडले
आहेत.

न�लवादा�या म�ुयावर राजक�य पातळीवर केवळ अयश�वी �य�न झाले आहेत. आप�या
देशांत �ु�लक �वाथ� आ�ण प�ाचा �वचार केला जातो. तसा �वचार इतर देषांत �दसनू येत नाह�.7

प�ाचा �वचार न करता, �वत:�या �यि�तगत आ�ण राजक�य भ�वत�यापल�कडे जावनू �वचार केला
जातो. या देशांतील गु�तचर �यव�था आ�ण �शासन यात �याय�य�थेचाह� समावेश होतो, �या
लोकशाह��या मलुभतू त�वां�ती बांधील असतात. या समाजात न�लवाद हा नागर� समाजाला सवा�त
मोठा धोका समजनू �यानसुार काय�कार� मंडळ, गु�तचर �यव�था आ�ण अमंलबजावणी �वभागाचे
सश�तीकरण केले जात.े आगामी काळात देशातील ब�ुद�जीवी वग� आ�ण स�ाधा.यांनी हेच उपाय
अमंलंब�याची गरज आहे. न�लवादा�या म�ुयावर राजक�य पातळीवर ग�धळाची प�रि�थती असनू
या प�रि�थतीचे आकलन झालेले नस�याचे �दसनू येत.े मा� देशातील राजक�य वग� ��येक बाबींचा
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राजक�य लाभ उठ�व�याचा �य�न करतो. मग ती गो�ट रा���हता�या ��ट�ने मह�वाची असल� तर�
�याची पवा� केल� जात नाह�. मा� न�लवादा�या आ�ण न�लवाद�वरोधी लढया�या म�ुयावर सव�
प�ांम�ये जागतृी होणे गरजेचे आहे. न�लवाद� समाजात सवा�त सरकार� यं�णेबद�ल मा�
जनत�ेया मनात अ�व�वासाची भावना कायम राहत.े पाि�चमा�य लोकशाह�वाद� रा��ांम�ये
न�लवाद� कृ�ये घडताच �याबद�ल ता�काळ ��य�ुर देणा�या योजना आख�या जातात, आव�यक
�या उपाययोजना के�या जातात, कायदेमंडळ स�म क�न अमंलबजावणीसाठ� तयार केले जाते तर
दसुर�कडे आप�या देशात दशके उलटून गेल� तर� या म�ुयांवर गोधळांची प�रि�थती आहे.
पर�परांवर दोषारोप करत प�कबाजी कर�याचे धोरणे येथे जाणनूबजूनू राबवले जात.े कारण या
भागाचा �वकास इतर राजक�य ने�याना मानापासनू करायचा नाह� व न�लवाद� ने�यांना �याचे
भांडवल करायचे आहे �यामळेू �वकास होवू �दला जात नाह�. �कंवा केला जात नाह�. जगभरातील
सव� न�लवाद� संघटना एकमेकांषी सहकाया�साठ� जाळे उभारत असताना आप�याकडे मा� या�व��द
लढ�यासाठ� रा��◌ीय ��तसादाबाबत साधा करार क� षकलो नाह�. अथवा सम�वय साधू षकलो
नाह�. ह� खेदाची बाब आहे.

जे�हा कधी न�लवाद आपले त�ड बाहेर काढतो, त�ेहा देषा�या �व�वध संर�ण दलातील
जवानांची �यात आहूती जात.े याला कारण रा�यांना न�लवाद मोडून काढ�यात �भावी आ�ण
काय��म योजना राब�व�यात आलेले अपयष होय. अ�याध�ुनक ष��ा��,े आध�ुनक तं��ान आ�ण
आध�ुनकतकेडे वाटचाल करणा.या ष��ुया ह�यापासनू बचाव कर�यासाठ� सरु�ा दला�या जवानांना
ष�ती �दान करणे, या दलांना साधन साम�ी उपल�ध क�न दे�यासाठ� वा �यां�या �हताचा ��न
उपि�थत कर�यासाठ� कोणताह� नेता �य�न करताना �दसत नाह�. तर दसुर�कडे अनेक नेते
न�लवा�यांची �यां�या पा�ठरां�यांची भाशा बोलताना �दसतात8 न�लवादया�यां�या भ�ूमकेची मळू
कारणे षोधावीत, असे �यांचे �हणणे असत,े अनेक �न�पापांचे बळी घेणा.या न�लवा�यांना आपल�
मलुं, भाउ-ब�हणी असे संबोधणारे नेते �यांचे पा�ठराखे आहेत. न�लवादाचा षौया�ने मकुाबला
करणारे न�लवाद� संघटना आ�ण मानवी ह�क संघटना�या �भावामळेु ब�ह�कृत होतात.आज
न�लवाद� आ�ण �यां�या पा�ठरा�यांना �याय�यव�था आ�ण सं�थांकडून संर�ण �मळत,े तर
रा��◌ाची संप�ी असणा.या सं�था आ�ण �नरपराध नाग�रकांना �ुर आ�ण वारंवार होणा.या
अ�याचारांना सामोरे जा�यासाठ� वा.यावर सोडले जात.े

�ा�य आ�ण क� � सरकारमधील सम�वयातह� काह� सकारा�मक बाबी के�या जात आहे.
�याच बरोबर संघशा�चे �े�ह� आहेत. देषातह� न�लवादाची भीती आ�ण �या�या वाढ�या
�माणाबद�ल राजक�य नेते आ�ण नोकरषहांम�ये काह� �माणात हळूहळू जागतृी होत आहे. मा�
न�लवादाकडे पाह�या�या �ि�ट�कोनाबद�ल काह� �माणात सं�म आहे9 तर�ह� �व�वध संर�ण दलं
आ�ण रा�य सरकार व क� � सरकार यां�यात सम�वय साध�याबाबत अपयष आले आहेच. �व�वध
दलां�या साहायाने न�लवाद �वरोधी �हसंाचार��त भागात �यांची तनैातीह� झाल� आहे. या �ठकाणी
एक��त �ानांची आव�यकता भासत.े या�षवाय माओवा�यांचे �ाब�य असणा.या आ�ण ल�कर तनैात
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नसणा�या भागातह� या दलाची पाठवणी केल� गेल� आहे. या �ठकाणी रा�यांबरोबर सम�वयाची
सम�या �नमा�ण होत.े ह� सम�या �भा�वत रा�यं आ�ण क� � सरकार यां�याकडून �नमा�ण होत.े यात
सम�वय साध�यासाठ� तटुपुंजा �य�न होतो. क� ��य राखीव पोल�स दलाला अ�याप जनमामानसात
पसंती �मळवायची असनू नवीन भ�ूमका बजाव�यासाठ� �त�या सं�था�मक ढा�यात बदल घड�याची
गरज आहे.�ददैुवाने आपल� वाटचाल �व��द �दषनेे होत असनू राजक�य ने�यांकडून ष�चेुच
लांगूलचालन कर�याचे धोरण �दसत1े0 यात सरु�ा दलांचे हात बांधनू टाकले असनू न�लवा�यांना
�यां�या कारवायांना रान मोकळे होत आहे. �वकास, रााजक�य कारणे आ�ण जमीन �ांती या
�वशयावर�ल ��न वाढताना �दसनू येत आहे. परंतु याचवेळी वादाला ज�म देणारा वाढ�या
लोकसं�येचा ��न मा� �वसरला जातो. वाढता न�लवाद आ�ण बंडखोर मोडून काढयासाठ� �वकास
हा एकमेव उपाय अस�याचे वारंवार सां�गतले जात.े �जोवर दा�र�य, मागासलेपणा आ�ण वं�चतांचे
द:ुख दरू होत नाह�, तोवर अ�तरेक� फौजांना बळ �मळत राह�ल. वाद��त �वभागातील सरकार�
यं�णेचे जाळे मोळून पाडले आहे. आ�ण सरकारकडून �मळणा.या �नधीला अनेक वाटा फुटतात.
�वषशेत: न�लवाद �वण भागात तर हा �नधी �यव�थेचे एकाि�मकरण न झा�याने बंडखोरांकडे
आ�ण सरकार�वरोधी घटकांकडे पोहोचतो आ�ण या �नधीतील अगद� नग�य वाटा �वकासकामांसाठ�
वापर�यात येतो. आध�ुनक �हसंाचार��त भागात मागासलेपणा आ�ण द:ुखावर उपाय षोध�याचा
�य�न करतात. यावेळी या सम�या �नमा�ण होवू नयेत यासाठ� संपणू� �या�यक क�ेत �य�न
करायला हवा. सरकार �हसंाचार �वण भागात �वकासासाठ� �नधी उपल�ध क�न देताना अषा
�हसंाचारा�षवाय सामािजक आ�ण आ�थ�क बदल होणार नाह�त अषी क�पना मांडत असत,े आ�ण
�यामळेु �हसंाचार� मत�णाल�ला वाढ�साठ� अ�धक वाव �मळतो11 �ष�ण, आरो�य आ�ण �कमान
सामािजक सरु�ा यासार�या सरकार परु�कृत बाबी, मोठया �माणातील खाजगी गुंतवणकू, �ामीण
उ�योगांना �ो�साहन, �हसंाचार��त भागाला �व�वध पॅकेज �वत�रत कर�यासाठ� �ो�साहक
प�रि�थती नस�यास �याचा �वप�रत प�रणाम होवू षकतो. �यामळेु अषी प�रि�थती �नमा�ण
कर�यासाठ� साव�ज�नक �नधीचे प�रणामकारक �रतीने वाटप केले पाह�जे �यामळेु देषा�या आ�दवासी
भागात उ�पादक संप�ी आ�ण �मता उभारणी करणे ष�य होईल. �यामळेु या अथ��यव�थेचे नागर�
अथ��यव�थेषी एक�प करता येईल. या ��ट�ने कायदा-स�ुयव�था ह� पवू�अट असणे आव�यक आहे.
कोण�याह� घटनेनंतर ती राख�याऐवजी ती आधीपासनूच आ�ण कायम ठेवणे गरजेचे आहे. �यामळेु
जोवर न�लवाद� कारवाया होत आहेत आ�ण सरु�ेची ि�थती �बकट आहे, तोवर अषा �ां�तकार�
सधुारणा होणे षा�य नाह�.�यामळेु भारतासार�या लोकषाह� �यव�थेत अषा सम�या सोडव�यासाठ�
स�ैयाचा वापर �हणजे अनेकांना लोकषाह� त�वांचे उ�लंघन मानले जात,े �यामळेु स�ैया�या
वापरा�शयी गोधळाची प�रि�थती �नमा�ण होत.ेअसे संय�ुत रा��संघटने�या मानवी ह�क �वभागाचे
मत आहे. चच�तनू वाद �कंवा सम�येवर उपाय सचु�व�याचा कायम परु�कार केला जातो. या सवा�त
मह�वाचे मानला जाणारा काय�याचे रा�य हा �वचारच डावलला जातो आहे असे संय�ुत
रा��संघटना मानत.े ददैुवाने लोकषाह�बद�ल तावातावाने बोलणा.याना लोकषाह�ची मळु त�वेच
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ठावकूच नाह�त. लोकषाह� �यव�थेत स�ैय दलाचा वापर कर�याव�न वाद घालणारे राजक�य��टया
यो�य ठरत असले तर� न�लवाद� कारवायांत बळ �मळा�याचा �यांना �वसर पडलेला �दसतो. तर
दसुर�कडे या ह�यात ल�य ठरले�यां�ती �चतंा आ�ण त�ार�ंचे तणुतणेु वाजवताना �दसतात. �यामळेु
कायदा स�ुयव�थेचे र�ण करणा.या सं�थांवर�ल बंधने काढून टाकायला हवीत.न�लवादाचे �व�प
पाहता �यावर झटपट, �नण�या�मक ल�कर� कारवाई करायला हवी, यासाठ� सं�था�मक उभारणी
आ�ण ��त��या�मक �ष�टाचारांची उभारणी �हायला हवी. तर न�लवादा�या �वरोधात लढ�यासाठ�
न�हे, तर न�लवाद� ह��यांनंतर�या मदत आ�ण या ह��यांना �नयं��त ठेव�यासाठ� हे आव�यक
आहे. याव�न न�लवादाला �नपटून काढयासाठ� स�ैयदला�या वापरासाठ�ची �प�ट उपाययोजना
आ�ण �याचे �व�प याची क�पना यावी. दबुळया,अकाय��म दलामळेु �हसंाचारालाच �ो�साहन
�मळत.े व�ततु: राजक�य आ�ण चच�तनू ��न सोड�व�या�या �य�नांमळेु �हसंाचार� �व�ृींना �ो�साहन
�मळते आ�ण हे काय�याचे पालन करणा.या नाग�रकां�या �हता�या �वरोधात �यामळेु जे�हा
न�लवादयांना आपण आपले भाउ-ब�हण �कंवा मलुं मानतो. त�ेहा �यांनी मारलेलेह� आपले
भाउ-ब�हण आ�ण मलुंच आहेत, ह� बाब दलु���त करतो.आप�यानाग�रकांचं र�ण करणे हे सरकारचे
म�ुय बंधनकारक आ�ण घटना�मक कत��य आहे. न�लवाद�वरोधी धोरण आ�ण न�लवादाला
��य�ुर हे सरकारसाठ� तसे अवघड कत��य आहे. मा� तर�ह� कोण�याह� �कारची तमा न बाळगता
हे कत��य पार पाडायला हवे. ल�करा�या मदतीनेच जगातील मदतीनेच जगातील रा��◌ांनी �वात�
�मळ�वले आहे �कंवा जतन केले आहे. याला इ�तहास सा�ी आहे. द��ण आ�षय हा अि�थरतचेा
म�ुया क� ��बदंू ठरला आहे. भारता�या ��येक षजेार� रा�� अपयषी ठरले आहे. आप�या देषात
अनेक भागात गंुतागुंतीचे अि�थरता �नमा�ण करणारे ��न उपि�थत झाले आहेत. �यामळेु �वात�
र�णासाठ� स�ैयाचा वापर ह� केवळ उ�मादक रा��वाद �हणनू न�हे तर �व�व आ�ण ब�ुद��न�ठ
�टकवनू ठेव�यासाठ� गरजेचे आहे. �यासाठ� न�लवादाचे आ�हान समजनू घे�याची आव�यकत आहे
आ�ण रा��◌ा�या �वातं�ला बाधा आणणा.या या ष�लुा ठोस उ�र देणे गरजेच आहे.
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Central Hindu Military Education Society

Our founder, Dr Balkrishna Shivram Moonje, a social reformer and a great visionary, understood

the importance of Military Education before independence. He was a firm believer in Indianisation

of armed forces and indispensability of Military Training to Indian youth for building up a strong

nation. He was a pioneer of military education in India. He believed that unless the nation becomes

militarily strong, it cannot hold its head high amongst other nations. His vision was to provide

young and able officers to arm our nation. His vision was to provide young and able officers to

armed forces through rigorous training. His motto for military education was ‘Power of Knowledge

and Knowledge of Power.’ He believed that the responsibility of defending motherland has to be

borne by everybody.

All the units of CHME Society are the logical extension of his thoughts on Military Education. As

an educational institution, we impart regular formal education, but the hallmark of our institution is

to instill our core values and imbibe the fervour of patriotism, leadership, and discipline in our

students.

Apart from this, securing borders and honour of motherland requires able officers as well as

strategic thinkers. That is what CHME Society does. Strategic thinking is a mindset and it should be

developed in the society at large. We cultivate and nurture an attitude in our students to serve the

nation. We also create security consciousness in the society.

We have gradually evolved a formidable system which imparts preparatory military training.

Through this, we inculcate a habit of subordinating self-interest to national interest. We inspire our

students to lead and be equipped to face the challenges before the nation and fight for the honour of

our county.
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Bhonsala Military College

Bhonsala Military College is a pioneer educational institution devoted to promoting military

education. In the year 1986, the Bhonsala Military College came into existence. It is privately

supported and partially residential co-educational institute. The primary objective of the institute is

to provide for, and otherwise promote, education and research in the fields of Science, Humanities,

Commerce, and Defence and Strategic Studies.

Vision

Bhonsala Military College is a pioneering institution which promotes academics with a perfect

blend of military values in a caring, value based environment, which encourages students to be

energetic, purposeful, creative, service oriented, responsible, dignified and integrated citizens to

make a notable contribution to the armed forces and civil services.

Mission

With learning as its central mission, Bhonsala Military College responds to the needs of diverse

students' community by offering high quality, affordable, and accessible learning opportunities for

all round development of mental, physical and spiritual faculties through inculcation of strong value

system culminating into national development.

Objectives

➔ To prepare students for the relevant University examinations

➔ To develop their personality by intellectual and physical activities

➔ To encourage students to take up careers in the Armed Forces of the country

➔ To prepare students for different competitive examinations conducted by M.P.S.C. and
U.P.S.C.
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Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict & Peace
Bhonsala Military College is affiliated to the Savitribai Phule Pune University. The college

is one of the few institutions in the country conducting courses in Defence and Strategic Studies up

to the post graduation level. As an extension to the Post Graduate Department, a research centre has

also been opened under the banner, “Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict and Peace”.

Objective

The main objective of this centre is to promote consciousness about National Security and

identify solutions to conflicting issues at National and International Level.

Activities

The Centre conducts various activities such as Guest Lecture, Seminars, and Symposia. In

addition, a quarterly publication named “Daksh” is a regular feature covering the research articles

on a wide range of issues on National, Regional and International Security and Strategic affairs.
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Daksh
Daksh is Quarterly publication of Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict and Peace. It is the

extension of other academic activities taken up by the post-graduate department of Bhonsala

Military College based on the ideal Concept of the late Dharmaveer Dr. B. S. Moonje, founder of

the Central Hindu Military Education Society.

To translate the noble ideas of Dr. B. S. Moonje into practice, in the light of contemporary

security environments in large perspective, Daksh aims at projecting and analysing issues pertaining

to security, and other related issues in the national, regional and global arena, and evaluate through

interdisciplinary angles.

Each issue would feature idea, perception and thought from the scholars of various

backgrounds on problems-past and present.

Instructions for Contributors

Original articles are invited in two double-spaced electronic copies (one PDF and one word

file) of article/paper not exceeding 3000 words. The articles must be typed in Times New Roman

with Font Size 12. The figures, graphs, charts, tables and other info-graphic representation should

be numbered and must be in jpeg form. The paper must contain an abstract, keywords with proper

reference/ footnotes at the end of the article/ paper. The paper must be accompanied with a brief

Personal Bio-Data of the author. The paper should be mailed to the following email address:

daksh@bmc.bhonsala.in. It is the sole responsibility of the author(s) to ensure the originality of the

research paper. The Editorial committee or institution will not be held responsible for any

consequences arising from plagiarism. Editorial committee reserves all the rights to accept or

decline the submitted research paper. Authors should also ensure that the articles have not been

published elsewhere prior to submission for Daksh. Reproduction of article/ paper in any form for

other publication can be made with prior permission from the Principal, Bhonsala Military College,

Rambhoomi, Dr. Moonje Path, Nashik-422005.

Disclaimer

Opinions expressed in the article are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and the

advisory/editorial committee shall not be responsible for it.
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From the Desk of Chief Editor
Concept of comprehensive security goes beyond the traditional understanding of national

security and includes human, economic and environmental dimensions as well as a subjective

feeling of security or insecurity of individuals. Comprehensive security seeks to find answers at

three levels: First, for whom is security intended to be provided for – an individual, a group, a

community, an ideology or a state; second, from what kind of threat they need to be secured from;

and, finally, by what means the security is to be obtained. Hence, national security is a condition in

which states consider that there is no danger of external military aggression, political pressure or

economic coercion, so that they are able to pursue freely their own developmental activities.

Therefore, there is a need for comprehensively addressing all external and internal security issues,

military and non-military challenges to India’s security through an academic churning.

In the above context, publication of 18th issue of the “DAKSH”, a quarterly security studies

journal, under the roof of Bhonsala Research Center of Conflict and Peace (B.R.C.C.P).,

independent branch of Defence and Strategic Studies Department, is very positive step at projecting

and analyzing issues related to security and other spheres in the national, regional and global arena

and evaluate them trough inter –disciplinary approaches. Each issue would feature idea, perception

and thought from the scholars of various backgrounds on problems –past and present and also

creating awareness amongst students.

It is my privilege to express my sincere thanks to all society officials and principal of the

college, for their constant support, guidance and encouragement towards publication of this issue

and without their support and encouragement this would not have been possible. I also would like to

express my sincere thanks to all the contributors of this issue. It is pertinent to mention that the

journal named ‘DAKSH’ is multi disciplinary in approach which is aimed at objective analyses on

a host of subjects related to India’s and international security management studies that form the core

of strategy in different areas. Filling the existing vacuum on the subject, the collection provides

access to matured thoughts with a strong and convincing narrative. I am sure the journal would

appeal to scholars, students’ fraternity and those interested in India’s national security studies and

international affairs of worldwide

Dr. Priyanath A Ghosh

Head, Defence and Strategic Studies Department

Bhonsala Military College
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भारतातील न�लवाद� सम�या सोड�व�यातील सयं�ुत रा��सघंटनेचे काय�
एक �व�लेषण

�ा. रमेश राउत
सरं�ण आ�ण साम�रकशा�� �वभाग

भोसला �म�लटर� कॉलेज ना�शक
मो.9923314421

न�लवाद� चळवळीला �या कारणांमळेु जगात �कंवा भारतात सरुवात झाल� ती कारणे
अ�यापह� अि�त�वात आहेत, हे ददु�वच �हणावे लागेल. पि�चम बंगालम�ये दािज��लगं िज�हया�या
�सल�गुडी पोट�वभागात आ�ण �हमालया�या पाय�याशी न�लबार� हा समुारे 207 चौ.�कमीचा �देश
आहे. या भागात एकुण 60 खेडयांचा अतंभा�व होतो. तथेील व�ती बहुतांशी संथाळ, ओराओ,ं मुंडा
आ�ण राजवंषी या आ�दवासी जमातींची आहे. मे 1967 म�ये माि�स��ट क�य�ुन�ट प�ा�या
न�लबार� शाखेने म�यवत� प�ाला डावलनू येथे आ�दवासीचा सश�� उठाव केला. न�लवाद�
उठावाची ह� स�ुवात होती.1 सश�� �ांतीने स�ा संपादन आ�ण माओ -�से-तुंग हे आमचे �मखु2 या
�यां�या घोषणा आ�ण �चनी सरह�द�ची समीपता यांमळेु न�लवाद� उठावाकडे सव� देशांचे ल� वेधले
गेले. या उठावामागील �वचार�णाल� न�लवाद� �हणनू ओळखल� जात.े श�चुा ��तकार कर�याची
श�ती वाप�न �वत:ला सरु��त ठेवणे, �य�ती असो वा रा�या-रा�यांना �वसंर�णाची गरज
भासते आ�ण �या गरजे�या �व�पाव�न �या �या समहूाची, रा��ाची �वसंर�णा�या संदभा�त धारणा
तयार होत.े न�लवा�यांना समाजा�या म�ुय �वाहात आणणे ह� एक मोठ� सम�या आहे. या
न�लवाद� चळवळीला समाजातील लोक बळी पडू नयेत, समाजा�या संप�ीचे र�ण �हावे आ�ण या
चळवळीचा �बमोड होवनू या चळवळीत गेलेला त�णवग� प�ुहा समाजा�या म�ुय �वाहात यावा
यासाठ� �पु �य�न कर�याची आव�यकता आहे.

भारत, नेपाळ आ�ण त�काल�न पवू� पा�क�तान�या सीमावत� भागातील न�लबाद� या
लहानशा खेडयात जमीनदारां�वरोधात आ�दवासींनी 1967 साल� बंड पकुारले होत.े या न�लबाद�
खेडयाचे नाव न�लवाद� चळवळीने घेतले. एखा�या वण�या�माणे ह� चळवळ देषा�या �व�वध
भागात पसरल�. नवीन जग आ�ण नवीन समाजरचनेचा �यास घेतले�या देशात�या अनेक ��ावंत
�व�या�या�नी या चळवळीकडे आकृ�ट होवनू आपल� घरे आ�ण महा�व�यालये सोडल�. देशाला �वातं�
�मळून 70 उलटून गेल� असल� तर� शतेकर�, मजरु, कामगार आ�ण आ�दवासींची मोठया �माणावर
�पळवणकू होत आहे, मा� या प�रि�थतीवर शांततामय राजक�य मागा�ने उपाय शोधणे का श�य
नाह�. कारण बडया उ�योजकां�या आ�ण पारंपा�रक कृषीआधा�रत अथ��यव�थेत सरंजामदारां�या
हातात सव� राजक�य स�ुे आहेत, �यामळेु या प�र�थतीवर सश�� लढा हाच एकमेव पया�य
अस�याची या न�लवाद� आदंोलकांची धारणा आहे.3 न�लवाद� कारवायांमळेू �क�येक वेळा
समाज�वा��य व सामािजक �वकास या ��ट�ने काह� द�ुप�रणाम झालेले �दसनू येतात. यातनू
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�यायसं�थे�वषयीचा अनादर तर होतोच परंतु अ�मा�णकपणा हाच सदाचार आहे. असहकार वाढ�स
लागणे व माणसूक�चे अवम�ूयन करणे व �ौय� वा �हसंाचार हेच सामािजक -राजक�य ��न
सोड�व�याचे एकमेव साधन मानले जाते क� �यातनू देशातील अ�धकृत शासनयं�णाच ता�यात
घे�यासाठ� �य�न केला जातो.

न�लवाद हा भारतातील माओवाद �हणनू सामा�य: ओळखला जातो. मा�स�वाद�-ले�ननवाद�
आ�ण कटटर माओवाद� अशी �यांची �वचार�णाल� आहे, परंतु ��य�ात न�लवाद� तं� हे माओ�या
जनय�ुदा�या तं�ापे�ा फार �भ�न होत.े �वशषेत: जनसंघटना आ�ण जनआदंोलन यांचा परु�कार,
म�ुय श��ुव��द द�ुयम श�बुरोबर संय�ुत आघाडी करणे, लोकांम�ये पा�यातील माशां�माणे
�मसळून राहणे, या सव� बाबतींत न�लवादयानी माओची स�ूे पाळल� नाह�त. प�संघटने�या बाबतीत
�यांनी लोकशाह��न�ठ क� ��करणाचे ले�ननचे त�व सोडून �वक� ��त प�संघटना बांध�याचा �य�न
केला. �कंबहूना �वक� ��तच काय पण कोण�याच �कारची संघटना बांध�यास व स�मती प�दतीने
कामकाज कर�यास स�ुदा चा� मजमुदार यांचा �वरोध होता. संसद�य प�दतीवर�ल संपणू� ब�ह�कारह�
मा�स�वादाशी आ�ण सा�यवाद� प�ा�या धोरणाशी ससुंगत नाह�. तसेच वग�श�ुचें वयैि�तक�र�या
खनु करणे, हे मा�स�वाद�-ले�ननवाद� अथवा माओवाद� धोरणात बसत नाह�. तो �न�वळ वयैि�तक
दहषतवाद आहे असे �दसत.े र�शयात व चीनम�ये ग�नमी पथकांवर राजक�य प�ाचे �नयं�ण होत,े
बंदकु�वर प�ाचेच �नयं�ण असावे, अशी भ�ुमका माओने सा�ह मांडलेल� आहे, परंतु चा� मजमुदार
यांनी �यां�या पथकांना प��नयं�णापासनू अ�ल�त ठेवले. षतेक.यां�या संघटना उभार�यास नकार
देवनू आ�ण आ�थ�क लढयांना �वरोध क�न मा�स�वाद�-ले�ननवादातील एका मलूभतू स�ुालाच �यांनी
मरुड घातल�.4

न�लवाद� �वशषेत: आ�दवासी बहूल �ांतातच �दसनू येतात. याचीह� कारणे इतर समाजाने
समजनु घेणे मह�वाचे वाटते कारण आ�दवासींना इतरांहून �भ�न मानावयाचे कारण ते केवळ
ससुं�कृत समाजाहून मागासलेले आहेत �हणनूच न�हे, तर देश-प�रि�थ�तपर�वे �यांची सं�कृती,
आचार, �वचार आ�ण समाज रचना हया अतीव �भ�न आहेत �कंवा ससुं�कृत समाजा�या �व��द
टोका�या आहेत. भौगो�लक पया�वरण, �याचा उपयोग क�न घे�याक�रता अगर �यापासनू
उ�दवणा.या अडथळयांना त�ड दे�याक�रता आव�यक आ�ण उपल�ध असलेले �ान, मानवी
साम�या�ला आ�ण �हमतीला जोड �हणनू असलेल� ह�यारे, अवजारे वा इतर साधने या �त�ह�ंमधनू
आ�दवासी समाजात �नमा�ण होणार� अथ��यव�था आ�ण राज�यव�था �भ�न असत.े �शवाय वर�ल
सव� गो�ट�ंना अन�ुप असलेल� आ�ण कालांतराने समाजा�या अनभुवांतनू �नि�चत झालेल� म�ूये
यां�या बाबतींतह� आ�दवासी समाज इतरांपासनू �भ�न आहे. आ�दवासी हे आपला समाज इतरांपासनू
वेगळा आहे असे समजतात, आ�दवासी जमातींत�या सवा�नाच तो �देश आपल� ज�मभमूी आहे असे
वाटणे, �ववाहसंबंध जमातीपरुते मया��दत असणे, उपजी�वकेचे म�ुय साधन अ�वक�सत शतेीवर अगर
जंगलात भटकून �षकार क�न अगर अ�य र�तीने अ�नसंचय कर�यावर अवलंबनू असणे,
अथ��यव�थेत असणारा �व�श�ट�करणाचा अभाव, एकाच जमातीपंचायतीचे �भ�ुव, एकनायक�व,
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जमाती�या उ�प�ी�वषयी अगर पवू�जां�वषयी असलेल� एकवा�यता, जमातींची अि�मता जागतृ
ठेवणा�या दंतकथा, पोवाडे इ.लोकसा�ह�य, बाहयसंपका��वषयीची उपे�ा �कंवा �वरोध, मानववंश���या
जमाती�या सव� लोकांम�ये �दसनू येणारा सारखेपणा आ�ण एकाच सं�कृतीचा अमंल ह� आ�दवासी
समाजाची �मखु ल�णे आहेत. तसेच काह� आ�दवासी जमातीत देवधमा��वषयी वेगळयाच �च�लत
�रती�रवाज आहे �याला �नसग�पजूक असेह� मानले जात.े उदा. �नसग�देवतांची पजूा करतांना
मोहा�या फुलापासनू तयार केले�या दा�चे न�ैयदय दाख�व�यात येत.े अषी ल�णे �गत समाजात
�दसनू येत नाह�.अषा र�तीने �वचारम�ुये, आचार, समहू आ�ण सं�था ह� समाजरचनेची अगें
आ�दवासी समाजात इतर समाजांहून �भ�न �दसनू येतात. �हणनू आ�दवासी समाज हा वेगळा
समजला जातो.5 ह� वेगळेपणाची भावना �यां�यात �ढ हो�यास भारतातील राजक�य �यव�था
कारणीभतू ठरल� आहे.

�वकासापासनू आजह� कोस दरू अस�याचे �दसनू येत.े याचेचे भांडवल न�लवाद� चळवळीनां
चालणा देणारे ने�यांनी केलेले आहे. आ�दवासी�या मनावर या नेते मंडळीनी आप�या �हतासाठ�
आ�धरा�य �नमा�ण केले आहे. �यामळेुच न�लवाद� चळवळी संप�ुटात येऊ शक�या नाह�त.

स�या�या काळात आ�ण भ�व�यात अतंग�त सरु�ेचे मोठे आ�हान आहे. �याबरोबर शजेार�ल
रा��ा�या सतत स�ु असणा.या कारवायांमळेु बाहय सरु�ेचेह� आ�हाने आहेतच. दहशतवाद,
न�लवाद आ�ण परंपरागत य�ुद हे या भीतीचे सवा��धक धोकादायक �व�प आहे.6 जसजसा काळ
लोटत चाललाय तसेच दहषतवाद�, न�लवाद� धोरणे, �ल�ृ�या आ�ण तं��ान यामळेु या ह�लयां�या
�मतते वाढ झा�याचे �दसनू येत.े भारतात एखादया भागात न�लवाद� घटनेचा उ�ेक झाला क�
या घटनेचे �व�लेशण आ�ण राजक�य प�कबाजीला उधाण येत.े न�लवादया�या �मतते जशी वाढ
होत आहे. तषी या ��येक घटनेनंतर भा�कतांनाह� स�ुवात होत.े या घटनेनंतर काह� बदल घडतील
न�लवादाचा समथ�पणे मकुाबला करता यावा यासाठ� सरकारकडून न�या उपाययोजना आ�ण धोरणे
जाह�र होतील, अषी भ�व�यवाणी होत.े �यानंतर काह� काळातच या घटनेचे �व�मरण होत.े गे�या
दशकात न�लवादाचा मकुाबला कर�या�या ��ट�ने अगद� �ु�लक दखल घे�याजोगे फरक घडले
आहेत.

न�लवादा�या म�ुयावर राजक�य पातळीवर केवळ अयश�वी �य�न झाले आहेत. आप�या
देशांत �ु�लक �वाथ� आ�ण प�ाचा �वचार केला जातो. तसा �वचार इतर देषांत �दसनू येत नाह�.7

प�ाचा �वचार न करता, �वत:�या �यि�तगत आ�ण राजक�य भ�वत�यापल�कडे जावनू �वचार केला
जातो. या देशांतील गु�तचर �यव�था आ�ण �शासन यात �याय�य�थेचाह� समावेश होतो, �या
लोकशाह��या मलुभतू त�वां�ती बांधील असतात. या समाजात न�लवाद हा नागर� समाजाला सवा�त
मोठा धोका समजनू �यानसुार काय�कार� मंडळ, गु�तचर �यव�था आ�ण अमंलबजावणी �वभागाचे
सश�तीकरण केले जात.े आगामी काळात देशातील ब�ुद�जीवी वग� आ�ण स�ाधा.यांनी हेच उपाय
अमंलंब�याची गरज आहे. न�लवादा�या म�ुयावर राजक�य पातळीवर ग�धळाची प�रि�थती असनू
या प�रि�थतीचे आकलन झालेले नस�याचे �दसनू येत.े मा� देशातील राजक�य वग� ��येक बाबींचा
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राजक�य लाभ उठ�व�याचा �य�न करतो. मग ती गो�ट रा���हता�या ��ट�ने मह�वाची असल� तर�
�याची पवा� केल� जात नाह�. मा� न�लवादा�या आ�ण न�लवाद�वरोधी लढया�या म�ुयावर सव�
प�ांम�ये जागतृी होणे गरजेचे आहे. न�लवाद� समाजात सवा�त सरकार� यं�णेबद�ल मा�
जनत�ेया मनात अ�व�वासाची भावना कायम राहत.े पाि�चमा�य लोकशाह�वाद� रा��ांम�ये
न�लवाद� कृ�ये घडताच �याबद�ल ता�काळ ��य�ुर देणा�या योजना आख�या जातात, आव�यक
�या उपाययोजना के�या जातात, कायदेमंडळ स�म क�न अमंलबजावणीसाठ� तयार केले जाते तर
दसुर�कडे आप�या देशात दशके उलटून गेल� तर� या म�ुयांवर गोधळांची प�रि�थती आहे.
पर�परांवर दोषारोप करत प�कबाजी कर�याचे धोरणे येथे जाणनूबजूनू राबवले जात.े कारण या
भागाचा �वकास इतर राजक�य ने�याना मानापासनू करायचा नाह� व न�लवाद� ने�यांना �याचे
भांडवल करायचे आहे �यामळेू �वकास होवू �दला जात नाह�. �कंवा केला जात नाह�. जगभरातील
सव� न�लवाद� संघटना एकमेकांषी सहकाया�साठ� जाळे उभारत असताना आप�याकडे मा� या�व��द
लढ�यासाठ� रा��◌ीय ��तसादाबाबत साधा करार क� षकलो नाह�. अथवा सम�वय साधू षकलो
नाह�. ह� खेदाची बाब आहे.

जे�हा कधी न�लवाद आपले त�ड बाहेर काढतो, त�ेहा देषा�या �व�वध संर�ण दलातील
जवानांची �यात आहूती जात.े याला कारण रा�यांना न�लवाद मोडून काढ�यात �भावी आ�ण
काय��म योजना राब�व�यात आलेले अपयष होय. अ�याध�ुनक ष��ा��,े आध�ुनक तं��ान आ�ण
आध�ुनकतकेडे वाटचाल करणा.या ष��ुया ह�यापासनू बचाव कर�यासाठ� सरु�ा दला�या जवानांना
ष�ती �दान करणे, या दलांना साधन साम�ी उपल�ध क�न दे�यासाठ� वा �यां�या �हताचा ��न
उपि�थत कर�यासाठ� कोणताह� नेता �य�न करताना �दसत नाह�. तर दसुर�कडे अनेक नेते
न�लवा�यांची �यां�या पा�ठरां�यांची भाशा बोलताना �दसतात8 न�लवादया�यां�या भ�ूमकेची मळू
कारणे षोधावीत, असे �यांचे �हणणे असत,े अनेक �न�पापांचे बळी घेणा.या न�लवा�यांना आपल�
मलुं, भाउ-ब�हणी असे संबोधणारे नेते �यांचे पा�ठराखे आहेत. न�लवादाचा षौया�ने मकुाबला
करणारे न�लवाद� संघटना आ�ण मानवी ह�क संघटना�या �भावामळेु ब�ह�कृत होतात.आज
न�लवाद� आ�ण �यां�या पा�ठरा�यांना �याय�यव�था आ�ण सं�थांकडून संर�ण �मळत,े तर
रा��◌ाची संप�ी असणा.या सं�था आ�ण �नरपराध नाग�रकांना �ुर आ�ण वारंवार होणा.या
अ�याचारांना सामोरे जा�यासाठ� वा.यावर सोडले जात.े

�ा�य आ�ण क� � सरकारमधील सम�वयातह� काह� सकारा�मक बाबी के�या जात आहे.
�याच बरोबर संघशा�चे �े�ह� आहेत. देषातह� न�लवादाची भीती आ�ण �या�या वाढ�या
�माणाबद�ल राजक�य नेते आ�ण नोकरषहांम�ये काह� �माणात हळूहळू जागतृी होत आहे. मा�
न�लवादाकडे पाह�या�या �ि�ट�कोनाबद�ल काह� �माणात सं�म आहे9 तर�ह� �व�वध संर�ण दलं
आ�ण रा�य सरकार व क� � सरकार यां�यात सम�वय साध�याबाबत अपयष आले आहेच. �व�वध
दलां�या साहायाने न�लवाद �वरोधी �हसंाचार��त भागात �यांची तनैातीह� झाल� आहे. या �ठकाणी
एक��त �ानांची आव�यकता भासत.े या�षवाय माओवा�यांचे �ाब�य असणा.या आ�ण ल�कर तनैात
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नसणा�या भागातह� या दलाची पाठवणी केल� गेल� आहे. या �ठकाणी रा�यांबरोबर सम�वयाची
सम�या �नमा�ण होत.े ह� सम�या �भा�वत रा�यं आ�ण क� � सरकार यां�याकडून �नमा�ण होत.े यात
सम�वय साध�यासाठ� तटुपुंजा �य�न होतो. क� ��य राखीव पोल�स दलाला अ�याप जनमामानसात
पसंती �मळवायची असनू नवीन भ�ूमका बजाव�यासाठ� �त�या सं�था�मक ढा�यात बदल घड�याची
गरज आहे.�ददैुवाने आपल� वाटचाल �व��द �दषनेे होत असनू राजक�य ने�यांकडून ष�चेुच
लांगूलचालन कर�याचे धोरण �दसत1े0 यात सरु�ा दलांचे हात बांधनू टाकले असनू न�लवा�यांना
�यां�या कारवायांना रान मोकळे होत आहे. �वकास, रााजक�य कारणे आ�ण जमीन �ांती या
�वशयावर�ल ��न वाढताना �दसनू येत आहे. परंतु याचवेळी वादाला ज�म देणारा वाढ�या
लोकसं�येचा ��न मा� �वसरला जातो. वाढता न�लवाद आ�ण बंडखोर मोडून काढयासाठ� �वकास
हा एकमेव उपाय अस�याचे वारंवार सां�गतले जात.े �जोवर दा�र�य, मागासलेपणा आ�ण वं�चतांचे
द:ुख दरू होत नाह�, तोवर अ�तरेक� फौजांना बळ �मळत राह�ल. वाद��त �वभागातील सरकार�
यं�णेचे जाळे मोळून पाडले आहे. आ�ण सरकारकडून �मळणा.या �नधीला अनेक वाटा फुटतात.
�वषशेत: न�लवाद �वण भागात तर हा �नधी �यव�थेचे एकाि�मकरण न झा�याने बंडखोरांकडे
आ�ण सरकार�वरोधी घटकांकडे पोहोचतो आ�ण या �नधीतील अगद� नग�य वाटा �वकासकामांसाठ�
वापर�यात येतो. आध�ुनक �हसंाचार��त भागात मागासलेपणा आ�ण द:ुखावर उपाय षोध�याचा
�य�न करतात. यावेळी या सम�या �नमा�ण होवू नयेत यासाठ� संपणू� �या�यक क�ेत �य�न
करायला हवा. सरकार �हसंाचार �वण भागात �वकासासाठ� �नधी उपल�ध क�न देताना अषा
�हसंाचारा�षवाय सामािजक आ�ण आ�थ�क बदल होणार नाह�त अषी क�पना मांडत असत,े आ�ण
�यामळेु �हसंाचार� मत�णाल�ला वाढ�साठ� अ�धक वाव �मळतो11 �ष�ण, आरो�य आ�ण �कमान
सामािजक सरु�ा यासार�या सरकार परु�कृत बाबी, मोठया �माणातील खाजगी गुंतवणकू, �ामीण
उ�योगांना �ो�साहन, �हसंाचार��त भागाला �व�वध पॅकेज �वत�रत कर�यासाठ� �ो�साहक
प�रि�थती नस�यास �याचा �वप�रत प�रणाम होवू षकतो. �यामळेु अषी प�रि�थती �नमा�ण
कर�यासाठ� साव�ज�नक �नधीचे प�रणामकारक �रतीने वाटप केले पाह�जे �यामळेु देषा�या आ�दवासी
भागात उ�पादक संप�ी आ�ण �मता उभारणी करणे ष�य होईल. �यामळेु या अथ��यव�थेचे नागर�
अथ��यव�थेषी एक�प करता येईल. या ��ट�ने कायदा-स�ुयव�था ह� पवू�अट असणे आव�यक आहे.
कोण�याह� घटनेनंतर ती राख�याऐवजी ती आधीपासनूच आ�ण कायम ठेवणे गरजेचे आहे. �यामळेु
जोवर न�लवाद� कारवाया होत आहेत आ�ण सरु�ेची ि�थती �बकट आहे, तोवर अषा �ां�तकार�
सधुारणा होणे षा�य नाह�.�यामळेु भारतासार�या लोकषाह� �यव�थेत अषा सम�या सोडव�यासाठ�
स�ैयाचा वापर �हणजे अनेकांना लोकषाह� त�वांचे उ�लंघन मानले जात,े �यामळेु स�ैया�या
वापरा�शयी गोधळाची प�रि�थती �नमा�ण होत.ेअसे संय�ुत रा��संघटने�या मानवी ह�क �वभागाचे
मत आहे. चच�तनू वाद �कंवा सम�येवर उपाय सचु�व�याचा कायम परु�कार केला जातो. या सवा�त
मह�वाचे मानला जाणारा काय�याचे रा�य हा �वचारच डावलला जातो आहे असे संय�ुत
रा��संघटना मानत.े ददैुवाने लोकषाह�बद�ल तावातावाने बोलणा.याना लोकषाह�ची मळु त�वेच
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ठावकूच नाह�त. लोकषाह� �यव�थेत स�ैय दलाचा वापर कर�याव�न वाद घालणारे राजक�य��टया
यो�य ठरत असले तर� न�लवाद� कारवायांत बळ �मळा�याचा �यांना �वसर पडलेला �दसतो. तर
दसुर�कडे या ह�यात ल�य ठरले�यां�ती �चतंा आ�ण त�ार�ंचे तणुतणेु वाजवताना �दसतात. �यामळेु
कायदा स�ुयव�थेचे र�ण करणा.या सं�थांवर�ल बंधने काढून टाकायला हवीत.न�लवादाचे �व�प
पाहता �यावर झटपट, �नण�या�मक ल�कर� कारवाई करायला हवी, यासाठ� सं�था�मक उभारणी
आ�ण ��त��या�मक �ष�टाचारांची उभारणी �हायला हवी. तर न�लवादा�या �वरोधात लढ�यासाठ�
न�हे, तर न�लवाद� ह��यांनंतर�या मदत आ�ण या ह��यांना �नयं��त ठेव�यासाठ� हे आव�यक
आहे. याव�न न�लवादाला �नपटून काढयासाठ� स�ैयदला�या वापरासाठ�ची �प�ट उपाययोजना
आ�ण �याचे �व�प याची क�पना यावी. दबुळया,अकाय��म दलामळेु �हसंाचारालाच �ो�साहन
�मळत.े व�ततु: राजक�य आ�ण चच�तनू ��न सोड�व�या�या �य�नांमळेु �हसंाचार� �व�ृींना �ो�साहन
�मळते आ�ण हे काय�याचे पालन करणा.या नाग�रकां�या �हता�या �वरोधात �यामळेु जे�हा
न�लवादयांना आपण आपले भाउ-ब�हण �कंवा मलुं मानतो. त�ेहा �यांनी मारलेलेह� आपले
भाउ-ब�हण आ�ण मलुंच आहेत, ह� बाब दलु���त करतो.आप�यानाग�रकांचं र�ण करणे हे सरकारचे
म�ुय बंधनकारक आ�ण घटना�मक कत��य आहे. न�लवाद�वरोधी धोरण आ�ण न�लवादाला
��य�ुर हे सरकारसाठ� तसे अवघड कत��य आहे. मा� तर�ह� कोण�याह� �कारची तमा न बाळगता
हे कत��य पार पाडायला हवे. ल�करा�या मदतीनेच जगातील मदतीनेच जगातील रा��◌ांनी �वात�
�मळ�वले आहे �कंवा जतन केले आहे. याला इ�तहास सा�ी आहे. द��ण आ�षय हा अि�थरतचेा
म�ुया क� ��बदंू ठरला आहे. भारता�या ��येक षजेार� रा�� अपयषी ठरले आहे. आप�या देषात
अनेक भागात गंुतागुंतीचे अि�थरता �नमा�ण करणारे ��न उपि�थत झाले आहेत. �यामळेु �वात�
र�णासाठ� स�ैयाचा वापर ह� केवळ उ�मादक रा��वाद �हणनू न�हे तर �व�व आ�ण ब�ुद��न�ठ
�टकवनू ठेव�यासाठ� गरजेचे आहे. �यासाठ� न�लवादाचे आ�हान समजनू घे�याची आव�यकत आहे
आ�ण रा��◌ा�या �वातं�ला बाधा आणणा.या या ष�लुा ठोस उ�र देणे गरजेच आहे.
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Central Hindu Military Education Society

Our founder, Dr Balkrishna Shivram Moonje, a social reformer and a great visionary, understood

the importance of Military Education before independence. He was a firm believer in Indianisation

of armed forces and indispensability of Military Training to Indian youth for building up a strong

nation. He was a pioneer of military education in India. He believed that unless the nation becomes

militarily strong, it cannot hold its head high amongst other nations. His vision was to provide

young and able officers to arm our nation. His vision was to provide young and able officers to

armed forces through rigorous training. His motto for military education was ‘Power of Knowledge

and Knowledge of Power.’ He believed that the responsibility of defending motherland has to be

borne by everybody.

All the units of CHME Society are the logical extension of his thoughts on Military Education. As

an educational institution, we impart regular formal education, but the hallmark of our institution is

to instill our core values and imbibe the fervour of patriotism, leadership, and discipline in our

students.

Apart from this, securing borders and honour of motherland requires able officers as well as

strategic thinkers. That is what CHME Society does. Strategic thinking is a mindset and it should be

developed in the society at large. We cultivate and nurture an attitude in our students to serve the

nation. We also create security consciousness in the society.

We have gradually evolved a formidable system which imparts preparatory military training.

Through this, we inculcate a habit of subordinating self-interest to national interest. We inspire our

students to lead and be equipped to face the challenges before the nation and fight for the honour of

our county.
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Bhonsala Military College

Bhonsala Military College is a pioneer educational institution devoted to promoting military

education. In the year 1986, the Bhonsala Military College came into existence. It is privately

supported and partially residential co-educational institute. The primary objective of the institute is

to provide for, and otherwise promote, education and research in the fields of Science, Humanities,

Commerce, and Defence and Strategic Studies.

Vision

Bhonsala Military College is a pioneering institution which promotes academics with a perfect

blend of military values in a caring, value based environment, which encourages students to be

energetic, purposeful, creative, service oriented, responsible, dignified and integrated citizens to

make a notable contribution to the armed forces and civil services.

Mission

With learning as its central mission, Bhonsala Military College responds to the needs of diverse

students' community by offering high quality, affordable, and accessible learning opportunities for

all round development of mental, physical and spiritual faculties through inculcation of strong value

system culminating into national development.

Objectives

➔ To prepare students for the relevant University examinations

➔ To develop their personality by intellectual and physical activities

➔ To encourage students to take up careers in the Armed Forces of the country

➔ To prepare students for different competitive examinations conducted by M.P.S.C. and
U.P.S.C.
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Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict & Peace
Bhonsala Military College is affiliated to the Savitribai Phule Pune University. The college

is one of the few institutions in the country conducting courses in Defence and Strategic Studies up

to the post graduation level. As an extension to the Post Graduate Department, a research centre has

also been opened under the banner, “Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict and Peace”.

Objective

The main objective of this centre is to promote consciousness about National Security and

identify solutions to conflicting issues at National and International Level.

Activities

The Centre conducts various activities such as Guest Lecture, Seminars, and Symposia. In

addition, a quarterly publication named “Daksh” is a regular feature covering the research articles

on a wide range of issues on National, Regional and International Security and Strategic affairs.
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Daksh
Daksh is Quarterly publication of Bhonsala Research Centre for Conflict and Peace. It is the

extension of other academic activities taken up by the post-graduate department of Bhonsala

Military College based on the ideal Concept of the late Dharmaveer Dr. B. S. Moonje, founder of

the Central Hindu Military Education Society.

To translate the noble ideas of Dr. B. S. Moonje into practice, in the light of contemporary

security environments in large perspective, Daksh aims at projecting and analysing issues pertaining

to security, and other related issues in the national, regional and global arena, and evaluate through

interdisciplinary angles.

Each issue would feature idea, perception and thought from the scholars of various

backgrounds on problems-past and present.

Instructions for Contributors

Original articles are invited in two double-spaced electronic copies (one PDF and one word

file) of article/paper not exceeding 3000 words. The articles must be typed in Times New Roman

with Font Size 12. The figures, graphs, charts, tables and other info-graphic representation should

be numbered and must be in jpeg form. The paper must contain an abstract, keywords with proper

reference/ footnotes at the end of the article/ paper. The paper must be accompanied with a brief

Personal Bio-Data of the author. The paper should be mailed to the following email address:

daksh@bmc.bhonsala.in. It is the sole responsibility of the author(s) to ensure the originality of the

research paper. The Editorial committee or institution will not be held responsible for any

consequences arising from plagiarism. Editorial committee reserves all the rights to accept or

decline the submitted research paper. Authors should also ensure that the articles have not been

published elsewhere prior to submission for Daksh. Reproduction of article/ paper in any form for

other publication can be made with prior permission from the Principal, Bhonsala Military College,

Rambhoomi, Dr. Moonje Path, Nashik - 422005.

Disclaimer

Opinions expressed in the article are the sole responsibility of the author(s) and the

advisory/editorial committee shall not be responsible for it.
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From the Desk of Chief Editor
In today's modern age, various fields are changing moment by moment. While this

education should solve the problems of human life, it is because of this education that human life is

becoming more complicated. The value of life is declining. So does education really build society?

In the process of building society, selfish human beings seem to have made more use of education

for self-development. Every human being has chosen his field of work. Society pays every person

to benefit the social interest through his work. In return we have to give something to the society.

But the cry is that the “government is oppressing us unjustly”. With this in mind, the United Nations

is an organization formed before India's independence. The purpose of this UN Charter is “we the

people of the United Nations are determined. To save the succeeding generations from the scourge

of war which twice in our life time has brought untold sorrow to mankind, and to reaffirm faith in

fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human persons, in the equal rights of

men and women and of nations large and small, and To establish conditions under which justice

and respect for the obligations arising from treatise and other sources of international law can be

maintained and To promote social progress and better standards of life in large freedom.”

Knowing that education is the only way to achieve all this, the United Nations has definitely

put education at a higher level. The last 20 years have seen tremendous changes in all areas. This

change has had a profound effect on society and human life. The change in education should come

about for the nation, for society, has it happened? It's time to think deeply about it.

Because in the 21st century, "education is competition" is what today's generation knows?

On the other hand, the United Nations says that education is the need for self-reliance. Take

education by working hard, spread education, develop the nation and the world and build the

society by contributing to the society. That should be the doctrine of education. Social reformers or

social thinkers tried to make education reach the lower strata of society. Today education has

reached a low level in the least technical sense. But has the expected quality been achieved? If the

desired quality is not achieved, then education is like a water bubble floating on the surface of the

water and creating a momentary beauty. A little effort. In today's world, many defense

developments are taking place in India. This is a small effort of social education through “DAKSH”

with the aim of imparting its education, information to the general public and students.

As per the above background, publication of 19th issue of the “DAKSH”, a quarterly

security studies journal, under the roof of Bhonsala Research Center of Conflict and Peace

(B.R.C.C.P)., independent branch of Defence and Strategic Studies Department, is a very positive

step at projecting and analyzing issues related to security and other spheres in the national, regional

and global arena and evaluating them through inter –disciplinary approaches. Each issue would

feature ideas, perception and thought from the scholars of various backgrounds on problems – past
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and present and also creating awareness amongst students.

It is my privilege to express my sincere thanks to all society officials and principal of the

college, for their constant support, guidance and encouragement towards publication of this issue

and without their support and encouragement this would not have been possible. I also would like to

express my sincere thanks to all the contributors of this issue. It is pertinent to mention that the

journal named ‘DAKSH’ is multi-disciplinary in approach which is aimed at objective analyses on

a host of subjects related to India’s national and international security management studies that form

the core of strategy in different areas. Filling the existing vacuum on the subject, the collection
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Abstract: The Middle East and its sub-region, its sub region is the most important area in

the world, have long been amongst the most volatile regions of the world and major

centers of world affairs; strategically, economically, politically, culturally, and religiously

sensitive areas. The location of the Middle East and Persian Gulf has given the region a

significant economic and strategic position. Both the Middle East and Persian Gulf region

remain areas of unresolved and dangerous conflict involving the external powers, arms

proliferation and ethnic and religious hatreds that go back centuries. Bahrain, Iran, Iraq,

Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates are the states around this

water basin. The Persian Gulf and its coastal areas are the world's largest single source of

crude oil and related industries dominate the region. Due to their huge oil and gas

resources, the regional states play a significant role in global economy and these natural

wealth have made the region very important from the geostrategic point of view.

Key words: Strategic importance, Crude oil, Natural gas, United Nations

‘Nuclear deterrence’ has prohibited the possibility of an open war and confrontation

between rival powers during the Cold War years. The devastating effects of nuclear

capabilities of each power has refrained them from consulting nuclear weapons. A kind of

interdependence-in negative terms- was responsible to keep the war ‘Cold’ and prevent it

from transferring to ‘Hot’ stages. It was the perception of threat that avoided the parties

from pursuing conflicting behaviors. The threat of total destruction brought the relevant

parties together in determining common policies. Now that the Cold War is over, actions,

considerations and perceptions of sovereign nation states have faced changes. Old

perceptions have been replaced with new ones. The perceptions that bring states together

are no exception to that. Currently, it is the notion of ‘common interests’ that brings

various parties together. Mutually beneficial relationships are responsible for the
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continuation of uninterrupted flow of common interests of both parties. It is possible for,

even, adversaries to conclude deals that favor both sides.

In order to gauge the strategic significance of these new energy resources, one must

consider the unconventional oil and gas revolution alongside a number of other existing

trends in global energy supply and demand. These include the decline of developed

economies’ energy consumption due to slowdowns in economic growth, greater efficiency

and increased reliance on alternative fuels, the post-Fukushima environment for nuclear

energy generation, the investments being made in deepwater, arctic, and other frontier oil

and gas resources, concern over environmental stewardship, climate change, and the desire

for clean energy technologies, the rise of new and dynamic energy consuming countries

with varied strategic interests and state-owned companies, the relevance of old

institutions of governance and cooperation, and a host of other nontechnical issues.

Moreover, the production of unconventional oil and gas resources is at an early stage and a

great deal is still unknown when it comes to the long-term production profiles, business

cases, and sustainability of these resources. Therefore, when it comes to extrapolating

long-term trends from an energy phenomenon of only the last several years, it is difficult

to be confident of what the future might bring.

The United States has always been a resource abundant country with ample energy,

agriculture, water, mineral, and human capital resources and it has used those resources to

fuel its economic growth. Over the last several decades, the size and pace of that growth

has driven increased reliance on imported oil and natural gas. This growing import

dependence and the reality of our vulnerability to the o�en volatile global oil markets (and

the long-held view that import dependence and price volatility would only deepen over

time) cultivated a notion that the United States was a relatively resource constrained and

energy-insecure country. World demand for energy continues to grow propelled in part by

the booming economies of Asia. Furthermore, oil and natural gas are the primary drivers

of the entire global economy, both in the developing and developed worlds. The world

therefore faces the coincidence of increasing demand for energy and growing dependency

on dangerous and unstable regions. Furthermore, the new patterns of Asian demand will

invariably mean that different Asian countries will establish their own political and

economic ties with the Persian Gulf countries. As geological exploration and new

extraction technologies become more sophisticated, it is clear the world is well endowed

with fossil fuels; coal, oil and natural gas. The problems of getting new energy to market

are primarily economic and political. For the foreseeable future, the importance of Middle
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East oil and natural gas supplies will increase and the Persian Gulf will continue to be the

most significant repository for reasonably priced energy. Persian Gulf States hold 55

percent (728 billion barrels) of the world's crude oil reserves and access to the region's oil

is critical to Western, indeed global, prosperity. Yet because of the expected untapped

energy resources of the region, the local players and the key external powers realize that if

political conflicts can be resolved, an economic bonanza could transform the region. To

understand the contemporary geostrategic relevance of oil and gas resources of the region,

the researcher has attempted to study and analyze the geopolitics of the regional states,

regional order, and contemporary conflicts of the region, geostrategic importance of the

Strait of Hormuz and the role of Iran and USA as two major powers of the region. Natural

gas is undergoing a revolutionary transformation. Due to advances in drilling technology,

vast amounts of the commodity have been unlocked. With a 100-year supply within the

U.S. borders and under America’s control, natural gas is quickly replacing other fossil fuels

as America’s energy source of choice.

In just a few years, demand has risen appreciably and is expected to continue to do

so for decades to come. Natural gas is environmentally friendly, relatively inexpensive and

has wide application in American commerce. Demand drivers are far-reaching and include

numerous industries and initiatives. Currently, natural gas is making headway as a

replacement for coal in power generation. Captive truck fleets and buses are turning to

natural gas for its environmental and cost advantages relative to gasoline and diesel. Even

the maritime and railroad industries are exploring operating ships and locomotives using

natural gas rather than diesel fuel. With abundant supplies available, America has the

opportunity to be energy independent and become a net exporter of natural gas. Natural

gas has enabled America to rethink its energy needs, and numerous changes sparked by

technological advances across multiple industries are underway. We believe that we are

currently in the early stages of a major energy transformation in the U.S. and that natural

gas will play a primary role over the next several decades. In just a few short years, natural

gas has changed the way America consumes energy. With our new-found vast domestic

supply, we believe natural gas’ advantages relative to alternative fuels are becoming readily

apparent. Numerous industries are turning to natural gas because it is clean, cheap,

abundant and under our political control. With consumption of natural gas rising and

projected to do so for decades to come, we believe that investors may potentially have the

opportunity to benefit from the growing importance of natural gas well into the future.
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Particularly over the last decade, the global energy landscape began to shi� in even

more influential ways. The world’s most developed economies (and largest energy

consumers) were beginning to slow down and the sudden onset of unforeseen growth rates

in rapidly emerging developing economies, most notably China, came as an unprecedented

demand side shock to the system. As the world’s energy providers struggled to match

demand with new supplies, prices for energy and other commodities rose across the board

and some analysts and policymakers began to question the adequacy of the resource base

or ability to get energy products to market in sufficient quantities to keep energy prices at

a manageable level. Despite ample evidence that energy supplies were sufficient in terms

of resources underground, the “above ground issues” (political instability, unwillingness of

the world’s major oil and gas resource holders to allow and provide timely investment into

their area of sovereign resources, technological complexity, unwelcome or inconsistent

investment frameworks, etc.) fed the so-called “scarcity mindset” that prevailed for much

of the early to mid-2000s. The vast majority of conventional global oil and gas resources

exist in the Middle East and Russia/Eurasia while demand centers continue to be in OECD

economies of Europe, North America, developed Asia, and the rapidly emerging Asian

consumers, China and India. Not only did this dichotomy raise a host of issues with regard

to producer and consumer country dynamics, but it also introduced uncertainty about

whether growing consumers like China and India would find use in supporting the global

energy norms and institutions that were started in the 1970s. State-run oil and gas

companies, not only in major producing countries like Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, and

Russia, but also in China and India, started to evolve new strategies for investing in

resources around the world, undercutting the efforts and access of the large, private,

integrated oil and gas companies. The growing concern over resource scarcity, relentless

demand growth, and the resulting potential for a new and higher floor for global energy

prices created an enabling environment for an increasingly mainstream awareness about

the need to tackle the problem of global climate change. If fossil-based energy sources

were increasingly unstable and unreliable (and by inference more expensive), then a move

toward traditionally more expensive low carbon energy sources (more efficient

technologies and systems, wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, and nuclear) had a greater

chance of contributing a larger share of global energy supplies, thereby reducing climate

change causing greenhouse gas emissions. Particularly over the last decade, the global

energy landscape began to shi� in even more influential ways. The world’s most developed

economies (and largest energy consumers) were beginning to slow down and the sudden
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onset of unforeseen growth rates in rapidly emerging developing economies, most notably

China, came as an unprecedented demand side shock to the system. As the world’s energy

providers struggled to match demand with new supplies, prices for energy and other

commodities rose across the board and some analysts and policymakers began to question

the adequacy of the resource base or ability to get energy products to market in sufficient

quantities to keep energy prices at a manageable level. Despite ample evidence that energy

supplies were sufficient in terms of resources underground, the “above ground issues”

(political instability, unwillingness of the world’s major oil and gas resource holders to

allow and provide timely investment into their area of sovereign resources, technological

complexity, unwelcome or inconsistent investment frameworks, etc.) fed the so-called

“scarcity mindset” that prevailed for much of the early to mid-2000s. The vast majority of

conventional global oil and gas resources exist in the Middle East and Russia/Eurasia while

demand centers continue to be in OECD economies of Europe, North America, developed

Asia, and the rapidly emerging Asian consumers, China and India. Not only did this

dichotomy raise a host of issues with regard to producer and consumer country dynamics,

but it also introduced uncertainty about whether growing consumers like China and India

would find use in supporting the global energy norms and institutions that were started in

the 1970s. State-run oil and gas companies, not only in major producing countries like

Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, and Russia, but also in China and India, started to evolve new

strategies for investing in resources around the world, undercutting the efforts and access

of the large, private, integrated oil and gas companies.

The growing concern over resource scarcity, relentless demand growth, and the

resulting potential for a new and higher floor for global energy prices created an enabling

environment for an increasingly mainstream awareness about the need to tackle the

problem of global climate change. If fossil-based energy sources were increasingly

unstable and unreliable (and by inference more expensive), then a move toward

traditionally more expensive low carbon energy sources (more efficient technologies and

systems, wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, and nuclear) had a greater chance of

contributing a larger share of global energy supplies, thereby reducing climate change

causing greenhouse gas emissions.

However, in the last several years the energy world has continued to change. The

global financial crisis and economic downturn, combined with the perceived stalling out of

the international climate regime, followed by an unprecedented nuclear disaster in

Fukushima, Japan, and the worst deepwater oil spill in U.S. history have all served to once
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again alter the geopolitical landscape vis-à-vis energy. While the lower levels of economic

growth have given energy companies more time to invest and bring online energy

resources in anticipation of future growth, it has also exacerbated the transition to new

geopolitical dynamics, with some rapidly emerging economies experiencing a faster, more

robust return to economic growth and increased energy consumption and an increased

ability to spend money at home and abroad to further cultivate resources. Perhaps the

most fundamental change to emerge over this timeframe has been the widespread

realization of the economic, technological, and commercial viability of the tremendous oil

and natural gas resources within North America and the potential for transferring this

production success to other parts of the world with similar resources. These developments

may alter the global energy landscape in several important ways.

Domestically, the combination of high natural gas prices in 2006-2008, a permissive

regulatory and resource ownership structure, technological know-how, and industry

composition have allowed U.S. oil and gas producers to achieve and improve production

processes and unlock abundant hydrocarbon resource production potential that were

previously believed to be uneconomic. The resulting transformation has been

overwhelming. According to the latest outlook from the International Energy Agency, the

United States will overtake Saudi Arabia as the largest oil producer in 2017, will surpass

Russia as the largest natural gas producer in 2015, will be energy self-sufficient in 25 years,

and could be a net oil exporter by 2030.
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• The effect of La doping concentration on NO /NH gas sensing behaviour of

BaTiO  nanostructures was studied.

• The proposed sensing reactions shows two step mechanism for NH  gas sensing

while single step mechanism for NO  gas sensing.

• The results with Arduino Uno microcontroller board showed that the recovery

time for NO  gas was less as compared to NH  gas.

Abstract

Among all the metal oxide based sensing materials, Barium titanate (BaTiO ) is captivating attention due to its strong

ferromagnetic and dielectric properties. Continuing the interest, we present gas sensing properties of Lanthanum (La) doped

BaTiO  nanostructures. For this purpose, we demonstrate the in-situ doping of BaTiO  nanostructures with varied molar

concentrations of La and then reveal its effect on their gas-sensing mechanism. The as-prepared La doped BaTiO  (BaLaTiO )

nanostructures were used as thick films for sensing performance against various interfering gases at operating temperature

from RT to 450 °C. The thick films of La doped BaTiO  nanostructures showed strong response for both NO  and NH  gases at

room temperature. The effect of doping on the mechanism of gas sensing, selectivity and stability of the sensing devices are

discussed.

Introduction

Barium titanate (BaTiO ) is a technologically important material mainly because of its ferromagnetic response and high

dielectric constant which are regarded to be highly useful for the further development of electronic industry [1]. BaTiO  is

suitable material for multilayer ceramic capacitor (MLCC) because of its high electrical permittivity and low losses [2].

Hence, the typical perovskite ferroelectric oxide such as BaTiO  has been extensively studied in electronic industries.

Recently, the trend of miniaturisation of these electronic devices (thermister, MLCC) with improved properties, the nano-
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sized BaTiO  materials is desirable. The ceramic produced from agglomerated free nano-sized powder with narrow size

distribution have shown unique consolidation and compaction properties [3]. One of the easiest synthetic techniques to

obtain nano-sized BaTiO  is hydrothermal processes which have been proposed as an effective method for synthesizing fine

ceramic powders [[4], [5], [6], [7]]. In general, the hydrothermal process progresses in closed system at high auto-generous

pressure. By the benefit of closed system with high pressure, the required temperature for preparing ceramic powder can be

greatly reduced because of enhanced reactivity of reagents and fine particles with high sintering ability can be obtained

[8,9]. The synthesis by hydrothermal route is interesting as the sub-micrometer BaTiO  particles can be obtained at moderate

conditions having exact stoichometry and uniform size distribution.

The thermodynamics and kinetics of hydrothermal synthesis of BaTiO  was investigated by many researchers previously

[[10], [11], [12]]. Hert et.al. reported the kinetics of BaTiO  proposing the in-situ transformation mechanism for hydrothermal

conversion of TiO  to BaTiO  [11]. By using Ba(OH)  and particulate TiO  as precursors, they found that the rate determining

step at high concentration of Ba(OH)  is the topochemical reaction of Ba  with TiO  at the interface. Whereas, at low

concentration of Ba(OH)  the diffusion of Ba  through the BaTiO  product layer limits the reaction rate. Additionally it was

also revealed that the particle size of BaTiO  is inversely proportional to initial concentration of Ba(OH) . It was reported by

many researchers that perovskite type semiconducting BaTiO  is a positive temperature coefficient of resistivity (PTCR)

ceramic material which is widely used in various applications such as energy sources, environmental monitoring and

sensing. The advantages of using perovskite type semiconducting BaTiO  sensors as compared to other metal oxides are their

high chemical stability, low cost, simple structure etc. [[13], [13]b), [13]a)]. Previously, we reported that such PTCR type un-

doped BaTiO  nanostructured material show high sensing behaviour towards H S gas at working temperatures above 200 °C

[14]. The sensing mechanism and the selectivity can be explained on the basis of H S Desulfurization mechanism at higher

temperatures where S-doping at the surface of BaTiO  may take place due to exchange between the O  and S  moieties

from BaTiO  and H S respectively. It was also reported that the annealing of these semiconducting sensor films at high r

temperature causes short response time and higher sensitivity [15,16]. In order to control intrinsic defect and grain size, the

annealing of samples can be done at higher temperature in constant oxygen atmosphere [17]. During this thermal treatment

the layer of highly reactive oxygen species (O , O ) are formed at surface of semiconducting film which are going to interact

with incoming gas molecules causing their detection. Additionally, pristine and modified BaTiO  nanoparticles or thin films

with Cu O, graphite, Fe O  etc have been studied previously for gas sensing as well as UV light detection applications where
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various gases where detected at higher working temperatures [[18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]]. It

was observed that the working temperatures of Cu/Cd/Pd doped BaTiO  sensors were on the higher side (>200 °C) for sensing

CO, H , H S, LPG gases. However, rare earth metal doped BaTiO  was never used for gas sensing applications as per our

knowledge.

It is well known that the semiconducting BaTiO  forms oxygen vacancy (donor doping) with the trivalent ions such as

lanthanum (La), antimony (Sb), yttrium (Y) etc on the barium site. To maintain the purity of barium titanate the

concentration of donor dopant should be very low. For doping, ionic radii are the major parameter which decide substitution

site. La  ionic radius is 1.15 A . This is highly suitable for the barium site because a Ba  ionic radius is 1.35 A  and not on Ti

site because Ti ionic radii are 0.68A . Generally, the doping of BaTiO  with La produces N-type semiconductor material [29].

Thus, we present a new approach by synthesizing La doped BaTO  nanostructures by hydrothermal method and study its gas

sensing behaviour at various temperatures. For this purpose, thick films of varied La doped BaTiO  nanostructures were

fabricated and their electrical resistance was monitored in presence of various gases and air.

Section snippets

Material preparation

Ba(OH)  .8H O (Merck make) is used as Barium precursor, LaNO . 6H O (Alpha Aesar) is used as lanthanum precursor while

TiO  (25 nm, Sigma Aldrich) are used as Ti precursor. All precursors added in to Teflon vessel along with doubled distilled

water to maintain the eq. amount of Ba and Ti the Barium to titanium ratio was maintained as (Ba:Ti = 1) and lanthanum

0.2,0.4,1.0 mol percentage was added to the vessel. No external mineraliser such as NaOH or KOH was used to adjust the pH.

The…

Result and discussion
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The La doping of BaTiO  nanostructures was performed using a hydrothermal method reported previously [14a]. The

concentration of La was theoretically maintained as 0.2, 0.4 and 1 mol% with respect to BaTiO  precursor before the

experiments. Henceforth, the samples of as synthesized La doped BaTiO  are labelled in the discussion as La 0.2, La 0.4 and

La 1 representing the 0.2, 0.4 and 1 mol% concentration of La respectively. In order to understand the structural properties of

La doped BaTiO …

Conclusions

A comprehensive study for gas sensing properties of Lanthanum (La) doped Barium titanate (BaTiO ) nanostructures

synthesized by a low temperature hydrothermal method is presented. The effect of La (dopant) concentration on gas sensing

behaviour of BaTiO  nanostructures has been observed where 0.2 M% doping concentration of La delivered high gas response

for both NO  and NH  gases at room temperature. The XPS spectra revealed that the present material was abundant in

adsorbed oxygen as compared…
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• Room temperature sensing of both NO  and NH  gases.

• Effect of Sr doping on NO /NH  gas sensing behavior of BaTiO  nanostructures.

• Proposed sensing mechanism for NH /NO  gases supported with XPS analysis.

• The recovery time for NO  gas was relatively higher as compared to NH  gas.

Abstract

In this study, we comprehensively present the gas sensing performance of strontium (Sr)-doped barium titanate (BaTiO )

nanostructures which are synthesized by a low-temperature hydrothermal route. The in-situ doping of strontium in BaTiO

nanostructures is achieved with different molar concentrations of Sr, and the sensing performance was evaluated by screen

printing process of products to form their thick films. The thick films of as-prepared Sr-doped BaTiO  (BaSrTiO ) were

investigated for gas sensing performance for various gases at different operating temperatures where strong response was

observed for both nitrogen dioxide (NO ) and ammonia (NH ) gases at room temperature. Furthermore, the sensing response

at room temperature for NH  and NO  gases was also studied with respect to Sr doping concentrations in BaTiO

nanostructures.

Introduction

Barium titanate (BaTiO  is a well-known and key member of the perovskite family and a technologically advanced material

of immense potential, mainly because of its amazing ferroelectric properties: behavior at room temperature, high dielectric

constant, maximum charge storage capacity, and low loss current density etc. It is more attractive due its application in the

development of electronic industry. Its dielectric properties can be modified or tuned by doping of various dopants that

substitutes at barium or titanium positions in the compound [[1], [2], [3]]. At room temperature, BaTiO  behaves as a

ferroelectric, and its Curie temperature is around 120 °C and undergoes ferroelectric transitions at different temperature

[4,5].
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The advantages of using perovskite type semiconducting BaTiO  sensors as compared to other metal oxides are their high

chemical stability, low cost, simple structure etc. Reports in the literature show that doped perovskites such as tin dioxide

[stannic oxide] (SnO ), and BaTiO  can be effectively used for chemical sensing applications [[6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]].

Microstructural modification and amount of acceptor/donor dopant can improve temperature coefficient of resistance,

dielectric properties, and conductance of the perovskite oxides [11]. Strontium-doped barium titanate has been widely

investigated for various applications in the field of electronics. Strontium doping induces high polarization and high strains

in the lattice of BaTiO  by substitution of barium depending on the concentration of strontium with respect to barium [[12],

[13], [14]]. Previously, we have reported that un-doped BaTiO  films showed high response for hydrogen sulfide (H S) gas at

working temperatures above 200 °C [15]. Additionally, BaTiO  nanoparticles modified with other oxides and graphene etc.

have been studied previously for gas sensing as well as ultraviolet (UV) light detection applications where gases were sensed

at higher temperatures [[16], [17], [18],20,21,33]. It was observed that the working temperatures of metal-doped BaTiO

sensors were exposed to more than 200 °C for sensing of various gases [[16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],

[26]]. The intention of the present work is to synthesize strontium-doped barium titanate nanoparticles with different

concentration of strontium (0.2 M%, 0.4 M%, and 1 M%) by hydrothermal route and investigate the microstructural and gas

sensing properties of their thick films The surface modifications of these thick films respectively in view of improvement in

sensitivity towards toxic gases such as carbon monoxide (CO), NH , H S, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), carbon dioxide (CO ),

and NO  etc. are also studied.

Section snippets

Experimental details

The hydrothermal method was employed to synthesize Sr-doped BaTiO  nanostructures where the concentration of Sr was

theoretically maintained as 0.2, 0.4 and 1 mol% with respect to BaTiO  precursor before the experiments. Henceforth, the

samples of as synthesized BaSrTiO  are labeled in the discussion as Sr 0.2, Sr 0.4 and Sr 1 representing the 0.2, 0.4 and 1 mol%

concentration of Sr respectively.

Barium hydroxide octahydrate (Ba (OH)  . 8H ) was used as barium precursor, and Sr (OH). 8HO (…
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Results and discussion

In order to understand the structural properties of BaSrTiO  nanostructures, X-ray diffraction study was performed. The X-

ray diffraction analysis of BaSrTiO  samples was collected over a 2θ range of 20–80° to understand the crystal structure and

crystallite size of the products. Fig. 2 a) shows XRD pattern of BaSrTiO  nanostructures where the observed diffraction peaks

of BaSrTiO  correlated well with reported data of BaSrTiO  (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards database,

now…

Conclusion

To conclude, strontium-doped barium titanate with doping concentration of 0.2 M%, 0.4 M%, 1 M % were prepared by

hydrothermal route, and their thick films were investigated for gas sensing performance. The Sr-doped BaTiO

nanostructures were distorted shaped nano-crystalline particles where XRD analysis showed the distortion in the lattice of

BaTiO  after Sr doping. The gas sensing performance of Sr-doped BaTiO  with 0.2 M% doping showed enhanced performance

for sensing of both NO  and NH …
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ABSTRACT 

 

Tourism is one of the most rapidly developing economic activities in the world. There are 

many forms of tourism. Adventure Tourism is also attracting many tourists in India. Adventure 

tourism is not only recreating but it includes three aspects i.e. physical activity, appreciation of 

natural environment and cultural involvement. The physical strength of the tourist can be assessed 

in adventure tourism. The natural resources of the destinations can be assessed and information can 

be gathered during adventure tourism. The local community and their culture are equally important 

in adventure tourism as they are the source for getting exact details of the destination. Biodiversity 

study and sustainable development of tourism is possible by adventure tourism. Nashik region is 

very rich in natural resources like mountains, valleys, rivers, waterfalls, water reservoir, forests and 

wildlife. The aim of this research work is to study potential of adventure tourism in Nashik region. 

The stakeholders were interviewed and data was analysed using statistical techniques like 

satisfaction index and other tools. Maps, Charts, Tables have been used to represent the results. 

Adventure tourism will certainly be useful for the sustainable development of the study area. This 

research work has suggested some recommendations for the development of the site. These 

recommendations will promote the tourism activity in the study area.  

Keywords: adventure tourism, physical activity, natural environment, sustainable development 
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Introduction: 

Tourism is one of the most rapidly developing economic activities in the world. There are 

many forms of tourism. Adventure Tourism is also attracting many tourists in India. Adventure 

tourism is not only recreating but it includes three aspects i.e. physical activity, appreciation of 

natural environment and cultural involvement. The physical strength of the tourist can also be 

assessed in adventure tourism. The natural resources of the destinations can be assessed and 

information can be gathered during adventure tourism. The local community and their culture are 

equally important in adventure tourism as they are the source for getting exact details of the 

destination. Biodiversity study and sustainable development of tourism is possible by adventure 

tourism. 

 

Definition of Adventure Tourism: 

According to the Adventure Travel Trade Association, Adventure Tourism is a tourist 

activity that includes a physical activity, a cultural exchange, or activities in nature. It connects with 

local culture and physical landscape with active participation. This type of tourism is not about 

being risky or pushing your limits but actually in an unfamiliar area it is important to know and 

respect your limits.  
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Activities in Adventure Tourism:   

This type of tourism provides plenty of activities to be performed in an unfamiliar area.  

Following are some  of the activities performed at world level e.g. Day Hiking, Backpacking, Zip 

Lining, Climbing, Free Fall, Rafting, Mountain Biking, Skiing and Snowboarding, Trekking, Hot 

air ballooning, Scuba Diving, Wildlife Safari, Camping, etc.  

 

Adventure Tourism in India: 

India has a diverse topography, which is very useful for the adventure tourism activities in 

the country. Different types of adventure activities are performed in India.  In India there are many 

famous adventure tourism destinations that are developed due to the physical landscape and 

geographical conditions.  The places that promote adventure activities are as follows:  

 

Ladakh: This area has rugged terrain and beautiful natural sites. The climate of the region is cold 

and arid.  The overall altitude of the region is about 10000 feet from mean sea level.  These natural 

resources provide many destinations for adventure tourism. 

 

Rishikesh: Rishikesh is located in Uttarakhand state of India.  It is one of sacred places of India. 

The climate of this place is very pleasant and non-polluted.  This destination is very famous for 

river rafting, rappelling and mountain climbing. 

 

Goa: The climate of Goa state attracts thousands of tourists not only from India but also from many 

more countries.  There are many adventure tourism activities enjoyed by the tourists such as Scuba 

Diving, and many other water sports.   

Many other destinations in India attract adventure lovers and many forms of activities are 

performed.   

Adventure Tourism in Maharashtra: 

The diverse landscape of Maharashtra provides many destinations for adventure tourism.  Many 

forms of adventure activities are performed in the state.  Some of the popular adventure destinations 

of Maharashtra state are as follows: 

 

Kamshet: Kamshet lies in the western part of Maharashtra in the Sahyadrian Mountain Ranges.  

The climate of the place is very pleasant and attractive in the summer season.  Paragliding is one of 

the famous activities performed at this location.   
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Kolad: Kolad is a natural place that lies on the banks of the river Kundalika. It is one of the famous 

places of Maharashtra among the tourists for relaxing and many forms of adventure activities. 

 

Lonavala:  It is one of the famous hill stations in Maharashtra.  It is near Pune City and hence has 

tourist’s attractions throughout the year.  It has a moderate climate.  The rugged topography of the 

place is the main attraction of the tourists.  The tourists may perform many forms of adventure 

activities at this place.   

 Along with these many other places in the state have potential for adventure activities.   

 

Objectives: 

The objective of the present research work is as follows: 

i) To study the adventure tourism activities in the study area. 

ii) To analyse the potential of adventure tourism in the study area. 

 

Research Methodology: 

The present research work requires both the field work and desk work.  Primary and 

Secondary data was collected for the analysis of potential of adventure tourism.  The primary data 

was collected through field work.  The questionnaire was prepared for collection of responses from 

the stakeholders of the tourism activities.  These responses were analysed for getting the satisfaction 

of the tourists and potential of the sites.  The secondary data was collected from many government 

offices and local managements such as District Gazetteer, District Socio-Economic Survey, 

Tourism Department, Forest Department, Tehsil offices, Muncipal Corporations and others.  

Random sampling method was used for collecting primary data. 

 

Study area: 

Nashik District is located in the North-west corner of Maharashtra State.  It lies between 

90
0
35’ and 20

0
52’ North Latitude and 73

0
16’ and 74

0
56’ East Longitude.  It covers an area of 

15,530.00 Sq. Km.  It is rhomboidal in shape with the longer diagonal of about 170 km from South-

west to North-east.  It comprises of 15 tehsils with administrative headqurter at Nashik.  It is 

situated partly in the Tapi Basin and partly in the upper Godavari Basin.  Kalwan, Deola, Baglan, 

Malegaon and Nandgaon tehsils are drained in the north and north-east by Girna river and its 

tributaries.  While the remaining tehsils except Peint and Surgana tehsils are in Godavari basin and 

drained by the Godavari river and its tributaries.  The main system of hills in this region is the 

Sahyadri and its three off shoots. 
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Climate of the Nashik district is quite favourable for the tourism point of view.  

1)  The cold season from December to February 

2)  The hot season from March to May (Max. Temp. 43.6
0
C at Malegaon) 

3)  The south west monsoon season from June to September 

4)  The post monsoon season from October and November  

The average annual rainfall in the district is 1000 mm.  The rainfall received at Western 

Ghats is much heavier than in the rest of the district. The forest area in the district is distributed 

among 1,141 villages in the district which covers about 21.24 per cent land of the district.  Forests 

are found in every tehsil of the districts. 
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Hills and Forts of Nashik District: 

Nashik Sub Range (Ramshej Range) 

Sr. 

No

. 

Name of 

Hill / Fort 

Altitude 

(mt/ft) 

Class Village at Foothill Nearest Big 

Village/City 

Tehsil 

1 Ramshej 985/3231 Simple Ashewadi Nashik Nashik 

2 Deheri 1092/3582 Simple Rasegaon/Ashewadi Nashik Nashik 

3 Bhorgad 1091/3579 Simple Tungaldara Nashik Nashik 

Nashik Sub Range (Pandavleni Range) 

4 Bahula 956/3136 Simple Shingave Bahula Deolali Camp Igatpuri 

5 Raigad 862/2828 Medium Raigadwadi Dadivarhe Igatpuri 

6 Gadgad 

(Ghargad) 

962/3156 Difficult Gadgad Sangavi Vadivarhe Igatpuri 

Trimbakeshwar Sub Range 

7 Anjaneri 1300/4265 Medium Anjaneri Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

8 Ranjangad 850/2788 Medium Mulegaon Anjaneri Trimbakeshwar 

9 Navra-

Navri * 

956/3136 Simple Kushegaon Vadivarhe Igatpuri 

10 Brahmagiri 1394/4573 Medium Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

11 Harihar 1120/3674 Medium Nirgudpada Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

12 Bhaskargad 

/ Basgad 

1086/3562 Simple Nirgudpada Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

Igatpuri Sub Range 

13 Kavnai 814/2670 Simple Kavnai Ghoti Igatpuri 

14 Tringal-

wadi 

987/3238 Simple Tringalwadi Ghoti Igatpuri 

Peth Sub Range 

15 Waghera 1050/3444 Simple Waghera Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

16 Khairai 700/2296 Medium Thanapada Harsul Peth 

17 Songiri 670/2198 Simple Bhuvan Peth Peth 

Kalsubai Sub Range 

18 Mordhan * 1052/3451 Medium Khairgaon Ghoti Igatpuri 

 

19 Kulang 1470/4822 Medium Kurungwadi / 

Ambewadi 

Ghoti Igatpuri 

20 Madan 1466/4809 Difficult Ambewadi Ghoti Igatpuri 

21 Alang 1469/4819 Difficult Uddavane / 

Ambewadi 

Ghoti Igatpuri 

Aundha –Patta Sub Range 

22 Bitanwadi 1085/3559 Simple Bitanwadi Ghoti Igatpuri 

23 Aundha 1320/4330 Difficult Aundhewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

24 Patta / 

Vishrmgad 

1391/4563 Medium Thangaon Sinnar Sinnar 

25 Aad 1233/4045 Medium Aadwadi Sinnar Sinnar 

26 Parvatgad 1080/3543 Medium Sonewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

27 Songad * 850/2788 Simple Sonewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

28 Dubergad * 800/2624 Simple Dubewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

Chankapur Sub Range 

29 Pimplagad 1130/3707 Medium Sule Pimpale Abhone Kalwan 
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/Mandala* 

30 Premgiri * 810/2657 Simple Hingalwadi Abhone Kalwan 

31 Choulher 1128/3700 Medium Tilwan Satana  Baglan 

Galna Sub Range 

32 Galna 878/2880 Simple Galna Malegaon Malegaon 

33 Kankrala 755/2805 Simple Kankrala Malegaon  Malegaon 

Ajintha Range (Nashik District) 

34 Katra 1406/4612 Medium Katarwadi Lasalgaon Yeola 

35 Ankai – 

Tankai 

961/3152 Simple Ankai Manmad Yeola 

36 Manikpunj 636/2053 Simple Manikpunj Manmad Nandgaon 

37 Jategaon * - Simple Jategaon Manmad Nandgaon 

38 Gorakhgad - Difficult Manmad Manmad Nandgaon 

Selbari – Dholbari Range 

39 Bhilai * 1060/3477 Medium Dagadi Sakode Satana Baglan 

40 Mulher 1317/4320 Medium Mulher Taharabad Baglan 

41 Hargad 1340/4396 Medium Mulher Taharabad Baglan 

42 Salota 1350/4429 Difficult Waghambe Taharabad Baglan 

43 Salher 1567/5141 Medium Salher Taharabad Baglan 

44 Mangi- 

Tungi 

1324/1331 

4343/4366 

Medium Bhilwad Taharabad Baglan 

45 Nhavi / 

Ratangad 

1297/4255 Medium Vadakhel Taharabad Baglan 

46 Pisol 1076/3530 Simple Pisolwadi Jaykheda Baglan 

47 Dermal 1076/3530 Simple Bilpuri Jaykheda Baglan 

Dodheshwar Sub Range (Dholbari) 

48 Karha 937/3074 Simple  Karha Satana Baglan 

49 Ajmera * 870/2854 Simple  Ajmer Saundane Satana Baglan 

50 Vishta * 1030/3379 Simple Bijote Satana Baglan 

51 Dundha 693/2273 Simple Dundhe Satana Baglan 

Satmala – Ajintha Range 

52 Hatgad 1114/3654 Simple Hatgadwadi Vani Surgana 

53 Achala - Medium Pimpri Achala Vani Dindori 

54 Ahivant 1228/4028 Simple Ahivantwadi Vani Kalwan 

55 Mohandar* - Difficult Mohandar Nanduri Kalwan 

56 Markandey 1336/4383 Medium Babapur / Mulane Vani Kalwan 

57 Kanhergad 1100/3608 Medium Aathamba Nanduri Kalwan 

58 Ravlya – 

Javlya 

1332/4370 

1236/4055 

Medium Babapur / Mulane Vani Kalwan 

59 Dhodap 1551/5088 Medium Hatti Dhodambe Chandwad 

60 Kanchana 1134/3720 Medium Puri / Kanchana Sogras Chandwad 

61 Koldher 978/3208 Difficult Kheldari Sogras Chandwad 

62 Indrai 1370/4494 Medium Vadbare Chandwad Chandwad 

63 Rajdher 1091/3579 Difficult Rajdherwadi Chandwad Chandwad 

64 Chandwad 1125/3690 Medium Chandwad Chandwad Chandwad 

65 Mesna 850/2788 Medium Mesankhede Chandwad Chandwad 
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These are the 65 hills and hill forts present in the Nashik District.  These are the main natural 

resources of the district for the adventure tourism.  The hills and hill forts are the main attraction of 

adventure tourists.  Many trekking and climbing groups are formed in the district.  The tourists who 

want to assess their physical strength and appreciate the natural environment always prefer the 

district because of the district’s physical assets.  Most of the tourists follow the safety measures for 

trekking and climbing the hills and hill forts in the district. 

Overall Tourist Satisfaction Index: 

Satisfaction Index has been calculated to bring out level of satisfaction of tourists. It is a 

globally accepted tool to calculate the level of satisfaction of tourist.  The strength and weakness of 

the site can be assessed properly by using this index. 

The following formula has been adopted for Factor wise Satisfaction Index. 

●     
    

  
 

Where: 

   = Satisfaction Index for i
th

 factor 

fi= Number of respondents deriving the particular level of Satisfaction of i
th

 factor 

  = Numerical values of the particular level of satisfaction of the i
th

 factor 

Four point scaling technique viz. Excellent, Good, Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory is used in 

this method. To derive the Satisfaction of the tourists nine management factors are selected. The 

questionnaires received from the tourists were used to derive the satisfaction index. 

Overall Tourist Satisfaction Index 

Sr. 

No. 

Management 

Factors 

Unsatisfactory Satisfactory Good Excellent Satisfaction 

Index 

Rank 

1. Transport 202.5 915 157.5 30 4.53 9 

2. Craft 230 715 360 50 4.70 8 

3. Food Quality 167.5 910 247.5 60 4.81 6 

4. Behaviour of local 

Community 155 590 757.5 70 5.46 2 

5. Information of 

site 100 935 442.5 20 5.20 4 

6. Opinion of site 97.5 625 862.5 90 5.82 1 

7. Health Facility 152.5 610 772.5 20 5.40 3 

8. Water Facility 257.5 610 412.5 80 4.72 7 

9. Guide Facility 232.5 615 487.5 70 4.88 5 

        

        

Source: Data compiled by researcher 
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The Factors Opinion of site and Behaviour of Local Community ranked 1
st
 and 2

nd
 position with the highest 

Satisfaction Index 5.82 and 5.46 respectively.  Health facility followed the Behaviour of Local Community 

with Satisfaction Index of 5.40, whereas Transport stood at the last place with Satisfaction Index of 4.53.  

Information of Site, Guide Facility, Food Quality, Water Facility and Craft stood with ascending order of 

Satisfaction Index from rank 4 to 8 with 5.20, 4.88, 4.81, 4.72 and 4.70 respectively. 

SUGGESTIONS: 

● The sites do not possess accommodation facility hence camping facilities could be a good 

option for the adventure lovers.  

● To increase the flow of adventure tourists the sites should be promoted through development 

of websites, organizing workshops and meetings. 

● Transport facilities should be developed as it received a low score in satisfaction index.   

● Local food and craft should be developed as an additional income source for the local 

community and benefits of the tourists. 

● Health facilities should be developed in the region as adventure tourism has certain 

associated risks. 

● Local people should be encouraged and trained to work as guides which will be an 

additional income source for them. 
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Graph 1 : Tourist Satisfaction Index 
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CONCLUSION: 

Many tourists visit these places in the district to appreciate the nature and resources in the 

study area.  The study area possesses good natural surroundings, biodiversity and rugged physical 

terrain and all these features are the main attractions for the adventure lovers.  Cultural and social 

aspects also encourage tourism in the study area.  It can be concluded that the study area has a great 

potential to be developed as a good adventure tourism destination.  
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Title of Paper: Role of Technology in Commerce and Management 

 

Introduction:  

 

  Today’s global environment, the service sector occupies a key role in every 

economy. Service marketing has increase importance over the last decade with the advent of 

competition. A decade ago the competition was relatively less important to firm in service 

business however the competition has increased at an alarming rate in most service sector.  

 

  In developing country like India, services have emerged as a key sector fueling 

growth & success of business houses. Many manufacturing companies like- Tata, Birla & 

Reliance have entered in service business.  

 

Internet marketing is conceptually different from other marketing channels and internet 

promotes a one to one communication between the seller and the end user with round the clock 

customer service. Today, business internet marketing is the fastest growing segment of online 

commerce. The major difference between traditional and online selling is the extent of 

interaction between the consumer and the seller. 

 

  Service sector emerged to meet the needs of manufacturing including the need 

of intermediaries who were essential for the distribution & transportation of manufacturers’ 

goods to increasingly dispersed market.  

 

  Therefore, this paper is prepared to give the detail information about traditional 

marketing services up to new generation marketing services as well as online shopping trends 

in young generation also studied. At this point, the growth of service sector & its impact on 

Indian economy as well as business organization is explained.  

 

Objectives of research Paper:  

 

1. To study the changing role of service industry from traditional to modern 

2. To study marketing mix in service marketing. 

3. To know the type of products purchased by consumers through online shopping. 

 

Research Methodology:  

 

Convenience sampling method is used for this research study.  

Primary data collected with the help of questionnaire collected from selected PG Students. For 

that, 100 students selected randomly. 

Secondary data collected with the help of various websites, books  

Marketing services & its distinctive features: 
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Marketing services is treated as specialized task of marketing. A service is any act or 

performance that one party can offer to another that is easily tangible & does not result in the 

ownership of anything. Its product may or may not be tied to a physical product. The unique 

features of marketing services are given below: 

 

1) Service is a performance 

2) Service do not involve any ownership transfers 

3) Intangibility  

4) Heterogeneous services are performed 

5) Services cannot be stored there are no inventories in a service 

6) In a service a consumer is part of the production process & there is close intention 

between service provider & customer 

7) In channel matters too, service differ significantly from product.    

 

Changing role of service sector industry in India:  

 

  The service sector in India has been growing not only in volume but also in 

variety, sophistication & complexities which explained from traditional services & changing 

the growth up to new generation service sector.  

 

 

Traditional Services:  

 

  It includes following services which are available in India:  

 

1) Utilities such as- electricity, water supply etc.  

2) Transportation- rail, road, air etc.  

3) Communication- post, telephone, broadcasting, telecasting etc.  

4) Educational service 

5) Accountancy service  

6) Medical/ hospital services 

7) Insurance & banking services 

8) Financial services- brokerage, leasing etc. 

9) Food, leisure & recreation services- restaurants, hotels, catering etc.  

10) Legal services 

11) Entertainment services- cinema, theatres, clubs, casinos, game 

Zones etc. 

12) Distributive trade & retailing 

13) Miscellaneous services like maintenance etc. 

 

 

 

Modern Services:  

It includes following services:  
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1) Travel agency/ tour operators 

2) Real estate   

3) Advertising agency  

4) Public relationship 

5) Market research  

6) Physical fitness/ health clubs  

7) Car rental service 

8) Courier services/ air express 

9) Credit cards, ATMs  

 

New generation services:  

It includes following services in which India adopted the modern technology for the 

development of the nation: 

1) Business services/ BPO/ Call centers 

2) Recruitment services/ HR outsourcing  

3) Computer software/ solutions  

4) Computer maintenance 

5) Management consultancy 

6) Technical consultancy  

7) Management training  

8) Computer & technical training  

9) Cellur phone services  

10) Value added telecom services 

11) Fax 

12) E- mail  

13) Internet services 

14) E- Commerce  

15) Video conferencing  

 

Marketing Mix in Service Marketing:  

  A service marketer must develop strategies that satisfy needs & wants of 

customers. The aim of marketing is to satisfy customer need & marketers strive to deliver a 

complete offer that may involve a combination of some tangible & intangible products. The 

marketing mix concept has become widely accepted. Thus marketing mix services is comprised 

of following elements:  

1) Product (service): The marketing of services can be successful only if there is a match 

between the service product from the customer point of view & suppliers’ point of view. 

To find this, the service manager must grasp the following ideas:  

1. Service benefit  

2. Service offer  

3. Service forms  

4. Service delivery system  
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2) Price: In the case of products the term price is used for all types of goods but in the 

case of services different terms are used for example:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Promotion: A marketing manager must design promotion strategy. There are four used 

for promoting services like- advertising, personal selling, sales promotion & publicity. 

For promoting services some important points must be taken into consideration: use 

simple & clear message, stress on benefits of services, build on word-of- mouth 

communication, identify the services etc.  

 

4) Place (distribution): Distribution channels for services are more direct. Distribution 

elements of service marketing mix are concerned with two main issues- accessibility & 

availability. Both criteria must be met in order to achieve successful service marketing. 

There are many services operate through middlemen like- hotels, airlines, LIC etc.  

 

5) People: People or consumers are actively involved in service marketing. Because 

complete satisfaction should be earned for the reason one customer influences others, 

leading to a chain reaction. Therefore, for making good service it has to performed right 

the first time & every time.   

 

6) Physical evidence: The common element in these is that there are all physical, tangible 

& controllable aspects of services are organized. They constitute the physical evidence 

services.  

 

7) Process: Process refers to the system by which the customer receives delivery of the 

services. In service, the process mainly involves adding value or utility for customers.    

 

 

Impact of rapid growth of service sector in India:  

 

  In India the service sector has emerged as the dominant component of the 

economy. In fact the services led growth has been the heart of great India story of recent years. 

Today, the service sector forms more than half of the economy, while the growth of the 

agricultural sector has been low & that of industry reasonably attractive, the service sector 

Services Pricing terminologies  

Employee service Salary / wages  

Transportation Fare  

Insurance  Premium  

Property use  Rent  

Public utility  Tariff  

Use of money  Interest  
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display very buoyant growth. The share of service in India & GDP growth is given in the 

following table:  

 

Year  GDP in service sector 

(per cent) 

1955-56 25% 

1980-81 36% 

2000-01 46% 

2008-09 53% 

 

 

The growth of GDP is very fast because of the following reasons:  

 

 Consumer durable services 

 Best service quality to customer 

 Growth of IT is mega service industry for the successful nation  

 Competitive advantage in human resource will derive this growth  

 Promoting services through proper channel  

 Different services offered to customers  

 Prompt services are given at proper time & right person  

 Services gives at minimum time & maximum output to the customer. 

 

Type of Products Purchased Online:  

The total number of various products purchased by them online 5.6 % purchased 

software online, 16.74% purchased books and magazines, 6.05% purchased computer and 

hardwires, 8.84% purchased Music and CDs, 9.3% purchased Home Electronics, 12.09% 

purchased Travel services such as Airlines, rentals, hotels, 12.09% purchased clothing, 1.86% 

purchased flowers, 25.58% purchased movie and concerts tickets and 1.86% purchased other 

products which is not listed in the questionnaire. 

 

In this study, out of the 100 respondents - 33% of the respondents bought books, 23% 

bought by electronics items, 18% bought clothes followed by 12% purchased shoes the most 

and finally 14% of them responded that they purchase other kind of products.  

 

Online Payment:   

Online payment refers to money that is exchanged electronically. Typically, this 

involves use of computer networks, the internet and digital stored value systems. Online 

payment systems are e-commerce business allowing money transfers to be made only through 

the Internet. They function as fast and secure electronics alternative to traditional methods as 

cheques and money orders. Thus nowadays the online payment is a very big hit as all the 

merchants and companies are turning towards the online shopping which is thus more 

convenient to the consumers as well to the business. 
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Conclusion:  

 

  From the above discussion it is concluded that, the sky is limit for service sector, 

because there are lots of different changes are done in service sector from traditional to new 

generation services & the drastic change & rapid growth is done in service industry. The people 

& organization are accepted the fast growing services in this sector. The real test of service 

quality or customer satisfaction is that customer will keep coming back to the service & that 

will strongly recommended it to others.  

The study highlights the fact that the youngsters between the ages of 20-25 are mostly 

poised to use the online shopping. It is also found that the majority of the people who shop 

online buys books online as it are cheaper compared to the market price with various discounts 

and offers.  

1. The study also discloses that the price of the products have the most influencing 

factor on online purchase.  

2. The second most influencing factor is the security of the products, 

3. The third most influencing factor on online purchase is Guarantees and Warrantees 

followed by delivery time and the next most influencing factor is reputation of the 

company, privacy of the information and nice description of goods.  

4. The study highlights on the easy navigation and access on the internet with people 

liking for easy to access the online shopping and to be more convenient.  

5. The study also reveals that majority of the respondent’s buys clothes from 

flipkart.com and amazon.com which is thus one of the leading online shopping 

websites in India. 

6. On top of that the most products purchased online by the respondents is the books 

followed by tickets (railway, movie, concerts). 
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Abstract:  

In present scenario, there is cut throught competition arises in insurance business. 

Every life insurance company trying to give more and more services to satisfy need of 

policyholders by giving attractive offers. LIC also attract their customers by providing 

them best offers. Furthermore, LIC is single government insurance company established in 

the year 1956 and presently market share if LIC also higher. Therefore, present research 

paper is based on Life insurance policies offered by LIC of India during COVID-19 with 

special reference to Nashik City of Maharashtra.  

Present times we all are going through very bad pandemic situation. In this 

particular situation every person faces life risk, because there is no guarantee due to 

COVID positive patients. From this point of view LIC of India launch many life insurance 

products as per need and requirements of consumer. Apart from that financial risk also 

reduces in such circumstances. From this point of view, this research paper is based on 

consumer perception and their decision making for selection of LIC product to cover their 

life risk and also financial protection of policyholder. Here researcher wants to find out 

which life insurance policy preferred by consumer as per their perception in this pandemic 

situation.   

Key words- Consumer perception, LIC, CRM, Policyholder, Insurance Products.    
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Introduction:  

 In present world, making business successful CRM is most important tool used by 

every business organizations. In insurance industry to retain customers and increase loyalty 

are crucial tasks for maintaining lifelong relationship with customers or policyholders. 

From this point of view, for insurance business CRM strategies are must for making their 

business successful. CRM is important tool from both side industry as well as customer. 

According to J. Nicholas De Bonis, “The business paradigm is the integration of business 

strategies, processes, and practices in order to deliver a superior customer value 

commitment to the chosen target customers, while making a profit. The success of a 

company is mainly based on its satisfied customers, which in turn gives huge profits.” 

Retaining existing customer is also an important job of a company. CRM concentrates on 

the retention of customers by collecting all data from every interaction that every customer 

makes with a company from “all” access points, whether they are phone, email, the web or 

on the field. The company can then use this data for specific business purposes, including 

marketing, service, support or sales. Customer service is a vital part of relationship 

marketing. To keep customers in today’s competitive environment, insurance companies 

are increasing the depth of relationship through implementation of CRM programmes. 

Customer Relationship Management is a modern concept and comprehensive in 

nature for retaining, building and increasing customer relationships in Insurance sector. 

CRM facilitates organization to successfully maintain relationship with their customers, it 

is a general business strategy. It supports to expect, understand, accomplish and personal 

the requirements of customer. Today, various business organizations such as insurance 

companies and other service providers understand its importance. They also realize the 

significance of Performance of LIC which helps them to attract new customers and retain 

existing ones which maximize their lifetime value. 

Basically, Insurance business is Traditional business in service sector. Because, 

Insurance business provides investment in securities by offering Insurance product to their 

Customers. Investments in Insurance have no risk and it offers life cover of policyholder. 

Furthermore, investment in Insurance covers not only life risk of person but also after the 

death or in unfortunate situations of policyholder, it provides financial support to his family 

members. So that, we can say that, investment in insurance beneficial to policyholder in 

his own life as well as after the end of life to his family. Customers are the main pillars of 

life insurance business. For this, every insurance company tries to attract and retain existing 

customers to keep their profits high.  
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An insurance company provides various offers, schemes and investment products 

to attract their customers. They create and launch many investment options as per income 

level and requirements of customers.  

With the growing population in India, there is maximum demand for investment in 

insurance. Insurance sector in India is one of the growing sectors of the economy and 

presently increasing at the rate of 35-40% annually with a total insurable population of less 

than forty percent.  In the year 1956 LIC was the first insurance company came into 

existence and nationalization by Government of India. Until 1999, LIC was monopoly in 

insurance sector. But after 1999, the Indian insurance market was open for private players 

and the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) was established to 

regulate insurance market. At present, in addition with LIC in Public Sector, 15 private 

companies are operating life insurance business. Thus, to attract, to satisfy and to fulfill 

financial needs of customer is the major challenge for every life insurance business.  

E-CRM Technology 

E-CRM technology must support a data model that contains all of the information 

about the people with whom the enterprise does business and the interactions between 

them: 

Interaction Tools Used in E-CRM 

 E-mail. 

 Interactive website 

 Chart rooms 

 Telephones 

 Fax 

 Face – to – face interactions 

 Television networks 

 SMS Alerts 

 Online Premium Payment Facility 

 Online transaction system 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:  

The researcher has reviewed studies, national and international journals.  

According to Parasuraman A. Valarie et al in 1988 accepted forms of quality were 

central to the modern concept of marketing of services. Customer service assumes vital 

importance in the marketing programmes of all modern organizations including service 
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organizations. LIC need to improve its service quality to meet changing demands and 

expectations of customers. 
 

Nirmal Kumar Kumbhat (1990) carried out a research study entitled “Management of 

Operations in the Life Insurance Corporation of India (1970-1988)”. In his study he 

analysed that the Life Insurance Corporation had made satisfactory progress on many 

fronts but it is also true that it has failed to give the desired results in many fields as 

expansion of Business in hitherto neglected rural areas and improvement in the quality of 

new-business. Moreover, the services rendered to the policyholders have also not shown 

any satisfactory improvement. A low correlation between corporations objectives and 

employees performance just reveals the sorrowful state of affairs. As a matter of fact, the 

LIC has not emerged as a “Protector” and “Savior” of those who have sought its assistance 

through Insurance Policies. The shortfalls seem to be the result of failure of human side of 

the Corporation as well as of some external forces and constraints which have impeded its 

growth. 
 

Hanuman Prasad Singhal (1999) also made a study on “Accounting and Audit Procedure 

in Insurance Sector”: A Comparative study of the Life Insurance Corporation of India and 

the General Insurance Corporation of India. In his study he concluded that The Life 

Insurance Corporation of India is earning more profit as compared to four subsidiary 

companies of General Insurance Corporation. The same procedure of internal audit, 

financial, underwriting and claim audit is in practice in Life Insurance Corporation and the 

General Insurance Corporation of India. The continuous audit and the system audit 

procedure is not conducted in both the Life Insurance Corporation but these are there in 

the General Insurance Corporation. Statutory audit procedure has been conducted in both 

the Corporations. Final audit procedure is applicable only to Life Insurance Corporation 

but it is not applied in General Insurance Corporation. The qualifications and duties of 

auditors are the same in both the Corporations. 
 

Simon Drimer (2001) in his published research article titled "Insurers Need to Try Harder 

with Existing Customer Base" has advocated the shift in the focus from the product to the 

customer. The author has identified revenues and costs as the drivers for customer 

profitability. The article elaborates on the relationship duration, which is found to be 

unintentionally discouraged in the insurance sector. The longer relationship allows the 

insurance company to break even on the insurance policy. It also sets up a virtuous circle, 

which leads to customer loyalty, cheaper per customer servicing and lower marketing costs. 

It is also argued that the relationship duration driver is well understood and accommodated 

in insurance through the notion of product persistency. 
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T Sri Jyothi (2008) carried out a research study entitled “CRM Practices in Indian 

Insurance Sector”. According to the researcher the success of any insurance company lies 

in the hands of its customers. In order to attract the customers, it is the fundamental duty 

of the insurance company to implement CRM in their organization. They have to 

implement CRM not merely technically or in the ritual sense but also as a part of their 

culture. Any organization can succeed by building a database of their loyal customers. This 

is essential because a loyal customer advocates the organizations products better than the 

organization itself. Therefore, for surviving and grow in the competitive market, it is 

imperative for any insurance organization to implement the CRM platform in the right sprit 

and manner by understanding the customer’s needs and desires. 

 

Binod Kumar Singh (2010) studied the behaviour of individual or a group of people. The 

study of customer behaviour provides marketers to understand and predict the future 

market behaviour. In this research paper, role of IRDA , role of Banks, role of LIC factors 

influencing customer decisions have been studied. Also the types of insurance policy taken 

by customer, total sum assured in insurance sector, share of LIC in insurance sectors all 

these points covered in his research paper. 
 

Rajeswari and Kartheeswari (2011) determined that the customer satisfaction as the 

perception of customers on the service whether that service has met his needs and 

expectations. Service quality, personal factors, perception of equity and fairness, price, 

product quality, situational factors and attributions for service success or failure are the 

factors that influence the customer satisfaction. However, the perceptions and expectations 

of the policyholders who have taken the policies from Life Insurance Companies vary from 

person to person. This study emphasizes the perceptions of the policyholders about the 

service rendered by the LIC of India and intends to promote a better theoretical 

understanding and recognition of the complexities to service quality and its measurement 

with respect to life insurance. 
 

Ms. Babita Yadav et.al (2012) Studied different factors which influence customers policy 

buying decisions and also analyse the preference of customers while life policy investment 

decision- making. LIC is the most accepted and popular rand in life insurance, the market 

share of private insurers are gradually increasing with people trust and better services 

offered by them are some of the main findings of the study.  
 

Dr. K. Krishnamurthy, K. Karthikeyan (2016) studied “CRM practices in life insurance 

companies in Chennai City” in their research paper the study conducted to analyse different 

dimensions regarding service quality provided by insurance company and satisfaction level 
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of customers in Chennai city. From this research paper researcher found that, LIC provide 

best services to their customers. But still there is scope to improve and maintain 

relationship with their customers with the help of adaption of modern technology like 

internet, e-mails, SMS alerts etc. this study will be beneficial to insurance companies for 

making CRM strategies.  
 

Ms. Pooja Puri, Dr. Harindar Singh Gill (2017), were studied, “Comparative Study of 

LIC and Private Insurance Companies” the main objectives of their study to check 

satisfaction level of customer, service quality provided by insurance companies, grievance 

status of LIC and other private insurance companies. For their study 100 respondents are 

taken as sample for study from Amritsar. From this study, researcher found that, service 

quality of LIC is better than other insurance companies so that, customers are satisfied after 

investing in LIC furthermore, grievance handling system is also best provided by LIC to 

their customers. Therefore, investment in LIC is best option for investors.  

 

OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH:  

1) To study Performance of  LIC of India  

2) To study e-services provided by LIC to customers for maintaining relations 

 HYPOTHESIS:  

There is positive relation among customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and CRM 

strategies.   

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:  

1. Primary data: 

Primary data collected by researcher- 100 policyholders in Nashik City only.  

Policyholders were selected randomly whose age is in between 30 to 50 years and 

having income source restricted by Rs. 5 lacs.  

 

 
 

2. Secondary Data: 

Secondary data refers to the information that has been collected by someone 

other than researcher for the purpose other than those involved in research project 

at hand. From this point of view, researcher needs to collect secondary data which 

may be published or unpublished material as per information will be required.  
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Research Design: 

 Descriptive research was adopted since it provides accurate picture 

about some aspect of market environment such as which products of LIC are 

performing well and what the company can do to improve its market share. Present 

research work takes into account not only CRM strategies followed by LIC from 

time to time but also the working results by retaining their old customers from best 

services.   

 

Statistical Tools: 

 For analyzing primary data researcher used simple statistical tool i.e. percentage 

method and Covariance for analysis 

Data Analysis and Findings:  
 

1) Educational Qualifications of Policyholders: 

 

10th  12th  Graduation  Post-Graduation 

12 24 36 28 

  

From the above table, it was found that maximum policyholders are well educated. So, 

it is conclude that, out of 100 policyholders 64% customers have completed their education 

in graduation level. And remaining 36% policyholders are educated by accomplishing their 

basic education in school.  

 

2) Job description of Policyholder 

 

Service/ Job Business Person Other  

72 18 10 

 

From the above table, it was found that maximum policyholders from Nashik City are 

doing job. Hence, it is conclude that, 72% policyholders are jobbers and remaining 28% 

are doing business or other professionals.  
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3) Awareness about insurance products: 

Form the above question, 100% people were aware about insurance 

products launch every year. For that reason researcher found awareness of 

insurance product by using various Medias/ technology.  

 

Television  E-mail SMS Alerts  Newspapers  Agents/ Mediator  

26 08 32 14 20 

 

 So that, it is conclude that, all policyholders are aware about insurance 

products from various Medias.  

 

4) Use of Technology by policyholder: 

In this information, researcher wants to analyze that, how many policyholders are using 

modern technology for using online transactions and payment  

 

Manual transaction Online transaction  

26 74 

 

From the above table, it is conclude that, 74% policyholders are taken advantage of E-

CRM Services but still 26% policyholders are not using modern technology because they 

preferred traditional transaction system.  

 

5) Online services provided by LIC of India: 

LIC provides many online services to their customers like-  E-mail, Interactive website, 

Chart rooms, Telephones, Fax, Face – to – face interactions, Television networks, SMS Alerts, 

Online Premium Payment Facility, Online transaction system, online form filing, Tax Savings 

products, Information about bonus and interest through e-mail or SMS alerts etc.  

 

6) Customer Care and Customer Services: 

From this information, researcher wants to know whether policyholders getting services 

or not, and whether customer gets care from grievances or other policy related issues.  

 

Yes  No 

93 07 

    

From the above table it is conclude that, 93% percent policyholders got proper customer 

service but 7% policyholders have not got proper services from LIC.  
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7) Rate of Retention of old customers 

All policyholders are old customers of LIC so that, researcher wants to found that, how 

many policyholders retain for maintain lifelong relationship with LIC.  

 

Yes  No 

86 14 

 

The above table show that, 86% policyholders were retain to invest new insurance 

product introduced by LIC but remaining 14% are not retain and switched to other life 

insurance company. 

    

8) Customer satisfaction level: 

From this question researcher wants to analyze that, how many policyholders are 

satisfied by getting services from LIC of India.  

 

Satisfied  Not Satisfied 

96 04 

 

The above table found that, 96% policyholders are satisfied by investing in LIC 

insurance products. Only 4% policyholders are dissatisfied. So that, it is conclude that, 

level of satisfaction is very high. And it is a good sign for making business successful by 

LIC.  

 

Performance of LIC of India from year 2016-2020:  

Total income and total outgo of LIC registered 23.5 and 22.5 per cent growth rates 

respectively during the study period. Among the income sub-components, premium has registered 

a maximum growth rate of 29.4 per cent and under the outgo subcomponents, surrenders including 

bonus recorded highest growth rate of 35.9 per cent.  

Among the sub-components of sector-wise investment of LIC is concerned private sector 

occupied first place with 31.4 per cent growth rate followed by public sector which has registered 

25.7 per cent growth rate. 

 

Conclusion:  

From the above research paper it is conclude that, customers are highly satisfied 

with performance of LIC of India also service quality is prompt and as per requirements.  
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Customer Relationship Management is a modern concept and comprehensive in nature for 

retaining, building and increasing customer relationships in Insurance sector. CRM 

facilitates organization to successfully maintain relationship with their customers, it is a 

general business strategy. CRM supports to expect, understand, accomplish and personal 

the requirements of customer. Today, various business organizations such as insurance 

companies and other service providers understand its importance. They also realize the 

significance of CRM which helps them to attract new customers and retain existing ones 

which maximize their lifetime value. In present times use of Information technology is 

mandatory to every organization as well as for satisfying customers use of modern 

technology is a good sign to make their business successful. LIC also provide many online 

services to their customers. And policyholders in Nashik city were highly satisfied by 

taking all e-services provided by LIC.  

Therefore, hypothesis is also positively proved that, there is relation among 

customer satisfaction, customer loyalty and CRM strategies. CRM strategies are 

successfully done for satisfying their customers and maintain their loyalty for making 

lifelong relationship by LIC.  
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Executive Summary  

  Commerce and management discipline has observed sea changes. The 

development in form of organization changes management its style and attitude. The change 

in business, market area and technology changes the commerce.  Advertisement, marketing, 

insurance, banking and ware housing changes rapidly in recent years. Commerce changes to 

e-commerce. Aids to trade factors changes with digitalization. Universalization of 

management principles and organization structure are not in books but in practices with 

recent economic development and international acceptance to all multi-national 

corporations. 

  All changes are having positive and negative impact.  The changes bring 

challenges to achieve sustainable growth.  Recent world economic slowdown  have hit hard 

to the world.  Agriculture industry and service sector are important for growth. But growth 

in service sector depends in growth in industry and agriculture sector.  Quality aspect 

becomes very important modern world.  Comfortable living use, of information technology, 

e-facilities becoming common. Ease of living ease of doing business is becoming new 

indicator of growth. 

  Commerce and management is essential for survival. The common man 

depends on commerce and management. The challenges are to meet to achieve socio 

economic objective. Apart from this the environment issue is also to be kept in mind.  

  

Key words 

 Management, commerce, changes after 1991 consequence of changes in commerce 

and management. 
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 1) Preamble:- 

 Change is the only permanent factor in today’s modern world.   The industrial 

revolution was regarded as a major change in the industrial world.  It changes life style, 

method of production quality and change in quantity aspect of production.  After the said 

change, labour intensive business, industry, commerce becomes capital and high tech 

intensive.  There is change in technology, method of production and other factors.  The 

information technology and development in computer is also regarded as revolution. It brings 

several challenges before us.  All changes are not positive there is negativity associated with 

some changes. But it will be there. As we popularly say science is curse as well as blessings. 

The digitization net based economy e based marketing governance international trade; 

tensions and business become key aspect of commerce trade as well as management. 

 Apart from the structural changes there is change in trade commerce and services 

after 1991.  It brings changes in rules and regulation, procedures methods of business 

commerce industry knowledge and other such factors.  Different policies like banking, 

labour, industrial import and export, the licensing changes. The policies are changed to 

acquire the advantage of new economic, global order. The two decades of new economic 

order brings positive as well as negative aspect. New indirect tax on account of Goods and 

Service Tax changes the game of indirect taxation and prices.  

 

2) Object of Paper:- 

2.1) To consider various changes in commerce and management.  

2.2) To analyze the consequence and changes  

2.3) To study the challenges of changes put before us.  

  

3) Hypothesis  

3.1) There is change in economy after 1991. 

3.2) New world order changes the style of management and operations of commerce. 

4) Limitations  

 Since the subject is very vast the paper considers the management and commerce 

aspect. The change after 1991 is considered as the base year for change due to adoption of 

New Economic order.   

5) Future  Scope of Study:- 

 There is scope to study the subject in light of challenge introduced by change.  

6) Concept :-  Management  

6.1 Management is the co-ordination of all resources through the process of  planning, 

organizing, directing and controlling in order to attain stated  objectives.   

    Henry L. Sisk 

 

6.2 Management is the art and science of organizing and directing human  efforts 

applied to control the forces and utilize the materials of nature for 

 the benefit of man. 

     American Society of Mechanical Engineers  
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6.3 Management is the art of knowing what you want to do and then seeing  that it is 

done in the best and cheapest way.  

        F.W. Taylor  

  

Commerce 

6.4 Commerce is that aspect of business which is engaged in distribution of  goods and 

services produced by industry. 

6.5 Commerce includes buying and selling of goods and services as well as it  removes 

all the hindrances in the process of distribution of goods and  services.  

6.6 Commerce bridges the gap between producers and consumes by exchange  of goods 

and services for money and money’s worth. 

6.7        E- commerce- It is application of internet and internet of things of buying and 

selling of goods and services. 

 

 

7) Explanation :- 

 The concept management is used for set of interrelated functions and processes in 

field of business process and social science.  It is process of achievement of stated objectives. 

It is not only related to business but it is also concerned with day to day life.  Time 

management, health management, emotion management, disaster management and so on are 

the interrelated examples of management. It is not only development of things but it is 

direction to and development of people in organization. Several branches of management can 

be stated as financial management, marketing, human resources, operating and system 

management. Management is an art because manager has to collect assimilate analyze 

evaluate facts, and further to take a decision.  Management is science because scientific 

management implies formal methods of investigation and study of problem.  

 Commerce is aids to trade. The sum total of packing branding insurance, warehouse, 

transportation banking and marketing is commerce; trade without commerce is not possible.  

The utilization like time place is satisfied by commerce. But all operations and functions of 

commerce are carried out by using internet technology. 

 

8. Changes :- 

 The change in area of commerce and management is classified as basic change and 

change after 1991 i.e. New Economic Order.  

Basic Change 

8.1 Management 

 The management discipline changes as per the change in organization structure.  

Moreover we can say that it is change as per change in life.  The sole proprietor was consider 

as oldest and traditional form of organization. But after development especially after 

industrial resolution the management is separated from ownership. In modern form of 

organization, company form of organization management part lies with managers and 

ownership lies with shareholders.                 Instead of management as an employment in 

today’s modern worlds it is regarded as profession. 
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 The concept of management was use in business traditionally but know a days there is 

change in the applicability. It is also applied to human resource, hospitality travel tourism, 

disaster, emotion and so on.  

 There is tremendous change in commerce field.  There is development of new area of 

commerce which is e-commerce.  The old and traditional commerce was associated with 

advertisement of firm on radio and newspaper. Marketing was carried out with dealers and 

middlemen.  The warehousing facilities were not in existence. The insurance sector was not 

much developed.  But know a days the advertisement can be done through internet. There is 

network marketing and e-marketing. The insurance is also developed as per need. The new 

and high-tech methods are used for packing, branding and transportation.  

8.2 Nature of change in commerce Management Business and Economics after 1991. 

 After adoption of new economic policies there are several changes in business. It 

leads to automatic change in commerce and management. Composition of board of directors 

changes due to change in legal frame work. Foreign Direct Investment and role of Foreign 

Institutional Institute changes the share holding pattern and management style. Women 

representation ethical committee corporate social responsibility committee appointment of 

chief financial officer changes the pattern of governance. It can be mentioned as follows.  

 

Change in commerce and management. 

 

Particulars Before LPG After LPG 

Legal Change FERA  ACT FEMA ACT 

Legal Change MRTP ACT Competition Act 

Legal Change Company Act 1956 Company Act 2013 

Banking Social Banking Competitive Banking 

I.T. Traditional Communication Modern communication 

Financial Indigenous Capital FDI 

Trade No Rupee Convertibility Rupee Convertibility 

I/T Manual Commerce e-Commerce 

Policy Non Cash Subsidy Cash subsidy 

Policy Government Role Privatization 

Trade National Market International Market 

H.R.M. Local Human Resource Foreign Human Resource 

Policy License Raj and Industries  Ending of licenses Raj 

Nature Closed Economy Open Economy 

Duty structure Heavy Import Duty  Reduction in Import Duty  

Investment No Foreign Direct Investment  Foreign Direct Investment.  

Disinvestment Investment in Public Sector   Disinvestment Policy  

Credit Rigid Banking Policy   Liberal and  flexible policy  

Governance Strict Govt. Control  Less government intervention  

Administration Paper and table administration E administration 

Management Quasi professional Professional 
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Above mention changes area basic and structural in nature.  It is due to change in policy of 

government. The opening up of economy, change in import duty, disinvestment policy, and 

arrival of multi national corporation changes the business scenarios of India as well as 

changes the commerce and management. The taking over, merger acquisition, changes, the 

ownership which brings change in style philosophy and culture of management. The reforms 

in banking policies change the style working. The place of person and books of accounts is 

taken by computes and pen drive.  

 The reforms in legal sector also invite change.  Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 

(FERA) becomes Foreign Exchange Management Act.  Monopoly Restrictive Trade 

Practices Act   (MRTP) change to Competition Act. Companies Act 1956 has amended 

several times. There are independent directors on the board of director of the company. 

 The drives of the change are open economy, banking policy, disinvestment policy, 

FDI policy, legal reforms, administrative reforms, tax reforms and conditions of world trade 

organization. The management style changes with change in composition of board of 

directors and with rules and regulations announced by regulators like Securities Exchange  

Board of India and Ministry of Corporate Affairs. 

9) Consequences of change 

 Due to recent changes in policies practices rules and regulation following aspect are 

possible.  

World become a complete market.               Entry into international market 

Rupee convertibility                                    Global competition 

World standard quality norms                    World standard technology 

International technology put to us              Cooperation instead of Competition 

The drivers of changes are policies practices change fashion technology multi business 

models management of economic resources and concept of user friendly policy for end user 

of goods and services. The change in ownership and methodology brings change in 

management. New performance appraisal norms are introduced. Since there is change in 

technology, the job specification and job description also changes.The techniques of 

motivation in form of monetary and non-monetary changes.  

 We can observe the change in attitude of workers and managers. There is change in 

attitude of professional like advocates, Chartered Accounts and doctors and engineers. This 

change introduced the importance to psychology as a subject.  

10)- Testing of Hypothesis- 

     There are changes in economy management and administration. 

     These changes brings challenges before administration and management. 

(A)  Quality – The trade and services as a source of income of business entities depends only 

on quality in market. The huge challenge of quality product and services are to be faced. 

As economy opened all players including foreign are maintaining quality in operation. 

Indian industries and firms must face the challenge of quality. 

(B)  Human Resource- Skilled human resource becomes a need of the hour. As technology is 

applied in very business processes the need for skilled based human resource increases. 

It also brings the factor of flexible laws and labor laws reform in market. 

(C) E- Governance. The governance style changes to e governance and that too user friendly. 

The government departments as well as the firms are using e governance in operation. It 
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introduces the factor of compliance and timely compliance in e form. The paper less 

technology changes the e work style and work culture. 

(D) Organization Structure- Flexible and transparent organization becomes necessary due to 

changes. Representation to all stake holders’ women on board and formation of various 

committees for governance becomes challenge before firm. It changes total 

administration and management. As human factor become more flexible it challenge to 

retain good quality also becomes one challenge. 

(E) Survival of fittest. Severe competition open economy agreement of trade and practice 

and less government brings principle of survival of fittest in market. The business which 

will provide quality and that too at reasonable price will sustain in market. 

 

11) Findings and conclusion 

There is search for more comfort. The introduction of computer or information technology is 

every where. E-banking has taken place which introduced .Services sector expanded at large. 

Package culture is developed instead of salary. But more over the forms are striving to enter 

in to market with full potential. The foreign business entities are entering in ti Indian market 

with a view to enjoy financial benefits as the population in market is more comparing to rest 

of the world . Government with policies of startup ease of doing business setting special 

economic zone are playing the role of facilitator in market.  

     The change has invites the challenges to force world recession. Agriculture driven country 

like Indian is waiting for reforms.  The challenge of unpredicted monsoon, subsidy, and rural 

indebtedness must address for sustainable development. Industries are waiting for new policy 

of e commerce as well as e vehicles and more infrastructure development with simplified tax 

reforms. 
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ABSTRACT 

Release of colouring agents like Rhodamine B dye in water bodies is an important environmental problem as it is 

carcinogenic and non-bio-degradable. On the other hand plethora of coal fly ash (CFA) produced in thermal power stations is 

another threat to the environment. Considering these problems; present study deals with recyclability and modification of waste 

coal fly ash into alumino-silicate Nosean [Na8Al6Si6O24(SO4).H2O] by fusing CFA with alkali at 550 0C followed by 

hydrothermal treatment. The synthesised nosean was fully characterized by FT-IR, XRD, SEM and BET surface area and it was 

further checked for potential application for removal of the dye Rhodamine B from its aqueous solutions using batch method. The 

obtained equilibrium data were fitted by the Langmuir, Freundlich, and Temkin and Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm models. The 

well-known thermodynamic parameters such as change in Gibb’s free energy (ΔG), entropy change (ΔS) and enthalpy change 

(ΔH) were evaluated first time for nosean to check the possibility of adsorption process. Further the kinetic parameters such as 

rate constant and order of adsorption process is also estimated. 

Index Terms- Fly ash, hydrothermal, Nosean, adsorption, Rhodamine B. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

             In the current era various dyes are used in textile industry to dye fibre viz. methylene blue, acid violet, erioglaucine, 

Rhodamine B, etc. The discharge of these colouring agents into water creates serious environmental issues because of non-

degradable and toxic nature of these dyes [1]. The surface as well as underground water gets contaminated creating grave 

environmental problems and health hazards [2]. Rhodamine B dye is one of the valuable dye used in textile industries. Medically 

it is proved that Rhodamine B is carcinogenic [3]. Drinking water contaminated by Rhodamine B dye could cause tissue borne 

sarcoma which ultimately causes cancer. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the dye from wastewater before it is discharged to 

the environment.  

  From last 20 to 30 years many workers developed various methods for removal of dyes including electrochemical 

technique [4], biological process [5] and physical process like adsorption.  Now a days, number of adsorbents are used for 

adsorption including duolite C-20 resin  [6], exhausted coffee ground from water [7],  walnut shells [8], activated carbon and rice 

husk [9], casuarina equisetifolia needles (CEN) [10]; however their adsorption capacities are very much less, therefore new 

adsorbents are being discovered. In present study alumino-silicate nosean is used as adsorbent, which is synthesized from coal fly 

ash (CFA) by alkali fusion followed by hydrothermal process.   

All over the world nearly 500 million tonnes of coal fly ash is produced every year by burning coal in thermal power 

stations to generate the electricity. The demand of electricity is increasing day by day and therefore the amount of coal fly ash 

produced will also increase in future. Coal fly ash is used for preparation of various products including bricks, cement and 

concrete [11]. Coal fly ash is rich in SiO2 and Al2O3 content therefore it can be easily transformed in to different zeolites.  Many 

worker have reported on synthesis of different types of zeolites from fly ash [12-38]. 

Moreover, the recyclability and modification of coal fly ash into zeolitic materials is the best and environmental friendly 

way of utilization of CFA. Although several studies have been reported in literature on the synthesis of different zeolites using fly 

ash but reports are not available on synthesis of nosean from fly ash and its potential application for removal of Rhodamine B dye 

from aqueous medium.  

  Nosean is a mineral of the sodalite group having formula Na8Al6Si6O24(SO4). It forms isometric crystals of variable 

colour – white, grey, blue and green to brown. Nosean possess a typical lattice structure consisting of cages of 12 tetrahedron 

AlO4 or similar unit and 12 tetrahedral SiO4 unit and similar 5 units linked together by oxygen bridges in an alternating pattern to 
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form truncated octahedron with 8 single 6 ring 3 opening and 6 single 4 rings typically the cage has unit cell parameter (a0) of 6.6 
0A.  

 

Fig.1: Structure of Nosean showing α and β cages   

 This paper first time reports the synthesis of aluminosilicate nosean from CFA, its characterization and potential 

application for removal of Rhodamine B dye from aqueous solution. This study allow us to verify Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin 

and Dubinin-Radushkevich adsorption isotherms along with thermodynamic and kinetic studies.  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Chemicals and materials 

Analytical grade chemicals were used without any further purification. Sodium hydroxide, NaOH with ≥ 98.5 wt. % 

purity, Sodium Sulphate, Na2(SO4) purity of  ≥ 99.9 wt. %, , Rhodamine B , of purity  ≥ 97% wt. were obtained from Sigma 

Aldrich. Sample of coal fly ash (CFA) was obtained from Eklahara Thermal Power Plant, Nashik (India). 

 

2.2 Nosean synthesis   

Before the use of CFA its quantitative chemical composition was determined by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) 

spectroscopy (Table-1).  

 

Table 1: Chemical composition of raw coal fly ash 

Constituents Na2O Al2O3 SiO2 K2O CaO Fe2O3 MgO OtherLOI 

Weight/ % 00.23 29.03 55.00 01.38 02.52 07.36 00.80 03.68 

 

From the ICP data, the [SiO2/Al2O3] ratio is found to ≈ 1.89, hence CFA is the best source of aluminium and silicon for 

the synthesis of nosean. However; to improve the chemical composition, raw CFA was sieved and Fe2O3 was removed by 

magnetic separation. The raw CFA is repeatedly washed with distilled water and dried in the oven at 120 0C for 24 h. 15 g. of the 

treated CFA was mixed with equal quantity of NaOH and fused in a silica crucible at 550 0C for 2 h. This fused mass was cooled, 

milled and mixed with 150 ml distilled water and then 90 g. Na2SO4 was added slowly with constant stirring. This reaction 

mixture was transferred into Teflon lined stainless steel autoclave (250 ml capacity). The autoclave was kept at 100 0C for 144 h. 

The polycrystalline yellowish white product obtained was filtered and washed repeatedly to remove excess NaOH and Na2SO4. 

Further the same product was dried at 120 0C in the oven for 24 h and heated at 550 0C in a furnace for 2 h. The obtained product 

was characterized and used for its potential application for the removal of Rhodamine B dye from its aqueous solution. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Flow-sheet for hydrothermal synthesis of nosean using coal fly ash 
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2.3 Characterization of nosean 

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) absorption spectra of coal fly ash and hydrothermally prepared nosean was recorded 

on Shimadzu 8400: S FT-IR Spectrophotometer using KBr pellets in the range of (4000 to 400 cm-1). The phase purity can be 

identified in unmodified coal fly ash , nosean and nosean after adsorption of Rhodamine B dye was analysed by X-ray powder 

diffraction pattern using Philips PW-1710 instrument operating at 25 kV and 25 mA using Cu Kα radiation with wavelength λ = 

0.154 nm. To provide the information about the surface morphology scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis were carried 

out with the help of JEOL-JEM-6360A model equipment JEOL-JEC-560 auto carbon coater. The BET surface area of nosean was 

determined by Autosorb-1 NOVA – 1200.  

 

2.4 Batch sorption experiment 

Different adsorption isotherms were verified using batch sorption method.  Various parameters such as effect of time, 

initial concentration of dye and dose were studied by measuring the absorbance of the filtrate at 554 nm (λmax of Rhodamine B 

dye) by using UV-Visible spectrophotometer. 

 

2.4.1 Effect of concentration of Rhodamine B dye  

The concentrations ranging from 1 to 6 ppm of Rhodamine B dye solution were prepared from the stock solution by 

appropriate dilutions using double distilled water. 25 ml of these dye solutions of different concentrations were taken in a series of 

glass stoppered bottles, 0.100 g nosean was then added to each bottle. These bottles were maintained at desired constant 

temperature for 3 h and shaken manually at frequent time intervals. After 3 h the solutions were filtered through Whatmann filter 

paper. The filtrate was then analysed by measuring the absorbance of the filtrate at 554 nm (λmax of Rhodamine B dye) using UV-

Visible spectrophotometer.  

 

2.4.2 Effect of contact time  

25 ml of Rhodamine B dye solution of predetermined optimum concentration (4 ppm) was taken in a series of glass 

stoppered bottles. Then 0.020 g of nosean was added in each bottle. These bottles were maintained at desired constant 

temperature and shaken manually at frequent intervals and then filtered through Whatmann filter paper at various time intervals 

(from 1 to 70 min). The filtrate obtained was then analysed by measuring the absorbance of the filtrate at 554 nm (λmax of 

Rhodamine B dye) using UV-Visible spectrophotometer.  

 

2.4.3 Effect of dose variation  

25 ml solutions of 4 ppm concentration of Rhodamine B dye were taken in a series of glass stoppered bottles. Different 

amount (0.005, 0.010, 0.015, 0.020, 0.025, 0.030, and 0.035) g of nosean were added to these bottles. These bottles were 

maintained at desired constant temperature for 3 h and shaken well. After 3 h the solutions were filtered through Whatmann filter 

paper and filtrates thus obtained were analysed by the same method as discussed in 2.4.1.  

The amount adsorbed at equilibrium (Qe, mg.g-1) was calculated by using the formula reported by Vanderborght and Van 

Griekenm[39],  

𝑄𝑒 =
(𝐶0−𝐶𝑒)V

m
                                                               ………………………………(1)                      

Where, C0 and Ce (mg.L-1) are the liquid-phase concentration of Rhodamine B at initial and equilibrium respectively, V is the 

volume of solution (L) and m is the mass of the adsorbent (g). 

 

III. DATA ANALYSIS 

3.1 Langmuir adsorption isotherm  
Langmuir adsorption isotherm postulates formation of monolayer on the surface of adsorbent. This isotherm also postulates 

uniform energies of adsorption and also finite number of identical sites on the surface of adsorbent [40]. The linear form of the 

expression derived by Langmuir and is represented as  
1

𝑄𝑒
 =   

1

𝑄0
  +  

1

𝐾𝐿𝑄0𝐶𝑒
                                                    ……………………………………..(2)     

where, Qe (mg.g-1) is the amount of adsorbate, Ce (mg.L-1) is the concentration of adsorbate at equilibrium, Q0 (mg.g-1) is the 

maximum monolayer coverage capacity, and KL (L.mg-1) is the equilibrium adsorption constant or Langmuir isotherm constant 

which is related to the affinity of the binding sites. The values of KL and Q0 were calculated from the slope and intercept [41]. The 

important feature of this isotherm is the equilibrium parameter or separation factor RL, which is a dimensionless entity and is 

given by [42].  

  𝑅𝐿 =    
1

1+𝐾𝐿𝐶0
                                                                 ………………………………….(3) 

Where, C0 is the initial concentration, RL value indicated the feasibility of adsorption process, If 0 < RL < 1 adsorption is 

favourable, If RL =1 adsorption is linear, if  RL > 1 adsorption is unfavourable and  if  RL = 0 then adsorption process is 

irreversible.  

 

3.2 Freundlich adsorption isotherm  
The linear form of Freundlich adsorption isotherm can be expressed as – 

 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑄𝑒 = log 𝐾𝑓 +
1

𝑛
log 𝐶𝑒                                                 ………….……………………(4)                                                            

Where, Qe (mg.g-1) and Ce (mg.L-1), are having the same significance as above, Kf (mg.g-1) and (1/n) are Freundlich constants 

related to the adsorption capacity and strength of adsorption or intensity of adsorption respectively [43].  If n = 1, then partition 
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between the two phases are independent of the concentration. If value of 1/n < 1, it indicates the normal adsorption and if 1/n > 1, 

then it indicates that the adsorption is cooperative adsorption [44]. If n is between 1 and 10, indicates adsorption process is a 

favourable process [45]. 

 

3.3 Temkin isotherm   

This model assumes that heat of adsorption (which is the function of temperature) of all molecules in the layer would 

decrease linearly rather than logarithmic with coverage [46, 47].  The model is given by the following equation,  

  𝑄𝑒  =   
𝑅𝑇

𝑏𝑇
ln 𝐴𝑇  +  

𝑅𝑇

𝑏𝑇
ln 𝐶𝑒                                                         ………………………..(5)      

If 𝐵 =  
𝑅𝑇

𝑏𝑇
      , then, 

𝑄𝑒  =   𝐵 ln 𝐴𝑇 + 𝐵 ln 𝐶𝑒                                                             ………………………..(6) 

where,   AT   is  Temkin isotherm equilibrium binding constant (L.g-1),  bT  is Temkin isotherm constant, R is universal gas 

constant (8.314 kJ.mol-1.K-1), T is absolute temperature and B is the constant related to heat of sorption (J.mol-1). The smaller 

value of B indicates physical sorption and larger value shows chemical sorption.      

    

3.4 Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm  
This isotherm is mainly applied to express the mechanism of adsorption with Gaussian energy distribution onto a 

heterogeneous surface [48, 49]. The expression for this isotherm is given as-  

𝑄𝑒 =  (𝑄𝑠) exp( − 𝐾𝑎𝑑   ℇ2)                                    ………………………………...(7)                       

The linear from of the above equation is, 

ln 𝑄𝑒 =  ln 𝑄𝑠 − 𝐾𝑎𝑑  ℇ2                                                       …………………………….....(8)           

Where, Qe, (mg.g-1) is the amount of adsorbate adsorbed by the adsorbent at equilibrium, Qs , (mg.g-1) is the theoretical isotherm 

saturation capacity,  Kad , (mol2.kJ-2 is the Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm constant) and ɛ is the potential energy; which can be 

calculated as, 

ℇ =   𝑅𝑇 ln[ 1 + (1/𝐶𝑒)                                                   ………………………………....(9) 

Where, R is gas constant (8.314 J.mol-1), T is the absolute temperature and Ce represents equilibrium concentration of adsorbate 

(mg.L-1). When ln(Qe) is plotted verses square of the potential energy ɛ2 , a straight line with the slope = Kad and intercept = ln ( 

Qs) will be obtained.  

The mean free energy E is related to the Kad; the Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm constant as;  

𝐸 = [ 1/ √2𝐾𝑎𝑑    ]                                                            ………………………………..(10)                                    

Low value of E, mean free path energy indicates the physisorption process. 

 

 

3.5 Thermodynamic studies: 

The thermodynamic feasibility for adsorption process is checked by, the thermodynamic parameters, such as change in 

Gibb’s free energy (∆G) , enthalpy change (∆H) and entropy change (∆S) were evaluated using equation ( 11 ) and (12),  

−𝑅𝑇 ln 𝐾𝑎 =  ∆𝐺                                                           ………………………(11) 

𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇 𝛥𝑆 =  𝛥𝐺                                                          ………………………(12)               

Substituting eq. (12) in eq. (11), we get 
∆𝑆

𝑅
− 

∆𝐻

𝑅𝑇
  = ln 𝐾𝑎                                                            ………………….........(13)                  

Where, Ka is the thermodynamic distribution coefficient for the adsorption and is calculated by using eq. (14)                            

𝐾𝑎 =  
𝐶𝑎

𝐶𝑒
                                                   ……………... …..…..(14) 

Where, Ca, (mg.g-1)  is the concentration of metal ion adsorbed by absorbent and Ce , (mg.L-1) is the equilibrium concentration of 

metal ion, R is the gas constant (8.134 J.mol-1.K-1) and T is the temperature in Kelvin (K).  

 

3.6 Kinetic studies 
The adsorption kinetic parameters of sorption process of Rhodamine B dye on the adsorbent nosean, the extent of 

sorption is studied for contact time ranging from 1 - 70 min. by estimating the percentage removal of Rhodamine B dye. The 

kinetic data were analysed by using pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order, Intra-particle diffusion model and Bangham’s 

equation.  

 

3.6.1 The pseudo-first-order model [50] 

The appropriate values of the pseudo-first-order rate constant, k1, are obtained by the model represented as-  

log(𝑄𝑒 − 𝑄𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑄𝑒) − 
𝑘1 𝑡

2.303
          ………………………………………………..(15)                              

Where, Qt , (mg.g-1) is amount of adsorbate adsorbed at time ‘t’, Qe, (mg.g-1) the adsorption capacity at equilibrium, k1 (min-1) is 

the pseudo-first-order rate constant and t (min) is  the contact time. The values of the adsorption rate constant, k1 for Rhodamine 

B dye were determined from the plot of log (Qe – Qt)  against ‘t’. 

 

3.6.2 The pseudo-second-order model [51]  

          This model is represented by the equation, 
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𝑡

𝑄𝑡
 =  

1

𝑘2 (𝑄𝑒)2  +    
1

𝑄𝑒
 𝑡                                         ………………………………………...(16)                     

Where, k2, (g.mg-1. min-1) is the pseudo second order rate constant. The initial adsorption rate h0, (mg.g-1.min-1) at t = 0 is defined 

as follows, 

ℎ0  =  𝑘2 (𝑄𝑒)2                                                   ………………………………………...(17) 

When ( t/ Qt )  is plotted versus time, the slope = 1/Qe   and intercept = 1/h0. Since Qe is known from the slope, k2 can be 

determined from the value of h0 [52].  

 

3.6.3 The intra-particle diffusion model [53] 

The intra-particle diffusion model, which is based on the assumption that adsorption occurs in several steps is 

represented as film or external diffusion, pore diffusion, surface diffusion and adsorption on the pore surface. The linear form of 

this model is- 

𝑄𝑡  = 𝑘𝑡  𝑡1/2 + 𝐶                                         ……………………………………(18) 

Where, kt (mg.g-1.min-1/2) is the intra-particle diffusion rate constant and C is the intercept. The value of C relates to the thickness 

of the boundary layer. The larger C implies the greater effect of the boundary layer [54].  If the plot of Qt versus t0.5 gives a 

straight line, the adsorption process is controlled by intra-particle diffusion only. However, if the data exhibit multi-linear plots, 

then two or more steps influence the sorption process. [55] 

3.6.4 Bangham’s model [56] 

To check whether pore diffusion is the only rate controlling step in the adsorption Bangham’s model is applied. It is 

represented by,  

𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
𝐶0

(𝐶0−𝑚𝑄𝑡)
 ) =   𝑙𝑜𝑔 

(𝑘𝑏𝑚)

(2.303 𝑉)
+  𝛼 log(𝑡)                            ……………………(19) 

Where, V, (mL) is the volume of solution, and α (< 1) and k0 are constants.  Qt, (mg.g-1) is the metal uptake per unit weight of 

adsorbent at time t, Qe ( mg.g-1) is the metal uptake per unit weight of adsorbent at equilibrium. If the experimental data fits in this 

equation, the adsorption kinetics are limited to the pore diffusion. 

 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 FT- IR analysis 

The FT-IR spectrum of CFA in Fig. 2(a) shows three wide absorption bands. The peak observed at 1045 cm-1 is 

associated with T-O asymmetric stretching vibrations and may be attributed to the presence of quartz. The bands corresponding to 

800 and 557 cm-1 can correspond to quartz and mullite respectively present in fly ash. The band at 420 cm-1 is associated with T-

O bending vibrations [57]. The FT-IR spectrum recorded for hydrothermally synthesized nosean is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Mainly 

three frequencies are observed in this spectrum; υas (Al-O-Si) –Asymmetric stretching vibrations ~ 1000 cm-1  , υs (Al-O-Si) –

Symmetric stretching vibrations ~ 750-650 cm-1 and δ (O-T-O) – bending vibrations ~ 450-400 cm-1 . The shoulder peak at 1123 

cm-1 is due to symmetric stretching of SO4 group, the small sharp peak at ~ 637 cm-1 and     615 cm-1 is due to asymmetric 

bending vibrations of SO4 group [58] and absorption band at 3600 cm-1 is due to –OH stretching of H2O molecule. The FT-IR 

spectrum of hydrothermally synthesised nosean Fig 2 (b) is totally different than the FT-IR spectrum of coal fly ash Fig. 2 (a) 

clearly confirms the formation of alumino-silicate nosean.  

 

Fig. 2: FT-IR of  (a) Coal fly ash and (b)  Nosean 

 

4.2 X-Ray powder diffraction analysis  
The X-ray powder diffraction pattern of coal fly ash is shown in Fig.3 (a), which mainly shows a broad hump between 

20- 300   2θ is due to amorphous phase of coal fly ash. Few, very weak peaks are showing the presence of quartz (SiO2) and 

mullite (Al6Si2O13). After fusion, grinding and hydrothermal process several sharp peaks, which corresponds to formation of 

alumino-silicate nosean are obtained and is shown in Fig. 3 (b). The original peaks because of quartz and mullite are absent in the 
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X-ray diffraction pattern of nosean. The difference in the X-ray diffraction pattern of coal fly ash and hydrothermally synthesized 

product confirms the formation of nosean.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: XRD pattern of (a) Coal fly ash, (b) Nosean and (c) Dye adsorbed nosean. 

 

 

4.3 SEM analysis  
A careful observation of SEM image (Fig. 4 (a)) of coal fly ash shows that most of fly ash particles are spherical in shape 

with smooth surface. The fusion of coal fly ash with NaOH followed by hydrothermal synthesis of nosean shows clearly the 

change in the surface morphology from spherical to rod like structure confirms the formation of nosean. (Fig. 4 (b)). Whereas 

Figure 4 (c) shows nosean after adsorption of Rhodamine B dye and it clearly shows that after adsorption structure of nosean 

remains unaffected.  

 

 
 

                        Fig. 4. SEM immages of (a) Coal fly ash , (b) Nosean and  ( c ) Dye adsorbed nosean. 

 

4.4 BET surface area analysis  
The BET surface area measurement curve for nosean is represented in Fig. 5. The N2 adsorption / desorption isotherm 

and BJH pore size distribution of nosean shows that it has typical IV N2 adsorption / desorption isotherms with H1 hysteresis 

which indicates that the sample serves the spherical mesopores. Based on the isotherms, the specific surface area obtained from 

BET method is  62.024  m2.g-1 and BJH pore volume is 0.462 cc/g and radius Dv(r) = 87.341 0A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. B-E-T surface area measurement for nosean. 
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4.5 Effect of contact time 
The effect of contact time for the removal of Rhodamine B dye onto nosean is depicted in Fig. 6(a).  The adsorption rate 

was found rapid in the beginning, reaches to maximum and then gradually decreases up to 60 min. The rapid rate of adsorption in 

the first minute may be due to concentration gradient between adsorbate and number of vacant sites onto the nosean (adsorbent). 

From Fig. 6 (a) it is clear that the equilibrium is reached a maximum at around 20 min. 

 

4.6 Effect of initial concentration of Rhodamine B dye  
To study the effect of concentration of Rhodamine B dye on nosean, dye solution of varying concentrations were used and other 

parameters like adsorbent dose and contact time were kept constant. (Adsorbent dose was 0.100 gm / 25 ml with contact time 3 

h). Figure 6 (b) represents plots of % adsorption as a function of initial concentration of dye solution, and it reveals that, with 

increase in the initial concentration of Rhodamine B dye solution, the uptake of all the metal ions onto the hydrothermally 

synthesized nosean also increases up to certain initial concentration of dye and then remains constant. Further in the same figure 

plateau shows unavailability of the surface and pores for further sorption of dye molecules. After plateau, further increase in the 

initial concentration of Rhodamine B dye the % adsorption decreases, this may be due to the crowd of dye molecules near the 

pores of nosean  might be decreasing the rate of sorption.   

 When an adsorbent comes in contact with a Rhodamine B molecules, the concentration of Rhodamine B molecules on 

the surface of the adsorbent will increase until a dynamic equilibrium is reached, at this point, there is clearly defined distribution 

of dye molecules between the solid and liquid phases. Rhodamine B dye concentration ranges from (0.1 to 100) mg.L-1 with the 

fixed adsorbent mass. With an increase in dye concentration the removal efficiency increased initially, reaches to maximum value 

and further decreases with increase in concentration of Rhodamine B dye. It is well known that a given mass of adsorbent 

material has a definite number of adsorption sites, and with dye concentration, these sites gets saturated. There is a particular dye 

concentration that shows maximum adsorption for a given adsorbent mass and thereafter, by increasing concentration of dye 

extent of adsorption cannot increase because no more sites are available on the surface of adsorbent as all sites on the surface of 

adsorbent are occupied.  

 

4.7 Effect of dose (amount of adsorbent) 
To study the effect of dose, varying amount of nosean was added to the series of bottles containing 100 ml of 100 ppm 

solutions of Rhodamine B dye. The time of contact is kept constant (3 h) for each bottle. Fig. 6(c) shows the % adsorption as a 

function of dose of absorbent. It was found that, the removal of dye by adsorbent nosean increases with an increases in the 

adsorbent dose initially and thereafter, becomes constant after some amount of adsorbent weight (W). The increase in extent of 

adsorption with adsorbent dose can be attributed to the availability of greater surface area and large number of adsorption sites.  

Whereas with increase in temperature the dye removal decreases due to desorption of dye molecules from the surface of 

adsorbent.  

 

4.8 Effect of temperature  
 The effect of temperature on the time dependence of the adsorption process of Rhodamine B dye on hydrothermally 

prepared nosean was studied at different temperatures (Room temperature, 50 0C and 75 0C) by batch experiments.  It has been 

found that % adsorption decreases with increasing temperature. This decrease may be due the adsorption of dye molecules on the 

surface of nosean only. Here there is no sorption process taking place, as the molecules of dye might not be entering the void of 

the nosean because of large size of the Rhodamine B dye molecules. With increase in temperature kinetic energy of the dye 

molecules increases and it gets desorbed from the surface. The thermodynamic study also shows positive slope of the line when ln 

K is plotted versus 1/T, showing exothermic nature of the adsorption process. 
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Fig. 6: Effect of (a) Contact time, (b) Concentration of Rhodamine B dye solution and (c) 

Dose of adsorbent (nosean) on the extent of adsorption at different temperatures. 

 

4.9 Adsorption isotherms 
The adsorption data obtained was tested using four most widely used adsorption isotherms viz. Langmuir, Freundlich, 

Temkin and Dubinin-Radushkevich adsorption isotherms eq. (1), (3), (5) and (8) respectively. The applicability of the adsorption 

isotherm to the present study was estimated by comparing the values of correlation coefficient (R2) and other relevant constants.  

 

4.9.1 Langmuir isotherm  

Figure 7(a) shows Langmuir plot for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean.  Langmuir constant Q0, KL and RL were 

calculated using equation (1) and (2). Q0 indicates the maximum monolayer coverage capacity (mg.g-1), KL is the Langmuir 

isotherm constant (L.mg-1) which also indicates the energy of adsorption, RL value indicates feasibility of the adsorption, 

unfavourable (if RL >1), linear (if RL = 1), favourable (if 0 < RL < 1) and irreversible (if RL = 0). From the data presented in 

Table-2, RL values obtained for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean are greater than 0 and less than 1 indicating that 

Langmuir isotherm is favourable for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean. The Q0 values decreases with increase in 

temperature indicates that the adsorption capacity decreased with increasing temperature. This is because of increasing kinetic 

energy of the adsorbate molecules, which increases the frequency of collisions between the adsorbent and dye molecules and thus 

gets desorbed from the surface of adsorbent. The Q0 value for Rhodamine B dye is 3.5894 mg.g-1 for nosean. Also by applying 

linear form of Langmuir equation the mean of correlation factor R2 value is found to be 0.9713 ± 0.0254 reveals that adsorption 

data fit well into the adsorption model. The potential applicability of the number of micro- and meso-porous zeolites and other 

materials are reported by different workers, but nosean shows remarkable adsorption capacity as compared to other adsorbents 

reported in literature and their results are compared in Table 3. 

 

4.9.2. Freundlich Isotherm  

Freundlich adsorption isotherm is illustrated in Figure 7(b) and the corresponding calculated data is presented in Table 2. 

Freundlich model was applied for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean. Freundlich constants Kf and n calculated using 

equation (3). The constant Kf is an approximate indicator of adsorption capacity, while 1/n is a function of the strength of 

adsorption in the adsorption process. Here 1/n > 1 it indicates that the adsorption is cooperative adsorption. The mean of 

correlation factor values R2 is 0.9598 ± 0.0418.  

 

4.9.3. Temkin isotherm  

Temkin model was applied for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean and depicted in Fig. 7 (c) and the data 

obtained is presented in Table 4. B value is calculated using equation (5) and (6). The plot between the graph of Qe Versus ln(Ce), 

gives, the slope = B (J.mol-1) , the small value of B indicates physical sorption  and larger value indicates chemical sorption.  B 

values obtained for adsorption at 25, 50 and 75 0C are 0.6661 kJ.mol-1, 2.960 kJ.mol-1, and 1.598 kJ.mol-1 respectively. All these 

values are small indicates physical sorption. Also the mean of correlation factor values R2 is 0.9036 ± 0.1088. 
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4.9.4 Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm  

Dubinin-Radushkevich model was applied for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean and is shown in Fig. 7(d). E 

and Qs values are calculated using equations (8), (9) and (10) and are listed in Table 4. The plot between ln Qe versus ɛ2, gives, the 

slope = B (J.mol-1 ), the small value of E (ranging from 4.17x10-3 kJ.mol-1 to 9.37x10-3 kJ.mol-1) giving evidence for physical 

sorption. The average R2 value for this model is found to be 0.9526 ± 0.0516.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7: Different adsorption isotherms for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean at 

Different   temperatures.   (a) Langmuir   adsorption isotherm, (b) Freundlich adsorption 

Isotherm, (c) Temkin adsorption Isotherm and (d) Dubinin-Radushkevich. 

 

4.10 Adsorption thermodynamics 

The thermodynamic parameters such as change in enthalpy (∆H), entropy (∆S) and Gibbs free energy (∆G) for the 

adsorption process of Rhodamine B dye on nosean were evaluated using equation (13). The enthalpy change (∆H) and entropy 

change (∆S) are calculated from the slope and intercept of the plot of ln (Ka) versus 1/T (Fig. 8). The results of these 

thermodynamic calculations are presented in Table-5.  The negative values for Gibbs free energy for adsorption of Rhodamine B 
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dye on nosean show that the adsorption process is spontaneous [62].  The overall adsorption process is found to exothermic in 

nature.  ∆H = -12.6822 kJmol-1. Smaller absolute values of ∆H indicates that physical adsorption is the predominant mechanism 

in the adsorption process. This result supports the suggestion that the adsorption capacity of nosean decreases with increasing 

temperature. The ∆S values are negative and found to be -0.01955 kJ.mol-1, for adsorption process of Rhodamine B dye and it 

confirms that the entropy decreases as a result of adsorption. This occurs as a result of redistribution of energy between the 

adsorbate and adsorbent. Before adsorption the Rhodamine B dye molecules near the surface of the adsorbent were in less ordered 

than in the subsequent adsorbed state. Negative value of ∆S indicates that the randomness decrease at the solid-solution interface 

during the process of adsorption [63]. Adsorption is occurring spontaneously at normal and it is more at normal room temperature 

and it decreases with temperature.   

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Plot of ln Kc Vs 1/T for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean to determine ∆H 

(Enthalpy change) and ∆S (entropy change). 

 

4.11 Adsorption kinetics 
The rate of adsorption is an important parameter to understand the adsorption process. In order to study the adsorption of 

Rhodamine B dye onto hydrothermally synthesized nosean, pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order, intra-particle diffusion 

model and Bangham’s equation were used by applying equation (15), (16), (17) and (18). Fig. 9 shows applicability of kinetic 

models for Rhodamine B dye and the data obtained is presented in Table-6. 

 It has been observed from the data, the correlation coefficient R2 obtained from pseudo second order model were found 

to be larger 0.9597 than those found for pseudo first-order model (0.0656), intra-particle diffusion model (0.1178) and Bangham’s 

model (0.2112). 

 Despite the  Qe (calculated) values in case of pseudo first order model are not matching with the Qe (experimental) on the other 

hand Qe (calculated) values are in good agreement with the Qe (experimental) values in case of pseudo second order model. Thus 

adsorption of Rhodamine B dye onto nosean followed pseudo second order model well.  
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Fig.9: Different kinetic models for adsorption of Rhodamine B dye on nosean at room 

           Temperatures, (a) Pseudo-first order, (b) Pseudo-second order, (c) Intra-particle  

           diffusion model and (d) Bangham’s model. 

        

 

V.  CONCLUSION  

High content of Si and Al in coal fly ash makes it successfully possible to use it as a source material for the synthesis of 

alumino-silicate nosean. Hydrothermal synthesis of nosean required significantly less energy and reagent than traditional 

hydrothermal synthesis from pure reagents. Based on the isotherms, the specific surface area obtained from BET method is  

62.024  m2.g-1 and BJH pore volume is 0.462 cc/g and radius Dv(r) = 87.341 0A. 

First time we reports batch sorption study as a function of temperature for nosean with respect to Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin 

and Dubinin-Radushkevich adsorption isotherms, out of which Langmuir’s adsorption isotherm was found to have the highest 

regression value, hence the best fit. The Q0 maximum monolayer coverage capacity (mg.g-1) for Rhodamine B dye is found higher 

than any other adsorbent reported earlier by various researchers. The thermodynamic studies shows negative values of ∆G 

confirming, the feasibility of sorption process and also spontaneous nature. The negative and smaller values of ∆H and ∆S shows 

exothermic nature of the process and feasibility of sorption process and it is of physical nature. Negative value of ∆S indicates 

decrease in randomness at the solid-solution interface during the process of adsorption. The kinetic studies shows that sorption 

process is pseudo-second order. 
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A Geographical Study of Adventure Tourism of Nashik Region, 

Maharashtra (India) 

 

Vilas P. Ugale 

(MA, B.Ed.) 

Associate Professor in Geography, 

CHME Society’s, Bhonsala Military College, Rambhoomi, Nashik 

Mail : avugale@gmail.com 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Tourism is one of the most rapidly developing economic activities in the world. There are 

many forms of tourism. Adventure Tourism is also attracting many tourists in India. Adventure 

tourism is not only recreating but it includes three aspects i.e. physical activity, appreciation of 

natural environment and cultural involvement. The physical strength of the tourist can be assessed 

in adventure tourism. The natural resources of the destinations can be assessed and information can 

be gathered during adventure tourism. The local community and their culture are equally important 

in adventure tourism as they are the source for getting exact details of the destination. Biodiversity 

study and sustainable development of tourism is possible by adventure tourism. Nashik region is 

very rich in natural resources like mountains, valleys, rivers, waterfalls, water reservoir, forests and 

wildlife. The aim of this research work is to study potential of adventure tourism in Nashik region. 

The stakeholders were interviewed and data was analysed using statistical techniques like 

satisfaction index and other tools. Maps, Charts, Tables have been used to represent the results. 

Adventure tourism will certainly be useful for the sustainable development of the study area. This 

research work has suggested some recommendations for the development of the site. These 

recommendations will promote the tourism activity in the study area.  

Keywords: adventure tourism, physical activity, natural environment, sustainable development 
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Introduction: 

Tourism is one of the most rapidly developing economic activities in the world. There are 

many forms of tourism. Adventure Tourism is also attracting many tourists in India. Adventure 

tourism is not only recreating but it includes three aspects i.e. physical activity, appreciation of 

natural environment and cultural involvement. The physical strength of the tourist can also be 

assessed in adventure tourism. The natural resources of the destinations can be assessed and 

information can be gathered during adventure tourism. The local community and their culture are 

equally important in adventure tourism as they are the source for getting exact details of the 

destination. Biodiversity study and sustainable development of tourism is possible by adventure 

tourism. 

 

Definition of Adventure Tourism: 

According to the Adventure Travel Trade Association, Adventure Tourism is a tourist 

activity that includes a physical activity, a cultural exchange, or activities in nature. It connects with 

local culture and physical landscape with active participation. This type of tourism is not about 

being risky or pushing your limits but actually in an unfamiliar area it is important to know and 

respect your limits.  
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Activities in Adventure Tourism:   

This type of tourism provides plenty of activities to be performed in an unfamiliar area.  

Following are some  of the activities performed at world level e.g. Day Hiking, Backpacking, Zip 

Lining, Climbing, Free Fall, Rafting, Mountain Biking, Skiing and Snowboarding, Trekking, Hot 

air ballooning, Scuba Diving, Wildlife Safari, Camping, etc.  

 

Adventure Tourism in India: 

India has a diverse topography, which is very useful for the adventure tourism activities in 

the country. Different types of adventure activities are performed in India.  In India there are many 

famous adventure tourism destinations that are developed due to the physical landscape and 

geographical conditions.  The places that promote adventure activities are as follows:  

 

Ladakh: This area has rugged terrain and beautiful natural sites. The climate of the region is cold 

and arid.  The overall altitude of the region is about 10000 feet from mean sea level.  These natural 

resources provide many destinations for adventure tourism. 

 

Rishikesh: Rishikesh is located in Uttarakhand state of India.  It is one of sacred places of India. 

The climate of this place is very pleasant and non-polluted.  This destination is very famous for 

river rafting, rappelling and mountain climbing. 

 

Goa: The climate of Goa state attracts thousands of tourists not only from India but also from many 

more countries.  There are many adventure tourism activities enjoyed by the tourists such as Scuba 

Diving, and many other water sports.   

Many other destinations in India attract adventure lovers and many forms of activities are 

performed.   

Adventure Tourism in Maharashtra: 

The diverse landscape of Maharashtra provides many destinations for adventure tourism.  Many 

forms of adventure activities are performed in the state.  Some of the popular adventure destinations 

of Maharashtra state are as follows: 

 

Kamshet: Kamshet lies in the western part of Maharashtra in the Sahyadrian Mountain Ranges.  

The climate of the place is very pleasant and attractive in the summer season.  Paragliding is one of 

the famous activities performed at this location.   
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Kolad: Kolad is a natural place that lies on the banks of the river Kundalika. It is one of the famous 

places of Maharashtra among the tourists for relaxing and many forms of adventure activities. 

 

Lonavala:  It is one of the famous hill stations in Maharashtra.  It is near Pune City and hence has 

tourist’s attractions throughout the year.  It has a moderate climate.  The rugged topography of the 

place is the main attraction of the tourists.  The tourists may perform many forms of adventure 

activities at this place.   

 Along with these many other places in the state have potential for adventure activities.   

 

Objectives: 

The objective of the present research work is as follows: 

i) To study the adventure tourism activities in the study area. 

ii) To analyse the potential of adventure tourism in the study area. 

 

Research Methodology: 

The present research work requires both the field work and desk work.  Primary and 

Secondary data was collected for the analysis of potential of adventure tourism.  The primary data 

was collected through field work.  The questionnaire was prepared for collection of responses from 

the stakeholders of the tourism activities.  These responses were analysed for getting the satisfaction 

of the tourists and potential of the sites.  The secondary data was collected from many government 

offices and local managements such as District Gazetteer, District Socio-Economic Survey, 

Tourism Department, Forest Department, Tehsil offices, Muncipal Corporations and others.  

Random sampling method was used for collecting primary data. 

 

Study area: 

Nashik District is located in the North-west corner of Maharashtra State.  It lies between 

90
0
35’ and 20

0
52’ North Latitude and 73

0
16’ and 74

0
56’ East Longitude.  It covers an area of 

15,530.00 Sq. Km.  It is rhomboidal in shape with the longer diagonal of about 170 km from South-

west to North-east.  It comprises of 15 tehsils with administrative headqurter at Nashik.  It is 

situated partly in the Tapi Basin and partly in the upper Godavari Basin.  Kalwan, Deola, Baglan, 

Malegaon and Nandgaon tehsils are drained in the north and north-east by Girna river and its 

tributaries.  While the remaining tehsils except Peint and Surgana tehsils are in Godavari basin and 

drained by the Godavari river and its tributaries.  The main system of hills in this region is the 

Sahyadri and its three off shoots. 
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Climate of the Nashik district is quite favourable for the tourism point of view.  

1)  The cold season from December to February 

2)  The hot season from March to May (Max. Temp. 43.6
0
C at Malegaon) 

3)  The south west monsoon season from June to September 

4)  The post monsoon season from October and November  

The average annual rainfall in the district is 1000 mm.  The rainfall received at Western 

Ghats is much heavier than in the rest of the district. The forest area in the district is distributed 

among 1,141 villages in the district which covers about 21.24 per cent land of the district.  Forests 

are found in every tehsil of the districts. 
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Hills and Forts of Nashik District: 

Nashik Sub Range (Ramshej Range) 

Sr. 

No

. 

Name of 

Hill / Fort 

Altitude 

(mt/ft) 

Class Village at Foothill Nearest Big 

Village/City 

Tehsil 

1 Ramshej 985/3231 Simple Ashewadi Nashik Nashik 

2 Deheri 1092/3582 Simple Rasegaon/Ashewadi Nashik Nashik 

3 Bhorgad 1091/3579 Simple Tungaldara Nashik Nashik 

Nashik Sub Range (Pandavleni Range) 

4 Bahula 956/3136 Simple Shingave Bahula Deolali Camp Igatpuri 

5 Raigad 862/2828 Medium Raigadwadi Dadivarhe Igatpuri 

6 Gadgad 

(Ghargad) 

962/3156 Difficult Gadgad Sangavi Vadivarhe Igatpuri 

Trimbakeshwar Sub Range 

7 Anjaneri 1300/4265 Medium Anjaneri Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

8 Ranjangad 850/2788 Medium Mulegaon Anjaneri Trimbakeshwar 

9 Navra-

Navri * 

956/3136 Simple Kushegaon Vadivarhe Igatpuri 

10 Brahmagiri 1394/4573 Medium Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

11 Harihar 1120/3674 Medium Nirgudpada Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

12 Bhaskargad 

/ Basgad 

1086/3562 Simple Nirgudpada Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

Igatpuri Sub Range 

13 Kavnai 814/2670 Simple Kavnai Ghoti Igatpuri 

14 Tringal-

wadi 

987/3238 Simple Tringalwadi Ghoti Igatpuri 

Peth Sub Range 

15 Waghera 1050/3444 Simple Waghera Trimbakeshwar Trimbakeshwar 

16 Khairai 700/2296 Medium Thanapada Harsul Peth 

17 Songiri 670/2198 Simple Bhuvan Peth Peth 

Kalsubai Sub Range 

18 Mordhan * 1052/3451 Medium Khairgaon Ghoti Igatpuri 

 

19 Kulang 1470/4822 Medium Kurungwadi / 

Ambewadi 

Ghoti Igatpuri 

20 Madan 1466/4809 Difficult Ambewadi Ghoti Igatpuri 

21 Alang 1469/4819 Difficult Uddavane / 

Ambewadi 

Ghoti Igatpuri 

Aundha –Patta Sub Range 

22 Bitanwadi 1085/3559 Simple Bitanwadi Ghoti Igatpuri 

23 Aundha 1320/4330 Difficult Aundhewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

24 Patta / 

Vishrmgad 

1391/4563 Medium Thangaon Sinnar Sinnar 

25 Aad 1233/4045 Medium Aadwadi Sinnar Sinnar 

26 Parvatgad 1080/3543 Medium Sonewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

27 Songad * 850/2788 Simple Sonewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

28 Dubergad * 800/2624 Simple Dubewadi Sinnar Sinnar 

Chankapur Sub Range 

29 Pimplagad 1130/3707 Medium Sule Pimpale Abhone Kalwan 
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/Mandala* 

30 Premgiri * 810/2657 Simple Hingalwadi Abhone Kalwan 

31 Choulher 1128/3700 Medium Tilwan Satana  Baglan 

Galna Sub Range 

32 Galna 878/2880 Simple Galna Malegaon Malegaon 

33 Kankrala 755/2805 Simple Kankrala Malegaon  Malegaon 

Ajintha Range (Nashik District) 

34 Katra 1406/4612 Medium Katarwadi Lasalgaon Yeola 

35 Ankai – 

Tankai 

961/3152 Simple Ankai Manmad Yeola 

36 Manikpunj 636/2053 Simple Manikpunj Manmad Nandgaon 

37 Jategaon * - Simple Jategaon Manmad Nandgaon 

38 Gorakhgad - Difficult Manmad Manmad Nandgaon 

Selbari – Dholbari Range 

39 Bhilai * 1060/3477 Medium Dagadi Sakode Satana Baglan 

40 Mulher 1317/4320 Medium Mulher Taharabad Baglan 

41 Hargad 1340/4396 Medium Mulher Taharabad Baglan 

42 Salota 1350/4429 Difficult Waghambe Taharabad Baglan 

43 Salher 1567/5141 Medium Salher Taharabad Baglan 

44 Mangi- 

Tungi 

1324/1331 

4343/4366 

Medium Bhilwad Taharabad Baglan 

45 Nhavi / 

Ratangad 

1297/4255 Medium Vadakhel Taharabad Baglan 

46 Pisol 1076/3530 Simple Pisolwadi Jaykheda Baglan 

47 Dermal 1076/3530 Simple Bilpuri Jaykheda Baglan 

Dodheshwar Sub Range (Dholbari) 

48 Karha 937/3074 Simple  Karha Satana Baglan 

49 Ajmera * 870/2854 Simple  Ajmer Saundane Satana Baglan 

50 Vishta * 1030/3379 Simple Bijote Satana Baglan 

51 Dundha 693/2273 Simple Dundhe Satana Baglan 

Satmala – Ajintha Range 

52 Hatgad 1114/3654 Simple Hatgadwadi Vani Surgana 

53 Achala - Medium Pimpri Achala Vani Dindori 

54 Ahivant 1228/4028 Simple Ahivantwadi Vani Kalwan 

55 Mohandar* - Difficult Mohandar Nanduri Kalwan 

56 Markandey 1336/4383 Medium Babapur / Mulane Vani Kalwan 

57 Kanhergad 1100/3608 Medium Aathamba Nanduri Kalwan 

58 Ravlya – 

Javlya 

1332/4370 

1236/4055 

Medium Babapur / Mulane Vani Kalwan 

59 Dhodap 1551/5088 Medium Hatti Dhodambe Chandwad 

60 Kanchana 1134/3720 Medium Puri / Kanchana Sogras Chandwad 

61 Koldher 978/3208 Difficult Kheldari Sogras Chandwad 

62 Indrai 1370/4494 Medium Vadbare Chandwad Chandwad 

63 Rajdher 1091/3579 Difficult Rajdherwadi Chandwad Chandwad 

64 Chandwad 1125/3690 Medium Chandwad Chandwad Chandwad 

65 Mesna 850/2788 Medium Mesankhede Chandwad Chandwad 
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These are the 65 hills and hill forts present in the Nashik District.  These are the main natural 

resources of the district for the adventure tourism.  The hills and hill forts are the main attraction of 

adventure tourists.  Many trekking and climbing groups are formed in the district.  The tourists who 

want to assess their physical strength and appreciate the natural environment always prefer the 

district because of the district’s physical assets.  Most of the tourists follow the safety measures for 

trekking and climbing the hills and hill forts in the district. 

Overall Tourist Satisfaction Index: 

Satisfaction Index has been calculated to bring out level of satisfaction of tourists. It is a 

globally accepted tool to calculate the level of satisfaction of tourist.  The strength and weakness of 

the site can be assessed properly by using this index. 

The following formula has been adopted for Factor wise Satisfaction Index. 

●     
    

  
 

Where: 

   = Satisfaction Index for i
th

 factor 

fi= Number of respondents deriving the particular level of Satisfaction of i
th

 factor 

  = Numerical values of the particular level of satisfaction of the i
th

 factor 

Four point scaling technique viz. Excellent, Good, Satisfactory and Unsatisfactory is used in 

this method. To derive the Satisfaction of the tourists nine management factors are selected. The 

questionnaires received from the tourists were used to derive the satisfaction index. 

Overall Tourist Satisfaction Index 

Sr. 

No. 

Management 

Factors 

Unsatisfactory Satisfactory Good Excellent Satisfaction 

Index 

Rank 

1. Transport 202.5 915 157.5 30 4.53 9 

2. Craft 230 715 360 50 4.70 8 

3. Food Quality 167.5 910 247.5 60 4.81 6 

4. Behaviour of local 

Community 155 590 757.5 70 5.46 2 

5. Information of 

site 100 935 442.5 20 5.20 4 

6. Opinion of site 97.5 625 862.5 90 5.82 1 

7. Health Facility 152.5 610 772.5 20 5.40 3 

8. Water Facility 257.5 610 412.5 80 4.72 7 

9. Guide Facility 232.5 615 487.5 70 4.88 5 

        

        

Source: Data compiled by researcher 
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The Factors Opinion of site and Behaviour of Local Community ranked 1
st
 and 2

nd
 position with the highest 

Satisfaction Index 5.82 and 5.46 respectively.  Health facility followed the Behaviour of Local Community 

with Satisfaction Index of 5.40, whereas Transport stood at the last place with Satisfaction Index of 4.53.  

Information of Site, Guide Facility, Food Quality, Water Facility and Craft stood with ascending order of 

Satisfaction Index from rank 4 to 8 with 5.20, 4.88, 4.81, 4.72 and 4.70 respectively. 

SUGGESTIONS: 

● The sites do not possess accommodation facility hence camping facilities could be a good 

option for the adventure lovers.  

● To increase the flow of adventure tourists the sites should be promoted through development 

of websites, organizing workshops and meetings. 

● Transport facilities should be developed as it received a low score in satisfaction index.   

● Local food and craft should be developed as an additional income source for the local 

community and benefits of the tourists. 

● Health facilities should be developed in the region as adventure tourism has certain 

associated risks. 

● Local people should be encouraged and trained to work as guides which will be an 

additional income source for them. 
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Graph 1 : Tourist Satisfaction Index 
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CONCLUSION: 

Many tourists visit these places in the district to appreciate the nature and resources in the 

study area.  The study area possesses good natural surroundings, biodiversity and rugged physical 

terrain and all these features are the main attractions for the adventure lovers.  Cultural and social 

aspects also encourage tourism in the study area.  It can be concluded that the study area has a great 

potential to be developed as a good adventure tourism destination.  
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Hkkjrh; yksdlkfgR;kpkmex o izsj.kkLFkku ;kpk ‘kks/k 

izk- Hkhejko ikaMos 

bfrgkl foHkkx] 

Hkkslyk fefyVjh dkWyst 

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 

 vkt vki.k ikgrks Hkkjrh; yksdlkfgR; gs yksddFkk] nksgs] vaHkax] dkO;] 

iksokMs bR;knh Lo:ikr vkgs- ;k lkfgR;krhy ‘kCn o R;kaph dkO;’kSyh ikgrk rs 

lkfgR; yksd Hkk”ksrwu fufeZr >kysys lkfgR; vkgs vls fnlrs- 

 v’kk ;k lkfgR;kpk eqG mnxkrk dks.k vlk iz’u iMrks- rsaOgk eyk vls 

fnlrs dh] ;k lkfgR;kpk eqG mn~xkrk rFkkxr xkSre cq/n gs vkgsr- R;kauhp 

ifgY;kank yksdHkk”ksrwu yksdtkx`rh dj.;kps dk;Z lq: dsys gksrs- yksdkauk tkx`r 

dj.;klkBh dFkspk vk/kkj ?ksryk- R;kauh izlaxkuqlkj] fo”k;kuwlkj ‘ksdMks dFkk 

lkafxrY;k vkgsr- R;kaP;k R;k dFkk vkt vkiY;kiq<s tkrd dFkk ;k ukokus vkgsr- 

 R;kaP;k dFkk lkax.;kpk mn~ns’k ikgrk loZ e.kq”;kpk foods tkx`r dj.ks 

R;kaP;kr oSKkfudn`”Vh fuekZ.k dj.ks] oSKkfud n`”Vhdks.kkph dkl /kjk;yk yko.ks] 

R;kauk usgeh lukU;kP;k ekxkZus pkyk;yk yko.ks] R;kaP;k fofo/k eukso`Rrhapk fodkl 

d:.k v’kq/n] vifo+= o veaxy v’kk xks”Vhaiklwu] fopkjkaiklwu R;kyk ijkoŸk 

gks.;kpk cks/k ns.ks] R;kaP;k eukr usgeh mnkj o mnkRr fopkjkapk lapkj d:u R;kyk 

e.kq”; thoukrhy ijefcanwyk usÅu lksM.ks- gÓk v’kk mn~ns’kkus cq/nkus dFkk 

lkafxrY;k- R;kdFkk iq<s yksddFkk ¼tkrddFkk½ Eg.kwu izfl/nhl vkY;k- R;k dFkkaP;k 

izsj.ksrwu yksdlkfgR; fuekZ.k >kys-  

 cq/nk uarj R;kaP;k vuq;k;kauh R;kaP;k izsj.kk ?ksowu yksdkauk tkx`r dj.;kps 

dk;Z iq<s pkyw Bsoys- R;krhy dkgh lkfgfR;dkaps lkfgR; ;k fBdk.kh ekaM.;kpk 

iz;Ru dsyk vkgs- 

 xkSre cq/nkauh lkafxrysY;k dkgh yksddFkk- 
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१- O;kikÚ;kph dFkk %& 

 Nksu O;kikjh vlrkr rs nks?kstu ,dkp ns’kkr tkowu O;kikj dj.;kpk ekul 

djrkr- ifgY;k O;kikÚ;kpk LokFkhZi.kk c?kwu vkf.k ifjfLFkrhpk vankt ?ksowu o 

laetli.kk nk[kowu ifgY;k O;kikÚ;kyk vxksnj tk.;kph lgerh nsrks- ifgyk 

O;kikjh eksBÓk vkuankus ikp’ks cSyxkMÓk ?ksowu fu?krks- ifgyk O;kikjh tkowu ia/kjk 

fnol >kY;kuarj nwljk O;kikjh vkiys ikp’ks cSyxkMÓk ?ksÅu fu?krks dkgh fnol 

varj ikj d:u xsY;kuarj ekxkZr futZu izns’k ykxrks- R;k izns’kkrwu tkr vlrkuk 

ekxkZr ,dk fBdk.kh ifgY;k O;kikÚ;kps ikp’ks xkMÓk o R;kojhy lkekulweku] oLrw 

vkf.k O;kikjh o R;kP;klkscr vl.kkÚ;k yksdkaP;k gkMkaps lkaxkMs fnlrkr- 

 ;k dFksrwu cq/nkyk vls lkaxk;ps vkgs dh] O;kikÚ;kauh LokFkhZHkko o 

mrkoGsi.kk ckGxw u;s- O;kikjh gk la?kVhr jkgwu vfr’k; lko/ki.kkus O;kikj dsyk 

ikfgts- T;k izns’kkr tkÅu R;kyk O;kikj djko;kpk vkgs R;k izns’kkr tk.kkjs 

lqjf{kr ekxZ] ik.kh o pkjk feG.;kps fBdk.k vkgsr dk? gs vxksnj c?kwu Bsoys 

ikfgts- R;kurjp O;kikjklkBh fu?kkos- 

 lokZr egRRokph xks”V Eg.kts ,[kknk O;kikjh yqVyk tkrks] ekjyk tkrks rsOgk 

rks ,dVkp cqMyk tkr ukgh rj R;k O;kikÚ;k’kh T;kauh T;kauh O;ogkj d:u Bsoyk 

vkgs rs loZtu cqMrkr vkf.k rs cqM.ks Eg.kts ns’k] jkT; cqM.ks vkys- R;keqGs O;kikjh 

gk usgehp lko/k jkgwu O;kikj dsyk ikfgts vls cq/nkyk lkaxk;ps vkgs- 

2- jFkdkjkph dFkk % 

 ;q/n gs lgk efgU;kyk gks.kkj gksrs- R;klkBh jktkyk pkdkph tksMh goh 

vlrs- rh r;kj dj.;kpk vkns’k jktk jFkdkjkyk nsrks- jFkdkj ,d tksMh lgk 

efgU;kauk lgk fnokl deh vlrkuk r;kj d:u jktkdMs ?ksowu xsyk vkf.k nwljh 

tksMh nksu fnolkr r;kj d:u jktkdMs ?ksowu tkrks- 
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 ;k dFksrwu vlk cks/k gksrks dh] jktk gk lektkpk usrk vlrks rks Kkuh] 

vuqHkoh o osGsps egRo tk.kukjk vlkok- R;kP;k eukr lerspk vkf.k eerspk Hkko 

vlkok- R;kp cjkscj ns’kkr jkT;kr vuqHkoh Kkuh osGsps egRRo tk.kukjs oSKkfud 

n`”Vhdksu vl.kkjs Hkfo”;kpk os/k ?ks.kkjs fofo/k {ks=kr dke dj.kkjs dkjkxhj vlkosr 

vkf.k T;k lektkr vlk jktk o dkjkxhj vlrkr R;k jkT;kyk] lektkyk v/kksxrh 

o ijkHko ;k xks”Vh f’kor ukghr- 

3- ‘ksrdÚ;kaph dFkk %& 

 xkSre cq/n ex/k ns’kkr fogkj djr gksrs- ,dk fBdk.kh ,d ‘ksrdjh R;kauk 

Eg.kkyk] ekÖ;klkj[kh ‘ksrh d:u vUUk [kk- R;kosGh cq/n R;k ‘ksrdÚ;kyk Eg.kkys eh 

gh rls d:up Hkkstu djrks- R;koj ‘ksrdjh Eg.kkyk eyk rq>h ‘ksrh fnlr ukgh- 

rq>s tw] ukaxj] QkG] ikpus vFkok cSy ;kiSdh dkgh fnlr ukgh- R;koj cq/n Eg.kkys] 

J/nk gs fc;k.ks vkgs- pkaxys ch vlsy rj pkaxys ihd ;srs vkf.k pkaxys ihd vkys 

rj pkaxY;k xq.koRrsps o Hkjiwj /kkU; ;srs R;k izek.ks J/nsps vkgs- J/nk frFks fo’okl] 

fo’okl rsFks izse] izse frFks ca/kwHkko ,drk] ,drk frFks ‘kkarrk vkf.k ‘kkarrk frFks 

izxrh- pkaxys /kkU; feGfo.;klkBh pkaxY;k fc;kps tls egRo vkgs rls lektkP;k 

izxrhlkBh J/nsph xjt vkgs- J/nk egRRokph vkgs- 

 cq/n ;kfBdk.kh ‘ksrdÚ;kyk pkaxY;k fc;kps egRRo iVowu nsrkr o R;kpcjkscj 

J/nsps egRo iVowu nsrkr- iq<s cq/n Eg.krkr] ri gk ikÅl vkgs- ikÅl 

>kY;kf’kok; /kkU; ihdr ukgh- R;kp izek.ks ri dsY;kf’kok; lektkph izxrh gksr 

ukgh- rikps egRo ikÅlkizek.ks vkgs gs rs lkaxrkr- 

 iq<s Eg.krkr iz;RUk gk ek>k tw okg.kkjk cSy vkgs- cSykaP;k ekusoj tw rsOgkp 

Bsoys tkrs tsOgk ‘ksrkr ukaxj.ks] o[kj.ks] isj.ks] dksGi.kh dj.ks vlsy- ;kpk vFkZ cSy 

tw foukdkj.k okgr ukgh- mfn~n”V Bsowu okgr vlrs- R;kp izek.ks cq/n gs dkgh 

mfn~n”V Bsowu iz;Ru djr gksrs- R;kaps mfn~n”V lektkr ‘kkarrsps] ek.kwldhps] 
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izdrhps] lq[kkps] vkuankps jlHkjhr xksM QGs ;kosr Eg.kwu R;klkBh rs iz;Ru djr 

gksrs- 

 cq/n ;k dFksrwu ‘ksrdÚ;kP;k eukr vjgarkfo”k;h vl.kkjk xSjlet nwj 

djrkr vkf.k vjgar gs lektkr vl.ks fdrh egRRokps vkgs rs R;kyk lkaxrkr- 

lektkr ‘kkarrk] ek.kwldh ca/kwHkko] izse] ,drk] vkiwydh ulsyrj ‘ksrdÚ;kps uOgs rj 

lxGÓkaphp laiRrh tho /kksD;kr ;sow ‘kdrs- vuhrheku lekt gk v/kksxrhyk tkrks 

gs R;kyk iVowu lkaxrkr- izR;sdkus mnn~s’k Bsowu rs xkB.;klkBh dk;Z dsys ikfgts gs 

lkaxrkr- 

 cq/nkus v’kk izdkjs yksddFkka}kjs lektkyk tkx`r dj.;kps o R;kP;kr 

oSKkfudn`”Vh vk.k.;kps dk;Z gkrh ?ksrys rsaOgk R;kP;k R;k dk;kZpk lektkoj pkaxyk 

ifj.kke >kY;kps fnlw ykxys- lektkr uhrheku yksd r;kj gksÅ ykxys- ek.kwldh 

fuekZ.k gksÅ ykxyh- ca/kwHkko fuekZ.k gksow ykxyk- vU/kfo’okl u”V gksowu foKkufu”V] 

cq/nhuh”B lekt fuekZ.k gksow ykxyk- cq/nkuarj R;kpk okjlk pkyfo.kkjs vusd t.k 

iq<s vkys- R;kauh R;kp ijhus yksd tkx`rhps dk;Z iw<s pkyw Bsoys- 

 cq/nkuarj R;kpk okjlk pkyfo.;kpk vusdkauh iz;Ru dsysyk vkgs- R;krhy 

dkgh tukapk mYYks[k ;k fBdk.kh dsysyk vkgs- 

1- v’o?kks”k %& 

 gs ifgY;k ‘krdkrhy ,d ukekafdr ckS/n iaMhr Eg.kwu yksdfiz;rk feGfoyh 

gksrh- R;kauh cq/nkaP;k izek.ks yksdkauk tkx`r dj.;kps dk;Z dsys rs yksdkauk xgu o 

rkfRod fo”k; n`”Vkar :ikus lkaxwu yksdkaps vKku nwj djr gksrs- R;kaps ,d mnkgj.k 

iq<hy izek.ks& 

 nhiks ;Fkk fuoZ`freH;wisrks uSokofua 

 xPNfr ukUrfj{ke~A 

 fn’ka u dkafpf}fn’ka u dkafpr 
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 LUksg{k;kRdsoyesfr ‘kkfUreAA 

 vFkZ&fnok fo>yk dh rks i`Fohojgh tkr ukgh] varfj{kkrgh tkr ukgh- 

dqBY;k fn’ksyk tkr ukgh rj rsy laiY;keqGs dsoG ftFkY;k frFks ‘kkar gksrks- 

 e.kq”; e`R;w ikoY;kuarj LoxkZr fdaok ujdkr tkrks vlk ,d fopkj lektkr 

:< dj.;kr vkyk gksrk rh ,d dYiuk gksrh- R;k dYiusP;k ukok[kkyh yksdkaph 

Qlo.kwd] ywckM.kwd dsyh tkr gksrh- rh Qlo.kwd o ywckM.kwd Fkkacfo.;klkBh o 

R;kpcjkscj T;k xks”Vh MksGÓkauk fnlr ukghr] T;k xks”Vhpk vuqHko ?ksrk ;sr ukgh 

r’kk xks”Vhaoj ppkZ dj.ks gs O;FkZ vkgs- R;k xks”Vhaoj ppkZ dj.ks Eg.kts lektkr 

oSpkfjd xksa/kG fuekZ.k dj.ks o vU/kJ/nk tksikl.ks pkyw jkgrs- rh u”V dj.;klkBh 

o yksdkae/;s oSKkfudn`”Vh vk.k.;klkBh v’o?kks”k ;kauh iz;Ru dsysyk vkgs- 

2- y{ehadjk %& 

 ghpk tUe jkt?kjk.;kryk ¼8 os ‘krd½ vlwu rhus jktlq[kkpk R;kx d:u 

cq/nkP;k ekxkZus tk.ks ilan dsys- rhus yksdtkx`rhps dk;Z lq: dsys- rhus yksd 

tkx`rh dj.;klkBh dkO;kaph jpuk dsyh rh ,dk fBdk.kh Eg.krs& 

 “u d”VdYiuka dq;kZr~ uksioklks u p fØ;ke~A” 

 y{ehdkjk gh L=h vlY;kus rhyk L=h thoukrhy /kksds vkf.k tckcnkjhph 

tk.kho vkgs- uSlfxZd O;oLFksuwlkj L=hyk ekr`Ro iRdjkos ykxrs- ijarq R;k dkGkr 

vusd L=h;k gÓk vkiys izk.k xekowu clrkr- cGkyk tUe ns.;kph osG gh L=hlkBh 

vR;ar /kksD;kph vlrs- R;kuarj rhP;k o eqykaP;k ikyu iks”k.kkaph tckcnkjh o 

dqVqackpk xkMk pkyfo.;klkBh d”V djkos ykxrkr- ,dk vFkkZus fryk ekufld o 

‘kkfjjhd d”V eksBÓk izek.kkoj lkslkos ykxrkr vkf.k R;kosGsl ‘kkjhfjd rkdn o 

ekufld rkdn ;s.;klkBh vUUk lsou dj.ks xjtsps vlrs- R;keqGs L=h;kauh mikl 

d:u ‘kkjhfjd detksjh vk.kwu ?ksow u;s- R;k vkiY;k dohrsrwu L=h;kauk lkaxrkr& 
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3- lar lsuk Ugkoh ¼13 os ‘krd½  

rs ,d fBdk.kh Eg.krkr]  

vkEgh okjhd okjhdA d: gtker ckjhdAA  

foosdniZ.k vk;uk nkÅA oSjkX; fpeVk gkyowAA 

mnd’kkarh MksbZ ?kksGwA vgadkjkph ‘ksaMh fiGwAA 

HkkokFkkZP;k cxyk >kMwA dke Øks/k u[ks dk<wAA 

lar lsuk Ugkoh ;k vHkaxkrwu lkaxrkr] f’k{k.kkrwu foods ;srks- ijarq 

lektkrhy dkgh yksdkauk f’k{k.kkps nkjs utjsyk iM.kkj ukghr v’kh O;oLFkk 

lektkr dsysyh gksrh- R;koj rs fVdk djr u clrk] R;kr osG [kphZ u ?kkyrk 

R;kfo:/n la?k”kZ d:u Lor%ps uqdlku d:u ?ksr u clrk] vki.kp vkiyh v’kh 

O;oLFkk fuekZ.k d: dh] R;k O;oLFksr lokZauk leku okx.kwd feGsy- ca/kwHkko vlsy] 

,drk vlsy vkf.k rks lekt foKkufu”B vlsy mRd”kkZP;k ekxkZoj tk.kkjs vlsy- 

v’kk izdkjph lektO;oLFkk fuekZ.k d:;k vls rs vkiY;k dkO;krwu lektkyk 

lkaxrkr- 

4- lar ukenso dky[kaM ¼1270 rs 1350½ %& rs ,dk fBdk.kh Eg.krkr] 

 v.kefMvk eanyw cktSA 

 fcuqlkou ?kugj xktSA 

 ckny fcuw cj[kk gksbZAA 

 ekany e<oY;kokpwup oktr vkgs- Jko.k ulrkaukgh es?k xjtr vkgsr- vkf.k 

es?kkokpwu itZU;o`”Vh gksr vkgs- ;krwu R;kauk lektkyk lkaxk;ps vkgs dh] T;k xks”Vh 

lkafxrY;k tkr vkgsr R;k xks”Vhauk foKkukpk vk/kkj ukgh- v’kk xks”Vhaoj fo’okl 

Bsow udk- R;kauh ;krwu foKkukps egRo iVowu nsr vkgsr- oSKkfud n`”Vhdks.kkps egRo 

iVowu nsÅu foKkufu”V lektkph vko’;drk vkgs gs rs lkaxrkr- 
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5- yyGs’ojh %& 

 fgpk tUe dk’ehje/;s 14 O;k ‘krdkr >kyk- rh rhP;k irhdMwu o 

lklwdMwu gks.kkÚ;k NGkyk daVkGwu rh ?kj&lalkjkpk R;kx dsyk vkf.k lektkps 

izcks/ku dj.;kps dk;Z lq: dsys- rh ,dk fBdk.kh Eg.krs& 

 vkos’kkdqy] us=ksa esa I;kl Hkjs 

 [kkstrh gw¡ fnu jkr pg¡w vksj gsjrhA 

 fd;k gS lk{kkRdkj eSaus lR; dk] cq/n dk vius gh Hkhrj] us= lQy gq,A 

 ;krwu rhyk lkaxk;ps vkgs] nq%[kkrwu lqVdk feGok;ph vlsy rj cq/nkpk ekxZ 

Lohdkjyk ikfgts- eh rks ekxZ Lohdkjyk vkgs vkf.k ek>s nq%[k deh >kys vkgsr-  

6- lar loZK ¼b- l- 17 os ‘krd ½ %&  

 gs dukZVd izns’kkrys lar gksrs rs ,dk fBdk.kh Eg.krkr] 

 /;kunk gkslcfRr ekSunk frfGnqIIk frfGrqIiA 

 LokuqHkoosac csGfxuk T;ksfr;A Kkuoa lqMwxw loZKAA 

 ;krwu rs lektkyk Kku feGfo.;kps rhu ekxZ lkaxrkr rs Eg.kts v/;;u] 

ppkZ vkf.k vuqHko ;krwu Kku feGrks vkf.k foKkus e.kq”; thoukrhy va/kdkj nwj 

gksrks- Kku o foKkukps egRo iVowu lkaxrkr- 

7- lar pks[kkesGk %&  

gs egkjk”Vªkrhy lar vkgsr- rs ,dk fBdk.kh Eg.krkr] 

ml Mksaxk ijh jl uOgs MksaxkA 

dk; Hkwyyklh ojyh;k jaxkAA 

ek.klkP;k jaxkyk] ‘kjhjkyk egRo ukgh rj R;kP;k xq.kkyk egRo vkgs- R;kP;k 

xq.kkyk] dekZyk egRo vkgs- lektkyk oSKkfud n`”Vhdksu vl.kkÚ;kaph xjt vkgs 

vls rs lkaxrkr- 
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8- lar lkorkekGh  %&  

egkjk"Vªkrhy lar vlwu R;kauh vkiY;k vHkaxkr ,dk fBdk.kh Eg.krkr] 

dkank eqGk HkkthA vo?kh foBkckbZ ek>hAA1AA  

ylw.k fejP;k dksfFkafcjhA 

vo?kk >kyk ek>k gjh AA2AA 

R;kauk ;krwu lkaxk;ps vkgs] vki.k ts dke djrks rsp dke- R;k dkekrwu 

fuekZ.k gks.kkjs QG rsp vkiys nso vkgsr- R;koj nsok izek.ks fu”Bk Bsowu dke djk- 

R;krwu vkuan rj feGrksp R;kpcjkscj tkLr mRiknu ok<sy- mRiknu ok<ys dh 

izxrh gksbZy- dke lksMwu nsokP;k ukokus HkVd.ks gs uwdlku dj.kkjs vlrs- uwdlku 

Eg.kts v/kksxrh vk.k.ks- e.kq”;kP;k izxrhpk ekxZ lkaxrkr- rlsp tkLrh mRiknu 

d:u vk.k tkLrh yksdkauk vUUk nsÅ] R;kaph Hkwd Hkkxow rhp [kjh nsokph lsok vkgs- 

10- lar rqdkjke %& 

lar rqdkjkekauh vusd vHkaxkaph jpuk dsyh vkgs- rs ,dk fBdk.kh Eg.krkr] 

lkdjsP;k xks.;k cSykfp;s ikBhA r;klh lsoVh djckMsAA1AA  

ekykps iS isVs okgrkrh maVsA r;kykxh dkVs Hk{kko;k AA 2 AA 

;k fBdk.kh lar rqdkjke lkaxk;r vkgsr- e.kq”;kps thou gh R;k cSy o 

maVkizek.ks vks>s okg.kkjs vkgs- tjh lR; vlys rjh R;k izk.;kaizek.ks vki.k dMck o 

dkVs [kkr ukgh- gks Lokfn”V vkgkj ?ks.;kpk iz;Ru djrks- Eg.ktsp ek.klkdMs fopkj 

dj.;kph rkdn] ‘kDrh vkgs- Eg.ktsp cq/nh vkgs- R;k cq/nhpk R;kauh lektkP;k 

dY;k.kklkBh tkLrhr tkLr okij djkok vls vl rs ;k vHkaxkrwu lkaxrkr-  
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fu"d”kZ %& 

 cq/nkus lkafxrysY;k ojhy rhu dFkkapk fu”d”kZ dk<rkuk gsp fnlrs dh] 

yksdHkk”ksrwu dFkk lkax.;kpk eqG mn~ns’k lektkrhy loZ yksdkauk tkx`r dj.ks loZ 

yksdkadMs Kku vlys ikfgts- izR;sd O;Drh fodflr >kyk rjp loZ lekt fodlhr 

gksrks- izR;sd O;DrhdMs uSlfxZd ladVkyk rksaM ns.;kph rkdn o ;qDrh vlyh 

ikfgts- dkj.k uSlfxZd rkdn tsOgk ;srs rsaOgk izR;sd ek.kwl gk ifgY;kank Lor%yk 

okpfo.;kpk iz;Ru djrks vkf.k R;kuarj rks brjkauk okpfo.;kpk iz;Ru djrks gs lR; 

y{kkr ?ksowu R;keqGs izR;sd O;DrhP;k vaxh oSKkfud ;qDrh vlyh ikfgts vlk fopkj 

cq/nkpk gksrk- R;keqGs R;kauh loZ dFkk T;k lkafxrY;k R;k foKkukoj vk/kkfjr 

lkafxrY;k vkgsr- 

 ;kf’kok; R;kauk nwljs ,d lR; lkaxwu R;kaiklwu euq”; thoukyk okpfo.;kpk 

fopkj lkafxryk- rs nwljs lR; Eg.kts ekuofufeZr ladV oSKkfud n`”Vhus e.kq”; 

thoukph izxrh gksbZy gs rso<sp lR; vkgs- i.k R;kposGh R;kP;k R;k izxrhpk 

nqlÚ;kyk /kksdkgh fuekZ,k gksrks gs rso<sp lR; vkgs- R;kP;kr izxrhph gko fuekZ.k 

gksrs vkf.k ;krwu la?k”kZ o ;q/n gksrkr vkf.k ;q/n gs ekuoh thoukykp uOgs rj loZ 

ltho l`”Vhyk /kksdk fuekZ.k gksrks- ;kiklwu okpfo.;klkBh o R;kP;k thoukr vkuan] 

lq[k] ‘kkarh vlkoh ;klkBh mnkRr vFkkZus izse] eerk] vkiqydh] eS=h] d:.kk ;k 

xks”Vh e.kq”;kP;k vaxh vl.ks vko’;d vkgs- gs cq/nkus lkafxrys vkgs- 

 R;kaps rs dk;Z iq<hy dkGkrgh fujarj pkyw jkfgys gs vki.kkyk ojhy larkaP;k 

dk;kZo:u y{kkr ;srs- ojhy larkuhgh foKkukph] ek.kqldhph] lR;kph dkl lksMyh 

ukgh gs egRRokps vkgs-  
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lanHkZ xzaFk lwph %& 

1- O;kikÚ;kph dFkk] fl/nkFkZ tkrd [kaM-1] ysf[kdk nwxkZ Hkkxor] izdk’kd v-g-

Hkkos] ojnk cqDl- ojnk lsukirh ckiV ekxZ iq.ks 16] iz- vk- 15 vkWxLV 1975] 

i`- dz- 6] 7 

2- jFkdkjkph dFkk] loksZRre Hkwehiw= xkSre cq/n] MkW- vk- g- lkGqa[ks] yksdk;r 

izdk’ku lkrkjk] f}rh; vk- 22 vkWxLV 2007 

3- ‘ksrdÚ;kph dFkk] loksZRre Hkwehiw= xkSre cq/n] MkW- vk- g- lkGqa[ks] yksdk;r 

izdk’ku lkrkjk] f}rh; vk- 22 vkWxLV 2007 

4- v’o?kks”k] laik- i- egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] Hkkjrh; laLd`rh dks’k [kaM&1] 

egkjk”Vª jkT; lkfgR; vkf. laLd`fr eaMG ;kaP;k lgk¸;kus izdkf’kr- Hkkjrh; 

laLd`rh eaMG] 410 ‘kfuokj isB iq.ks-411030] f}fr;ko`Rrh ‘kds 1903 b- l- 

1982 

5- y{ehdkjk] laik- ia- egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] Hkkjrh; laLd`rhdks’k] [kaaM&8] iz- vk- 

‘kds 1896 13 vkWxLV 1974 

6- lsuk Ugkoh] laik- ia- egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] Hkkjrh; laLd`frdks’k] ngkok [kaM] 

410 ‘kfuokj isB iw.ks] iz- vk- ‘kds 1901 ,fizy 1979] f}- vk- ekxZf’k”kZ ‘kds 

1916 tkusokjh 1995 iku ua- 125]  

7- lar ukenso] laik- ia- egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] Hkkjrh; laLd`rhdks’k [k aM&5] iku 

ua- 40] iz- vk- ‘kds 1990 b- l- 1968] iqueqZnz.k ‘kds 1912 b- l- 1991- 

8- yYys’ojh] laik- ia- egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] [kaM&8] iku ua- 322] iz- vk- ‘kds 

1896] 31 vkWxLV 1974 

9- lar loZK] laik- ia- egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] [kaM&9 iku ua- 682] iz- vk- ‘kds 

1898] 30 uksOgsacj 1976- 
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10- lar lkorkekGh] laik- ia- egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] Hkkjrh; laLd`rhdks’k] [kaM&9] 

iku ua- 714] iz- vk- ‘kds 1898] 30 uksOgsacj 1976- 

11- lar pks[kkesGk] ifyukWj >sfy;V oky eatwG] lqxkok izdk’ku 562 lnkf’ko 

isB iw.ks 30] iz- vk- 6 fMlsacj 2002] iku ua- 58 

12- rqdkjkekapk ‘ksrdjh] MkW- vk- g- lkGqa[ks]  
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Abstract:  

 When India adopted free economy from that time banking sector have great importance 

and lions share for development of Indian economy. In present scenario, e-banking plays vital role 

of every banking transaction. In 20th century with the help of ATM machines banking is near to 

door step in society at large, form that time banking services were open to all at 24*7*365.         

Now in present scenario of 21st century, with the use of modern technology all banking 

services in the hands of every individual. Because at present internet banking is used all over the 

world with the help of  Virtual Banking, Internet Banking, personal computer banking, home 

banking, remote electronic banking and mobile banking, these are the synonyms for the Electronic 

Banking. The term E-Banking covers both computer and telephone banking. These two types of 

banking involve the usage of passwords. The rapid development of E-banking services carries 

risks as well as benefits. Hence, it is the responsibility of the bankers to recognize, manage and to 

address banking institutions in cautious and sensible way according to the fundamental 

characteristics and challenges of E-Banking services.    

 This research paper covers information of modern e-banking services in India and also 

study importance of e-banking for organization as well as society at large. This paper also study 

challenges and problems faced by Indian people.   
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Introduction:  

 Banks are backbone of Indian economy. After adopting LPG policy by Indian government 

there are drastic changes we can see in every sector. Before adopting LPG policy, Indian banks 

were doing transactions traditional way and for this, a person faces many problems while doing 

banking transactions. And the main problem is limited working hours in banks so there is a huge 

queue in front of every counter in every bank. Therefore, to overcome from these problems, in 20th 

century Indian government adopted new bank culture, for that, many essential decisions were taken 

for advancement in bank transactions and more focus on convenience of people, out of them mostly 

two decisions are very important for changing and updating banking sector i.e. Core Banking 

System and ATM Centres of every bank all over in India. 

 In 21st century Indian people are much aware about banking transactions and also their 

need and priorities also changed relating with banks so, banks also try to satisfy all needs and 

priorities of every people. In present scenario, we can see everywhere that, there is huge 

improvement in savings and investments schemes offered by banks, there are many facilities, 

investment options were provided by banks to everyone. The main motto of present Government 

of India is “Cashless Transactions”. For achieving this goal, Indian government tries to concentrate 

on everyone to do online transactions everywhere. So for this, e-banking have great importance 

for developing modern Indian Economy.   

 

Objectives of Study: 

1. To identify various e-banking services/products adopted by Indian banks.  

2. To study and analyze the progress made by Indian banking industry in adoption of 

technology.  

3. To study the challenges faced by Indian banks in adoption of technology and make 

recommendations to tackle these challenges. 

 

Research Methodology: 

This paper is the outcome of a secondary data on Indian Banking Sector with special 

reference to Indian context. To complete this, annual reports, various books, journals and 

periodicals have been consulted, several reports on this particular area have been considered, and 

internet searching has also been done. 
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Evolution of E-banking in India:  

 

In India e-banking is of fairly recent origin. The traditional model for banking has been 

through branch banking. Only in the early 1990s there has been start of non-branch banking 

services. The good old manual systems on which Indian Banking depended upon for centuries 

seem to have no place today. The credit of launching internet banking in India goes to ICICI Bank. 

Citibank and HDFC Bank followed with internet banking services in 1999. Several initiatives have 

been taken by the Government of India as well as the Reserve Bank to facilitate the development 

of e-banking in India. The Government of India enacted the IT Act, 2000 with effect from October 

17, 2000 which provided legal recognition to electronic transactions and other means of electronic 

commerce. The Reserve Bank is monitoring and reviewing the legal and other requirements of e-

banking on a continuous basis to ensure that e-banking would develop on sound lines and e-

banking related challenges would not pose a threat to financial stability. A high level Committee 

under chairmanship of Dr. K.C. Chakrabarty and members from IIT, IIM, IDRBT, Banks and the 

Reserve Bank prepared the IT Vision Document- 2011-17‟, for the Reserve Bank and banks which 

provides an indicative road map for enhanced usage of IT in the banking sector.  

To cope with the pressure of growing competition, Indian commercial banks have adopted 

several initiatives and e-banking is one of them. The competition has been especially tough for the 

public sector banks, as the newly established private sector and foreign banks are leaders in the 

adoption of e-banking. Indian banks offer to their customers following e-banking products and 

services:  

1. Automated Teller Machines (ATMs)  

2. Internet Banking  

3. Mobile Banking  

4. Phone Banking  

5. Tele-banking  

6. Electronic Clearing Services  

7. Electronic Clearing Cards  

8. Smart Cards  

9. Door Step Banking  

10. Electronic Fund Transfer  

 

Products and Services 
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Phases of Evolution of Indian Banking Industry:  

In the evolution of this strategic industry spanning over two centuries, immense developments 

have been made in terms of the regulations governing it, the ownership structure, products and 

services offered and the technology deployed. The entire evolution can be classified into four 

distinct phases.  

1. Phase I- Pre-Nationalization Phase (prior to 1955)  

2. Phase II- Era of Nationalization and Consolidation (1955-1990)  

3. Phase III- Introduction of Indian Financial & Banking Sector Reforms and Partial 

Liberalization (1990-2004)  

4. Phase IV- Period of Increased Liberalization (2004 onwards)  
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The three broad facilities that e-banking offers are:  

1. Convenience- Complete your banking at your convenience in the comfort of your home.  

2. No more Qs- There are no queues at an online bank.  

3. 24*7*365 service- Bank online services are provided 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 

52 weeks a year. 

 

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES  

The Indian banking sector continues to face some structural challenges. We have a 

relatively large number of banks, some of which are sub-optimal in size and scale of operations. 

On the regulatory front, alignment with global developments in banking supervision is a focus area 

for both regulators and banks. The new international capital norms require a high level of 

sophistication in risk management, information systems, and technology which would pose a 

challenge for many participants in the Indian banking sector. The deep and often painful process 

of restructuring in the Indian economy and Indian industry has resulted in asset quality issues for 

the banking sector; while significant progress is being made in this area, a great deal of work 

towards resolution of these legacy issues still needs to be done. The Indian banking sector is thus 

at an exciting point in its evolution. The opportunities are immense – to enter new businesses and 

new markets, to develop new ways of working, to improve efficiency, and to deliver higher levels 

of customer service. The process of change and restructuring that must be undergone to capitalize 

on these opportunities poses a challenge for many banks.  

The Indian banking sector is faced with multiple and concurrent challenges such as 

increased competition, rising customer expectations, and diminishing customer loyalty. The 

banking industry is also changing at a phenomenal speed. While at the one end, we have millions 

of savers and investors who still do not use a bank, another segment continues to bank with a 

physical branch and at the other end of the spectrum, the customers are becoming familiar with 

ATMs, e-banking, and cashless economy. This shows the immense potential for market expansion. 

The exponential growth for the industry comes from being able to handle as wide a range of this 

spectrum as possible. In this complex and fast changing environment, the only sustainable 

competitive advantage is to give the customer an optimum blend of technology and traditional 

service.  
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As banks develop their strategies for giving customers access to their accounts through various 

advanced services like e banking, mobile banking and net banking, they should also regard this 

emerging platform as a potential catalyst for generating operational efficiencies and as a vehicle 

for new revenue sources. Banking industry‘s opportunities includes:  

1) A growing economy  

2) Banking deregulation  

3) Increased client borrowing  

4) An increase in the number of banks  

5) An increase in the money supply  

6) Low government-set credit rates and  

7) Larger customer checking account balances.  

Developing countries like India, has a huge number of people who don‘t have access to 

banking services due to scattered and fragmented locations. But if we talk about those people who 

are availing banking services, their expectations are raising as the level of services are increasing 

due to the emergence of Information Technology and immense competition between the services 

and products provided by different banks. Since, foreign banks are playing in Indian market, the 

number of services of offered has increased and banks have laid emphasis on meeting the customer 

expectations.  

India's banking sector has made rapid strides in reforming and aligning itself to the new 

competitive business environment. The major challenges faced by banks today are as to how to 

cope with competitive forces and strengthen their balance sheet. Today, banks are groaning with 

burden of NPA‘s. It is rightly felt that these contaminated debts, if not recovered, will eat into the 

very vitals of the banks. 

  

Indian Consumer:  

The biggest opportunity for the Indian banking system today is the Indian consumer. 

Demographic shifts in terms of income levels and cultural shifts in terms of lifestyle aspirations 

are changing the profile of the Indian consumer. This is and will be a key driver of economic 

growth going forward. The Indian consumer now seeks to fulfill his lifestyle aspirations at a 

younger age with an optimal combination of equity and debt to finance consumption and asset 

creation. This is leading to a growing demand for competitive, sophisticated retail banking 
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services. The consumer represents a market for a wide range of products and services – he needs 

a mortgage to finance his house; an auto loan for his car; a credit card for on-going purchases; a 

bank account; a long-term investment plan to finance his child‘s higher education; a pension plan 

for his retirement; a life insurance policy – the possibilities are endless. And, this consumer does 

not live just in India‘s top ten cities. He is present across cities, towns, and villages as improving 

communications increases awareness even in small towns and rural areas. Consumer goods 

companies are already tapping this potential – it is for the banks to make the most of the 

opportunity to deliver solutions to this market.  

 

Revolution of Information Technology in Banking Sector:  

  

Technology is the key to servicing all customer segments – offering convenience to the 

retail customer and operating efficiencies to corporate and government clients. The increasing 

sophistication, flexibility, and complexity of product and servicing offerings makes the effective 

use of technology critical for managing the risks associated with the business. Developing or 

acquiring the right technology, deploying it optimally, and then leveraging it to the maximum 

extent is essential to achieve and maintain high service and efficiency standards while remaining 

cost-effective and delivering sustainable returns to shareholders. Early adopters of technology 

acquire significant competitive advantage. Managing technology is, therefore, a key challenge for 

the Indian banking sector. Wide disparities exist between various banks as far as technology 

capabilities are concerned; the sector as a whole needs to make significant progress on this front.  

Banks may have to go for mobile banking services for a cluster of villages. Alternatively, 

technological institutions have to come out with low-cost, self-service solutions/ ATMs. The 

government and the RBI should actively support such research efforts. Here, it is worthwhile to 

mention that the adaptability of the Indian rural population to high-tech devices is one of the fastest 

in the world. A wider dissemination of information on technologies and products to the Indian 

banking industry by the research institutions could benefit the banking institutions. This cross-

pollination of ideas would mutually enrich the banking and the technology development processes. 

The Indian banks are subject to tremendous pressures to perform as otherwise their very survival 

would be at stake. The application of IT and e-banking is becoming the order of the day with the 

banking system heading towards virtual banking. 
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Challenges in adoption of E-banking:  

E-banking is facing following challenges in Indian banking industry:  

1. The most serious threat faced by e-banking is that it is not safe and secures all the time. 

There may be loss of data due to technical defaults.  

2. E-banks are facing business challenges. For the transactions made through internet, the 

service charges are very low. Unless a large number of transactions are routed over the 

Web the e-banks cannot think of profit.  

3. There is lack of preparedness both on part of banks and customers in the adoption of new 

technological changes.  

4. There is lack of proper infrastructure for the installation of e-delivery channels.  

 

Recommendations:   

1. E-banks should create awareness among people about e-banking products and services. 

Customers should be made literate about the use of e-banking products and services.  

2. Special arrangements should be made by banks to ensure full security of customer funds. 

Technical defaults should be avoided by employing well trained and expert technicians in 

field of computers, so that loss of data can be avoided.  

3. Employees of banks should be given special technical training for the use of e-banking so 

that they can further encourage customers to use the same.  

4. Seminars and workshops should be organised on the healthy usage of e-banking especially 

for those who are ATM or computer illiterate.  

5. E-banking services should be customized on basis of age, gender, occupation etc so that 

needs and requirements of people are met accordingly.  

6. Government should make huge investments for building the infrastructure.  

 

Conclusion: 

The biggest challenge for banking industry is to serve the mass and huge market of India. 

Companies have become customer centric than product centric. The better we understand our 

customers, the more successful we will be in meeting their needs. In order to mitigate above 

mentioned challenges Indian banks must cut their cost of their services. Another aspect to 

encounter the challenges is product differentiation.  
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Apart from traditional banking services, Indian banks must adopt some product innovation 

so that they can compete in extent of competition. Technology up gradation is an inevitable aspect 

to face challenges. The level of consumer awareness is significantly higher as compared to 

previous years. Now-a-days they need internet banking, mobile banking and ATM services. 

 In India, E-banking is in a nascent stage. No doubt Indian banks are making sincere efforts 

for the adoption of advanced technology and installation of e-delivery channels but still masses 

are wary of the concept. Banks are making sincere efforts to popularise the e-banking services and 

products. Younger generation is beginning to see the convenience and benefits if e-banking. In 

years to come, e-banking will not only be acceptable mode of banking but will be preferred mode 

of banking.   
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